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This work presents a new grammar of the Classical Arabic Verb Inflection, carried out within the system of the WP morphological theory (the Word and Paradigm model of analysis as formalized by Professor P.H. Matthews). It is thus basically an application of this structural theory, rather than an assessment of its merits. Yet a general evaluation of characteristics of this theory, compared with two other interrelated systems, is presented with particular attention to the concept of 'adequacy' in relation to Arabic grammar.

The thesis consists of six chapters, the first of which represents an elaborated introduction meant to define the implicit questionable points that the title may raise. This is followed by a chapter on phonemic investigation, restricted to the problematic areas where the scholarly dispute over a specific number of Arabic phonemes has been building up since the Classical era. The terminological distinctions between the basic traditional terms of Arabic grammar and their presumed equivalents in modern linguistics is discussed in Chapter III as a prelude to the major body of the work.

Chapter IV reviews, first, the three relevant linguistic models of analysis in relation to the morphology of Classical Arabic,
which is taken here beyond the restrictive study of the individual
language to the domain of the general linguistic theory; and, second,
it presents a comprehensive summary of WP: its basic terms, rule-
system and evaluational procedure, followed by the reasons that made
it the ideal choice for the present purpose. Chapter V, which serves
as a background to the application in Chapter VI, represents the core
of the discussions devoted to the Classical Arabic verbal system.
It comprises all the explanations that are possibly needed for the
making and understanding of the grammatical rules, and which find no
room in the final chapter without interrupting the flow of the rule-
divisions. The final chapter is merely an application of the WP model
to the inflectional system of the Classical Arabic verb. It consists
of the verbal grammatical rules, preceded by a minimized group of the
required guiding notes, and followed by an exemplary demonstration of
the derivational system. The thesis is ended with a Summary and
Conclusions that survey the work in general and briefly record its
findings.

In addition to the original views and postulations
distributed over almost all the chapters of this work, and apart from
the empirical value regarding the theory adopted, the present grammar
represents on the one hand a further step in the evolutional course
of the Classical Arabic grammar, and on the other it provides a new
link between this classical grammar and the continual evolution of
the linguistic theory.
TRANSCRIPTION

The orthographic transcription, which adheres to the rules of standard spelling for the given language, is in the case of ordinary Arabic script not very much different from the phonemic type which represents each phoneme by one symbol irrespective of the phonetic details. As we are here dealing with CA as a recorded language (not with one of the spoken dialects), the phonemic transcription which usually uses obliques (e.g. /k/, /katab/) will satisfy our purpose. Thus, the reading of the Arabic words in the present work should follow the pronunciation of the various Arabic phonemes as specified in the phonological charts of Chapter II. The phonological charts are based on the notational conventions of IPA. The few symbols added to, and adjustments made in the IPA transcription symbols, for the sake of typing convenience, are actually versions of conventions used by some Arabists, and are limited to the following symbols (Cf. Tables 2.A and 2.B):

\[ \begin{align*}
\varsigma & \quad \text{velarized interdental, voiced fricative} \\
\dot{\eta} & \quad \text{dental, voiceless stop} \\
\ddot{\eta} & \quad \text{voiced stop}
\end{align*} \]
veloped dental, lateral
velarized alveolar, voiceless fricative
the IPA [ʃ]
palatal, voiced stop
uvular, voiceless fricative
the IPA [h]

Apart from this, vowel prolongation is indicated by a bar on the letter (viz. ā, ē, ĩ, ū), and the doubling of a consonant expresses gemination. The phonemic segment /al-/ 'the' is always realized in this form, whether or not the final /l/ is assimilated to a following initial consonant, e.g. al-kitāb, al-šams.

ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONAL SYMBOLS

a active voice
c consonant
CA classical Arabic
con contract (unify the two identical consonants in a geminate segment)
cur curtail (shorten a prolonged vowel)
d dual
Dis Mor discontinuous morpheme (the lexeme vowels)
eg energicus (verbal form)
ep energetic imperative (verbal form)
exp expand (relax the geminate identicals)*
f feminine (as opposed to masculine form)
I (1) intermediate stem, (2) any index symbol
If imperfective

* i.e. insert between two identical consonants; a vowel identical to the vowel preceding the consonant

see p. 338
indicator
Ip
imperative
js
jussive
j
jussive or subjunctive
p
passive voice
pf
perfective
pl
plural
pro
prolong (lengthen a short vowel)
R
Root
S^1, S^2, S^3
primary, secondary and tertiary stems respectively
sg
singular
sj
subjunctive
T
transitory stem (active)
T'
transitory stem (passive)
V
verbal form
v
vowel
w
grammatical word
1
1st person
2
2nd
3
3rd
1
1st or 2nd person pronominal suffixes
3
3rd person pronominal suffix
( )
parentheses: or (alternative item)
{ }
brace brackets: limitation (of class) component
[ ]
square brackets: (1) reference component
(2) phonetic transcription
/
/ obliques: phonemic transcription
I+
prefix
+I
suffix
- delete (in verbal examples, hyphen (-) distinguishes affixes relative to the stem)
/ infix (insertion)
< originates in
> becomes
= equals sign: is equal (equivalent) to
: replace with
+ rewrite

 comma: for separating operations from one another

 inverted comma: to indicate unity of a single operation

 zero morpheme
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P R E F A C E

Hopefully, the fact that this work is subject - as a Ph.D. thesis - to the examiners' evaluation, would allow for the immediately following statement, which modesty may otherwise forbid.

Recompense for the unseen efforts that have led to the findings recorded in this work, is only attainable in terms of the scholarly appreciation of the experts.

To illustrate this statement, I may choose four less obvious matters that had to be faced before proceeding with the work relative to each.

1. The fact that I realised at a late stage that the subject I had in mind for the thesis has been done in London University forced me to exert similar efforts with greater emphasis on the various areas of linguistics - central or peripheral - other than that with which I first concerned myself. This was demanding in every respect. Yet it was, in my case, the only way forward to a position on which an alternative choice could be scientifically determined.

2. Having made the choice, and gone a long way with the
preliminary investigations, a problem of a different nature arose. A reasonable knowledge of the grammatical concepts of Latin had to be first attained before operating in accordance with the choice. And in this respect bordering topics forced themselves upon attention to enhance the situation. "One cannot, of course, discuss the inflections of Latin without referring to the various syntactic and semantic categories which they represent." This unseen exertion was unavoidable. It was of a fundamental role in understanding the demonstration of the morphological theory - according to which the work was to be carried out - as presented by Professor P.H. Matthews.

3 The next problem to arise was that of the appropriate 'solution' that could settle the question of rule-devising, according to the adopted model of analysis. This problem has been - in our case - enhanced by the complexity of the Arabic verbal system (e.g. the great number of discrete patterns or forms, with the diverse realisations of the verbal types: geminate, hamzated, weak, etc.), being combined with the great number of exceptions. "One inflecting language might be said to be 'even more of the inflecting type' than another." The appropriate solution that has been applied in this work, was the sixth of a series of solutions that all had to be tested to breaking point, before the appropriate one was reached. One of those solutions was so convincing that I went a long way with it, for a long time, in the course of analyses, before an alternative solution had to be reconsidered. Thus the plausibility of the sixth solution is due, not only to its conforming to the essential condition of combining the complete coverage of data with the 'formal economy', but to its singularity within the limits of the time available.
The vital stage of analysing the data according to the adopted model (i.e. the redistribution of the data according to both the solution and the rule-system) was, of course, the major task of which only the results of a very tiring and very long process are visibly recorded in this work. My prior specialization in classical Arabic was of course of great help in this respect. Nevertheless, the reconstruction of a complete work (a major section of a language), from a totally different angle of view, can pose basic problematic questions, no less than those of the original construction.

The first two points recall to the attention, the question: Why should we bother at all? Why not the traditional Arabic grammar? To answer this question, I take into consideration both the facts that the old is new in its own time, and that the available facilities form part of the assessment for judging merits. This being so, then my sympathy to traditional Arabic grammar is beyond doubt. Passing any explicit or implicit judgement in any form (including the formal alteration of the traditional rules), that may appear to contradict this attitude, should under no circumstances be taken as implying any intention of belittlement that may undermine the most impressive excellence of the early Arab grammarians' linguistic achievement, which I highly value.

The only intention is to introduce a new system of analysis in terms of modern linguistics, which – in addition to its empirical value regarding the theory concerned – adds a new insight into the grammar of classical Arabic, and hopefully represents a further step
in its evolutional course. If an advantage of the present grammar over the traditional one has to be pointed out, then, with the third point above in mind, one should compare in terms of 'reliability of the output', the 'formal economy' and 'absolute adequacy' in the former, to the possible 'redundancy' and 'memory-bounded adequacy' in the latter. Furthermore, if the 'restricted Universal theory' to which the adopted model relates, subscribes in the end - as one would like to believe - to the theory of 'linguistic Universals' which treats all human languages as an integration of related units; then the present grammar should represent, one hopes, a new link between the grammar of classical Arabic and the continual evolution of the general linguistic theory. This major contribution of the present work is - one wishes to claim - only one of the original views and postulations that are displayed over almost all the chapters.

It is hoped that the above identifies the reason, the scope, and the purpose of the present study. Further questions of relevance that may occur are left to be covered in the introductory chapter.

It remains to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance of all those at Edinburgh University and its rich and sumptuously organised central library, who have helped in one academic way or another, during the undertaking of this study. In particular, I should like to express my sincere gratitude to my supervisor Dr. M.V. McDonald, for his instructive discussions, stimulus views and comments, and constantly encouraging support. I am indebted to Dr. K. Brown for making useful discussions and valuable comments of which I am most appreciative. I am grateful to Professor W.M. Watt, through whose arrangement I was
first admitted to Edinburgh University. The lectures and seminars of the 'Applied Linguistics Diploma' course (now M.A. course) were of great help in the enrichment of my acquaintance with the various fields of linguistics. I owe a great deal to the discussions of the staff-members of the Linguistics department who run this course; as I do with regard to colleagues and staff-members of the department of Arabic and Islamic studies. My thanks to Miss I. Crawford for the kind concern with which she used to treat the official matters. Finally, an acknowledgement with all the appreciation is due to my wife and children, for their tolerance, understanding and consistent support, as well as to my family back at the Sudan, without whose spiritual and financial support this thesis would never have been completed.

This study has been basically funded by the University of Khartoum, to which my verbal thankfulness and gratitude will hopefully soon be turned into actions and practical contributions to the academic life.

Edinburgh University

1980

A.M. Al-Koururi
I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

ASSUMPTIONS
I

INTRODUCTION AND

BACKGROUND ASSUMPTIONS

Historically speaking, the Arabic language seems to have always been a language held with the highest honour and the deepest affection by its native speakers. Since the Jahiliyya days, the poets were highly regarded among the Arabs for their mastery of the word power, and were hence thought of as having magical or supernatural abilities. The advent of Islam, accompanied by the study and exegesis of the Qur'an, intensified this attitude and thus gave the Arabic linguistic studies a major role in the Arabic scholarship. The result was the production of a great number of written grammars dealing with the various grammatical aspects.

The principal aim of the present work is to reconstruct, within the domain of inflectional morphology, the traditional system of those early grammars, in order to produce — according to a well established theory of modern linguistics — a new grammar of classical Arabic, which is economical, pedagogically straightforward, and of a reliable evaluational procedure of which I mean the flow chart of interpretation (produced by Matthews) which always leads to the restrictively appropriate rule, and thus guarantees the correct output.
The Arabic verbal system is the area of application.

In order to familiarize ourselves with the data sources, the method of analysis, and the major objectives of this work, this introductory chapter is intended to give a general outline of the major constructional features of this work, followed by a tolerably brief identification of the principal questions reflected in its title. These questions may be sub-divided into: a) the concept of linguistic universals, discussed in general terms with the intention of accounting for our adoption of a model of analysis that, in a restricted sense, relates to this universal concept, which approaches all human languages in a frame of unitary nature, b) the diversification of Arabic vernaculars (the source of classical and contemporary standard Arabic), c) the concept of classical Arabic, d) the traditional grammar of classical Arabic (a historical outlook), e) and the foreign grammatical influence, on the early stages of Arabic grammar.

Brevity and conciseness in all these matters are inevitable in such an introduction, which is mainly intended to shed light on these issues as matters of general reference, rather than to analyse them as matters of primary concern.
1.1 THE THESIS CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES:

This work presents a new grammar of 'the Classical Arabic Verb Inflection' carried out within the confinements of the morphological theory\(^1\) WP (Word and Paradigm) in its formal demonstration by Professor P.H. Matthews. It is thus basically an application of this theory of structural analysis, rather than an assessment of its merits. Nevertheless, a general evaluation of its characteristics, compared to two other interrelated disciplinary systems, is presented with regard to the concept of adequacy in the case of the Arabic language grammar in particular. The problem of 'accounting for the data' is avoidable in our case, by virtue of both the theory and the language of application, i.e. Classical Arabic (henceforth CA). The theory is held to be applicable to living languages of the Latin type (inflected languages), which could determine its higher adequacy.\(^2\)

The language with which we are concerned (CA) is - for strong historical reasons discussed in this chapter - very well reported, to an extent that justifies a complete reliance on its recorded grammatical data. That is to say, the application is more or less a redistribution of existing grammatical data, in terms of a new and more adequate system of structural analysis.

---

\(^1\) Theory is to be understood here as defined by Matthews: "any system which incorporates the three components (model of description, rule system, and evaluation procedure)". Matthews, P.H. *Inflectional Morphology*, Cambridge, the University Press, 1972, p.19.

\(^2\) Ibid., p.21.
This introductory chapter, which counts as Chapter I, had to be developed from merely an introduction that presents the major structural characteristics of the thesis, into an independent chapter, in order to cover all the questions that find no place in the body of the thesis, and yet make a fundamental contribution to the overall picture of this work.

Starting with the two facts, that the grammatical statements of the linguistic structures are essentially of two-fold application: a determination of the structural elements and a distributional statement about the elements relative to each other, and that the morphological operations are carried out on phonologically established elements; it might be desirable, or might even more be a matter of fundamental role, to begin with a phonemic investigation which may help in designating — by way of determining the questionable phonemic elements in terms of quality or quantity — the distributional relations therein, before proceeding with the morphological analyses. In other words, the morphological statements about the elements and the specification of their arrangements, is expected to be defined on the basis of the distributional relations of the previous stock of phonological elements.¹ There is also the obvious purposes of transcription and the usefulness of a general phonemic reference, which in addition to the preceding point, represent the assumptions behind our introduction on 'phonemic investigation'. The fact that we are dealing with recorded material reduced the scope of this investigation

to the problematic areas, where the scholarly dispute has been building up through time, over the quality or quantity of particularized Arabic phonemes.

For the Arabist in particular, another chapter on the basic terminology used in this work might prove to be of primary significance. It is often felt that the correspondence between the traditional terminology of Arabic grammar and the equivalent terminology in modern linguistics is not always quite evident. Some of the traditional basic terms of Arabic may need some approximation or redefinition in order to fit in with modern concepts in linguistics. Or at least they may need to be rendered clear of the ambiguity and misconceptions that are bound to emerge in the realm of a speculative comparison. Therefore, a chapter on the basic terminology had to prelude the major body of the work.

The major body of the work consists of the three final distinct chapters. The first of these (Chapter IV) assumes a broader attitude in the consideration of language, with CA taken as the individual focus area of assessment. That is to say, this chapter discusses—in its first section—the three relevant linguistic models in relation to the morphology of CA. The evaluation of the three models is oriented towards analytic adequacy regarding the inflection of CA in general terms. The statements are made independent of the linguistic classes (Nominals, verbals, etc.), except for the expository paradigms that are presented as they come, according to the situation or the point at issue. The overall idea here is that CA is taken beyond the restrictive domain of the individual language, to the
universal domain of the general linguistic theory, with the ultimate goal of looking for the ideal and most adequate frame of reference for the morphological analysis of CA.

The second section of this chapter presents a reasonably comprehensive summary of the chosen theory (Model of Approach): its basic terms, rule-system, and evaluational procedure. The painstaking efforts exerted in the task of producing this summary - and for that matter, the preceding section as well - were partly due to the fact that, in addition to the constructional complexity of the theory, the languages chosen by Professor Matthews for the purpose of demonstration were Latin (and Greek) of which I had to learn, from scratch, the basic grammatical concepts, before attempting to understand the theory itself. Afterwards, the task of presenting Arabic in this frame-reference, with the adjustments and restrictions required for the accommodation, was no less exhausting than that of the summary. But that was all inevitable, if the chapter on application was ever to have seen light.

The second (Chapter V) represents the core of the discussions devoted in this work to the CA verbal system. Its basic function is to serve as a background to the final Chapter VI on application. The rule-system in the final chapter leaves no room for explanatory comments to interrupt the flow of the rule-divisions. Therefore, all the lengthy explanations that may need to be resorted to for the purpose of making or understanding the various rules had to be placed in this preceding chapter. This chapter is, of course, an independent entity if considered in terms of (hopefully) the original views that it comprises, but the demonstrative function is intended to
be its prime role. For this reason, it should be possible, from a presentation point of view, for Chapters IV and V to switch position with one another.

Finally, the third is Chapter VI which is devoted for the application of the Rule-system (demonstrated in Chapter IV) to the verbal system of CA. It consists of the verbal grammatical rules, preceded by a group of guiding notes restricted to the minimum required for the clarity of the working system. The grammatical rules, as they appear in their final form, are the result of a long and tedious process of analyses and comparisons, based on a solution that was too demanding to work out in an idealized form. This is demonstrable by the validity and comprehensiveness of the grammatical rules, whether measured by the evaluational procedure or by the attached exemplification, i.e. the grammatical rules are self-reliant. A number of examples is appended to the end of the grammatical rules to demonstrate how the system practically operates.

1.2 GRAMMATICAL SYSTEMS AND LINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS:

It is an equally striking phenomenon, to the specialist (the professional linguist) as well as to the layman, that certain features, such as words, morphemes, etc. appear at the same level in every language with which he acquaints himself; whereas others, such as possessor, the person and case categories, etc. do not. The former features are professionally interpreted as due to "universal factors", i.e. "they are inherent in the nature of human speech,"

while the latter features "are not universal, but still so widespread that better knowledge will doubtless some day connect them with universal characteristics of mankind."  

This question of universal concepts in linguistics goes back to the early days of the Greek and Latin grammarians who seem to have held the opinion that all human languages do have linguistic structures in common, which could be analysed in terms of a universal grammar. 'Universalism' is "a collective term for those approaches to linguistics which assume that languages are closely linked to the logical system of a supreme philosophical system." This supreme system is identifiable in terms of the language universals which are those structural features of languages, that are innately specified as part of the genetic endowment of human beings. "If the same genetically transmitted structural framework underlies all languages, then languages can differ from one another only with respect to the peripheral structural features that the child learns through experience." Languages must therefore be alike in more respects, despite the linguistic diversity in their surface peculiarities which usually attract attention concealing the underlying uniformity.

1 Loc. cit.
This is actually one of two rival views in this respect, which are believed to be complementary to one another rather than in complete conflict, insofar as the question 'how much of the linguistic structure is learned?' is concerned. The Rationalists claim that "The blueprints for any possible linguistic system are provided as part of the innate neural equipment with which every human child is born. The role of learning is thus minimal.... only the peripheral structural details that make languages superficially different from one another are acquired on the basis of environmental influence." In favour of this position are the arguments: (1) Despite the differences in linguistic training, language acquisition is the same by all children of variant degrees of exposure to speech, (2) The fact that language is peculiar to human beings, (3) The relative perfection of language acquisition, regardless of general intelligence, insofar as the significant structural features are concerned, (4) The capability of the child to master at a pre-intellectual age the remarkable complexity and abstractness of languages.

The rival view is that of the Empiricists who claim that language is learned 'entirely through experience', with no inborn capacity to acquire it. This claim is refutable on the basis of the simple fact that in addition to the primitive ability of learning, the human organism is finite, which makes it imperative for the Empiricists to admit that language organisation (and consequently language acquisition) must be partly determined by the finite innate properties of the human organism. On the other hand, the claim of

\[1\] Ibid., pp.235f.
the Rationalists that language is 'innately specified almost in its entirety', is not in fact an absolute denial of the role of learning in the language acquisition. What is meant to be genetically inherited is the capacity for language in general, not the specific details of the given language. The inbuilt system is the organisational and structural properties which are shared by all languages. "Using the inborn, skeletal linguistic system as a base, the child must proceed to discover those structural details that translate this base into the fully specified system that is used around him." In other words, the role of linguistic experience is to activate, rather than to shape, the linguistic competence with which we are born.

Interest in the Universal features of all human languages has recently increased and been promoted by the adherents of transformational-generative grammar, who would claim, for instance, that "what appears to be a peculiarity of English is actually explicable in terms of a general and deep empirical assumption about the nature of language," or that "the deep structures of sentences in different languages are identical; that is I am subscribing to the idea of a universal set of base rules." And still, some of the modern linguists and anthropologists would oppose the doctrine of the traditional universal grammar, in terms of the linguistic diversity

1 Ibid., p.236.
in the surface structures, \(^1\) ignoring the fact that "it would simply not be possible to write grammars that account for the sentences of a language,\(^2\)" without taking into consideration many features of universal grammar, and that "only descriptions concerned with deep structure will have serious import for proposals concerning linguistic universals.\(^3\)" "The findings of modern linguistics are thus not inconsistent with the hypotheses of universal grammars.\(^4\)"

However what concerns us in this discussion is the impact of the Rationalist view on the question of universalism or what is called language universals. If the Rationalists' arguments,\(^5\) are seen to be strong enough to allow for adopting the conclusion that "linguistic systems differ somewhat in structure, but they vary only within the confines of this common framework,\(^6\)" then the application of such a linguistic system or approach to the grammar of CA should rouse no scepticism or objection, even if it was basically designed for a given language or a certain group of languages, (i.e. restricted universal theory)\(^7\), so far as it works properly, giving the required

---

3 Chomsky, op.cit., pp.209f.
7 cf. Matthews, op.cit., pp.147-165.
proper output and achieving descriptive adequacy in accordance with the dual limits imposed by the theory concerned regarding the formal conditions on grammar and the evaluational procedure for the given system.¹

On these grounds, and with the understanding that "any inconsistency of procedure is likely to create confusion in a descriptive statement of morphology," we have adopted the grammatical framework or 'model of approach' applied to CA in the present work, hoping that some contribution may be made on the basis of the statement that "a universal theory is empirical, hence subject to revision as more languages are investigated."² And in this respect, we may be, more or less, keeping track of the evolutional development in grammatical systematization which was initiated by the early Arab grammarians, who seem to have been in general agreement with the preceding rationalistic arguments, when they allowed themselves the benefit of foreign influence in the making of their own grammars, as we shall see below.

² Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 209.
³ Back, An Introduction to Transformational Grammar, p. 126.
1.3 THE ARABIC VERNACULAR DIVERSITY:

Most of the works produced on the Arabic language in recent times have been devoted to vernaculars rather than to the standard or classical Arabic. This is due to a number of considerations that may together be interpreted as the source of attraction to the linguists' attention. Over the various communicatory systems to which it can be compared, language has the advantage of being essentially a human characteristic, and as such it has to be examined in an objective 'scientific way', without any prejudice or preconceptions that may assign privilege to one language or the other. That being so, the spoken dialects, or 'vernaculars', will then have the merit of representing the everyday language and thus lending themselves more easily to scientific research. This is one of the possible assumptions behind the dialectal attraction. Another possible assumption is what seems to be a conventional belief among some linguists, that 'linguistics proper' is 'comparative linguistics'. This belief goes back to an early stage of linguistic studies, when 'linguistic comparison' was used in a wider sense involving other disciplines of the human activities. According to De Saussure:\footnote{1} "Linguistics is only a part of the general science of semiology (a science that studies the life of signs within society); the laws discovered by semiology will be applicable to linguistics, and the latter will circumscribe a well defined area

\footnote{1 Ferdinand De Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, (ed. by C.B.A. Sechaye, trans. by W. Baskin), William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd., Glasgow 1959, p.16.}
within the mass of anthropological facts..... the task of the linguist is to find out what makes language a special system within the mass semiological data..... If I have succeeded in assigning linguistics a place among the sciences, it is because I have related it to semiology."

Within this frame of thinking, regarding the study of language as a model for semiology, there is the widespread view that the scientific study of language is identical with 'comparative linguistics'.

"Comparative grammar came to be regarded as the linguistic study which is scientific par excellence; it was thus contrasted with other fields, both of historical and of linguistic research, in which the same degree of precision had not been reached."

This assumption will have the same bearing as the first one to the merit of dialects or vernaculars, which is the feasibility of investigating their data through the assistance of living informants. Other possible assumptions would be of the same nature and would relate to these two in one way or the other.

However, it is not surprising that this general attitude should have its impact upon Arabic dialectology of modern times. In addition, a particular significance is attributed to the dialectal

study of Arabic vernaculars, because of the fact that "the spoken language, despite its impurities and its apparent decay, can preserve truly ancient and transitional forms." A number of the verbal forms, for instance, have been subjected to various thematic or connotational alterations in the usage of regional localities. Some of these localities, in today's Arabic, are believed to be preserving forms of pure uncorrupted Syriac origins. "Such linguistic phenomena have history and that history can be discovered only by comparison with the sister languages."

For the early Arab grammarians, collection of dialectal samples was no more than a scholarly hobby. Therefore they cannot be expected to fulfill the requirements of modern dialectology by, for instance, transcribing all the dialectal accents for comparison. Their engagement in collecting these samples was mainly to serve their primary cause, which is the construction of the grammar of the Arabic koine. Thus, unlike modern dialectologists, they had preconceptions about what they were looking for, which is basically a form of grammar previously constituted by adjustments and interferences of those ancient dialects. They were mostly looking for lugāt or variant forms of utterances which might help in accounting for expressions that are incompatible with their standard Arabic patterns. Such expressions are then identified as ʕaṣārī 'curiosity', min tadāxul al-lugāt 'dialectal interference', ḍarūrah

2 loc. cit.
'poetic license' or like terms that were obtainable only through the reasonable concern they gave to those dialects.

Regarding the earliest linguistic forms of these Arabic dialects, the Nemara tombstone (dated 328AD) and a few other similar inscriptions of the 5th-6th centuries represent the only surviving records. Apart from that, other dialectal manifestations are merely scattered remarks by the late Muslim philologists about a number of dialects that were current in Arabia round about the end of the 6th century, and roughly classified into eastern and western groups. None of these dialects is completely identifiable with the koine or the common language that was used for poetry and other elevated styles during the course of the 6th century, and which was first written down in the 8th-9th century. Nevertheless, the dialectal influence at this stage seems to appear in two divergent general representations: the main features of the poetic corpus appear to be characteristic of the eastern group; whereas those of Qurʾān (revealed early in the 7th century) reflect the pronunciation of the western dialect at Mecca, with certain features of the eastern dialects being imposed by the late scholars of lower Iraq. Other informal kind of documents that reflect some dialectal divergences are the letters and contracts related to the early years of Islam.¹

At any rate, the ancient dialects of the Peninsula have kept their independent forms until the end of the 7th century, when

the dialectal situation started to become blurred, due mainly to the dispersal of the Arab settlers over the vast stretch of territories conquered by Muslims. This resulted in the emergence of modern vernaculars with only isolated features relative to their old distinctions. But "no one modern vernacular can be safely asserted to have developed out of any one ancient dialect of the peninsula." This dialectal image is perhaps the starting point that marks the dialectal evolution which ended up with the present situation of the vernacular varieties used throughout the Arabic-speaking world.\(^2\)

The fact that the old stages of the Arabic language were collected mostly during the 8th and 9th centuries, and by native grammarians whose main concern was to set up a standardised type of Arabic, biased to socially prestigious dialectal areas of certain segments of the population, is a possible source of disturbance for the strict linguist when confronted with classical Arabic as the sole representative of old Arabic. That is to say "In thereby using classical Arabic evidence for comparative purposes, we may be making false generalisations by assuming situations for the entire Arabian realm that in fact might have been found only in a more limited environment." It is a fact that, at least since al-Xa1il's days, 


the Arab grammarians have had the conscious goal of standardising the 'correct' Arabic "at the expense of equally legitimate, but somehow less regarded forms!" The contemporary Bedouin forms were tolerable features only because they were closer to the language of the Qur'an, while most Ḥadārī 'urban' features were totally rejected. In other words, although those grammarians may have found it justifiable to recommend the usage of the central core of Ancient Arabic, as koineized in the pre-Islamic poetry and the Qur'an, there is a possible distortion of the entire dialectal picture by their keen tendency to sanction, for the sake of standardisation, specific koineized forms at the cost of other non-koineized variants which are equally valid if allowed consideration.

However, such an unfavourable assessment of the dialectal investigations made by the early Arab grammarians, could also be favourably interpreted so far as classical Arabic and its existing grammar are concerned. That is to say, the biased attitude and the special concern given by those early grammarians to their data acquisition, should only make their recorded linguistic data (for classical Arabic) as reliable as any contemporary scientific recording of a living language. This status of the classical Arabic data, combined with other facts such as that classical Arabic is still the elevated mode of literary writing, that it is the storage safe for all the precious linguistic treasures, and that, for scientific research, it is the fundamental source and central axis for any linguistic study of a comparative nature, all these facts in addition

---

1 Ibid., p.64.
to the general purpose of linguistic science, should at least, place classical Arabic on a par with the contemporary dialects, so far as linguistic research is concerned.

1.4 THE 'CLASSICAL ARABIC' CONCEPT:

Apart from the above mentioned inscriptions (the Nemara tombstone and the 5th-6th century inscriptions), the earliest surviving representation of classical Arabic (henceforth CA) in its written manifestation, is undoubtedly the Qurʾān and the poetic corpus of the sixth century. The occasional designation of the term CA to the written language of formal communication in the Arabic-speaking world today, is in contradiction with the fact that this language is not always manifested, grammatically or otherwise, in the same form as that of the Qurʾānic language. Therefore, it would probably be better to keep the distinction between the two terms: 'Classical Arabic' for the early language manifested in the Qurʾān and the ancient poetic corpus, and 'Standard Arabic' for the formal Arabic language of today.

From a linguistic point of view, the Qurʾānic text is of a higher value as having been written down earlier than the poetic corpus which was transmitted orally until its first documentation in the eighth-ninth century, a time at which the common language itself had already run through a significant evolution, due to a number of factors such as the use of Arabic by the non-Arab Muslims, of whom a good number has always been among the intellectual elite.
Comparable to the linguistic situation of the poetry is that of the Traditions (life and sayings of the prophet) which were, like the poetry, transmitted orally before they were subsequently written down. But the advantageous role of the religious factor in the question of the traditions cannot be ignored in this respect. Nonetheless, the fact that the Traditions are sometimes recorded in several different formal expressions for the same ultimate sense, is frequently considered as an indication that the content, rather than the verbal expression, was the concern of the prophet's contemporaries.\(^1\) However, this consideration is of less bearing on the later stages, where the later scholars increased the linguistic value of these Traditions by laying more stress on verbal accuracy.

To sum up the main arguments regarding the definition of the CA concept, we should perhaps start with the two dominant views in this respect. That is, the one held by the European scholars in general which is that CA was to some extent a foreign idiom that needed to be acquired by most, if not all, of those who employed it for writing poetry; and the other view which is prevalent among Muslim scholars, for whom CA is identical with the spoken language of the Bedouins.\(^2\) The opposition here is basically due to the conceptual confusion in the relation between CA and the ancient dialects. Most of the views about this relation are believed to be hypothetical and probably based on biased attitudes. CA is sometimes

---


defined as a standard collection of all the ancient dialects spoken in the main part of Arabia. In other views, it is sometimes identified with particular dialects such as those of the Máثah tribes or Qurayš; and sometimes with particular regions such as Najd or Yamama, etc.

These views are generally classified into three schools of thought, referring basically to the Qurʾān, but equally held with regard to literary Arabic in general. One is that the literary idiom as used in the Qurʾān is a formation of different dialectal elements. The other is that it is identical with the dialect of one tribe or a group of tribes. And the third equates literary Arabic with Qurayš dialect. The third, which is the dominant view, attributes the linguistic superiority of Qurayš dialect to the frequent contacts of Meccans with the speakers of other dialects during pilgrimages and Ḥukām fairs, which is a matter of direct effect in the process of the language standardisation. Of all these views, a valid identification of CA is perhaps to equate it stylistically with the actual texts of the Qurʾān and early Arabic poetry, and grammatically with the works of Sibawayhi and his contemporary Arab grammarians.

However, a reproduction of the early CA has generally been achieved, during the following period which stretched into the eleventh century. That is, the marvellous product of the brilliant writers and poets of the Golden Age, which is considered the best

---

1 Cf. Ibid., pp.18-24.
in Arabic literature. And to a great extent, it is also regarded—especially in its Bedouin division—as a reliable source of evidence for grammatical scientific investigations. This product of the Golden Age eventually became on its own a source of inspiration to a later literary renaissance, i.e. the Nahḍa movement in the middle of the nineteenth century. An archaizing tendency towards a proper reproduction of the CA features is unmistakably detectable in the achievements of the founders of this movement, and it is actually still influencing a not negligible number of contemporary poets and writers in the Arab world.

A major safeguard that enabled the CA features to exist, keeping their original identity through all these centuries, is undeniably the rules of the traditional Arabic grammar. How these grammatical rules were worked out, through historical stages of development, is another question.

1.5 THE TRADITIONAL ARABIC GRAMMAR:

The spread of the diverse tribal Arabs over a vast stretch of the conquered territories resulted in a continual intermingling—through various aspects of life including marriage in some cases—with the local populations. This was accompanied by a significantly rapid development in the koineized common language, which it was feared would eventually hamper the understanding of the Qur’ān and the prophetic traditions. It was thus "not surprising that general ignorance of the written language—
the language of Qurʾān and the pre-Islamic poetry— was so often lamented, and that there was a crying need for both dictionaries and grammars.¹

Scholars of the eighth century were thus set to start their work on the sciences of Arabic grammar and lexicography, with the principal puritanical aim of protecting the Qurʾānic language in its 'correct' standard. This emphasises the fact that Arabic linguistic sciences (lexicography and grammatical teachings) were first motivated by a religious tendency, rather than by a pure scientific interest.²

"As a matter of fact, it is typical of almost every grammar to be used originally as a means to preserve ancient or sacred literature, for instance, the Homeric epic in Greece, the Vedas in India, the Sagas in Icelandic literature, and the confucian texts in China."³

Grammar and lexicography— both of which are generally believed to have been initiated by the studies of Abu al-ʔaswad⁴— proceeded side by side both in Basra and its later sister-city Kūfah.

---

¹ Haywood, John A. Arabic Lexicography: Its History and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, Brill, Leiden 1960, p.3.
³ Versteegh, op.cit., p.5.
⁴ Cf. Haywood, op.cit., p.17; Semaan, op.cit., pp.21f.
with their two functions being clearly defined. Lexicography (lughah 'philology') being concerned with the purity of words and expressions, whereas grammar (nahw) is concerned with the use of this material in connected speech and the rules governing such usage.  

"In both these twin sciences, a major work of genius was produced towards the end of the eighth century of our era - alXalil's 'Kitab al-?ayn' in lexicography, and Sibawayhi's 'Kitab fi al-Nahw' in grammar."

The early generations of the Arab grammarians set out to study the language of the nomadic tribes - at the beginning of the eighth century AD - in particular as being more conservative than the sedentary Arabs, in preserving the formal concept of ?i?rab, which reflects the most conservative phenomenon of CA. This attitude has created a very conservative scientific basis since the early Middle Ages, but on the other hand it is believed to have contributed to the divergences between CA and the everyday language by leaving out the real trends of the Arabic linguistic evolution. It was therefore considered "a powerful historical factor stimulating the emergence of the modern diglossia" in Arabic. This is one of the critical views against the traditional Arabic grammar.

2 Ibid., p.18.
Another aspect of this criticism is that, although the Bedouins were the only authority that could claim competence and theoretical or practical proficiency in the official language (CA), there are references which make the absolute reliability on their linguistic evidence susceptible to possible questioning. There is the reference to existing local vernaculars among the Bedouins, as well as to the old language being actually taught in the desert,¹ and to some pre-Islamic poets spending time in the correction and standardisation of their poems (e.g. ḥawliyyāt al-Nābi‘ah). There is also evidence of linguistic differences among the Bedouins related to historical linguistic factors, e.g. Bedouins of the East are known to have used (mainly in poetry) verbal forms of ancient complicated structures found in Accadian, to a greater extent than the Bedouins of the West.²

Nevertheless, it is indeed only fair to say about these grammarians that they have taken the only reliable measures available at their time, that "they did not start this process (Pre-Islamic koineization did), that furthermore their prescriptive role was largely one of application and homogenization of pre-existing models (old Arabic poetry, the Qur'ān, formal register Arabic of contemporary 'eloquent' Bedouins), and that in providing the necessary set of rules for the fixing of CA within the narrow but

¹ Cf. Corriente, op.cit., pp.68f.
unavoidable margin of allomorphic variation, they were conservative and exercised good judgement most of the time."

The principal aim of this grammar has always been to protect the constructional features of 'correct' Arabic, according to its classical conception. Nothing has changed, so far, regarding the aim or the formal construction of this grammar.

"The grammar taught in the schools of the Arab world today is virtually identical with the grammatical system devised by the eighth-century schools, and throughout the period from then to now this grammar has been the ideal aimed at by the educated classes for literary expression."

The aim of the present work is to conform in its morphological data, to this traditional grammar, and reconstruct it according to a well established system of modern linguistic theory.

1.6 FOREIGN GRAMMATICAL INFLUENCE:

The fact that the Arab grammarians were generally reluctant to admit foreign influence in matters of relevance to their language, does not seem to have hindered them from adopting non-Arab grammatical elements that suit their own grammatical analysis. And indeed, one

may say from the start "However much the early Arab philologers may have owed to Greek and Indian notions, nothing can belittle the use they made of such notions."

As is the case with the history of grammar in the European languages that took into account the work of ancient Greeks, Arabic grammar is believed to have had relations with the ancient grammatical sciences. This is reflected in the efficiency with which Kitāb-Sibawayhi started, i.e. the tricotomic division of the language components. The early grammarians - of whom Sibawayhi himself is of a Persian origin - are believed to have been influenced by the Greek method of grammatical analysis which was already established in Persia through the direct cultural contacts with Greece, as well as via Syria whose language (Syriac) was an additional language used by the Persian scribes. Sources of Indian origin (Sanskrit writings) are also thought to have influenced the Arab grammarians through Persia.

The fact that the Arab acquaintance with Greek logic came at a later stage is sometimes raised as a historical argument against the equation of the three parts of speech (with which Kitāb-Sibawayhi starts) with the Aristotelian logical divisions. But this argument can be refuted on the ground that


2 See Marshall, op. cit., p.70.
"although the logical division became known to the Arabs at a later time, it could have influenced Arabic grammar through Greek grammatical theory, which often betrays the traces of logical influence."

There is also the fact that some other Arab scholars, such as Fārābî, are quoted as having admitted borrowing from the Greek grammatical doctrine some grammatical terminology (translated) in order to manage the description of certain elements of speech. The basic thesis here is that the early Arab grammarians seem to have generally allowed themselves the benefit of borrowing from - or maybe exchanging with - foreign grammatical sources. To discuss the quality and quantity of this borrowing and its historical spectrum is, of course, a matter beyond the limits of this brief introduction.

As for the present time, some of the over zealous traditionalists might still consider it an intrusive phenomenon to attempt to dress the features of the traditional grammar in a modern unfamiliar grammatical system, as it is only natural for the fields of language studies, that represent the preserved branches of the mediaeval Arab science, to yield quite a different picture when the indigenous notions and their terminology are confronted with those of modern European science. Nonetheless, even those traditionalists would have to acknowledge in the end, that what counts is the scientific approach which subscribes to the progress

1 Versteegh, op.cit., p.39.
2 Cf. Ibid., p.51.
3 Cf. Drozdík, op.cit., p.70.
towards the linguistic ideal. If this happens to be achievable through the introduction of a modern analytic system, which could advantageously redistribute the existing material at an advanced level of the linguistic theory, then it should present no objections as long as it keeps the correct structural features of the given language. In our case, the outcome of the present work is only conceivable within this understanding, within the concept of language universals. Accordingly, it should be considered a further step in the development of the Arabic grammatical theory, rather than a complete departure from or parting with the traditional Arabic grammar.

It may not be out of place to refer briefly, under this question of foreign influence, to the advantage of comparative studies between Arabic and the other Semitic languages. It is a well established fact, now, that it is absolutely essential for the sake of developing a safe technique and successful methodology of teaching Arabic, to take into account the historical growth of Arabic forms by having regard to the similar type of growth in other Semitic languages.

"If we can study the Arabic verb side by side with the Accadian (Assyrian-Babylonian), Hebrew, Aramaic and Ethiopic, the Semitic languages which have left to us substantial bodies of literature, we are better able to distinguish and isolate those forms or themes that are peculiar to the growth of Arabic."

1 Macdonald, op. cit., p.97.
A dominant view, in this respect, is that Arabic "is, in general and will probably remain, the best-known Semitic language." But the idea that "classical Arabic is generally regarded as the most primitive Semitic speech extant," has come to be challenged in recent times. The challenge is mostly based on the historically established evidence regarding the continual contacts of CA with other languages (particularly the Semitic group), which invalidates the assumption that attributes complete isolation to CA as being kept deep inside Arabia, and away from any possible foreign influence on the borders. Nevertheless, any grain of truth in this assumption should only give CA the advantage of making the best of any linguistic comparison that takes Semitic languages into account.

For a relevant and simple example of how beneficial it is to view the grammatical structures of Arabic in the light of a comparison with other Semitic languages, one may refer to the long standing debate on the conventional concept of Aspect/Tense in Arabic, which is undoubtedly safer and more profitable to resolve in comparison with other Semitic languages, or even in terms of Hamito-Semitic

1 Corriente, op. cit., p.62.
2 Gray, op.cit., p.6.
3 See Moscati, Sabatino. An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Otto G. Wiesbaden, Germany 1964, p.16.
It is generally accepted now "to say that the Arabic 'tense' system represents the result of a long process of evolution." Another example of a different type is incorporated in the statement that:

"So far as Semitic is concerned however, it would seem that, apart from obvious deverbal nouns and denominative verbs, verbs and nouns developed from bases which were too general and vague in meaning to be either in reality."

This idea should solve the problem of 'historicity' in the construction of grammatical words. That is through the support it implicitly gives to the abstract root as the base for any inflectional formation, without priority being given to any verbal or nominal form over the other. And as we shall see this notion has played a fundamental role in our present grammar, in addition to some structural and phonological comparisons between Arabic and Hebrew that, in our case, have settled some significant questions.

---

1 Cf. Moscati, op. cit., pp. 131-134.
2 Ibid., p.133.
3 Gray, op. cit., p.35; cf. Ibid., p.72.
II

PHONEMIC INVESTIGATION

2.0 INTRODUCTION

It is 'phonemics' rather than 'phonetics' that concerns us in this study, because the various kinds of indications that could help in assessing and reconstructing the phonology of classical Arabic, apart from the transmitted traditional pronunciation, which is itself in need of independant verification, cannot testify to the acoustical characteristics of the actual speech of such an ancient language. They can only bear general attestation in the comparison of the Arabic phonemes as minimally distinctive units of sounds relevant to meaning.

A reconstruction of the phonological system of classical Arabic can only be based on the kinds of indications proposed for the assessment of the pronunciation of the ancient Semitic languages,¹

in addition to the inherited recitation of Qurān which is highly valued as an evidence by modern Arab grammarians. Such a basis - though not entirely adequate - could provide a good ground for conventional acceptance. Within this limitation, the work done on classical Arabic phonology may serve our purpose in the following phonological chart. Of course, we need not concern ourselves here with the originality of the classificatory system of the Arabic sounds: whether it was the invention of Sībawayhi or his professor al-Ḫalīl, or was borrowed from an Indian origin.

A minute discussion of the phonology of CA would be beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, reference made to some of the phonological characteristics that are peculiar to CA could be of practical value to the understanding of the variant phonemic formations of the word-structure, especially as the study of sounds has had an exceptionally significant effect on the subject of word-formation (Fiṣl al-Šarf) in the works of the Arab grammarians.

Thus, for convenience of reference in the following discussions, some phonological points peculiar to Arabic deserve a special mention and treatment. This is of particular significance

---

when we come to such cases as the phenomena of assimilation, dissimilation, etc.\textsuperscript{1} (for which the Arab grammatical works have provided plentiful evidence) where the phonemic or morphophonemic changes need to be based or justifiable on a clearly distinct and recognized pronunciation.\textsuperscript{2}

In short, what will be discussed in this section is by no means all that need be said about Arabic phonemes. All that will be pointed out is the conspicuous features that have been attached to particular Arabic sounds or groups of sounds as peculiarities.\textsuperscript{3} Otherwise, every secondary peculiarity concerning a sound (e.g. alteration for reasons like 'ṣajṣajah') will be left to be tackled later when it comes up in the course of discussion.

Some time ago I read or heard that scientific efforts are being made to recapture the ancient people's voices that are supposed to be hovering in the atmospheric waves all around us. Fictitious as it may sound, it is the only way that could provide us with a hundred per cent correct reconstruction of the original Arabic


\textsuperscript{2} References to 'morphophonemics' in this chapter were made before I abandoned the idea of including properly the morphophonemics of CA in this study.

\textsuperscript{3} For a good reference and brief descriptions of the other groups of sounds and individual sounds, see: Vollers, \textit{op.cit.}, pp.152ff.
phonological system. Otherwise, the written form of Arabic is the only reliable witness for the purpose. But can the visual medium (writing) - especially the early Arabic script - correspond perfectly to the auditory medium (speech)? Hass replies that "information given in either medium is not always translatable into the other". The information referred to here is particularly the suprasegmental prosodic features that he mentioned in his earlier statement:

"Those configurative ('suprasegmental') features - accentual patterns, rhythms and melodies - which organise the spoken utterance, cannot be satisfactorily paralleled by the sequence of discrete letter-segments."  

However, the whole point here is that the 'suprasegmentals' cannot be our concern in this study because, at best, they could only be reconstructed on hypothetical grounds. Hence, we have to confine ourselves to the segmental elements of the Arabic phonological system. Those are made up of consonants, semivowels and vowels.

1 Hass, W., Phono-graphic Translation, Manchester University Press, 1970, p.84.  
2 Ibid., p.56.
2.1.0 THE CONSONANTAL SYSTEM

For expository purposes it might be more convenient to lay at the outset the phonological chart for the Arabic consonantal system as follows:

### TABLE 2A THE CONSONANTS OF CA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Palato-Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Laryngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stops:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fricatives:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resonants:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximants*</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The existence of the term 'semivowel' is regarded as "a symptom of the conflict between the general phonetic and the phonological uses", (Abercrombie, D., Elements of general phonetics, (1967, p.79). The segments /w/ and /y/ are vowels if defined by phonetic form, but they are consonants considering their phonological function in such syllable patterns as the English /wet/ and /yet/. For this reason, the term 'Approximant' suggested by P. Ladefoged for the segments "with open approximation of the articulators, and central passage of the air-stream" (ibid., pp.50,67) is nowadays adopted by general phoneticians.
2.1.1  CLASSIFICATION

Although auditory principles may appear later to have been a major factor in the judgements of the Classical Arab grammarians on the production of Phonemes, it may be better to assume the general attitude here and base the phonemic classification of sounds or groups of sounds that we are going to consider on the physiological elements to which place and manner of articulation are related.

The 28 consonants recognized in CA (plain and emphatic /l/ were considered as one unit) are traditionally divisible according to quality into eighteen major divisions, and with some authorities they mount up to forty-four divisions. But according to the point of articulation, they are generally divisible into four consonantal sections: (1) Back consonants: laryngeals, pharyngeals, postvelars (uvulars), velars; (2) Liquids; (3) Front consonants: sibilants (palatals), dentals (emphatic and plain), interdentals (emphatic and plain); (4) Labials. Amongst these categories, the question of voicing is a common factor that deserves to be tackled first, before we start the respective discussions of the various selected consonants.

2.1.2  MAJHŪR/MAHMŪS (VOICED/VOICELESS)

The presupposition that the Arabic phonetic terms 'majhūr/mahmūs' are identical to the modern terms 'voiced/voiceless'

is attributable to some of the old Arabic dictionaries whose definitions of these terms seem to be - in Lane's viewpoint\(^1\) - incorrectly corresponding to 'vocal vs nonvocal, or voiced vs voiceless'. But others give definitions that are more agreeable with those of Sibawayhi and other Arab grammarians, viz. the mahmüsa sounds are so called "because the stress is made weak in the place where any one of them occurs until the breath has passed forth with it"; whereas the majhūra are so called "because there is a full stress in the place where any one of them occurs, and the breath is prevented from passing with it until the stress is ended with the passage of the voice".\(^2\)

A contemporary support of this equation (i.e. majhūr/mahmüsa = voiced/voiceless) is represented in the admirable arguments presented by Anīs\(^3\) in support of his commitment to this belief. He based his argument firstly: on the fact that the conformity between Sibawayhi's terms and the modern ones is complete in respect of the dichotomic distribution of the Arabic sounds apart from two (/q/, /t/) for which he gave his justification elsewhere,\(^4\) and secondly, on his

---


\(^2\) Lane, op.cit., article Hamasa.

\(^3\) Anīs, op.cit., pp.88-93.

\(^4\) Anīs, op.cit., pp.51,67,107. On p.22 Anīs distributes the Arabic sounds as follows: the majhūra sounds are 13: b, j, d, ẓ, r, z, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ; the mahmūsa are 12: ẓ, ṭ, ḥ, ḥ, ẓ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ṣ; q, k, h. Whereas Sibawayhi specifies the majhūra as: ẓ, ẓ, ṭ, ḥ, ḥ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ; and the mahmūsa as: ḥ, ṭ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ, ḥ. - See: Howell, op.cit., vol.IV,II. pp.1725-6; Lane's Dictionary.
interpretation of the wording of Sūbawayhi's definition of the term 'majhūr' in a way agreeable to the modern term 'voiced'. He explains the key words of that definition as: (a) 'al-?ixfā?' which Sūbawayhi referred to - without realizing its cause - as a sign of the 'majhūr' is actually 'the silencing' of the quivering of the vocal cords. (b) 'Ṣawt al-ṣadr', (i.e. voice of the chest) which is to be heard with the majhūra sounds as Sūbawayhi suggests is actually 'the voicing' in modern terms, although Sūbawayhi could not detect its source properly. (c) '?[išbā' al-ʾiʿtimād']', that is the 'full stress' in the passage of the sound which - according to Sūbawayhi - accompanies the majhūra sounds. Anīṣ suggests that it is equivalent to the modern term 'sonority' which refers to the stronger and clearer audibility that makes the 'voiced' more perceptible to the ear than the 'voiceless'. In this connection he refers to the difference of degree in the muscular sustainment that produces each of the 'voiced' and the 'voiceless' sounds. (d) 'mans al-nafas' or 'confinement of the breath' which is here - according to Anīṣ's interpretation - referring to the narrowing of the air-stream passage by the tension of the cords that are brought closer at the production of the voiced (majhūra) sounds; and the converse is true with the voiceless (mahmūsa) ones. This is different from the complete obstruction of the air at the place of egression of the plosives (stops), which is the wrong way of understanding Sūbawayhi's phrase 'manṣ al-nafas'.

On the other hand, this equation (majhūr/mahmūs =
voiced/voiceless) is considered by some modern linguists as an erroneous interpretation,\(^1\) or at least doubtful.\(^2\) This is due to the facts that: (1) the explanation of 'majhūr' and 'mahmūs' by Šybawayhi when he first coined them, and then by his followers, was controversial.\(^3\) (2) "the reckoning of ṭ, q, and hamza (the glottal stop)\(^4\) among the majhūra, though they are assuredly unvoiced sounds to-day".\(^5\)

As for the first point, the above-mentioned arguments of Anūs were meant to settle the question of controversy. For the second point, i.e. the inclusion of the three phonemes (/q/, /ṭ/, /ḥ/) in the voiced set, one explanation is that the Arab phoneticians - being unable to define these sounds in the throat and separate them from their following vowels - attributed the voice-element of the vowel that follow the consonant to the consonant itself.\(^6\) But this

---


\(^2\) Gairdner, 'The Arab Phoneticians on the consonants and vowels', p.243.


\(^4\) Vollers (op.cit., p.137) adds 'alif' and 'ayn' to these three, but the fact that 'alif' is one of the vowels (elongated /a/) which are all voiced, and that 'ayn /ʕ/' is agreed upon as voiced by the contemporary native phoneticians of Arabic (e.g. Anūs, op.cit., p.22; Gammal-Eldin, Syntactic Study of Egyptian Col. Arabic, p.10) as well as the classical native grammarians, reduces the number to the three mentioned.

\(^5\) Gairdner, loc.cit.

sound suggestion could, of course, be countered with the question: Why did they not apply this to the rest of the consonants that they categorized as voiced 'majhūra' including the /g/ which is, like /q/ and /ʔ/, also produced in the throat? The alternative explanation is to consider each of the three sounds individually:

1. /q/: As for /q/, a number of propositions against the existence of the voiceless /q/ in CA were presented favouring the hypothesis that it was originally voiced:

(a) The supposition based on the evolulational nature of the dialects and sounds. That is, in accordance with its definition by the classical Arab grammarians, this sound may have had in CA the same contemporary pronunciation which is widely used among the Sudanese and some of the southern tribes of Iraq (i.e. the voiced fricative /g/), e.g. /majalah/ < magälah/ 'article, essay'. Then it was later unvoiced.¹

(b) Another possibility is that it was originally pronounced as a voiced velar stop /g/. This pronunciation is still preserved among the Bedouins of Egypt, and in Jedda, Mecca, Nejd and Iraq.² Ibn sīnā(d.1037) mentions the existence of this voiced version in his day. Among the intermediate ḥurūf, he introduces

¹ Anīs, op.cit., pp.67-8; Cf. Gairdner, op.cit., 245.
² Anīs, loc.cit.; O'leary, op.cit., p.49.
"... the light /k/ which the Arabs (i.e. the Bedouins) nowadays use in place of /q/. It is produced where /k/ is formed except that its (point of articulation) is located further inward and the obstruction for it is weaker."¹

The difference stated here between the light /k/ (i.e. /g/) and /q/ seems to have had its social significance in the fourteenth century during the days of Ibn Ḫaldūn in North Africa who defined this sound /g/ as the Bedouins' (with a more forward position) opposed to the back-guttural one (i.e. /q/) used in the towns and among the grammarians,² but "the Bedouin pronunciation has prestige and is used by many sedentaries in imitation of them."³

A very important point here, which is usually ignored, is that, according to the above statements, the evolution of /q/ to /g/ was in place as well as in manner, i.e. there was also a shift in the place of articulation. That is because /g/ is actually in a 'forward position' as it has been located by Ibn Ḫaldūn only when compared to /q/, but if compared to /k/ it is neither forward nor inward, because the difference of /g/ vs /k/ is a difference of 'voicing'. /g/ is the voiced counterpart of /k/. But this voice-distinction seems to be one of the points that have escaped Ibn Sinā, as he makes no mention of anything that could be interpreted as such.

² Vollers, op. cit., p.138; Cf. Ants, op.cit., p.68.
(c) The interpretation of 'majhūr/mahmūs' as identical to 'Lenis/Fortis' would result in /q/ and /t/ being voiced consonants.

"Fortis, A consonant produced with strong muscular tension, as opposed to − Lenis which is a consonant produced with weak muscular tension in the articulatory organs. In English voiceless consonants are usually aspirated and fortis, whereas voiced consonants are usually unaspirated and lenis."¹

Applying these facts to /q/ and /t/ would mean that we would have to discard the native philologists' classification, or as Vollers says² we are bound

"... to acknowledge that these sounds must be transliterated by d (or d²) and g², that is to say we must give to t the power generally attributed to 4, and define q as a back-guttural g."

(d) Another point that links /q/ and /t/ as originally voiced consonants is the fact that the Arab grammarians have classified them with the 'muqalqalah' (crackled) sounds, viz. /q, t, b, j, d/ after which the Arabs always insert in speech a very short vowel (i.e. /ə/) in order to guarantee that they are fully voiced. This is part of their general rule that 'all voiced plosives, should be fully voiced' to encounter the persisting dialectal inclination towards unvoicing the voiced consonants.³

Against these points, in addition to Anūs's arguments, are the facts that:

(a) The voiceless character of /q/ is confirmed in the proto-semitic consonants generally, including Arabic.¹

(b) The proposition that this /q/ was from the beginning a two-fold power phoneme: sometimes voiced, sometimes voiceless. A possibility supported by the existence of the same fact in other Semitic languages such as Hebrew and Aramaic.²

(c) In the previous quotation from Ibn Sīnā, the /g/ sound is said to have been used by the Bedouins "in place of /q/". This indicates that the voiced /q/ was the phoneme in the original usage.

(d) Also, Ibn ʿaldūn in the previous quotation stated that the voiced /q/ was in use "among the grammarians". And the grammarians are, of course, always expected to stick to the proper and original enunciation.

2. /t/: This phoneme as it is pronounced in the contemporary standard Arabic - the present form of CA - is undoubtedly a velarized version of the plain voiceless stop /t/, i.e. 'velarization' is the only difference between /t/ and /t/. But an analogy with arguments (c) and (d) in the preceding discussions about the phoneme /q/, would

² Vollers, The System of Arabic Sounds, p.139.
suggest that /t/ is a voiced consonant. If we consider the early
descriptions by Sūbawayhi, Ibn Jinnī and their followers, we find
that /t/ is assigned the same place of articulation as /t/ and /d/;¹
and that is agreeable with the modern description.

Nevertheless, a confusion seems to relate here to one of
Sūbawayhi's statements quoted by Ibn Jinnī to the effect that:

"If it were not for /al-ʔiṭbāq/ 'covering' (i.e. velarization) then the /$s/$, /t/, /$d$/ would have been
/S/, /d/ and /$d$/ respectively; while /$q$/ would have disappeared from the language, as none else comes out
from its place of egress."²

According to this statement "the voiced nature of /t/ becomes certain",
as Vollers³ suggests, because /t/ is here presented as a similar
parallel to the voiced /d/, except for 'covering'. This is not so
in the contemporary description of these sounds, where /$q$/ - not
/t/ - is the velarized version of /d/.

However, if we are to insist on the 'unvoiced' nature of
/t/, then the confusion here could be explained as due to the
overlapping of /t/ and /d/ being both dentals, where the velarization
as well as the voicing of one could be confused with the other.

This is especially so when the acoustical reliance is without any

³ Vollers, op.cit., p.150.
instrumental aid that could help in determining exactly the physiological elements of articulation involved, as was the case with the classical philologists.

3. /ʔ/: This is the glottal stop which is called by the Arabs 'hamzah'. It is said to be of a high frequency in German, and

"Can also be heard in some English dialects, such as Cockney and Glaswegian, as a substitute for intervocalic t - the Glaswegian enunciation of 'water' illustrates it very well."¹

This sound cannot physically be voiced, because its production needs a complete closure followed by a sudden burst of the glottis. Hence, its inclusion among the 'majhūrah' cannot be interpreted in terms of voicedness.

Ibn Jinnī seems to have been mainly concerned with the distinction between the Arabic representation of the glottal stop (hamzah) and that of 'alif' /ā/ which happened to be represented by the same character in most cases. Otherwise he generally agrees with Sūbawayhi in the identification of both.²

Both Sūbawayhi and Ibn Jinnī have mentioned the 'hamzah' first, followed by the 'alif' in their description of the Arabic sounds.

It is believed that سبأ‎awayhi probably mentioned the 'alif' after 'hamzah' not as another /ḥarf/ 'letter', but as a synonym and an explanation for the term 'hamz' which was at that time mainly known for its lexical meanings (spurring, pressing, urging, etc.). This assumption is supported by what appears to be the fact that Ibn Jinnī uses 'hamzah' as a name (term) for this sound, and 'alif' for the symbol representing it.¹ But unfortunately for this theory, Ibn Jinnī himself - in another place - mentions al-hamzah beside al-alif as two different sounds located in the throat, and in a third place he declares that although 'alif-al-madd', 'the alif of prolongation' in /kitāb/ 'book' looks like 'al-hamzah' in /Ahmad/ 'name', "they in fact differ in their place of articulation".²

It is hardly possible to decide on either side, on these grounds. This is probably why Gairdner has had to resort to acoustical reasoning in his discussion of the Arabs' definition of the terms 'majhūr/mahmūs' (including al-hamzah) so as to conclude that: "the term majhūra simply meant 'naturally audible', 'audibly pronounced', and included the voiced and some unvoiced consonants".³ Undoubtedly, this makes sense and falls in line with the fact that the Arab phoneticians were unaware of the existence and the role of the vocal cords, a matter that has impaired their phonetic description and led them to

¹ Anūs, op.cit., pp.84-5.
² Ibn Jinnī, op.cit., pp.8,46-9,52.
³ Gairdner, The Arab Phoneticians on the Consonants and Vowels, p.245.
misinterpret the 'voice' as air-vibration compressed by the activities of the articulatory organs. They talk of /al-ṣawt/ 'sound, noise' as they describe /al-ṣiddah/ vs /al-rasāwah/ 'stops' plosion vs 'fricatives' continuance, whereas they talk of /al-nafas/ 'the breath' as they describe /al-jahr/ vs /al-hams/. Šubawayhi's basic criterion for the distinction between /majhūr/ and /mahmūs/ is that: "repetition of the sound (phoneme) while the breath is running" is possible with the 'majhūr', impossible with the 'mahmūs'. To interpret this ambiguous rule in terms of 'voicing' would be rather confusing, especially when applied to, say, the voiced stops. Generally speaking, the fact that these phoneticians have based their descriptions merely on 'touch' or eye-observation, unassisted with any kind of technical aid, seems to have led to the imprecision in the determination of the points of articulation of a certain number of sounds, especially in cases of phonemes that are produced in adjacent areas such as pharyngeals and velars. But this, of course, should in no way deny them the great value of the minute details they generally presented in their early descriptions of the articulation of the Arabic speech sounds.

However, all of this should account sufficiently for Gairdner's preferring to interpret the terms 'majhūr/mahmūs' on acoustical grounds, as it should do for Jakobson's statement that

---

2 Cf. ibid.
3 Cf. ibid., Mufaxama, p.112. At any rate, some linguists would even suspect the accuracy of the terms (voiced/voiceless), "At some point however, certain linguists decided that a definition of the terms 'voiced' and 'voiceless' in strictly phonetic terms made them not completely (cont.)
"this spiritus lenis, or hamza of the Arab grammarians, is adequately classed by them among the majhūra". Such a statement is more appropriate to the terms he opted to use (i.e. Lenis/Fortis) as equivalent to the Arabic (majhūr/mahmūs). But one feels here, that Jakobson has reversed the equation of these terms for no apparent reason, unless we assume that he classed the 'hamzah' as 'Lenis' solely to justify its inclusion by the Arab grammarians among the 'majhūrah' sounds, which are mostly 'voiced'. To demonstrate this, let us compare the definition of the modern terms to that of the old ones:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Lenis} & \rightarrow \text{weak tension, voiced (in English).} \\
\text{Fortis} & \rightarrow \text{strong tension, voiceless (in English).}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Majhūr} & \rightarrow /\text{ʔuʃbiʃ aʃ-ʃtikmad fʕ mawdʃiʃiʃ}/ \\
& \quad \text{'Tension is reinforced in its articulatory position'.} \\
\text{Mahmūs} & \rightarrow /\text{ʔuʃqif aʃ-ʃtikmad fʕ mawdʃiʃiʃ}/ \\
& \quad \text{'Tension is weakened in its articulatory position'.}
\end{align*}
\]

The 'tension' in Sūbawayhi's definition of majhūr/mahmūs is - like that in the definition of fortis/lenis - the tension of the articulatory organs, not of the vocal cords. This was simply because Sūbawayhi knew nothing about the vocal cords. Now, in accordance with this the equivalent of 'majhūr' is 'fortis', which should mean that 'hamzah' is a 'voiceless' consonant, because 'fortis' usually relates (in English) to the 'voiceless' consonants. But this, on the other hand, accurate as descriptors, for we can read, in some accounts at least, that initial allophones of /b d g/ may be more or less voiceless. Such linguists have pretty well adopted the practice of labelling the two sets of stop phonemes 'lenis' and 'fortis', asserting that the two sets are more generally distinguished on the basis of differences in force of articulation than in voicing". [Leigh Lisker and Arthur S. Abramson, 'A Cross-Language study of voicing in Initial stops: Acoustical Measurements', WORD, 20 (1964) 384-422, p.420.
would be contradictory to the rest of the 'voiced' sounds classed by the Arabs as 'majhūrah'. That is presumably how Jakobson has been thinking about this problem, and henceforth decided to make 'Lenis' - instead of 'Fortis' - the equivalent of 'majhūr'.

Perhaps the whole question could be solved properly and in a better way if we just take Fortis/Lenis as equivalent to majhūr/mahmūs respectively. The first thing that attracts one's attention about the consonants classed by Şūbawayhi as 'majhūrah', is that they are all fricatives, apart from the stops /t/ and /k/. Now, if the fricatives generally require less tension of the articulators than the stops do, then this is more in favour of the equation (mahmūs = Lenis). The fact that 'Lenis usually relates in English to the voiced consonants' should not impair this conclusion; firstly, because Arabic is what we are considering here, not English, secondly because even in English this is 'usual' but not a 'must', and thirdly and most importantly, there is the fact that Şūbawayhi was not speaking of 'voicing' in his definition, but of the 'tension' of the articulator', and this is what should concern us in the definition of 'Lenis'. As for the stop /t/, Şūbawayhi may have considered it of less tension compared to its double articulated (velarized) version /ṭ/, which he has classified as 'majhūrah'. This should at the same time resolve the question why /ṭ/ was placed there. As for /k/, it could fit in this setting if we accept the possibility that Şūbawayhi and his followers have felt that /k/ is of less 'tension' compared to /q/,
so they classified /k/ as 'mahmūs/', and for the same reason they placed /q/ among the 'majhūrah' sounds. Accounting for this assumption is the fact that /k/ and /q/ were the only two phonemes linked together (at the furthest parts of the tongue and palate) by Sūbawayhi and the others, in their categorization of /māḫārij al-ḥurūf/ 'the articulatory positions of the phonemes'; the rest were singles, threes, or more. This is in addition to what we have seen about the allophone /g/, stated by Ibn sīna\(^1\) to be a dialectal variant of /k/, but used by the Bedouins in place of /q/.

To sum up, the arguments presented in these last paragraphs about 'ḥamzah', which covers the three phonemes in dispute (i.e. /ʔ/, /q/, /t/) should: (1) settle the question about these three phonemes being classed as 'majhūrah', (2) justify completely the interpretation of majhūr/mahmūs as equivalent to Fortis/Lenis respectively, and (3) finally equalize the voiced and the voiceless phonemes of the contemporary form of CA, with their parallels in the classification handed down by the classical Arab grammarians.

2.1.3 THE EMPHATIC (VELARIZED) CONSONANTS

'Emphatics' or 'Emphasis' is a conventional term used by modern linguists to denote the phonetic features of the Arabic consonants referred to by the traditional Arab grammarians as 'ʔiṭbāq',

\(^1\) loc. cit.
'istiylāʔ' or 'tafxalm'. But different views emerge when this term is compared to the other phonetic term 'velarization'. In one opinion the term 'emphasis' is meant "to denote a quality characteristic of the Semitic (and Hamito-Semitic) languages" which is known as 'velarization' when applied to Arabic.¹ The other view is that 'emphatics' is a more general term, traditionally applied to a group of Arabic consonants which includes the velarized ones.² The disagreement between the two opinions here is presumably attributable to the manner in which the wide variety of the phonemic types subsumed under the two terms are constituted.³ Some of these consonants are pharyngealized orals (e.g. pharyngealized dentals), but others are purely produced in the pharynx and therefore said to be 'mufakāxama par nature'.⁴

Lehn⁵ believes that the identification of 'emphasis' with 'velarization' only, was a result of the prominence of this feature in the traditionally recognized 'emphatics'. But the fact is that

---

¹ Moscati, op. cit., p.23; Cf. Corriente, 'From old Arabic to Classical Arabic through the Pre-Islamic Koine', p.75 (foot).
⁴ Jakobson, 'Mufakāxama', p.112. The term 'Mufakāxama' is at present generally used for the emphatic consonants, and this sense is according to Rabin (Ancient West-Arabian, p.121) "derived from the fact that ʿalif at-tafxalm occurs regularly in the vicinity of emphatic consonants".
a phonetic complexity of the first and one or more of the following articulatory features would have to occur at the production of 'emphasis': (1) slight retraction, lateral spreading, and concavity of the tongue and raising of its back (velarization), (2) pharyngealization, (3) labialization, and (4) increased tension of all the muscles involved making the emphatics more fortis than the plain segments. These features are influenced environmentally, phonemically and speakerwise. These conditions are quite convincing if tested against the contemporary pronunciation of the Arabic consonants that are generally referred to as the 'velarized consonants', and which involve a kind of double articulation, i.e. front articulation simultaneous with velarization. These consonants are paired with their non-velarized (un-dotted) counterparts thus:¹

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Plain} & : b \quad d \quad t \quad z(\delta) \quad S \quad m \quad n \quad l \quad r \\
\text{Velarized} & : \breve{b} \quad \breve{d} \quad \breve{t} \quad \breve{z}(\breve{\delta}) \quad \breve{S} \quad \breve{m} \quad \breve{n} \quad \breve{\iota} \quad \breve{r}
\end{cases}
\]

But here we are particularly concerned with the ones that are known to have existed in CA, and which were traditionally described by the Arab grammarians as the /muṭbaqah/ 'covered' letters, because the tongue has to cover the opposite part of the palate in order to produce them.² Those are the four consonants (/Ṣ/, /ḏ/, /ṭ/, /ẓ/), of which


² The root /ṭbq/ does not occur in the northern Semitic Languages, therefore Vollers suggests that the numerous verbal forms must be derived from the noun /ṭabaq/ which is the Arabicized form of the Persian tābe (see: Vollers, 'the system of Arabic sounds', p.148).
the /\&/ is particularly problematic, because according to those classical grammarians the 'outlet' of /\&/ is the side of the tongue which is covered by the molars, not the palate itself. In other words, only part of the tongue is covered by the palate. And that is perhaps why it was considered anomalous to the other covered three which become /s/, /t/, /\&/ respectively when uncovered, while /\&/ is excluded from the language altogether when it is uncovered "because no other comes out of its position". However, a separate discussion of this /\&/ will follow shortly.

But why should we concern ourselves mainly with the four phonemes, or as Lehn puts it: does emphasis in Arabic function in a unique way, such that it must be analyzed differently from other features? The major points in the dispute about the 'peculiarity' of the emphatic phonemes could perhaps be summarized as follows:

(1) Vollers thinks it is not superfluous

"... to remark that among the four sounds in question there are three spirants (\&, \&, \&) and one stop (\&), three voiced (\&, \&, \&) and one voiceless (\&), three with a correspondent non-covered sound, and one without it."

(2) In his discussion of these sounds, Wallin sees no reason for their peculiarity and denomination.

---


For a discussion of the characteristics of the emphatics see Vollers, 'The system of Arabic sounds', pp.148-49; Cf. Magee, 'The Pronunciation of the Prelingual Mutes in Classical Arabic', pp.74-77.
(3) For Brüke, the characteristics of the emphatic sounds are not in their special place of utterance, but "(a) in their affecting the following vowel, (b) in a different tune of the voice, (c) in the duration of the stopping, as (ʔ)." But Brüke was dealing with /t/ as a variety of /t/ and with /q/ as a variety of /d/, and this is different from their classical description in old grammars.

(4) Under the influence of Sanscrit grammar, Lepsius called these four sounds 'linguals' and described them in a way that does not tally either with the lateral /q/ or with the lisping /ʕ/.

(5) In his proposal for a new definition on the basis of the remarks of Wallin and Brüke, the American scholar, Allen, says

"The peculiarity of the emphatic sounds is a combination of glottal catch with the mouth position. The glottal catch may follow the mouth position, or may be simultaneous with it."¹

But this was opposed by the fact that the glottal catch (or hamzah) was well known to the old Arabic authorities, nevertheless it is missing in their definition of 'al-ʔibāq'.

In fact the old Arabic authorities have indicated the peculiarity of these sounds in a clear way that is totally lacking in our modern discussions. As mentioned by Lehn, the fact that

¹ See Vollers, op.cit., p.149.
Arabic orthography provides separate letters for these four 'emphatics', indicates that they were the only sounds recognized in the traditional description as distinctive emphatics. Emphasis in vowels, nasals, other stops and the rest, does not seem to have been so distinctive as to be represented in separate graphs. This would, in a way, reveal the influence of orthographic considerations on the traditional descriptions of Arabic phonology. It should also settle the question whether 'emphasis' is to be considered as a segmental - as was the case with the traditional Arab grammarians who have classed the emphatics as separate phonemes - or a suprasegmental feature, for if it were regarded as suprasegmental, then the Arabic orthography would have provided some sign -- like the Šaddah in the case of gemination -- for it. At any rate this is the claim of some Western Arabists. According to suggestions by Harris and Ferguson, for instance, 'emphasis' should be "treated as a phonemic long component".\(^1\) Also, Harrel would give three reasons for treating 'emphasis' as a suprasegmental feature. But two of his reasons (emphasis being stylistic and gradient features) were ruled out as being equally common in other phonological features, e.g. nasalization of vowels, voicing, length, etc.; and the third reason, though relevant and accurate, would in the end be open to dispute over the three criteria in terms of which 'segmental' and 'suprasegmental' should be defined.


\(^2\) Lehn, op.cit., pp.36-37.
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In connection with this there is the question of 'neutralization', where these 'emphatics' are thought to be phonologically conditioned segments. It has been suggested that: 'emphasis' is not neutralized in Arabic.¹ That is to say: any two emphatically contrasted consonants can positionally replace each other, as though they were allophonic variants in free alteration with one another in the same position, which may correlate in use with reasons other than the phonological condition. This assumption is what Ferguson wanted to invalidate and prove wrong in the case of the /lː/:/l/ contrast in Arabic. It was the purpose of his article on the Arabic /l/ "to make clear why the emphatic /l/ must be regarded as an independent phoneme in classical Arabic and in most if not all the modern dialects".² The arguments that he applied to the questionable /lː/:/l/ contrast, would by all means apply to the confirmed emphatics vs plains contrast.

The crucial point in the question of 'emphatics' is perhaps their 'positional occurrence', whether it should be determined by their vocalic environment or vice versa. This has been a matter of particular concern to some modern linguists in their treatment of the contemporary dialects of Arabic which manifest a good deal of the structure of CA. Harris states the fact that several of the

² Ferguson, 'The Emphatic l in Arabic', p.446.
emphatic phonemes have no association with vowels in their positional occurrence, so that they are not determined by, say, back vowels as emphatic variants of the non-emphatic phonemes. Yet he suggests that the converse is also true:

"Instead of considering t, ð, etc., as distinct phonemes, and calling u, o, etc., variants of a single phoneme, we might have considered u and o, for example, distinct phonemes and called ð the variant of /t/ next to /o/. This would certainly have been possible in the case of ı and ɟ, which occur only next to vowels."

As for CA, it may not be out of place to consider this question in comparison with other Semitic languages. Geers sums up his treatment of 'the emphatics' in Akkadian by saying:

"An Akkadian consonantal base does not admit two different emphatic radicals; whenever the other Semitic languages exhibit two such sounds within a triconsonantal root, the Akkadian has changed one of them, according to its strength, to the nearest nonemphatic sound."

Now, the question that immediately poses itself here is, which of the two processes (assimilation vs dissimilation) has played the role here? Is it the dissimilation process that changes the emphatic of other Semitic languages into non-emphatic in Akkadian, or is it assimilation that reverses the process from Akkadian into other Semitic languages?

---

We have, for instance, these Akkadian-Arabic pairs:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akkadian</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maqātu</td>
<td>maqaṭa</td>
<td>overturn, break, irritate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṣabātu</td>
<td>ḍabata</td>
<td>hold forcibly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laqātu</td>
<td>laqaṭa</td>
<td>pick up, glean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalāṣu</td>
<td>qalaṣa</td>
<td>turn up, crumble</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

None of these would indicate the priority of either of the two processes.

Nor would the fact help in clearing this that we have two other Arabic words, slightly different in meaning from the first pair mentioned above, and simultaneously exhibiting the same phonemic difference that appears here between Akkadian and Arabic, such as: /maqata/ 'hated' and /ḍabaṭa/ 'grasped, laid hold upon'.

But if we look into the Hebrew lexicon for the equivalent of the Arabic word /qatala/ 'killed', we find /qāṭal/, with a reference to the fact that "the original form was with /t/; changed later after /q/". This statement would indicate two things. Firstly, the further possibility that /q/ itself was an alteration or a replacement of an earlier phoneme or allophone. This other sound is - by way of comparison - mostly a /k/, as it is the case in some other Semitic languages. Geers - regarding /q/ as an emphatic - says:

---

1 Ibid., p.66.
2 See Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, I, Part 5, p.1763, and Part 7, p.2727.
4 op.cit., p.65.
"... if we ignore indecisive writings of the type ik/q-šur, not a single Akkadian source authorizes the postulated initial q. The scribes consistently used the syllabic signs ka, ki and ku in representing this initial consonant and never used qa qi and qu."

Secondly, the replacement of (/t/ > /t/) is a consequence of the change of (/k/ > /q/).

If that is so, then the later change of /t/ into /t/ is undoubtedly a process of 'assimilation' meant to occasion velarization (emphasis) in the adjacent consonant. The same interpretation could apply to the second form of the Hebrew synonym (/sāḥaq/, /šāḥaq/) for the Arabic word /dāḥika/ 'laughed'.

On the basis of this argument, one would tend to interpret the coexistence of two emphatics in a word of CA as a result of an assimilative process of velarization. Such a classical process of assimilation would indeed seem to have preserved its role in contemporary dialects of Arabic, e.g. the Iraqi dialect, where "/t/ is velarized in contiguity with emphatics /š/ and /ṣ/: /yuṣṭubur/ 'to be patient' /muṣṭarr/ 'forced'.

A direct statement which confirms in Arabic the assimilation process that we gathered from comparison with other Semitic languages, is Ferguson's:

"In general, whenever an emphatic and a nonemphatic consonant would be expected, either for historical reasons or on synchronic morphological grounds, to occur immediately next to or in the neighbourhood of each other, the nonemphatic tends to appear as an emphatic."

One could see that the case is reversed here, compared to the Akkadian language.

2.1.4 THE EMPHATIC /l/ AND /d/

(a) /l/: The early description of /l/ is considered in some of the modern writings on Arabic phonology as one of the points where Stbawayhi was a little imprecise. He seems to have reversed the facts about the points of articulation for each of /d/ and /l/, when he located /d/ in the beginning of the edge of the tongue, while /l/ in the edge of the tongue.\(^1\) This is a sound critical point, except for being based on contemporary pronunciation which is hardly a reflexion of the old one in this particular case.

However, the fact that /l/ vs /l/ contrast is not supported orthographically, and is besides quite limited in use, makes "literate speakers protest that they are 'the same'." Nonetheless, the contrast is recognized, due to the existence of minimal or near minimal pairs, such as (/alla/ 'he said to her' vs /alla/ 'God'),\(^2\) especially in view of the fact that these comparatively few lexical items with

---


/l/ are of much more frequency than those with the velarized nasal phones (i.e. /m/, /n/),\(^1\) albeit those nasals may be out of our concern here.

In CA this question is considered mainly under the subject of 'tajwûd' (study of Qur'ân-recitation), where this emphatic /l/ is known as /lâm muğallaţah/ against the plain /l/ called /lâm muraqqaqah/, meaning two allophones of the same phoneme. It is also known as /l/ /mu'afâxâmah/ 'dignified', a term used for a variety of /ā/ we shall come across in the section on vowels. According to Gairdner,\(^2\) these are the only two cases where this term (mu'afâxâm) is properly used. The word /ʔalîh/ 'God' is the example frequently quoted by him and others for this 'dark' /l/ in CA,\(^3\) otherwise its occurrence is governed by the vicinity of the four emphatic sounds /š, ʔ, ǧ, ֍/.

"... provided that: (1) these precede immediately /l/ which, in turn, must be followed by /a/ or /u/ as in /fašlun, nāţlub, ʔaţlāna, ʔaţlāma/, or (2) the first two /s or ʔ/ are separated from /l/ by a short /a/ and that /l/ is followed by /a/ or /ā/ as in /šaţlāţun/ and /ţaţaba/."\(^4\)

As for colloquial Arabic, the Irûqi dialect\(^5\) renders three positional occurrences of the emphatic /l/ that are phonologically conditioned in a way not very much different from that of

\[^1\] Ibid., p.37.
\[^2\] The Arab Phoneticicians on the Consonants and Vowels, p.256.
\[^5\] Ibid., p.15.
CA: (1) next to a velarized consonant, e.g. /ɡıüb/ 'hearts',
(2) separated from a velarized consonant by a short or long vowel,
e.g. /χałág/ 'ragged', (3) next to or separated by a vowel from
the emphatics /S, ŏ, ğa/ or the emphatic allophones of /b, m, f/,
e.g. /yılum/ 'he oppresses', /gašl/ 'before', /ramıl/ 'sands'.

Speaking generally of the colloquial and CA, with the
tention of substantiating his claim that 'The emphatic ı must be
regarded as an independent phoneme in classical Arabic and in most
if not all the modern dialects", Ferguson\(^1\) states three situations
for the occurrence of /ı/ "of which at least the first two hold for
classical Arabic": (a) in certain forms of the word for God, (b) in
the neighbourhood of other emphatic consonants, and (c) in other
unpredictable items, such as loan-words. Then he bases his arguments
on the following points:

(1) /ı/ in /ʔalläh/ 'God' is a separate phoneme, otherwise
this word must be treated as outside the phonological system of
Arabic. But as this word (ʔallah) contains normal phonemes, combines
morphologically in a normal way as in taking case endings, and occurs
frequently with a clearly defined meaning, no linguist would agree to
exclude it from this system.

(2) The fact that this /ı/ is of such an extremely rare
occurrence in the total lexicon, and yet appears in a word of a very

\(^1\) The Emphatic ı in Arabic, pp.446-49.
frequent occurrence is not unusual; because we find a similar case in the English /ɔ/ and also in the Tunica /g/ which is said to occur only in the word for mother.

(3) This /l/ cannot be regarded as a stylistic variant of the regular /l/ phoneme "since in certain alternants of the word for God the /l/ must be used," and because a 'stylistic variant', as understood by all structuralists, is an allophone in free alternation with another variant in the same position (i.e. phonologically unconditioned). Hence a given sound cannot be called a stylistic variant of a certain phoneme just because it occurs chiefly in a particular word, as long as it is used there always and by all speakers.

(b) /d/: The Arabic consonant /d/ (i.e. ɗād)* has always been confusingly complex in features and realization, and consequently has generated many discussions and disputes. A recapitulation of the discussion of this sound by Vollers may serve as a good prelude to the assessment of the subsequent arguments.

Vollers¹ presents 'ɗād' as the most disputed Arabic sound. The major points in his discussion are: (1) This sound is alien to all European languages, and its true nature in Arabic is obscured by

* The symbol /d/ is adopted here to represent the classical Arabic 'ɗād' (unless otherwise contextually determined), although it is generally used to symbolize what is usually known as the Egyptian variety of it.
the instability of the tradition of the native scholars. (2) All the European grammarians followed Brüke in his mistaken identification of the classical sound with the modern Egyptian /d/. But /d/ is a stopped sound, while /dād/ is classed by the native scholars as a spirant. (3) According to native tradition, its /maχraj/ 'place of utterance' is "the side of the tongue and the molar teeth; that is to say it is a lateral or side-spirant, and so approaches very near to /l/ and vice versa". Philologists disagree upon the correct articulation, whether it is the right side, the left side or both sides are equally correct. (4) Combining all these characteristics, Vollers concludes: "I do not hesitate to transliterate the 'dād' by 'z (or ẓ or z̞) lateral". (5) In modern Arabic speech, "the classical lateral spirant is not found anywhere". (6) What we find now are two varieties of this sound which have also existed in the earliest epochs of Arabic speech by the side of the classical lateral one: (a) a sound identical or near to the English voiced /θ > ʒ/, among the Bedouins. This is possibly the variety of 'dād' that was - according to al-Farrā? - dialectically pronounced like /ʒ/ in early times. Because /ʒ/ is classed traditionally in 'maχraj' with the interdentals /ʒ/ and /v/, and this may explain why the ẓalīfa ẓūmar did not distinguish between /ʒ/ and /d/, and why the common

1 Vollers, op. cit., p.145.
2 loc. cit.
3 loc. cit.
4 Cf. Lane's Lexicon, p.1795.
people said /qɑɫf/ instead of /qɑdʃ/. "The same fact, the existence of a 𝙨-sound besides the lateral spirant 'q̄ad', is proved, I think, to have been known in the oldest times, by the inter-Semitic rules of phonetic permutation."⁷ (b) a d-variety of 'q̄ad', among the settled populations and also much used by scholars, is recorded by the best scholars to have existed in old times.

If we now take these points respectively, we find that:

(1) It is true that Arabic is singled out as the only language with the phoneme /d/, and is thus known among Arab scholars as /luğat al-q̄ad/ 'the /d/-language', implying that peoples other than Arabs are not capable of pronouncing this sound.⁵ But we shall see that, on the one hand, it is also believed to have existed in another Semitic language, i.e. old Ethiopic; and on the other hand, the consonant /g/ is also strongly argued to be an Arabic innovation, i.e. not a proto-Semitic consonant, it is only found in Arabic.⁶

(2) As for Brücke's mistaken identification of /d/, there is a possibility that as he was confused by the instability of the native tradition on the true nature of this sound, he opted for identifying

---

⁷ Vollers, op.cit., p.146.
⁶ See Moscati, op.cit., pp.38-9 - Ibn Jinnī says: "the 'q̄ad' is peculiar to the Arabs. For the non-Arabs it only rarely occurs in speech" [Sir Sināqat al-ʔifrāb, vol.1, p.222], and so is the /ʃ/ according to al-Qāmus al-Muhāṭṭ.
the classical sound with the Egyptian /d/, encouraged by the fact that it is equally well used by the Egyptians in their Qur'anic recitation which is expected to be nothing but classical.

(3) The core of this point is that 'qād', as described by the classical grammarians, is a lateralized phoneme, with a disagreement as to the correct side of the tongue for its production. The fact is that Sībawayhi does not say which side is or is not preferable, but Ibn Jinnī states that it is optional to choose either side. ¹

The lateral quality makes the 'qād' hardly distinguishable from the phoneme /l/. In fact Ibn Jinnī specifically remarks that /l/ is the nearest sound to /d/, and that was the reason for its being chosen by a poet to replace /d/ in the word /lṭajāl/. This is perhaps why it has been preserved in the form of /ld/ in some of the Arabic loanwords in Spanish such as 'alcalde', ³ and it has also been suggested that "in the Malay language the 'qād' of Arabic words is transliterated by /dl/ or /l/, and on the Philippine island Mindanao by /l/ only". ⁴ This, of course, could be interpreted as an indication of the possibility that the introduction of such Arabic loan words in such languages goes back to the classical times when

---

¹ Ibn Jinnī, op. cit., p.52.
² al-Munṣif, 2, pp.328-29.
³ See Beeston, The Arabic Language Today, p.18.
⁴ Vollers, The System of Arabic Sounds, p.145 (foot.3).
this sound was still upholding its original articulation. In fact, this is not far from McDonald's belief that according to Sībawayhi's description the 'ḏād' was a lateral sound; and that its representation as /ld/ in the Arabic words borrowed into Spanish such as /al-calde = al-qaḍār/ 'the judge', is nothing but a persistence of that original lateral value, which indicates that the shift in value to /ḏ/ may have taken place at a late date.\(^1\) As to why it is not lateral today, Corriente\(^2\) suggests that as palatalization had - in modern pronunciation - substituted everywhere for lateralization "'ḏād' shifted to the interdental triad and merged with /ʒ/, a situation prevailing in all Bedouin dialects till this day".

Magee holds a different theory, which confirms the conclusions arrived at by Brockelmann,\(^3\) and presents a reasonable solution to the question of this phoneme, based on the dialectal developments and Semitic comparison. He assumes that, originally, i.e. in proto-Arabic as well as in proto-Semitic, 'ḏād' had the value /ʒ/. In CA it changed into /z/ in accordance with the Semitic (Akkadian-Hebrew-Ethiopic) tendency to change prelingual spirants (fricatives) into sibilants. In colloquial (among non-Bedouins)

\(^2\) 'From Old Arabic to Classical Arabic Through the Pre-Islamic Koine', pp.76-77.
it followed the classical change among the upper classes, but changed into /d/ among the common people in accordance with the dialectal development towards the replacement of spirants by plosives (stops).

As to the question of lateralization, it was a matter of dispute between Brockelmann, Cohen and Colin, whether this phoneme has acquired lateral articulation later, alongside its development into /d/ in classical times, or whether it was from the beginning a lateral emphatic /ʔ/.

A third approach is adopted by Greenberg on the basis of his study of the patterning of the Arabic triliteral root. For him, both the lateral theory and the theory of Vilenčik that locates 'dād' among the post-palatal series, were accordingly rejected. He found, on the one hand, that the total actual frequency of the occurrence of 'dād' with the sibilants and interdentals in the Arabic triliteral roots is significantly less than the expected total frequency. On the other hand, the 'dād' behaves more like a member of the sibilants or interdentals as they occur rarely together but with greater frequency with the dental consonants. Hence, he concludes "The present data, then, support the interpretation of d, either as a sibilant or interdental fricative".¹

This is supported by the fact that in classical Ethiopic, which is the only other Semitic language where /d/ is kept as a

¹ Greenberg, 'The Patterning of Root Morphemes in Semitic', Word, 6 (1950) 162-81, pp.175f.
distinct phoneme, it has the same general features of patterning as those of the Arabic 'qād', i.e. behaving like a sibilant or interdental. But as 'qād' coalesces with /ṣ/ in three Semitic languages (viz. Canaanite, Assyrian, later Ethiopian), and has the same script as /ṣ/ in Arabic with only a difference of a diacritic over /ṣ/, and is assigned by all earlier Arab grammarians the same point of egression as /ṣ/, then it would seem more likely to have been in CA a sibilant (palatal fricative) rather than an interdental.

A fourth approach which in fact presents a new problem is the grouping of 'qād' - in the book 'Kitāb al-ṣayn' of al-ṣalīl - together with /j/ and /ṣ/ under the heading 'ḥurūf ṣajriyya' whose most reasonable translation is 'palatals'. This is problematic, because in the traditional description /q/ has no merit over /l/ which is not grouped with these three. There is the possibility that /ṣajr/ meant at that time both the hard and soft palate indistinguishably, but that would solve no problem. At any rate, the involvement of a foreign - particularly Persian in McDonald's view - mispronunciation of this sound is another possibility.

(4) Looking at Vollers's conclusion (i.e. qād = ẓ or ẓ lateral) in the light of those variously displayed approaches and

---

1 Ibid., p.174.
2 Cf. loc.cit. (foot); Vollers, op.cit., p.146.
3 'The Order and Phonetic Value of Arabic Sibilants', in the Abjad, p.42.
descriptions, one would notice that the conclusion is in line with Magee's reasonable assumption as far as the classical stage is concerned, in addition to the lateral feature which is generally held by the others. Thus, his conclusion appears to be readily acceptable by the different rivals.

(5) To conclude that the CA lateral spirant /q/ is now non-existent anywhere, may sound like a sweeping judgement, unless it is founded on a thorough survey that covers every contemporary Arabic dialect. Vollers makes no claim as such, but the discussion of what he states in the following point may suffice for that conclusion to fall within reason.

(6) The fact that both 'dād' (i.e. /d/) and 'qāʔ' (i.e. /q/) have existed in CA is evidenced by the existing Arabic minimal pairs:

- /naḏr/ 'bloomy' /naqūr/ 'equal, match'
- /ḏall/ 'to stray' /qall/ 'to stay'
- /fāḏ/ 'to overflow' /fāqq/ 'to expire, to die'
- /gāḏ/ 'to recede' /gāqq/ 'to anger'

But the merger of the two sounds in some parts of the Arab world, in words such as: /ḍaf/ < /qaf/ 'guest', /abyaq/ < abyaq/ 'white', has given rise to a prevalent confusion among the speakers towards

---

1 It might be remarked here that lateralized sounds exist in at least one group of contemporary Semitic languages, i.e. the South Arabian languages of Zubair, according to T.M. Johnstone (conversation with Dr M.V. McDonald).
defining the identity of /d/ or /Ø/, especially when confronted with
the like of the mentioned CA minimal pairs, since these are semantic-
ally discrete words, which leaves no possibility of considering them
synonyms or dynonyms. This is happening, for instance, in Iraqi
Arabic, where "the /d/ in Baghdad Arabic is the velarized counterpart
of Ø, not d",¹ and the "CA /d/ is no longer preserved".²

In modern Arabic generally, both varieties exist, i.e. it
is alternatively realized as /d/ (the velarized equivalent of the
stop /d/), or as /ø/ (the velarized equivalent of the fricative /Ø/).
But the latter is mostly confused with /z/ among the uneducated,
otherwise it is especially retained as /Ø/ among the Bedouins.³
Lane⁴ recognizes this Bedouin pronunciation of 'dād', as a dialectal
variety produced by "making its place of utterance to be between the
extremity of the tongue and the central incisors, which pronunciation
is peculiar to a dialect", just like its substitution for /l/ and /s/.
Then he quotes that some of the Arabs substitute it for 'dā? ' "but
that the doing thus, though allowable in speech, is not allowable in
the reciting of the Book of God, which follows the rule, or usage, of
the prophet".

However, though the two varieties may be assumed to have
existed since the classical era, there is a possibility that the

¹ Ferguson, Charles A., 'A Review of Van Wagoner's spoken Iraqi
Arabic, Word, 7 (1951) 276-79.
² Altoma, op.cit., p.13.
³ Cf. Magee, op.cit., p.75; Beeston, loc.cit.
⁴ Arabic-English Lexicon, article 'd'.
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difference between them "was not as distinct as is the difference between the Egyptian /d/ and IA (Iraqi Arabic) /ḏ/";¹ and that the CA 'ḏād' as traditionally described (i.e. /ḏ/ lateral) may have existed as a characteristic of only one dialect, viz. Qurayš-dialect.²

Now, having a look at the various aspects of this discussion, it may not be too unreasonable to conclude that the CA 'ḏād' was in fact 'the lateral spirant /ḏ/', particularly in the dialect of Qurayš. But other dialectal varieties, such as the velarized stop /ḏ/ and the non-lateral /ḏ/, have simultaneously existed. The only question is whether these dialectal varieties were at that classical time admissible as part of the seven dialects or accents³ recognized in the Qurʾanic recitation.

2.1.5 ḤURŪF AL-ḌALĀʾIQAH (LIQUIDS)

All the authorities in 'Lisān al-ʿarab' and other Arabic lexicons have 'ḍalāʾiqah' as something lingual: having to do with the tongue. Ibn Jinnī agrees with them and then adds the interpretation that 'ḥurūf al-ḍalāʾiqah' are so called because of their high frequency in the language. In other words, it was this high frequency rather than the place and manner of articulation that has led to the coining

¹ Altoma, op. cit., p.159.
² See, AnLs,, Cit., P. 50.
³ OP

---
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of this term. This unusual interpretation of the term by Ibn Jinnī must have been inspired by his special concern with the single word formation. He is the one who among the Arab philologists has devoted special attention to the Arabic sounds and their formation in words. His books 'al-Munṣif' and 'Sirr Ṣinaḥat al-iṭrab' are wholly committed to this concern, and they were in fact the pioneer lengthy works in this field of study.

So it seems to be he who originated the use of the term 'ṭurat al-ḍalāqah' to comprise the three consonants known in Western linguistics as 'liquids' (i.e. l, r, n), together with the other nasal /m/, the labiodental /f/ and the bilabial /b/. The rest of the sounds were called in that respect /muṣmatah/ 'hard or faṣt', because - according to Ibn Jinnī - it is not allowed to form a quadriliteral or quinqueliteral Arabic word devoid of one of these six smooth consonants. In other words, the quad. and quin. words - being heavy in comparison with the triliterals - are not allowed to be quite free of some of these light liquid sounds; so that whenever you see such a word devoid of these letters, such as /ṭasjad/ 'gold' and /dahdaqah/ 'fracture', then it is exotic in Arabic. Howel generalizes the term 'liquids', and he explains this lexicographical value in his statement that

---
3 Sirr Ṣinaḥat al-iṭrab, pp.74-5.
"Liquidity is elegance, and lightness, in speech. And these are the lightest of the letters .... They are named 'liquids' because liquidity, i.e. quickness in articulation, is only through the tip of the tongue and the lips which are the two compartments of these six letters ... these are the letters that mix best with others."

Another significant point that makes the 'liquids' noteworthy is their role as an example for the classification of sounds according to their pattern-occurrences. Ibn Jinnūl states that "Regarding Arabic formation, the most elegant words are those formed of sounds that are distant in their various points of articulation". The closer the sounds, the worse their formation in a word is. Some Arab lexicographers used this principle as a criterion of loan-words, where the simultaneous occurrence of particular sounds (e.g. /ʃ/ and /j/) in a root invalidates its genuineness in Arabic.2

On the other hand, this statement of Ibn Jinnū was the closest to the conclusions arrived at by Greenberg in his study of the patterning of Arabic root morphemes. The series of consonants are linked with each other on the basis of their like behaviour in the patterns, and thus rules of non-occurrence were produced. According to these rules - which consider the exclusion of homorganic and identical consonants in the various combinations of patterns - the less the consonants occur together the more similar they are, and the

converse is the case.

"A somewhat lesser degree of resemblance is found between 1 and n, and least between r and n, using this criterion. The liquids are found to occur freely with all non-liquid consonants, both those in front and in back of their point of articulation. They therefore form a section."1

A most striking result of this study of pattern phenomena is the agreement of the articulatory positions arrived at by this study with the 'maCrRij' (sing. maCrraj 'place of egress') stated by Subawayhi and the other early Arab grammarians, concerning the classification of /r/, /l/ and /n/ as homorganic. This contrasts with the usual view that classifies /n/ as the nasal member of the series /d/ and /t/, just as /m/ does with the labial series /f, b/.2

2.1.6 THE NON-EMPHATIC SIBILANTS (/s/, /$/) 

It has been suggested that "in early and Qur'anic Arabic neither /s/ nor /$/ has its present-day value".3

Consulting my own pronunciation of the standard Arabic and that of the contemporary recitation of Qur'an in general, for the present-day value of /s/ and /$/ , I can only describe /s/ as 'an alveolar voiceless fricative' and /$/ as 'a palato-alveolar voiceless fricative'.

1 Greenberg, op.cit., p.173, and see pp.162,171.
2 Ibid., pp.162-63.
3 McDonald, op.cit., p.42.
Now, according to this description, the contrast referred to in the statement above between the old and the contemporary values of these two phonemes is based on the following points which are actually a summary of the arguments presented by McDonald in his paper on Arabic sibilants, followed by our comments:

(1) According to Subawayhi's description of /s\textsuperscript{2}n/, and the fact that he places its articulation with the other two palatals /j/ and /y/, this sound is clearly palatal, especially when we see that it is also grouped as one of the /\textdgr\textsuperscript{4}ur\textsuperscript{4}f \textdgr\textsuperscript{4}aj\textsuperscript{4}riyyah/ 'palatals' in Kit\textsuperscript{\textdgr}b al-\textxaym. On this ground, "it seems certain that its identification with /\textdgr\textsuperscript{4}z/ [as Beeston proposes] is correct"; and it is worth noting that his realization is - according to Johnstone - still surviving in the dialect of Ra\textdgr's al-\textxaym.

(2) For these reasons the suggestion that /$\$$/ pronunciation is "like the Polish $\$" (a palatalized /s/, phonetically /$\$\$/) is dismissed.

(3) "Evidence from Jewish sources makes it seem unlikely that 's\textsuperscript{2}n' was pronounced as /s/.":

(a) Of the three Proto-Semitic non-emphatic sibilants /s, j, $\$\$/,* the Biblical Hebrew maintained all the three in writing

---

1 See ibid., pp.40-45; Cf. Beeston, A.F.L., 'Arabian Sibilants', J. Semitic Studies, 7 (1962) 222-33; Rabin, C., 'The Origin of the Subdivisions of Semitic', in Hebrew and Semitic Studies, presented to G.R. Driver, Oxford University Press, 1963, pp.104-115. According to the practice of IPA these three symbols represent the fricatives: /s/ 'alveolar', /j/ 'palato-alveolar', /$\$/ 'palatal'. But as we are here concerned only with two of them, the representation would be: /s/ 'alveolar', /$\$/ 'palato-alveolar'.
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but lost the distinction in pronunciation, while Arabic reduced them to two since an early period dating back to the proto-Arabic inscriptions (Lihyanic, Thamūdic and Ṣafaitic). "Thus Arabic šīn is derived from P.S. /s/ and /ʃ/ and Arabic shīn is derived from /ʃ/.'

(b) The fact that both these sibilants were rendered in Aramaic script by shēn, indicates that both sounds were then more similar to /ʃ/ than to /s/ and that /s/ was not found in Arabic at that stage. Older loan-words from Arabic indicate that Arabic /s/ "corresponds to Hebrew-Aramaic /ʃ/".

(c) The fact that "all Aramaic loan-words with shēn appear in the Qurʾān with sīn /s/, indicates that: a sound shift did take place, that Aramaic /s/ and /ʃ/ both sounded like sīn to the Arab ears, and that Qurʾānic Arabic did not possess both /s/ and /ʃ/".

Having a look at the respective points of this Jewish-sources evidence, one would find the three points generally acceptable, apart from the fact that point (c) may not hold if it is taken on its own, because what we have considered as Aramaic loan-words in Qurʾān, could be in fact Arabic loan-words in the Aramaic language, and this would reverse the contrast /s:ʃ/ in the two languages. In other words, it is difficult to decide here the way where the borrowing did really go. This is especially so, with the belief that this 'sīn' has existed in common Semitic as well as in Egyptian, and thus
the south Arabian is considered the most archaic branch of Semitic because of the existence of 'ṣīn' there.\(^1\) So there is no feasibility of a late emergence of this 'ṣīn' in one of the two languages to settle the question either side. At any rate the first two points (a and b) may invalidate this assumption, and thus stabilize the entire argument.

One point, however, that does not fall in line with the 'ṣīn'-aspect of this argument - as it establishes the contemporary pronunciation of it - is that /s/ and /ʃ/ are taken by some Semitists as one of the examples where the shape and phonetic value are together regarded as a dominant factor in the ordering of the Arabic alphabetic signs.\(^2\) This, of course, could support the placing of /ʃ/ as palato-alveolar, on the consequential assumption that, should it be 'palatal' then it should have had a shape approximant to the other 'palatals', i.e. /j/ or /y/, but the fact is that they are entirely discrete in their Arabic signs.

(4) ṣīn (i.e. /s/) is more problematic. On the basis of Sībawayhi's description, Beeston proposes to identify the 'ṣīn' with /ʃ/, but this would seem unsatisfactory when we closely examine that description. In his back-to-front arrangement of the letters, Sībawayhi places the sibilants /z, s, ʃ/ after his alveolar stops

---

\(^1\) Rabin, C., The Origin of the Subdivisions of Semitic, p.112.
/t, d, t/ and before his dental fricatives /Ỹ, θ, ʒ/, indicating thus that the point of articulation of these sibilants is between alveolar and dental. And this is incompatible with the pre-alveolar /ʃ/ proposed by Beeston.*

To evaluate this argument let us concentrate on the key-word that carries the major point here which is the 'ordering' of these groups of sounds. If an alveolar sound is - as generally defined - the sound whose passive articulator is the teeth-ridge, and this /s/ is agreed not to be a dental, then it must be an alveolar, i.e. produced at the teeth-ridge, as there is no third passive articulator established between the teeth and their ridge.

Perhaps the confusion here is caused mainly by Ṣubawayhi himself, as he actually, for no apparent reason, deflects from his back-to-front arrangement of the letters when he locates the /t, d, t/ group before the /z, s, š/ group. But he, in fact, has kept that order or arrangement in his description. That is to say, although he reversed the sequential arrangement of these groups, he actually kept their sequential ordering in his identification of each. He identified the passive articulator for the first group /t, d, t/ as /ʔusūl-al-θanāyā/ 'roots of incisors', and for the second /z, s, š/

* In fact Beeston's proposal seems to be incompatible also with Rabin's clear statement that "the remarkable thing is that the final result both in Hebrew-Aramaic and in Arabic of all types was an opposition [s] / [ʃ]". Rabin, op.cit., p.108.
as /fuwayq-al-θanāyā/ 'a little above the incisors'. As for the third group (i.e. the interdentals /ɬ, ɹ, θ/), Sībawayhi has actually placed them as interdentals, produced at /ṭaraf-al-lisān wa aṭrāf-al-θanāyā/ 'the edge of tongue and edges of the incisors'.

An interesting point to note here is that Ibn Jinnī seems to have noticed this mistake of Sībawayhi in his ordering of the letters. But when he attempted to put it right, he too got confused by the terms. Instead of reordering the three groups of sounds, he just dropped 'fuwayq' from Sībawayhi's definition of the sibilants /z, s, ɬ/ and described them as /mimma bayn-al-θanāyā wa ṭaraf-al-lisān/ 'from between the incisors and edge of the tongue', so as to have the three groups ordered forwardly as from: roots of incisors, the incisors, and edges of the incisors.

2.1.7 THE PALATAL STOP 'JIM'

According to Sībawayhi and Ibn Jinnī, the consonant 'jim' has the same place of articulation as /ɬ/ (i.e. palatal), the only difference being that 'jim' is a plosive whereas /ɬ/ is an affricate (or fricative). This would seem to suggest that the sound described here is something like Hungarian /gy/ (IPA /ɬ/). The other alternatives are either the pronunciation /ɡ/ or /z/, and these were both mentioned and rejected by Sībawayhi as deviations of /j/.

---

1 Sirr Sīnāyat al-ʔifrāb, vol.1, p.53.
unrecommendable in the recitation of Qur'an and poetry and in the speech of any learned Arabist.¹

These two rejected alternatives are actually, (1) the voiced velar stop /g/ of the English /get/, which is kept in the Egyptian (Cairene) realization of the CA 'jīm', e.g. /gamāl/ 'camel', and (2) the voiced palato-alveolar fricative /ʒ/ of the English [pleʒɔ] 'pleasure' which is kept in the Syrian realization of 'jīm' in words like /ʒamāl/ 'beautiful'.

However, there seems little doubt that in later CA the sound became the /j/ of the English 'judge'. It might also be mentioned that in several modern Saudi dialects this sound is realized as /y/, e.g. /yamāl/ (CA /jamāl/ 'camel'). This is of interest in that it seems to retain the palatal nature of the original hypothetical sound, even though the manner of articulation has changed.

So the assumption that "In ancient Arabic this 'jīm' was a voiced stop like English 'g' in 'get'",² seems to have no ground, except for the Semitists' hypothesis that /j/ in Arabic is a development of an original CA /g/ which is considered by the Arab grammarians as a faulty pronunciation.³

³ Cf. Moscati, op.cit., p.38.
This Semitists' view seems to be based on the fact that this /g/ did exist in the reconstructed hypothetical system of proto-Semitic consonants as it did particularly in Babylonian, later Assyrian and Hebrew.\textsuperscript{1} Henceforth came the inductive conclusion that /g/ must have been there in an earlier stage of Arabic, but developed into the one that - according to Sūbawayhi and others - seems to have been fluctuating sometimes between /g/, /k/ and /ș/, and sometimes becoming independent as a /j/.\textsuperscript{2} However, if this argument is maintainable for any reason, then it should apply only to a period beyond our concern which is CA as described by the earlier Arab grammarians who regarded /g/ as a faulty pronunciation of /j/.

This leaves us with the single possibility that in CA the consonant 'jūm' was a voiced palatal stop /j/, which is still retained in Sudanese Arabic and among some Arab tribes in Egypt, as well as in the inherited contemporary recitation of the Qurān. On the basis of this contemporary pronunciation of the CA /j/, Anū\textsuperscript{3} suggests that it is neither plosive nor fricative in its entirety, but it is somewhere in between. Nonetheless, one should tend to adopt the classical view in classifying it as a stop (plosive).

2.1.8 THE UVULAR/PHARYNGEAL FRICATIVES /χ, ġ, ḫ, ʕ/

These consonants are generally known in Arabic as

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. ibid., pp.24,37.  
\textsuperscript{2} Cf. McDonald, op.cit., p.43.  
\textsuperscript{3} Op.cit., pp.65-6,82.
/ʔašwāt al-ḥalq/ 'the guttural sounds', because of the place where they are produced. A good description of the plan for the production of each of them is given by Gairdner.\(^1\)

As the phonological chart reveals, they are all fricatives: two voiced (/ɣ/, /ʕ/) and their voiceless counterparts (/χ/, /ħ/) respectively. One more distinction between the uvulars is that /χ/ "is accompanied by uvular vibration", but /ɣ/ is not,\(^2\) yet /ɣ/ to /χ/ "is not an exact correlative in Arabic, for no velar 'scrape' is heard".\(^3\) A simpler description of /ɣ/ is that it is "produced in the area of gargling".\(^4\)

As for the distinction between /χ/ and /ħ/, an essential point is the 'scrape' (i.e. the velar vibration, or 'air-qui-vering' as Ibn Sīnã\(^5\) calls it) which is a vital characteristic of /χ/, not /ħ/ "for the least suspicion of 'scrape' turns /ħ/ into /χ/, a change which may change the meaning of an Arabic word into one that is utterly - sometimes disastrously - different".

Also it is necessary to note that 'voicing' is the vital difference between /ħ/ and /ʕ/, for the unvoicing of /ʕ/ results

---

1 The phonetics of Arabic, pp.25-9.
2 See The Principles of IPA, p.34.
5 Ibid., p.37.
6 Gairdner, op.cit., p.27.
immediately in /h/, and this kind of substitution is actually what happens in colloquial Egyptian when /ʕ/ is followed by an unvoiced consonant, e.g. /bitətti < bitətti/ 'mine'. Ibn Sīna adds to this the fact that with /h/ the point of articulation is less deep in the throat, the opening is narrower and the air-pressure is stronger.

Two more significant points to be added are:

1. These consonants are generally considered as one of the characteristics of the Semitic languages, where they play a major role in the syntax of each. Nevertheless, varieties of the uvulars are found in some other languages. For instance the Scottish /ch/ in 'loch', the Spanish /j/ in 'jabón', and the Russian /x/ are all a variety of the Arabic /χ/. Also, the frequent German pronunciation of /g/ in 'wagen' and the Greek /γ/ are a variety of the Arabic /g/.

2. These consonants are interchangeable with one another in CA, due to the approximation in their places of articulation. Abū Ḥāli al-Fārisī - professor of Ibn Jinnī - is quoted to have regarded this as the general basis on which sounds are interchangeable.

---

1 Ibid., p.29.
2 op.cit., pp.36-7.
3 An's, op.cit., p.70.
4 Cf. The Principles of IPA, p.12.
5 Ibn Jinnī, op.cit., p.197.
/χ/ and /ʁ/ are sometimes, though not very frequently, interchangeable in CA, e.g. /χaṭar/ and /ʁaṭar/ 'to prance'. Also /ʕ/ is rarely interchangeable with /b/ and /ɡ/, e.g. /ʕattā/ and /ṭattā/ 'until', /maḏīɡ/ and /maḏīʃ/ 'eatable'.

/ḍ/ is said not to interchange with any other sound. But still, irregular cases are cited as poetic (i.e. rhythmic) necessities, e.g. /manfūḥ/ and /manfūχ/ 'blown', /sīḥ/ and /sīχ/ 'origin'. Also /χ/ is said to be uninterchangeable, and thus /χamaʃ/ and /ḥamaʃ/ 'hollow' were considered as two different words, i.e. related to different roots.1 But nonetheless, the approximation of the places of articulation here could be considered in terms of the positional occurrence of the two consonants being identical in the two cited words.

2.1.9 SECONDARY CONSONANTS

Both Sūbawayhi and Ibn Ḫinnī recognize a 'secondary' division of the speech sounds which they call ḫurūf furūʕ, i.e. offshoots or derived forms, originating in the twenty-nine (including /ā/ 'alif') 'basic' Arabic letters which they call 'ḫurūf ṣūsūl'.2 Some of these 'ḫurūf furūʕ' may suggest an early existence of some of the phonemes or allophones that we usually tend to consider as a

1 Ibid., pp.196,199. 2 'Secondary consonants' here should not be confused with the technical term 'secondary phoneme' (i.e. prosodic feature).
later development in the Arabic sounds of speech.

Sībawayhi and Ibn Jinnī were both imprecise in their descriptions of these 'secondary sounds'. This is, of course, due to the 'secondary' status given to those 'ḥurūf', which recedes even more in the case of the ones that are discouraged in the cantillation of Qurʾān and poetry, and which were almost left without description. In other words, these 'secondary sounds' were again divided into two varieties:

(a) The sounds of which the usage is tolerable in the Qurʾān and poetry recitation:

1. The slightly nasalized (n) - al-nūn al-ḥaffah.
2. The (?) halfway articulated - al-hamzah al-latī bayna.
3. The (ā) articulated with sharp oblique - (i.e. the lower-mid unrounded (e)) - al-alif al-latī tumāl imālah ʿādāh.
4. The (ṣ) which sounds like /j/ - al-ṣīn al-latī ka-al-jīm.
5. The (ṣ) which sounds like /z/ - al-ṣād al-latī ka-al-zāy.
6. The (ā) of Ḥijāzi dialect (i.e. the lower-mid back rounded (o)) - alif al-tafṣīm yaṣīn bi-luğat ahl al-Ḥijāz fī qawlihim as-ṣalāt.

(b) The sounds of which the usage is discouraged therein:

* In both varieties, we follow Semaan's translation of Sībawayhi's description, because Ibn Jinnī's description is almost nothing but a summary of the former. See Linguistics in the Middle Ages, pp.40-41.
1. (k) pronounced like /g/ - bēyn al-jīm wa-al-kāf.
2. (j) pronounced like /k/.
3. (j) pronounced like /ʃ/.
4. (d) pronounced like /d/ - al-ḍād al-ḍaʕfah.
5. (ʃ) pronounced like /s/.
6. (t) pronounced like /t/.
7. (θ) pronounced like /θ/.
8. (b) pronounced like /f/. [in Ibn Jinnī: (b) pronounced like /m/.]

Ibn Sīna\(^1\) was more precise in his descriptions of these 'secondary sounds'; with some differences here and there, which include sometimes the omission or addition of entire sounds, and which may sometimes prove to be of serious significance in the quality measures of these sounds if compared to the descriptions we have here. But at any rate we are not required to go into details about it, as it is feasible, whenever one or the other of these sounds is needed in our analysis, for its description to be brought forward to account for the point encountered there.

For instance, we could imagine a case of an assimilative process, where a word ending with, say, /z/ is followed by another word with the initial /z/. If when consulting the lexicon we could not find the word with the initial /z/, but we found a word of the

\(^{1}\) op.cit., pp.51-55.
same form and meaning with the initial ɣ, this cannot be interpreted as an assimilation of /ɣ/ with /z/, because /ɣ/ is voiceless. But when we realize the existence of an Arabic 'secondary' sound which is, according to Ibn Sīnā\(^1\)

"... a /ɣ/ produced by bringing the tongue close to the roof of the mouth opening, and causing its (tongue's) surface to vibrate and inducing the whispering sound therein. (This sound of speech) begins as a /ɣ/ at the mid area of the tongue and ends as /z/ at the tongue's tip"

- when we realize the existence of this /z/ type of /ɣ/, then there is the possibility that this initial /ɣ/ was originally that kind of (inbetween /z/-/ɣ/) sound which was, in all expectations, a voiced one. And at that early time, a progressive assimilation process took place and gave us this odd word (with the initial /z/) which is nonexistent in the lexicon.

This in all would mean that the initial /ɣ/ of the word actually existing in the lexicon is but a later development of that z-like sound. Such a case would possibly require the description of that sound being brought forward at such a point.

\(^1\) Risalāh, pp.52-3.
2.2 THE VOWEL SYSTEM

For expository purposes it might be more convenient to lay at the outset the phonological chart for the Arabic vowel system as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th></th>
<th>CENTRAL</th>
<th></th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ĩ</td>
<td>.retry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-close</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ē</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-open</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 CLASSIFICATION

The reasons for which a short discussion of the consonant system of Arabic was needed here apply equally well to the Arabic vowel system. For instance, the vowel harmony with subsequent elision which
produces /kilma/ from /kalima/ 'word',\(^1\) and the assimilative process which produces the vowel harmony in /minhimi/ from /minhumu/ 'from them' in Rabīta dialects,\(^2\) are only accountable for if we apprehend the real nature of the vowels involved. These are examples for the fact that some morphological processes, such as assimilation, apply to the vocalic patterns as well as the consonantal.

So far as vowels are concerned, it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify exactly the Arabic vowels in use during or before the days of the old Arab phoneticians, because the information they gave about the vowels consisted, unlike the case with consonants, of only scanty references, casually scattered, lacking the most needed element in the description of vowels, viz. the exact tongue position. Perhaps the only remarks that may have some weight in this respect, are the observations made by Ṣbawayhi on the /a/ sound as the most open vowel, compared to the lip compressed /u/ and the tongue elevated /i/.\(^3\)

It is important to note here that this minor position given to the vowels corresponds to an equally minor position in the way they are written. In the Arabic script, the device to indicate short vowels is marks that look like appendages above or below the writing line, not as parts of the real body. As for the signs

\(^1\) Ibn Jinnī, al-ṣasānis, vol. i, p. 25.
\(^2\) Ṣbawayhi, al-kitab, 2, 321.
indicating the long vowels (alif, wāw, yā?), although they are part of the line, still a factual confusion is occasionally caused by their dual role as signs for consonants as well as for vowels.

So, vowels have always been treated by the traditional Arab scholars as an accidental quality in the Arabic writing. Consonants are the lasting elements that caught all their attention. This attitude has been interpreted within the Arabic scholarship by Ibn Jinnī. But before we come to this interpretation, the matter may be generally assessed in terms of the earliest known forms of Semitic writing, or, say, the origin of the Semitic alphabet.

The fact that Egyptian and Phoenician are the sole early forms of writing that represent only the consonants, omitting vowels, is taken as an indicative of the Egyptian being the basis on which the Phoenician alphabet has been modelled. This is because the omission of vowels in the Egyptian system is inherent in a method of pictography that lasted till a relatively late stage. However, Phoenician transmitted this practice to the rest of the Semitic languages, which found it tolerable, as the vowels in them are not essential, but means of modifications in the meaning of the root. So, Arabic (i.e. the Arabic script which originates in Aramaic or rather Nabataean) as well as Hebrew, practised this omission in

---

2 See Moscati, op.cit., p.52.
simple texts, but later some difficulties occasionally arose.

Hence, Arabic and

"All the Semitic languages therefore were driven in course of time to devise various means of obviating this difficulty, such as the use of half-consonants (', h, w, y) to indicate long vowels and ultimately also points above or below the line to indicate short vowels". 1

In Arabic, this system of symbols was introduced in the late ninth century A.D. 2

Turning now to Ibn Jinnī to see what the Arab grammarians have to add to this explanation, we come across a great deal of material presented by Ibn Jinnī 3 in order to justify the minor position given to the vowels as compared to the consonant. But the first thing that strikes us is the fact that those grammarians have also regarded the short vowels as parts of the approximants - or what is called above 'half-consonants - (/w/, /y/ and alif /ā/), i.e. the difference between the two categories is only a difference in quantity, not in quality. In other words 'the place and manner of articulation' is the same in both cases.

---

1 Driver, op.cit., p.137. Whether an Indo-European influence is involved here, is not confirmed, but at any rate "The Ethiopic method of indicating the vowels by modifying the signs for the consonants is said to be due to Indian influence", [Driver, op.cit., pp.137,238.]
2 Moscati, loc.cit.
That is what Ibn Jinnī means when he says ¹

"Have knowledge, that the /barakāt/ (short vowels) are portions of the letters of prolongation and softness, i.e. the alif '/a/', the wāw '/w/', and the yā? '/y/'. As those letters are three, so the ḍhārakāt are also three, i.e. the fatḥa '/a/', the kasra '/i/' and the ẓamma '/u/'. Early grammarians - may the Lord bless them - used to call the fatḥa 'the small alif', the kasra 'the small yā? ' and the ẓamma 'the small wāw' .... The evidence denoting that these ḍhārakāt are portions of these letters is the fact that once you prolong one of them, the letter of which it is a portion immediately follows."

Thus, the consideration of vowels as secondary to consonants in significance, is interpretable here as a question of roots and offshoots. But a major point in this quotation is the specification of the number of vowels acknowledged by the old grammarians in CA, which is three short vowels expandable to another three long ones, i.e. six in all.

It is interesting to note here that Arabic represents in this an exact reflection of the proto-semitic vowel system, which possesses the same number and quality of vowels as Arabic, apart from the open back /æ/, i.e. IPA /a/, which is a close retracted variety of the open front /a/ in Arabic. Yet, this exception is disregarded by some who take the Arabic one to be an /æ/ too.²

---

But what appears to be a kind of contradiction with the notion in the penultimate paragraph, is the fact that the Arab grammarians usually postulate short vowels (harakāt) before the long vowels, in words like /qitāl/ 'fight', /kašīf/ 'thick', /ṣaṣūf/ 'kind'. They claim the existence of 'fatḥa' /a/, 'kasra' /i/, and 'ḍamma' /u/, before the respective long vowels (ā, ī, ū) in these words.¹ Such a mistaken assumption is explicable only as an effect of the developed Arabic script, which usually imposes such signs in such places to keep - I believe - the pattern of covering all the letters with signs. Ibn Jinnī² presents an example of this trend, as he claims the existence of a kind of vowel between /a/ and /u/ (fatḥa mumāla naḥw ad-ḍamm) before the long emphatic vowel (alif al-ṣafwāt) in the word /ṣalāt/ 'prayers'. What he is actually referring to here may be, in modern terms, a prolonged variant of the back open vowel /æ/, or the back half-close /o/.

This brings us to the comparison between the Arabic vowels and their cardinal equivalents in the IPA notation. Gairdner seems to be suggesting different tongue positions for both /a/ and /æ/ from their equivalent cardinal ones.³ The short vowel called 'fatḥah' is not exactly an /a/ sound, though it is

² Ibid., p.59.
³ The Phonetics of Arabic, p.38.
an approximation to that. It is generally regarded as a close and retracted variety of cardinal /a/, nearer to the sound represented in the IPA notation by /æ/.\(^1\) In the neighbourhood of the velarized (emphatic) consonants /t, ẓ, ẓ, ḍ/, the velars /χ, ɣ/, the uvular /q/ and the rolled /r/, this short a-vowel is modified into the value of the /a/ \([-\cdot\] type as in English 'bud' or /ʊ/, i.e. the open back spread (or rounded) cardinal /a, D/. This rule applies to CA as well as colloquial.\(^2\) The fact that the influence of these consonants "on adjoining vowels was stronger in the east than in the Ḥijāz dialect"\(^3\) should have no effect on this case, as CA takes up a middle position here. The Arabic 'kasrah' and 'dammah' are mostly the same as their equivalents in the IPA notation (i.e. /i/, /u/), except for their dialectal deviations which we shall see later.

As for the exact difference in length between Arabic /a/ and the long vowel /ā/ called 'alif'\(^4\) - as well as /i/ : /ɪ/ and /u/ : /ʊ/ - there is no means of determination as far as CA is concerned, because firstly, as we said, the Arab grammarians have not given as much attention to the vowels as they did to the consonants, and secondly, because the vowels are generally more

---

\(^1\) Ibid., p.37; Cf. Anbars, op.cit., p.42; The Principles of IPA, p.34.


\(^3\) Rabin, C., Ancient West-Arabian, p.100.

\(^4\) According to Gairdner [op.cit., p.41], there is no resemblance to the Arabic 'alif' in French, German or English. But "It is heard in the Sudan, e.g. sa:kit 'plain'".
transitional movements than the consonants. They are of a relatively less steady-state frequency. They tend to fluctuate in duration most frequently under the influence of different factors, such as stress, consonant-doubling (gemination), vicinity of emphatic consonants or syllables, being in isolated words, etc. Even "Inside the word, fine degrees of phonetic length can be found as against three in final position (medium, long and very long)". For all that it is difficult to say that a long CA vowel (e.g. /a/) is of twice the duration as a short one (i.e. /a/).

This seems to be why Ibn Sīna was rather apologetic in saying that

"Each small vowel (i.e. /a/, /u/ and /i/) is produced during a shorter period of time than the big ones (the long vowels /ā/, /ū/ and /ī/) which are produced (during a period of time the length of which is) twice as much."

He presented this as an assumption preceded by his statement:

"As for the vowels, their conditions seem to escape me."

However, the contemporary measurements for the durations of

vowels of the contemporary Arabic dialects, could always be a reasonable general guide to the general nature of the classical vowels.

2.2.2 VOWEL DIVERGENCES

Cases of dialectal deviations in the vowel system of CA are numerous, but the major ones are perhaps those which we have included in the vowel section of the phonological chart, and the following remarks are intended to clarify and contribute to their identification.

For a working introduction, it would perhaps be better to follow Semaan in quoting the vowel scheme given in Gairdner's 'phonetics of Arabic', where the three basic vowels - just as recognized by Ibn Sīnā - are shown in capital letters for convenience.

FIGURE 2.A CARDINAL AND ARABIC VOWELS
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See Obrecht, **op.cit.**, p.29; Anūs, **op.cit.**, pp.104-105.

See Ibn Jinnī, **op.cit.**, pp.58-63, for the various divergences from the three main Arabic vowels.

p.38; Cf. Semaan, Linguistics in the Middle Ages, pp.57-8; Ibn Sīnā, Risālah, pp.48-9.
The TafχLM vowel: That is the 'signification' of 'alif' /a/ by inclining its pronunciation towards the place of utterance of 'waw' /w/, or the pronunciation of /a/ as /o/.

This is believed to have been an early feature of a belt stretching over a wide variety of Semitic languages - from Ḥaḍramawt via Yeman ... to Western Syriac.

"The fact that Egyptian, which is contiguous to this area, had the same feature, suggests that it is an archaism dating from some stage of Hamito-semitic development." 1

But as far as CA is concerned, alif-al-tafχLM could be - according to the authorities' description 2 - any of the cardinal vowels /a, ɔ, ʊ/ prolonged. Because it has affinities with the positions of both /a/ and /u/, nothing specific in its traditional description would help towards the determination of any of these as the identical one. Rabin chooses the symbol /ʊ/, but the fact that its occurrence is "sometimes conditioned by the neighbourhood of emphatic consonants", 3 or in another opinion even regularly conditioned by the vicinity of the emphatics, 4 makes the prolonged cardinal /ʊ/ a better option, as being closer to velarization. In addition to this there is the fact that even in the very limited number of cases where it is said to occur "alif at-tafχLM, was not only permissible, but was indicated in

2 See Sirr Șinâyat al-ʔifrāb, 1, p.56.
3 Moscati, op.cit., p.53.
4 Rabin, Ancient West-Arabian, p.121.
old codices by writing wāw instead of ʔalif", ¹

"... suggesting an original 'wāw' in certain words
where long 'a' had in general use supplanted the
'u' sound; e.g. in 'salāt' originally 'salāwa',
and 'zakāt' originally 'zakāwa'."²

This practice, however, is more in accordance with the IPA
advice.³

(2) The ʔiṣmām vowel: The most uncertain and difficult
to account for among the vowel divergences of Arabic is perhaps
the variant known as 'ʔiṣmām', which is a kind of prolonged
vowel, placed by the Arab grammarians between the cardinals /i/
and /u/ (kasr, or ɣaʔ bi-ʔiṣmām ad-damm).⁴ This vowel is
attributed to the dialects of Qays and part of ṭasad, and the
examples mostly cited for illustration are the passive perfects
/qūla/ 'was said' and /bīʔa/ 'was sold', of which the vowel /ʔ/
is changed at utterance into this kind of 'in between vowel' of
Qays. This is different from the practice of the dialects of
Tamūm, Faqṭas and Dabr which change the vowel /ʔ/ in such
examples into the ordinary /u/.

Measured in modern terms, this ʔiṣmām vowel might be
regarded as having the same features as the central spread vowel,

---
¹ Ibid., p.105, and see pp.98,111.
² Gairdner, 'The Arab phoneticians', p.256.
positioned between /i/ and /u/ and given the symbol /i/ of the IPA notation, with the Russian /D/i/ in 'cöIH' as an example.\(^1\) The only difference is that the Arabic vowel is a prolonged variant for which we could give the symbol /I/.

Another version of 'İŞm胺m' is the reverse of the first one, i.e. (damm bi-İŞm胺m al-kasr). This is again of more or less the same features as the first one, with the 'lip rounding' being the sole difference, i.e. it is the central rounded vowel, positioned between /i/ and /u/ and given the symbol /u/, with the frequent pronunciation of /oo/ in Scotland as an example. Again, in Arabic, this is a long vowel for which the symbol /u/ would match that of the first 'İŞm胺m'. The Arabic examples for this are /ma6T+-ir/ 'scared' and /manq.+-tr/ 'defamed'.\(^2\) Perhaps still we need what Ibn Jinn胺 noticed when he states "A clarifying mouth to mouth speech is necessary in order to perform, to make distinct to hearing, and to reveal the secrecy of this [sound] and the like".

In fact there is a third way of pronouncing this sound of 'İŞm胺m' closer to the second one. But these last two seem to be more difficult to distinguish, or as Gairdner\(^4\) puts it

----

\(^1\) See The Principles of IPA, pp.6,9. In fact, the French vowel /e/ in /de/ may not be very far away from this Arabic sound.


\(^3\) Sirr Şina Haw al-Tibrab, 1, p.60.

"The other two ways are not very clear from the description of them, but seem to point to a diphthong or two consecutive vowels, which, ordinarily, are impossible in Arabic. Thus quila, or quīla."

The three ways are described together as:

"... compressing the lips (a) while pronouncing the F (i.e. the first radical), so that its vowel is between the vowels of Damm and Kasr, which is the well-known, notorious [way], used in reading [the Qur]; (b) while making the Kasra of the F pure; (c) a little before pronouncing the Kasra of the F."

These delicate distinctions have, however, resulted in, or should we say have been the result of, a wide range of propositions about the right definition of 'ʔismām', and this in itself reflects the complexity of the nature of this sound, even among the classical Arab grammarians and by their own standards.

(3) The ʔimālah vowel: Amongst those Arabic dialectal variations, /ʔimāla/ 'deflection' (pronunciation of /a/ as /e/) is the one that seems to have captured most of the attention of the traditional authorities, particularly those whose main concern was the 'tajwīd'. Whether proto-Semitic had once possessed this additional phoneme as part of its vowel-system or not, "has been the subject of violent discussion". But on the whole the existence of its long form /e/ is confirmed there. Also, evidences

1 Howell, Arabic Grammar, IV, 1, 1479.

104
of words like the Biblical Aramaic /rēm/ 'became high', and the Hebrew /nēr/ 'light', point to the existence of /ē/ vowel in these two languages.\(^1\) This could be of particular significance, if we raise the question whether this sound has developed locally in Arabic or it has had its historical background. It is said that "the proto-Semitic vowel system has an exact reflection in that of Arabic".\(^2\)

However, 'ʔimāla' is generally defined in conventional terms as "taking the fatḥa towards Kasra (Aud), so that the fatḥa imbibes something of the sound of Kasra".\(^3\) It is considered by the Qurra? (recitationists of Qur?ān) - as a salient feature of the dialects of Najd-tribes, such as Tamīm, Qays and Ṭasād,\(^4\) where it was sometimes phonologically conditioned, e.g. it was prevented in the neighbourhood of an emphatic or a uvular consonant.\(^5\) But still, it seems to have been used occasionally by some people in other areas, such as Ḥiǧāz, where it is expected not to occur at all. "The people of Al-Ḥiǧāz do not practise Imāla",\(^6\) and the Ḥiǧāz:/â/ is described as "the pure sounding of the ʔalif" or 'tafshīm'. Yet, some hollow verbs (i.e. verbs with ʔalif as medial of the three radicals) were pronounced in Ḥiǧāz

\(^1\) Rabin, op.cit., pp.110,114-15; Moscati, op.cit., p.46.
\(^2\) Moscati, op.cit., p.47.
\(^3\) Howell, op.cit., iv, i, p.738, and see here the detailed discussions about ʔimala in pp.738-71 and cf. Sībawayhi, 2, pp.279ff.
\(^6\) Howell, op.cit., iv, i, p.739; Cf. Sībawayhi, 2, pp.279-80.
with TCHA, even in cases of neighbouring emphatics and uvulars.\textsuperscript{1} Also the Yemenite dialect is said to have had TCHA in /nēr/ 'fire'.\textsuperscript{2}

As for CA, it generally sides with west-Arabian dialects, especially in matters of accent,\textsuperscript{3} and it possesses two types of TCHA:

(a) The /e/ vs /ē/ which is a difference of quantity. They are both known as TCHA, representing a deflection from an ordinary cardinal /a/ towards the close front /i/.\textsuperscript{4} The first is exemplified in the Qur'ān by al-Kisa'yā's reading of the word /raḥmeh/ 'mercy'; and the second by words like /ribē/ 'usury' and /al-nēsi/ 'the people'.\textsuperscript{5} At any rate, taking /e/ as the short equivalent of /ē/ is, in a way, only hypothetical, albeit it is based on the descriptions by Ibn Jinnī and the others. That is because this is hard to decide even in a contemporary Arabic dialect,\textsuperscript{6} let alone the case of early Arabic vowels, where the question of duration is governed - as we have said before - by many phonological factors.

\textsuperscript{1} Rabin, \textit{op.cit.}, pp.105,111; Cf. Lisān al-ィarab, xx, p.365.
\textsuperscript{3} Cf. Rabin, \textit{op.cit.}, p.105.
\textsuperscript{4} Ibn Jinnī, \textit{op.cit.}, p.58; Cf. Gairdner, \textit{op.cit.}, p.254.
\textsuperscript{5} Anīs, \textit{op.cit.}, pp.40-42.
(b) Another kind of 'ʔimāla' is of the same quality, but with somewhat more tendency towards the ordinary /a/. It is referred to as /ʔimāla bayna bayna/ 'in between',\(^1\) in contrast with the first full 'ʔimāla /e/'. It is more or less approximate to the Cardinal /ɛ/.

2.2.3 DIPHTHONGS

CA is said to have possessed no true diphthongs, albeit the "West-Arabian ai is a true monophonematic diphthong, on a par with the long vowels".\(^2\) Apart from that, perhaps all that one could say about 'diphthongs' in CA (i.e. /ay/, /aw/ = Gairdner's 'ai, au') is summed up in Gairdner's single paragraph on the subject, that

"The 'ai' and 'au' sounds (in, e.g. kai and law) were not recognized as diphthongs, i.e., compound vowel sounds, by the Arabs, but as 'a' - sounds (fatḥs) closed by 'y' and 'w' respectively. And, in fact, the Arabic diphthongs do reach the consonantal positions of 'y' and 'w'. Hence the passing vowels of 'i' and 'u' in kaiy and lawu were not noticed."\(^3\)

However, although diphthongs were not recognized by the Arab phoneticians as such (i.e. as two vowels forming one syllable, in each case; or as combinations of semivowels and

---

\(^3\) Gairdner, *op.cit.*, p.253.
vowels), their presence and the varieties of their positional occurrences in CA may prove, if discussed at length, to be fruitful, especially with the later dialectal developments taken into consideration. In this respect one may involve the concept of syllable in the Arabic [Fāruḍ, 'the study of poetic metres'.

Take, for instance, the disappearance of /w/ of the diphthong /aw/ in the imperfect form of most weak verbs with the initial /w/; what is the phonological explanation for it? The Arab grammarians would traditionally suggest that: the elision of the semivowel (approximants) /w/ (here, it is the closing element of the diphthong /aw/) in the imperfect: /yaḍid < yawḍid/ (from the perfect tense /waḍad/ 'promised') is caused by the positioning of /w/ between its two 'enemies', i.e. the fatḥa /a/ and the kasra /i/. But we find the same /w/ in a similar position in another derivation of the same root without being elided, viz. /mawṣid/ 'a promise'. Again, the converse of this argument would hold true in examples of the type /yaḍaḍ < yawḍaḍ/ (from the perfect tense /waḍad/ 'put'). The /w/ here should be deemed as being in a different position, because it is surrounded by two fatḥas /a/ - /a/ (i.e. one of its two 'enemies' is missing), but still it is here elided. The question of 'vowel harmony' may occur to one's mind in such cases, but verifying that would go beyond the purpose.
Another point is the dialectal variations over the vowel /a/ which is diphthongized as /ay/ in certain positions.  Sūbawayhi' states that /a/ was sounded /-ay/ in words like /bublay/ 'pregnant', /ʔaffay/ 'adder', in Hijāz and some dialects of Qays. In another place he states that this diphthongization occur in pause generally, without making reference to any particular dialect. Is there any possibility of the 'ʔimāla /ʊ/ being involved here as an intermediate pronunciation to ease the leap from /a/ to /ay/ by first replacing /a/ in context, and then becoming /ay/ in pause? Is there any kind of conditions for such changes, or are they non-conditional? What kind of assimilation (regressive, progressive) or reduction could be involved in such examples; or in examples of the type: /ʔayyām < ʔaywām/ 'days', /kayy < kawy/ 'burning'?

A third point is the question of diphthongal correspondence between modern and CA. There is a possibility of cases where these diphthongs have evolved into /ū, Ļ/, similar to the ancient development attested in Akkadian: /mūtu < mawtu/ 'death', /bītu < baytu/ 'house'. But perhaps it is in colloquial rather than in the standard Arabic that this phonological development has its most copious instances. In Sudanese as well as Iraqi Arabic, there are situations where the classical diphthongs were

---

1 al-Kitab, 2, 349.
2 Ibid., 2, 314.
3 Moscati, op.cit., p.49.
replaced by the long vowels /o, û/, which is a kind of 'reduction' that seems to have occurred intermittently, at an ancient period, in the various Semitic languages. ¹ There are also situations where the colloquial retention of the diphthongs was complete, and other situations where classical and colloquial patterns have coexisted. ²

TERMINOLOGICAL DISTINCTIONS
III

TERMINOLOGICAL DISTINCTIONS

3.0 INTRODUCTION:

Adequacy in the identification and treatment of the various aspects of any particular science requires in the first place the specification of the relevant terminology. Exactness and explicitness in such terminology is, by virtue of the very principles of today's scientific thought, a fundamental requirement for both the production and the integration of the theoretical notions for which the definition of the scientific concepts is an essential component of evolulitional continuity. This factor becomes particularly important when the ability of integration for a given local scientific discipline is intended to be reinforced by means of give and take with other local traditions of the world science.

In this endeavour, the local adaptation of the conceptual terminology may sometimes result in major discrepancies with the original connotations, and thus defeat the basic purpose, or otherwise the change may be slight and easily put right. One may think of the latter when considering the number of changes in some of the basic notions and their related terms, such as root, base, stem, pattern, etc. which were brought into the area of Semitic morphology during the last two centuries, as a result of the evolulional stages of
linguistic research work in Europe and elsewhere.¹

Arabic is one of these Semitic languages that have had their share of this terminological development. Modern works on Arabic linguistics provide a good source for the assessment of this phenomenon. But for the present purpose, we shall restrict our discussion to the identification of those terms that are pertinent to the scope of this work. The relevant terms of traditional Arabic grammar will be evaluated in comparison with what are apparently their corresponding equivalents in modern linguistics, so that they can be, if possible, disambiguated and freed from the controversies surrounding them. It is believed that "whenever the traditional terms are applicable they should be and are most certainly used."²


III.1

SYNTAX, MORPHOLOGY VS. NAHW, SARF

3.1.0 How great is the difference in the linguistic distinctions between the Arabic grammatical divisions of Nahw and Sarf on the one hand, and the grammatical divisions of Syntax and Morphology in modern linguistics on the other? Is it merely a superficial parallelism between Nahw and Syntax on the one hand, and Sarf and Morphology on the other, or is it an absolute correspondence between each two of these terminological pairs, without any reservations, as might appear at first sight? A minute discussion of this question may require more space than is feasible in this chapter, but a general outline of the terminological aspects that could be identifiable with one another in this respect is unavoidable.

3.1.1 SYNTAX vs. MORPHOLOGY:

Although Syntax and Morphology are separate divisions of grammar, as opposed to other fields of linguistics, such as phonology, semantics, etc., the fact that they are interconnected sub-fields makes it more appropriate to start by drawing the dividing line between the two sub-systems, before comparing them to their presumed
The word **Inflection**, which is part of the terminology of traditional grammars, seems to be the hinge on which the two terms (syntax and morphology) turn. Morphology (the study of word-forms), is a fairly recent term of modern linguistic works, for what the traditional grammars used to call 'Inflection'. Being concerned with the variations in the word form, 'Inflection' is mainly a division of 'Morphology', but the fact that the Inflectional variations of the word-form are subject to the 'selectional restrictions' of 'concord' and 'government' in syntax, designate 'Inflection' as a possible division of Syntax.

Thus **Morphology**, as a level of constructional mechanism between phonology and syntax, deals with the internal structure of words, i.e. with the sequences of the word morphemes. In other words "morphemic analysis is the operation by which the analyst isolates minimum meaningful elements in the utterances of a language, and decides which occurrences of such elements shall be regarded as occurrences of 'the same' element."

---


The 'sameness of utterance-elements' in this quotation refers to the term 'regularity' which is defined in terms of the actual phonemic realisation of morphemes as

"the requirement that all the varying phonemic shapes of the morph be derivable from a nonfictive (i.e. actually occurring) base form by rules of combination which hold for all similar combinations throughout the language: this is usually called automatic alternation."

Differences in number of alternative forms of a given morpheme, in number of variant morphemes relative to a given base, in cross-boundary relational roles (inflectional), or in other such variations, are matters that may or may not involve other grammatical sub-systems, dependent on the individual language concerned. That is perhaps why Matthews would state that "the morphemes established by a grammar can only be justified as a part of the total description of the language."

The exponential relations of the utterance-elements, within the domain of word-formation, are either Inflectional where the matter of concern is the changes made in the word-form to express its relation to other words of the same utterance, or Derivational where the processes leading to the formation of new words from existing words or roots is the objective. Thus Morphology comprises both sections: Inflection and Derivation, though in individual cases of

---

3 See Matthews, P.H. Inflectional Morphology, pp.151, 155f, 316-318.
language analysis one of the two might be more dominant than the other, for one reason or another.

In other words, **Morphology** as a linguistic subject is more general than the concept of **Inflection**. In its wider sense, Morphology involves two related dimensions of linguistic analysis: a) the paradigmatic analysis known as **Inflectional Morphology**, and b) the lexical analysis (analysis of lexical items) known as **Derivational Morphology**. These two analytic types give Morphology its three areas of concern, i.e. the inventory of morphemes in a language, the hierarchical structure of morphemes within words, and the general morphological systems constituted by the words of a language. ¹

To be more explicit, Morphology is concerned with any significant change in the word formation, which is brought about by such means as the addition of affixes (e.g. /rajul → rajulāni/ 'man/two men'), consonantal or vocalic replacement (e.g. /Samiī → Sumī/ 'heard/was heard'), gemination (e.g. /īlālim → ʾīlālām 'learnt/informed taught'), etc. Such changes of affixation or other occurrences of alteration that are meant "to limit the grammatical functioning of a particular word form²", e.g. case endings, plural endings, adjectival agreements with nouns, and noun agreements with verbal forms. For instance, a verbal form with no plural ending cannot fill the slot following the plural noun, in an Arabic nominal

---

¹ Cf. Diık, op. cit., p. 354.

sentence such as /al-rijalu yaâmal-êna/ 'the men work'; b) Derivational which are all those changes that are not inflectional, e.g. changes for the formation of participles, for relational adjectives, for diminutives, etc. A word-form produced by derivation "has substantially the same grammatical status as the original or base form." Derivational affixes often result in changing a form from one word class to another, e.g. from verb to noun (nominalizers as in: player) or vice versa (verbalizers as in: standardize), so that the base and the derived form could be regarded as two different words, rather than two forms of the same word. This feature which changes the external distribution of the resultant forms is considered the major clue for determining which of the changes is derivational or inflectional. Another type of word-formation is sometimes considered as a third independent division of Morphology. That is the composition or compounding, which is generally defined as "the existence of more than one root morpheme in a word." The Arabic examples for Tarikh Mazji 'Synthetic compounding' (e.g. /ta?abbâšarran/ 'proper name') and Naht 'composition' (e.g. /âmdalah/ 'said al-hamd lil-làhi: praise be to God') should fit into this division.

However, so far as the two former divisions are concerned, the facts that the change from one class to another does not occur in some cases (e.g. professor - professorship, or /fahim - ?istafhâm/)

2 Greenberg, op. cit., p.186; Cf. Dik, op.cit., p.353.
'understood/enquired'), and that a change in the external distribution is not always a "sufficient evidence to conclude that a given affix is derivational," blur the major difference between Inflection and Derivation, and make the distinction between them not always a very clear one. They may functionally overlap, as Inflection may do with Syntax.

Syntax as known, both traditionally and in modern linguistics, has two distinct areas. The first is the one referred to above, which is related to Inflectional Morphology. This area of syntax is concerned with the selectional (grammatical) restrictions which specify the linguistic context for the occurrence of one form of a word rather than the other, e.g. 'takes' and /kānät/, rather than 'take' and /kān/, should occur respectively in the slots: 'it... more than courage' and '/ma... ummuki/ 'your mother was not'. Thus the morphological existence of the variant forms is governed in terms of occurrence by syntactical contexts. The second area of Syntax, which is almost totally independent from Morphology, is the ordering of words in the sentence. A good example for this syntactical aspect is the difference between 'Bill sees John' vs. 'John sees Bill' or between the Arabic /raʔā Yaḥyā ʕīsā/ 'Yaḥyā saw ʕīsā' vs. /raʔā ʕīsā yaḥyā/ ʕīsā saw Yaḥyā'. It is hardly possible to see any morphological role in such differences which are absolutely matters of syntax. The relational role of syntactical order is, of course, exceptionally significant in the case of 'Isolating Languages'.

---

"in which derivational and inflectional morphemes are rare or perhaps do not occur at all."

However, although the interconnection and functional overlapping between Syntax and Morphology has so far been shown to be an unavoidable fact, there is still the major distinction which keeps them apart, i.e. "one dealing with what may be called the 'external' the other with the 'internal' characteristics of grammatical words."

3.1.2 NAHW vs. TASRīF:

Turning now to the presumable equivalents of these concepts in Arabic, we find Morphology being usually equated with the Arabic term Ǧarf. Now, the first notion that might occur to one's mind in this respect, is the possibility of a historically founded terminological association between the two procedural systems of Ǧarf and Inflection. Is it far fetched to think of relating both of the terms to the Greek grammatical term klísis? Each of the three terms has the original meaning 'turning away' used to indicate aversion from the original meaning or form of the word. Establishing such a relationship will still leave us with the question: What caused the restriction of both the term sarf so as to exclude the

1 Greenberg, op.cit., p.191; and see Hockett (op.cit., p.181) for the corresponding term 'Analytic Languages'.


Inflectional Processes (as we shall see), and the term Inflection so as to exclude Derivation? Is it a matter of personal attitude on the part of the Coiner, or is it that "the distinction between inflectional affixes and derivational affixes cannot be defined simply, to apply to all languages, and the difference is not always clear in a given language," because "any particular language has many problems of its own"? The following discussion may shed some light on the question.

Apart from Taṣrīf al-Māzinī, al-Munṣīf fi Šarḥ Taṣrīf al-Māzinī by Ibn Jinnī, al-Taṣrīf al-Mulūkī by Ibn Jinnī, Ṣāfiyat Ibn al-Ḥājib and its commentary by al-Radī, most Arabic grammatical works since Kitāb Sibawayhi merge the morphological analyses in their discussions of syntax, and treat morphology as a subsidiary, rather than an independent, subject for which short complementary passages of its major issues are appended at the end. This could be interpreted as a matter of significance assignment, but it is mostly due to the coverage of a great number of the morphological issues within syntax in its indigenous functional sense (of Naḥw) among Arab grammarians, who seem to have been thinking of the grammatical complexities of the language as aspects of a single unified discipline, so that "what is not done morphologically has to be done syntactically."

The Arabic concept of Nahw could be generally defined as

---

1 Elson and Pickett, loc.cit.
2 Dik, op.cit., p.353.
a subject concerned with the change at word-endings and the order of words, which are due to grammatical governing factors, and expressed in positionally determined affixes of specific functions. This definition includes "fi[rāb 'declension, inflection', its negation Bina', and some other grammatical determinations.

The term Bina' simply refers to the stability of word-ending (e.g. /naḥnu/'we', /ʔaynā/ 'where') and thus reflects the basic dichotomy of a) al-mu'īrabāt 'flexible words' and b) al-mabniyyāt 'inflexible words'. As for fi[rāb which constitutes the basic concept in traditional Arabic grammar, it subsumes the two notions of Case and Mood. 'Case' in the sense of fi[rāb, represents the highest level in the categorical hierarchy of noun, and is realised in the sum of what is known as ḥarakāt al-fi[rāb 'declensional vowels' which are raff, nasb and jarr (xaṛ ṭ), i.e. the respective vowels /u/, /a/ and /i/; whereas 'verbal mood' represents the highest level of the categorical hierarchy of verb, and is realised similarly, with the substitution of 'jarr' by jazm (i.e. ṭ and the addition of the energetic ending /ₕna/. Other categories of noun (such as number and gender) and verb (such as number, gender and person) are realised merely as modifiers of these original endings of Case and Mood. In other words, Case and Mood endings are realised in vowel morphemes which are, with respect to other categories, manifested in either consonantal morphemes, vowel morphemes, or morphemic merge of vowels and consonants.

The dispute over whether damm, fath, kasr are freely replaceable with raff, nasb, jarr respectively (as alternative names), or should be called – according to the Baṣrites' view – ḥarakāt al-biṇā? (concerned with the indeclinable words) as opposed to the latter group which denotes the case endings, is a matter that could be better assessed in a general framework of a comparison between the Baṣrite and the Kūfite grammarians.* But in this connection one wonders whether it would not be possible to think of the two sets – which are also frequently called ‘Talāmāt (signs of) al-?fīrāb or al-biṇā?’— in terms of morphs and morphemes.

?fīrāb in the sense demonstrated above, plays the role of the selectional restrictions which determine the contextual occurrence of the discrete forms of the word in terms of 'concord and government', as reflected in the long standing dispute over the question of /Īmīl/ 'governor' in the traditional Arabic grammar. Thus it could be equated with the area of syntax which is interconnected with Inflectional Morphology.

The other area of syntax (i.e. word-order), which is as mentioned basic in the case of isolating languages, is also partly kept in Arabic and its traditional grammar. Examples such as 'innamā yaxṣā allāha min ībādīhi al-Īlāmā?u'1 which might be conceived as a


1 Glorious Qurʾān: Fāṭir, 28.
construction exhibiting free word-order, \(^1\) and the fact that \(\text{Nahr}\) as the most conservative characteristic of Arabic represents the most dominant concern of traditional Arabic grammar, are possible sources of scepticism towards the role of word-order in Arabic language. Nevertheless, ordering of words occupies a significant place in Arabic grammar (Nahw). In addition to the common examples such as adjectival phrases (e.g. /fālimun ?amīnun/ 'honest scholar'), genitive (Piqāfah) cases (e.g. /qāṣr al-Maliki/ 'the king's palace'), etc. where word position is sometimes fixed without the aid of endings – there are significant cases of low frequency where the question of word-order is exceptionally conspicuous, (e.g. the positional fixation of the accusative in /rayā yaḥyā ṭīsā/ 'yaḥyā saw ṭīsā', and the rule that pronouns should be related to the nearest noun in the construction, e.g. /sa?ala Muḥammadan wa ?aṭā ṭumara kitābah?/ 'he asked Muhammad and gave ṭumar his book'. To say the least

"order probably always has some value in relating elements even where inflection exists.... order may even be fixed although other means are present to indicate which words are in construction."

The other grammatical determinations referred to in the above definition of 'Nahw', are meant to indicate such distinctions as those rendered by the broken plurals (e.g. rajul vs rījāl 'man/men'), and some gender differences (e.g. ḥasān vs ḥusnā 'good: fem/masc').

---


\(^2\) Greenberg, op.cit., p.187.
Such features are more relevant to derivation than to ّيَقُرُّبَ، but still they are treated within the Arabic framework of نَحْو.

On the other hand, all the morphological alterations that take place within the word structure (verb or noun) are treated in Arabic grammar under either of the two terms سَرَف or تَسْرِيف. Whether these two terms are synonyms or of two different implications, has always been a matter of disagreement. One gets the impression that the former term is introduced later as a synonym of the latter, and then both were defined as "a science (subject) with rules that identify the various phonemic changes of the word-formation which are not declensional", with a practical sense reflected in the actual processes of the semantically oriented formal alterations of the word structure. ¹

This definition seems to have inspired some of the contemporary Arab grammarians to associate it with the term سَرَف - as a theoretical (فِي بأمل) definition - and restricted the term تَسْرِيف to the practical (فِي فَي مَامل) sense. ² Otherwise, both سبئوية and ابن جيني have used the term تَسْرِيف for both the theoretical and the practical senses, ³ whereas ابن الهَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَ~

¹ Cf. حمالةوي، ٍصَابَا لِلْسَرَف فِي فَنُّهُ السَّرَف، p.19.
² Cf. الْحَدِيثِي، K. فِي نِي الأَسْرَف مِنْ كِتَاب سَبْئَوِي، Al-Nahda Bookshop, Baghdad 1965, p.23; سَتْهَين، op.cit., p.23.
³ See سبئوية، كِتَاب ١، p.343; ابن جيني، الأَمْعَانِي، ١، pp.3f.
⁴ Cf. الْحَدِيثِي، op.cit., p.25.
In a totally different sense the term Šarf is also used to mean ṵuṇaṭion (tanвин), and according to this sense nouns are divided into a) muনgarif (fully declinable), i.e. taking the three vowel-endings of ṭifrāb transferable to ṵuṇaṭion (-u--iun, -a--an, -i--in), and ṣayr muনgarif (partly declinable), i.e. restricted to the two vowel-endings /u/ and /a/, untransferrable to ṵuṇaṭion. But this sense of Šarf is of course more pertinent to ṭifrāb rather than to ṣaғrif.

However, to provide a full-scale account of the notions related to these terms is beyond our concern, and it should suffice here to limit ourselves to the demonstration of their role in the word-formational procedures given by Ibn Jinnī, in his work al-Munṣif which represents a major turning point in the disciplinary systematization of this subject.

For expository convenience, it may be better to commence by identifying the four basic terms that will appear in Ibn Jinnī's discussion of the question at issue:

1. luғah: = philology
2. ṣaғrif:
   Lexeme
   Perf. Sing. Perf. Plural
   Saғay 'to endeavour': Saғay+a → saғā Saғā + ʔ → Saғaw
3. ɪstiqāғ:
   Lexeme
   Perfective Imperfective Participle
   Saғay 'to endeavour': Saғā ya-śaғā Saғī
e4. qiyās vs. Samāғ = analogy (Productiveness) vs. hearsay (unproductiveness).

1 Cf. Sfbawayhi; Kitāb, 2, pp.5ff.
For the first term (1), it is sometimes difficult to choose which of the two words 'philology' and 'etymology' as corresponding to the Arabic ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠ in the usage of early works of Arab grammarians. ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠ is mostly used in a very general sense that includes all grammatical fields plus other relevant areas of philosophical and literary nature; And in this sense one tends to equate it with 'philology' which is (according to Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology) the science of language which may include literature and dialectal studies. A more restrictive sense of ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠, which we come across in such classical works as ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠ by Ibn ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠ and ٨٤٤٢٠٠٠ by Ibn Jinn٨٤٤٢٠٠, etc., seems to be restricted to the analytic procedures of word-formation and its semantical association, and thus becomes more related to 'Etymology' as the 'study of origin, formation, and development of words. The latter sense may appear to be more pertinent to the use of the term by Ibn Jinn٨٤٤٢٠ which will be discussed below. In a minor sense ٨٤٤٢٠٠ is sometimes used to mean 'accent' of a formally different version of a word, such as in "..... and this ٨٤٤٢٠ is less frequent in the usage of those who would say ٨٤٤٢٠ and ٨٤٤٢٠". But this last sense is readily detectable without a possible confusion with the other two senses.

As for the second (2) and third (3) terms, they are different in that: whereas the morphological operations in (2) are merely phonemic alterations of the type that makes no change in the formal class of the word, these operations in (3) result in three

1 Sibawayhi, Kitab, 2, p.291.
different words of successive derivation. The discussion will reveal the designative role of \textit{taqrīf} as a subject covering both types of operations.

The fourth term (4) \textit{qiyyās} as opposed to \textit{Samāf} is one of the major issues that used to be at dispute between the two rival schools known in the history of Arabic grammar as the \textit{Baṣrites} and the \textit{Kūfites}. It is basically a question of language purity. Unlike Kūfa, "The mother school (Baṣra) became famous for the severity with which it guarded the purity of the language." Should the recognised corpus of the Arabic language be restricted to what is recorded by means of hearsay (\textit{Samāf}) from the Bedouins, during the reliable ages of language purity (\textit{Iṣṣūr al-īḥtījāj}), i.e. up to the beginning of the fourth century A.H., or should the recognition include both the urban (\textit{haḍarāl}) and the late introduction of word-forms, so long as they preserve - by means of adaptation (\textit{qiyyās}) - the grammatical features characteristic of the linguistic behaviour of the pure language? The two sides of the question are interpretable in terms of productiveness (\textit{qiyyāsiyyah}) and unproductiveness (\textit{samāliyyah}). The two parallel terms are thus properly defined as having

"a metaprocedural connotation of the adaptability (in the case of \textit{qiyyās}) or the nonadaptability (in the case of \textit{Samāf}) of a given lexical unit to the common linguistic pattern of Arabic with no reference to any specific word-formational procedure upon which it happened to be based\textsuperscript{2}"

\textsuperscript{1} Glazer, \textit{op.cit.}, p. XXXii

\textsuperscript{2} Drozdík, Ladislav. 'Derivation (Ištiqāq) As Reflected in the Indigenous Arabic Grammar', Zborník Filozofickej Faculty University Komenského, Bratislava, 1(1969) 99-110, p.100.
Brief as they may seem, these definitions should suffice for the purpose of elucidating the contextual occurrences of the four terms in the following discussion which is mainly based on Ibn Jinni's views relative to the question.

The *taṣrif* is considered one of the most complex areas of Arabic grammar, which has always caused confusion among those Arab philologists who made an attempt to deal with it in their writings, no matter how high and perfect the standard of their work is. This applies to almost every book on classical Arabic philology. Traditional Arab scholars gave less attention to *taṣrif*, because they were more concerned with the so-called samā' (hearsay) through which the greater part of the Arabic language was acquired. That is why this area of Arabic studies still needs a great deal of investigation.  

One of the functions of *taṣrif* is that it helps towards understanding derivation (*istiqaq*) in Arabic, by providing the criterion (i.e. the canonical form 'mīzān') for distinguishing between roots and affixes. It also performs another function of a similar kind, with respect to analogical formation (*qiyaṣ*) on which a great proportion of the productive rules of Arabic grammar is based. For instance, the analogical rule that the vowel following such a prefixed /m/ as that of /mirwaḥa/'fan/' should always be /i/ and nothing else, requires *taṣrif* for the identification of this prefix.  

These functions indicate the important role of *taṣrif* in the

---

2 Ibid, p.2.
description of the Arabic language, and draw our attention to the insufficient attention given to it by the early Arab grammarians.¹

Taqřīf is thus, like Morphology, concerned with the word-formational procedures which determine the morphemic constituents of the word structure. But still there are two differences that appear to exist between the two terms: a) the inflectional affixes mentioned in the above definition are not usually discussed in Arabic grammar as part of taqřīf, b) taqřīf carries out its function by means of canonical forms mawāzin (sing. mizzān), which are statistically determined as patterns (?abniyah) of specific number for both noun and verb.² These ?abniyah are based on a triconsonantal formation (mizzān: f-š-l = c₁-c₂-c₃) whose basic function is to serve as a canonical form in determining positionally the phonemic constituents of the given word, which in turn reflect the formal and semantical relations among the various derivationally related words, in terms of radicals and serviles.³

The structure of the canonical form (faṣal = c₁ vc₂ vc₃) is devised by Arab grammarians in this particular form, in order to correspond formally to the dominant type of Arabic verbs, which is the triliterals. The three radicals combined with their vocalic pattern are measured against the canonical form (c₁vc₂vc₃) in the

¹ Ibid., 1, p.3.
same order, e.g. fahim = c₁ a c₂ i c₃ 'understood'.\(^1\) Words of more than three radicals, and those whose structures have been subjected to alteration of some kind, are treated as follows:²

(a) In forms other than the triliterals, the added radicals are accommodated by repeating the third element of the canonical form (i.e. c₃) accordingly:

\[
\text{dāḥraj 'to roll over' p.} \quad \text{jahmariş 'huge'} \\
c₁ a c₂ c₃ a c₄ \quad c₁ a c₂ c₃ \quad c₄ i c₅
\]

(b) The corresponding canonical element is doubled in cases where a repetition of the radical consonants occur in the word:

\[
\text{qaddam 'to present' p.} \quad \text{Jalbab 'to dress' p.} \\
c₁ a c₂ c₂ a c₃ \quad c₁ a c₂ c₃ \quad a c₃
\]

(c) Epenthetic affixes appear (without alteration) in the canonical form:

\[
\text{mustamiğer 'listener'} \quad \text{?ıstafham 'to enquire' p.} \\
m u c₁ t a c₂ i c₃ \quad ?ıstac₁ c₂ a c₃
\]

(d) The /t/ of the canonical pattern 'Pic₁ tac₂ ac₃', does not follow the assimilative change in a corresponding word, e.g.

\[
?ıṭtarab \rightarrow \text{ıtṭarab} = ic₁ tac₂ ac₃
\]

\(^1\) Cf. Ibn Jinri, \textit{op. cit.}, 1, pp.11-13; Ğamalăwī, \textit{op. cit.}, p.21; Al-Ḥadithi, \textit{op. cit.}, pp.87f.

(e) Deletion in word-radicals is identically corresponded to in the canonical forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{qul 'say'} & \quad \text{qāḍîn 'judge'} & \quad \text{qīḍah 'promise'} \\
\text{قَل} & \quad \text{قَحِن} & \quad \text{قَحَي}
\end{align*}
\]

(f) Reversal in radical-order is identically corresponded to in the canonical form:

\[
\text{yaʔis} \rightarrow \text{ʔayis} = \text{قَحِب}
\]

In all these cases the vowels should remain the same in the canonical forms and their corresponding words.

\text{Ištiqāq, on the other hand, is the process of deriving one form of a word from another, to express a new meaning extra to the general sense of the root which they have in common. Forms of such relation would have to be similar in the central meaning, the radicals and the order of these radicals. To quote Abdallah Amin's wording of this definition}

\["\text{Ištiqāq is the procedure of taking (ʔaXā) one word, or more, from another with a formal and semantical correspondence of specific sense between the base (maʔxūd minhu) and the derivative form (maʔXuḥ)}"\]

The Ištiqāq performs its function through these related forms, either by tracing back each form to its original base, or vice versa.\(^2\)

\[^{1}\text{Abdallah Amin, Al-Ištiqāq, Cairo 1956, p.1.}\]

\[^{2}\text{Cf. Sibawayhi, Kitāb, 2, pp.263-265; Ibn Jinnī, op.cit., 1, p.4; Mubārak, op.cit., pp.69f; Sāhīn, op.cit., pp.107f.}\]
This is Īṭiqāq in its simple general sense (Īṭiqāq Ġāmm or ʔašqar), the sense with which we are concerned in this work. But other types are also introduced in the classical works of Arabic grammar. There is the notion of "al-Īṭiqāq al-Akbar" 'the major Derivation', which is said to have been pioneered by Ibn Jinnī, though he himself quotes his professor Al-Fārisī as the inspirer.¹

This type of derivation differs from the former in that it maintains the substantial or radical consonants (maddah ʔašliyyah), but not their mode of arrangement. And it produces six permutations (the result of reversing the order of each pair of the radicals with the third), sharing one specific meaning, e.g. the meaning of 'power' in the six forms:

malak - makal - lamak - lakam - kalam - kamal

Similarly, the meaning of 'smoothness and speed' in the permutations of 'q-w-l', and that of 'laborious effort' in those of 'r-k-b'.

A third type is known as al-Īṭiqāq al-kabīr (literally: the great derivation). According to this type, any group of words that agree in some of their radicals are derivationally related, whether or not the remaining radicals in these words are articulatorily related, e.g.

(naṭaq 'croak' nahaq 'bray' zaṭaq) 'cried out'
(naṭa 'puffed' nassa 'breath' naff) 'broke loose'

A fourth type is known as al-Īṭiqāq al-murakkab

¹ See Mubarak, op.cit., p.109.
(complex derivation), which seems to be referring to the individual derivative word rather than to the process itself, as it means the derivation from a derived word, e.g. /tamaskan/ 'pretended to be poor' as derived from /miskin/ 'poor' which is itself derived from /sakan/ 'became quiet or still'.

The labels assigned to these different types of derivation are sometimes interchanged or altered altogether, according to the differences in the classificatory systems of contemporary Arab grammarians.

3.1.3 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TASRIF, İSTIQĂQ AND NAHW:

The correlation between tasrīf and ışıqağı is seen in the fact that they both have the function of producing one form from another though in different ways. Tasrīf could, for instance, mould /darab/ into the patterns of the following corresponding words:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
jałfar & qimaṭr & dirham & ṭalim & ḍaruf \\
ḍarbab & ḍirabb & ḍirbab & ḍarib & ḍarub \\
\end{array}
\]

This function of tasrīf is mostly a matter of training, intended to provide one with the ability to determine the proper patterns for the various derivative words. It is thus a means rather than an end. On the other hand, ışıqağı derives from the same base form the various other forms, such as the following imperfective, active and passive participles: yaḍrib → ḍārib → maḍrūb.

---

1 For these different types, see Mubārak, op. cit., pp. 85-111; Drozdík, op.cit., pp.99-110.
To see how ṭagraf and Ḥaṭiqāq overlap functionally, let us take the following groups of words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base form</th>
<th>Word structure</th>
<th>Canonical form (Pattern)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḏarab</td>
<td>ḏīqṭirāb</td>
<td>ḏīqṭirāb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. ṣafā</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ḗaf</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manāf</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
<td>ṭiṣṭirāf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majāfah</td>
<td>maṣṣaṣaḥ</td>
<td>maṣṣaṣaḥ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that in group (1) the canonical form is the same for both words, which indicates that they are of the same order of sequential radicals, though their roots look different. The final vowel /a/ of /ṣafā/ is actually a phonologically conditioned alteration of the radical semivowel /w/. So the root is originally /ṣafaw/ identical to /darab/, and that is why they had the same pattern for their word structures.

In group (2) the structures of the two words look the same, whereas in fact they have different patterns. The difference in the patterns of the two words is due to the difference in the sequences of their roots. The /m/ which appears in both structures is actually radical in the first and additive in the second. This is why it appears only in the second pattern.

Thus, the determination of forms of the two patterns, which is the function of ṭagraf, relies on the determination of forms of roots for the two words, by way of tracing their origin which is the function of Ḥaṭiqāq.

As for the link between these two processes and syntax,
tasrif is said to pertain to syntax more than to philology, whereas the converse is true with ṭistiqāq. That is why most of the Arabic texts on traditional grammar, which have only a few scattered references to ṭistiqāq, end up with a section on tasrif.

Being concerned with the internal structure of words, tasrif is opposed to syntax which - in the Arabic traditional sense - deals with the inflectional changes at the word-endings. Hence, tasrif is expected to come first in Arabic grammatical texts in order to tackle the internal structure of words before the treatment of their endings; but due to its complexities, it is always placed at the end so as to be elucidated by the preceding syntactical analysis.

3.1.4 CONCLUSIONS:

The distinctions that one could possibly draw from this terminological comparison are that:

(1) Nabw has a more general sense than the corresponding concept of syntax. First, it covers both areas of syntax: the sectional restrictions realised inflectionally in terms of concord and government, and the syntactical word-order. Secondly, it exclusively subsumes 'Inflection' as a subsystem of its domain. And thirdly, it includes some non-ṣīrāb grammatical determinations, that could be more relevant to word-formational procedure, such as

1 Ibn Jinnī, al-Munsif, 1, p.4.
2 Cf. Ibid., pp.4f.
that of the broken plural (jamī al-taksīr).

(2) Inflection, which is a well recognised sub-field of Morphology, is the concern of Naḥw, rather than taṣrif, in traditional Arabic grammar.

(3) Taṣrif or ṣarf does not correspond exactly as an identical to Morphology. First, taṣrif excludes totally the Inflectional component of Morphology, as a matter of syntactical (Naḥw) relevance. Secondly, the traditional procedure of analysis in taṣrif, with its specific canonical forms (mawāzin), is rather different from the conventional morphemic segmentation in Morphology.

(4) Iṣṭiqāq could be understood as a system identical to Derivation, provided that the types of Iṣṭiqāq other than the general one (i.e. faṣīm, ṣaṣir or ṣaṣīr) could be interpreted as matters of individual concern with regard to Arabic language.

The final word in this connection is, of course, that such conclusions are meant and expected to help, rather than to retard, a reconstruction of Arabic or, for that matter, any other traditional grammar, according to the conceptional and systematic ideals in modern linguistics.
3.2.0 Within the framework of Morphology, the basic terminological concepts are, as is the case with those of other scientific disciplines, bound to be influenced and controlled by the internal creative continuity of the subject, as well as by the development in other scientific branches with which it happened to have had continual resumption of contact. This being so, then the earlier the correspondence of basic terms between morphology and Arabic grammar is established, the better for the evolitional continuity of the latter. As the terms other than the basic ones could always be contextually identified, the discussion here would be restricted to the relational distinctions of the morphological concepts that represent the keywords in this discipline.

3.2.1 THE MORPHEME:

As an abstract concept, the morpheme is perhaps one of the first terms that occur to one's mind when thinking in terms of the general linguistic theory. Whatever the system of analysis or the language of concern may be, the morpheme could always find one way or another of representation. In this sense, it is undoubtedly expected to apply to the Arabic language. Yet none of the terms in the traditional Arabic grammar seem to correspond to it. Modern
works on Arabic linguistics, have not - to my knowledge - cared to assess this concept within the traditional Arabic framework, though they have used - in passing - the morpheme, in its general sense, in quite a number of their analyses. This attitude may be justifiable on the ground that universality would mean, without specification, the subsumption of all languages. But, on the other hand, one cannot ignore the fact that individual languages have many problems of their own in matters of morphological description,¹ and this may have, of course, some bearing on the definition of some terms. Drozdík says:²

"Unfortunately neither is there a workable agreement in defining these universals in the very recent descriptions of particular Semitic languages."

A most celebrated definition of the morpheme, especially in early American linguistics,³ is the one stated by Bloomfield: "A linguistic form which bears no partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to any other form." Some linguists, like Nida,⁴ adopted this definition as the most practical one; but others, such as Elson and Pickett,⁵ were rather dissatisfied by the negative phrasing of it, and

² Drozdík, op.cit., p.87.
⁵ Nida, op.cit., p.7.
so they gave preference to that of Hockett: "Morphemes are the smallest individually meaningful elements in the utterances of a language."

In general, Bloomfield's definition has been criticised in both its semantical and its formal aspects. As for the former, Bolinger attributed a good deal of consideration to the role of meaning in the definition of the morpheme. He pointed out two distinct advantages for the criterion of 'potentiality for new combination' which he included in his definition of the morpheme as the "least element that can enter into new combinations". The relevant advantage here is that "it enables us to replace the ill-defined meaning with a measurable fact, the recurring appearance in new environments." For the latter (the formal aspect) Dik criticised the criterion of 'similar function or meaning' in the American understanding of the term, for driving the criterion of 'similar form' into the background. Instead he suggests a definition which retains the relation between morphemes and their formal manifestation in morphs. He defines the morphemes as "the smallest elements having either a semantic or a grammatical aspect. They are manifested in morphs, while morphs consist of formal minima." This is a definition that seems to lie between the extremes of the Bloomfieldian, and the later one, i.e. 'the minimal grammatical unit', "to which most

---

3 Dik, *op.cit.*, p.354.
4 *Loc. cit.*
linguists, in theory, adhere. The morpheme in this late definition is thought of as an abstract concept (not identifiable phonologically), a matter that seems to have been one of the reasons for which Koutsoudas expressed his objection to the definition presented by Harris, Hockett, Block, Nida, Pike and others; suggesting instead the definition - which in his view is more useful to both the theory development and the grammatical analysis - that "the morpheme is that unit of grammar the arrangement of which is specified by the syntax and the resulting sequences of which are used to predict the physical form of utterances."

According to this last definition, the idea that Morphology is an independent level of language should be rejected. The morpheme here is contained within the definition: it is a tool to be used to relate the two independent components of grammar - syntax and phonology - "and thus to predict the pronunciation of utterances."

Turning now to the morpheme concept in Arabic, we find—by way of deduction - that it has been thought of in two different ways. It is in one sense, the whole complexity of the root and its

---


4 Loc. cit.
vocalic matrix which form the stem. In another sense, this complex unit is regarded as a combination of two interdigitated discontinuous morphemes; a primary one (the consonantal root expressing the lexical content), and a secondary one (the vowel matrix which qualifies the root; grammatically, semantically, or both together). This sense seems to be favoured by Harris as he states that

"in classical Arabic, root ŏth 'open' and pattern (i)--a -'command' in iftah ilbaba 'open the door!' In all these environments we always find the sequence of some root plus some pattern; we never find a single morpheme here."

An immediate criticism against the first sense is, of course, the fact that the stem patterns could, and mostly do, comprise more than one morpheme, e.g. /kātib/ 'writer' (the lexical morpheme + the participle 'doer'). For the second sense, one point in favour is the dual morphological role of the 'long vowels and diphthongs' of Arabic (viz ā, ī, ū; w, y). The /w/ and /y/ are in one case treated as positional variants of /u/ and /i/ (at least in the written representation of Arabic) where they are regarded as part of the vocalic pattern, e.g. /fūjr/ 'debauchery', /īmād/ 'obstinate'; but in the other, their consonantal function is secured, where they are

---


3 Smeaton, B. Hunter. 'Some Problems in the Description of Arabic', WORD, 12(1956) 357-368 (p.362).

4 Harris, Zellig S. 'From Morpheme to Utterance', Language, 22(1946) 161-183 (p.166).
regarded as constituent elements of the root morphemes, \(^1\) e.g. /bāį/ = bayāį/ 'to sell', /fād = fəwad/ 'to return'.

But on the other hand, how can such a dichotomy of the morpheme concept into a primary and secondary agree with the generally accepted definition of the morpheme as 'a minimal grammatical unit'? Is it logical to speak of a minimal unit consisting of two minimal units? It might be more appropriate to think of the stem as the level at which any complex structure of more than one morpheme should be considered. \(^2\) Is it true that the vocalic matrix would in many cases express the categories of number, gender, voice, etc., but in others (e.g. /hawāʔ/ 'air') it does not. Thus, when Al-Toma speaks of the Arabic morpheme having stems of interlocking parts, \(^3\) it would seem that he actually means the converse of this, i.e. that stems consist of morphemes of interlocking parts.

Another point against the second sense of the term 'morpheme' as applied to Arabic, is the criterion of 'proper meaning' – the meaning assigned by the majority of speakers to a segment taken separately – proposed by Bolinger. \(^4\) In his view, the 'proper meaning'

---


\(^3\) Altoma, Loc.cit.

\(^4\) 'On Defining the Morpheme', p.20.
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is the determining factor of morphemes, and as it is so intimately connected with freedom, then "freedom rather than form is what marks the morpheme". It is thus the minimum active element. In this connection one would wonder whether the vocalic matrix of, say, /jalas/ 'to sit' has any 'proper meaning' recognised by the majority of the Arabic speakers, bearing in mind that there are nouns of the same pattern, e.g. /qalam/ 'pencil'.

However, it might be possible to think of the complexity of both the root and matrix as 'the minimally identifiable morphemic unit'. This would be more in line with the notion of grammaticality in the definition of morpheme, because neither the Arabic 'root' or its vowel matrix' is by itself a minimal grammatical unit. And that is perhaps why Harris had to make reservation for his above statement by suggesting the consideration of the two elements (root plus some pattern) as a sequence constituting 'an element' "in the utterance structure, calling it, say, verb stem."

The advantage of this definition is that it complies with the universal concept of the morpheme, and simultaneously allows for detecting other morphemes in the complexity of a stem or a word.

So far the morpheme has been defined as an abstract grammatical unit. The phonemic realisation of such a unit is generally known as the 'morph'.

---
1 Harris, Loc. cit.
2 See Matthews, 'Recent Developments in Morphology', pp. 98, 100 and Morphology, p. 83.
The distinction between the two concepts was necessary because the same morpheme is sometimes represented by a number of different morphs. But the definition of 'Morphs' as 'segments that are parts of a segmentable word'\(^1\) still raises some problems, such as the question of morphemes that are represented in non-segmentable parts of words, e.g. vowel-replacement in such forms as /kutib/ being the passive voice of /katab/ 'to write'. Perhaps it would be more acceptable to define the 'morphs' as 'the actualisation of morphemes'\(^2\). This would allow for the inclusion of any kind of signal representing the morpheme (e.g. suprasegmental marks), segmentable or not, as well as for the 'zero' morph - despite the disputation which surrounds it - which is a kind of substantial representation of "analytic entities without actual or overt exponents."\(^3\)

The question of 'zero-exponent' or 'zero-formative' in Morphology has been thoroughly discussed in an article by Haas.\(^4\) But to say the least, the main argument against the 'zero' morph seems to be that it does not sound logical in the distribution of one's data to make the contrasts between the 'presence' of 'nothing' in one form and the 'absence' of 'nothing' in another. The same argument suggests that only the 'zero difference' is the valid concept

\(^1\) Cf. Lyons, \textit{op. cit.}, p.183.


here. In another argument only one zero allomorph is tolerated, but setting up a morpheme manifested wholly by zero is not allowed. However, the notion of a zero allomorph has been the best solution presented for the problem of the representation of non-segmentable morphemes (e.g. plural, men, sheep, etc.) Nothing special about the Arabic morphs is to be added in this respect, except that Arabic may differ from other languages (e.g. English) in the grammatical category (say: gender in Arabic) where the highest degree of zero instances is expected. One more point to be added here is that the syllabic structure is not always in correspondence with the morphemic structure, e.g. /?istafsar/ (enquired), syllabically /?is-taf-sar/ morphemically /?ista-fsar/.

Another point which relates to the morpheme question is the preceding division between the two morphological aspects: 'inflectional' and 'derivational'. As explained before, the major distinction is that: "Derivation in contrast to inflection produces a form which has substantially the same grammatical status as the original or base form." Greenberg speaks of these aspects as part of his exhaustive division of the morphemes into three classes:

(i) Root morpheme of which every word must have at least one. Words

1 See Matthews, *Morphology*, pp. 116-118.


of more than one root are called compound, (ii) derivational morpheme which is the one that establishes with the root "a sequence which may always be substituted for some particular class of single morpheme in all instances without producing a change in the construction," (iii) inflexional morpheme which is the one that is non-root and non-derivational.

To exemplify this from Arabic, we may take the word /maliabān/ (two playgrounds):

Root: 1ib 'play'
Deriv. morph. ma-a- 'place of'
Inflec. morph. -ān 'two'

If we take the two constructions:

(i) hádā maliāb jamīl 'this is a beautiful playground'
(ii) hádān maliābān jamīlān 'these are two beautiful playgrounds'.

we can see that if we replace 'maliāb' in (i) by any other word of the same class, such as /bayt/ (home), /Bawb/ (dress), /qalam/ (pencil), this replacement would not require any change in the construction, but in (ii) because of the inflexional morpheme /ān/, the replacement of the identical word by any of these three words would require changing the constituents of the construction into singular forms. The relational difference between /ān/ and each of the three constituents in the construction belongs to the question of freedom and bondage of morphemes, which is readily defined in Morphology.
3.2.2 ROOT BASE (STEM) Vs. MĂDDAH, BINYAH:

The relation between 'Root' and 'Base' is generally similar to that between the Arabic terms 'măddah' and 'Binyah'. 'Măddah' is a traditional term used by the Arab grammarians to mean the consonantal constituents of a pattern which appear in the whole set of a paradigm. The 'Binyah' (pl. ?abniyah) - alternatively 'wazn' (pl. ?awzăn), 'qiṣah' (pl. qiṣyāq) or 'miʕāl' (pl. ?ameilah) - is the whole pattern with its consonantal and vocalic constituents which vary from one theme of a paradigm to another. The relational reference is paradigmatic in the case of 'măddah', but it is thematic in that of 'binyah'. The 'măddah', as the primary lexical item, specifies the general lexical meaning of the whole set of a paradigm, e.g. 'understanding' expressed by /fhný/; and the 'binyah' determines the grammatical role of the various themes of that paradigm, e.g. perfect → /fahim/ (understood), imperfect → /yafham/, active participle → /fāhim/, passive participle → (mafhum/ etc.; and so it does with the category of number in nouns. This maddah-binyah structure is applicable to all grammatical classes with some exceptional instances, mostly particles (e.g. preposition /bi/ 'with').

---


2 This exception is based on the sense of the term 'word' which is going to be defined in this chapter; otherwise the exception is invalid, viz, if we think in terms of general linguistic units then the open syllable /bi/ is regarded as one structure measurable in terms of măddah-binyah. Cf. the syllable structure in: David Abercrombie, Elements of General Phonetics, Edinburgh University Press 1967, pp.39-41.
Turning back to evaluation the relation between 'Root' and 'Base' in the light of the statements above, we find that the opposition between the two terms is based on the phonemic formation of each. The 'root' is purely consonantal (abstracted shape, e.g. /ðḥb/ 'to go', though it never occurs independent of its relevant interradical vowels; whereas the 'base' is identifiable with interlaced consonants and vowels, e.g. /ðahah/ 'to go'). This is the sense where they agree with the Arabic terms 'māddah' and 'binyah'. 'Base' differs from 'binyah' in that its consonants are like those of 'root' and 'māddah' all radicals, while the 'binyah'-consonants could partially be non-radical ('additional' Ar. zā'id), depending on the nature of the word formation.

This distinction between 'root' and 'base' is not always recognised as it is. 'Roots' are sometimes defined on a semantical basis as "single morphemes which carry the 'basic meaning' of the word, a root is the core of a word" with no reference to the structural aspect. Also 'root' is frequently used to mean "the minimum morphemic segment made up of both consonants and vowels." Corresponding to the above base, while 'base' is used by some scholars in the sense of stem (of the first order, which cannot be further divided into smaller units, e.g. ktab-). But the same morphemic segment ('base') is described by other scholars in terms of root. Brockelmann for one, is quoted

---

1 Drozdík, op.cit., p.85. See the detailed discussion of the concept 'Base Form' in Chapter V.

2 Elson and Pickett, op.cit., p.11, also see Nida, op.cit., pp.82-83, where he suggests (footnote) that "the criterion of meaning needs for its reliability to be substantiated by structural criteria."
as having adopted this attitude under the influence of the Indo-European linguistics, with a simultaneous attempt to reject and substitute the notion of 'root' with that of 'base'.

Again, with reference to Greenberg's criterion $R > W$ ($R$ indicating the number of roots and $W$ that of words) Drozdík suggests the possibility of substituting the structural domain of root by that of stem (within the 'R + P' wholes). On this basis he concludes that at the pre-compound level "the $R$ from Greenberg's compound-defining evidence $R - W$ can satisfactorily be replaced by $S$ (stem)." In fact, this replacement, i.e. "to posit a stem level within the grammatical hierarchy" is deemed necessary in cases of nuclear slots of words being filled with more than one morpheme.

3.23 STEM Vs. STEM-FORMATIVE:

The notion of 'stem' would fit better in Arabic, replacing that of 'base' which is limited to a single root with its vocalic matrix. 'Stem' and 'root' are used interchangeably to refer to a 'single morpheme', but they differ in that only the 'stem' may consist of several morphemes, functioning as the nucleus of a word.

---

1 Drozdík, op.cit., p.86.
3 See Elson and Pickett, op.cit., p.79.
4 See Elson and Pickett, op.cit., p.11 (Footnote), and Cf. Beeston, The Arabic Language Today, pp.72ff.
It could be a simple stem, a complex stem (derived), or a compound stem (containing two or more roots).¹ For handling the Arabic compounds the notion of 'stem' is considered to be of particular importance "by virtue of its representing the minimum autonomously occurring morphemic segment including both its hierarchically inferior heterogeneous constituent roots and patterns."² By definition the 'stem' is here of the same base-formation, but again with the difference that it has no limits to the number of its morphemic constituents so long as they are representing the nucleus of a word. The pattern of the whole word-formation is then termed 'stem formative' which is the proper equivalent of the Arabic term binyah. Alternatively the term 'pattern' is sometimes used.³

The following is an exemplificatory demonstration of the above notions:


² Drozdík, op.cit., p.88.

Table 3A Basic Terms of the Verbal Formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Stem Formative</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fhm</td>
<td>cacic 1 2 3</td>
<td>-a-i-</td>
<td>fahim 'understood'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fhmm</td>
<td>cacac 1 2 2 3</td>
<td>-a-a-</td>
<td>fahham 'made (another) understand'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fhm</td>
<td>cäçic 1 2 3</td>
<td>-ä-i-</td>
<td>fähim 'aware of (active participle)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fhmm</td>
<td>-ccäc 1 2 3</td>
<td>ma-ä-</td>
<td>mahüm 'understood' (passive participle)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fhm</td>
<td>-cäçac 1 2 3</td>
<td>?ista-ä-</td>
<td>?istafham 'inquired'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apparently, the morpheme constituents of the stem formative could be singled out of the stem pattern and then described in terms of affixes. Also the descriptive statements about such analysis could take the form: stem formative for the perfective, for the active participle, etc.¹

3.2.4 WORD, LEXEME, KALIMAH:

Words are in one-to-one correspondence with morphemes only in the 'Isolating' languages; otherwise they are different and have to be defined independently. But due to the ambiguity of the term 'word', the definition has always been one of the most

¹ Cf. Matthews, Morphology, pp.74-75.
problematic points in the identification of linguistic terms.

"There is at present no general agreement on this topic. Some deny the validity of the word as a linguistic unit. Others admit it, but deny that it needs to be taken into account in the description of a particular language. Some say the word is definable only for each language in a separate ad hoc fashion."

And on this ground one might seek to compare the definition presented for the Arabic word with that of the word as a general concept in all languages.

The most celebrated of all modern definitions of the word as a general concept is that of Bloomfield: the word is "a minimum free form", that is, the smallest isolable unit which does not consist entirely of other lesser free forms, thus paralleling the morpheme concept as "a least element that can enter into new combinations." Some linguists consider it so convenient and satisfactory a definition that it would be unwise to abandon it, despite the problems that might arise from its application in many languages. Others, like Longacre, would reject that definition and "would term minimum free form words only when such forms are

4 Bolinger, op. cit., p.21. Greenberg (1960, p.191) says: "Every word must have at least one root morpheme. Hence in a one-morpheme word, that morpheme is necessarily a word."
capable of word-level expansion (e.g. by affixation). Otherwise, minimum free forms are simply roots (e.g. English of, the, there, rather)\(^1\) In other words, this definition would subsume units like (let, my, the) which are not capable of standing on their own in ordinary circumstances. Bloomfield\(^2\) argued that the article 'the' could be accorded word-status because it is in some respects syntactically similar to 'this' and 'that' (corresponding in this sense to the Arabic /al-/ 'lil-lahd') which are certainly capable of occurring freely in conversation. But this argument is disputed, because the comparative (-er) would then be a word too, as it is functionally equivalent to 'more'.

The grammatical status of the definite article 'the' is perhaps best determined on the criterion 'Internal cohesion of the word' which is interpreted in terms of two other criteria: 'positional mobility' and 'internal stability' (uninterruptability). The fact that only one criterion of these apply to the article 'the', i.e. 'interruptability', makes it more 'word-like', but not so 'fully' a word as those to which all relevant criteria apply.\(^3\)

However, attempts have been made to define the word on other grounds: potential pause, semantical and phonological. But in each case there was a drawback hindering the universality of

---

1 Grammar Discovery Procedures, p. 102.
The word is defined as 'any segment of a sentence bounded by successive points at which pausing is possible', but this is regarded as more a procedural help to the identification of the word rather than a theoretical definition.

"A word may be defined as the union of a particular meaning with a particular complex of sounds capable of a particular grammatical employment." This may be true of the words, but it is equally true of entire phrases. In addition there are other objections to semantical definitions in general.

The accent (stress or pitch or both) as a determining feature of the word (phonological word, i.e. stress groups) applies to many languages, but the very fact that there are exceptions violating the accent rules in these languages denies the accent being a primary feature in the word definition. For instance, such units of the French type /dizaf/ (des enfants) carry only one accent: the stress on the final syllable; yet the whole piece is a single unit at the phonological level. The same applies to the Arabic phrase /qadibay/ (had bought), with a single stress on the final syllable. In other words, the phonological markers are bound to lead to the isolation of units that are not words on other

---

4 Cf. Matthews, Morphology, p.166.
grounds, and consequently fail to give a universal definition of the word.¹

The latest attempt to define the word is perhaps that which approaches the word from three different angles and consequently designates it in three different senses to which linguists have long referred, without bothering to distinguish between them.²

(1) The phonological (or 'orthographic') word, referring to the word-form analysable in terms of letters or phonemes.

(2) 'Word' as a lexical abstract unit (or lexeme), referring to a unit which is simultaneously distinct from and manifested by the different members of a paradigmatic set which occur in different inflectional forms according to the sentence rules.

(3) The grammatical word (word proper), referring to the classes and categories of the word (i.e. verbs, nouns, participles, etc.)

As for Arabic, the same preceding discussions about the 'word' as a general concept would apply equally well to the Arabic sense of the word, though the approach of the classical Arab grammarians may be different in some ways. They define the word

¹ Greenberg, (1960), op. cit., p.192.
(al-kalimah) as a 'qawl mufrad', i.e. a 'singular utterance' which is liable to the same criticism as Bloomfield's definition.

The word is said to be divisible into three classes: noun, verb and particle,¹ which implies that the particle (e.g. /min/ 'from') is a word. This position would be open to the same arguments as applied to the English definite article 'the'. In fact, one may see something of such an argument in the attack of Abū Ḥayyān upon the grammatical verse of Ibn Mālik: یسم وُل آعام وُل حَرف الألَاكِلِم, which divides the word into noun, verb and particle. Abū Ḥayyān objects to the use of the word (آعام', which indicates "later on, after a while", to link the particle to the two preceding categories (noun and verb) on the grounds that the term 'division' implies that the three constituents should be of equal status.²

If we were to consider that Ibn Mālik uses the word آعام intentional (rather than merely to fit in his rhyme) in order to imply his dissatisfaction with the 'particle' being defined as a word, one might indeed reject Abū Ḥayyān's criticism and agree with Ibn Mālik's adopting an attitude similar to Bloomfield's attitude to 'the'.


This hypothesis could be justified on the ground of another Arab grammarian's attitude towards the particles. Ibn Jinnī\(^1\) accounts for the omission of particles from his chapter on nouns and verbs by the fact that they cannot be derived from or measured against the word patterns, as they have no recognised origins (roots) from which they could be derived.

Beeston has no hesitation in calling some of the Arabic particles 'words', merely on the basis of their size and functional role. The coordinating functional \(\text{/wa/ 'and'}\), and the preposition \(\text{/bi/ 'in/by'}\) are words "for they function in exactly the same way as the coordinating functional \(\text{/tumma/ 'and later'}\) and the preposition \(\text{/alā/ 'on'}\), which have a larger phonetic bulk, and which are unquestionably words in Arabic linguistic feeling.\(^2\) This notion may be in agreement with the Arabic definition of the word as a 'qawl mufrad', but on the other hand it could receive the same preceding criticism against Bloomfield's definition.

However, in view of all the disputation surrounding the definability of the 'word', it should not be surprising to come across some extreme attitudes on the part of linguists who would venture to deny the very existence of the concept of 'word'. Palmer concludes that "we shall, perhaps, have to recognise some kind of unit that corresponds closely to the written word and define

\(^1\) Al-Munṣif, Vol. 1, p.7.

\(^2\) Beeston, \textit{op.cit.}, p.30.
it ultimately in terms of a combination of the features we have been considering, though some theorists have decided to do without the word altogether."  

1 Grammar, p.51.
IV

MODELS OF MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
M O D E L S  O F  M O R P H O L O G I C A L  A N A L Y S I S

4.0  INTRODUCTION

To analyse a given language morphologically is a matter of variant aspects, upon which the analysts may differ as to where the emphasis should be placed. While one might be interested in the sequential distribution of the various grammatical items, another may seek to establish the mutual relationship of the grammatical elements in extended forms such as words. A third may approach the question in terms of operational processes formalized in a comprehensive manner, or might even be attracted to the historical development of the word-formation and hence approach the question diachronically. Such inclinations in the linguistic attitudes of different grammarians have produced a number of models for morphological analysis. This chapter is intended to feature the distinctive characteristics of these models. But before we do this, we should perhaps try first to see how the morphology of the language to which we are about to apply one of these models has been traditionally tackled.

Arabic is characteristically distinguished by its 'triliteral roots' forming the major part of the lexicon. A sequence of three
consonants represents the core for the variable members of the paradigm, which are formed through affixation, discontinuously in most cases, e.g. /k-t-b/ 'to write', /katab/ 'he wrote', /yaktub/ 'he writes', /katabat/ 'she wrote', /katabtu/ 'I wrote', /?aktub/ 'I write', /naktub/ 'we write', etc. This type of word-formation gives Arabic a prominent place among those languages referred to by Robins\(^1\) as languages whose root-form structures have the non-additive alterations as regular parts of their paradigmatic variations, e.g. /s-m-\(\ddot{a}\)/ 'to hear': perfective /sam\(\ddot{a}\)/, passive /sum\(\ddot{a}\)/, active participle /sam\(\ddot{a}\)/ or /s\(\ddot{a}\)m\(\ddot{a}\)/, verbal noun /sama\(\ddot{a}\)/, etc., with additive morphemes for the remaining members of the paradigm. Other closely related languages and dialects have the same type of formation, e.g. the Semitic group, though it may not be as markedly notable as it is in Arabic.\(^2\) Sapir\(^3\) gives an example from Hebrew as he says: "The method of internal vocalic change is exemplified in: shamar 'he has guarded', shomer 'guarding', shamur 'being guarded', shmor 'to guard'."

It is perhaps for this reason of the regular internal vocalic alterations, that the traditional Arab grammarians used to speak of derivational affixes in terms of patterns rather than in terms of additive morphemes. They would say for instance, that the active and passive participles (verbal adjectives), derived from the first triliteral

---


\(^2\) Ibid.

verbal form, should be of the patterns: $c_1 \bar{a} c_2 i c_3$ and $m a c_1 c_2 \bar{u} c_3$
(e.g. k-t-b 'to write' kātib, maktūb). Here the whole pattern is
taken at a time as a mould whereby the whole word is measured, i.e.
the entire word-structure is taken into consideration at the process
of affixation, so as to involve vowel alteration or modification
simultaneously with the consonantal affixation.

In fact, the early Arab grammarians seem to have adopted
the same two types of traditional techniques used by the classical
grammarians of the West (i.e. Donatus, Priscian and others of the fourth
and sixth-century) for the specification of Latin and Greek word-forms.¹

The first is the analogical technique of 'exemplary paradigms'
where paradigms of particular lexemes are taken as exemplars for the set
of lexemes in general. According to this type, a learner of Arabic
could predict all the new forms of any lexeme, by analogy with the forms
of the specific lexeme given. Once he is given the formatives for the
paradigmatic set of, say /katab/ 'wrote', then he is expected to work
out, by way of analogy, the entire sets of /dārab/ 'hit', /qatal/ 'killed',
/šafah/ 'forgave', etc. with of course, the vocalic variations of the
different verbal patterns for perfective vs. imperfective taken into
consideration as non-lexical properties, e.g./katab→yaktub/, but /dārab→
yādrib/.

¹ Cf. Matthews, Morphology, pp.67-70.
The second type of the traditional technique differs slightly in turning the implicit analogies of the first type into explicit rules to be applied to the different lexemes in order to give the entire set of the paradigmatic themes. The learner, in this case, will be taught that the second singular masculine of the past active /katab/ is formed by adding the suffix /-ta/, and for the feminine by replacing that /-ta/ with /-ti/, etc.

However, in most cases of the traditional technique, the Arab grammarians would implement Canonical forms or patterns of the type 'c₁ac₂ac₃' as measurements carrying the formatives for the different themes. A rule of this type would say, for instance 'the feminine gender' for any adjective of the pattern c₁ac₂c₃ān, should take the form c₁ac₂c₃ā, e.g. /gADBān/ 'angry' /gADBā/, and so is the case with /sakrān/ 'drunk' /sakrā/,¹ etc.

These traditional techniques, are hard - as one can see in the traditional grammar of Arabic - to comply with the proper sense of adequacy. Redundancy on the one hand, and shortness in the descriptive coverage of all the words of a language on the other, are possible defects in such techniques. The introduction of the morphological models described below was intended to avoid such drawbacks in the attempt to achieve adequacy.

IV.1

FEATURES OF THE MAIN MORPHOLOGICAL MODELS

4.1.0 If we turn back to the question of the different linguistic approaches, to see where Arabic morphology could find the most suitable linguistic frame of analysis, we find an option of variant types of theoretical 'models', which have been formulated or adopted by different linguists in their descriptions of the morphological structures relative to their chosen languages. Some of these models have already become well established for one reason or another, and thus dominated the area of morphology, driving the others to the background.

This section will make no attempt to investigate the theoretical details of approaches or models other than the main dominant ones, whose outstanding features will be characterized in reasonable detail.

Three of these 'frames of reference' have already been pointed out by Hockett - in his well-presented article of 1954 - as the best known models of descriptive analysis, within which a linguist could "approach the grammatical phase of a language and state the results of
his investigation". According to his statement, most of the other models of description seem to cluster about these three archetypes.

To sum up the major distinctions between the three models, one may quote Robins:

"The salient difference between WP and both the other two models is the centrality it accords to the word as a fundamental unit in the grammar as a whole and as the basic unit of syntactic structure. IA and IP both start from the morpheme as the minimal grammatical element and also the basic syntactic unit, passing through the word as relatively unimportant, and consequently regarding the traditional division between morphology and syntax as unnecessary or even misleading."

"On the other hand, IA stands at a greater distance from WP than does IP in one respect, in that WP is prepared to make use of 'process' as a term in grammatical description."

4.1.1 WORD AND PARADIGM

The first of the three models 'word and paradigm' or (WP) is older and more respectable as being the traditional framework of Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. Hockett apologised for not giving this model the same consideration he gave to the other two models because of the lack of time. But Matthews devoted some of his articles to the

---

1 Hockett, Charles F., 'Two Models of Grammatical Description', Word 10(1954) 210-231.


The main characteristics of this model, in addition to the fact that it takes the word as its central unit, are: firstly, categories of the word are arranged simultaneously (i.e. not sequentially), e.g. neither the stem nor the past tense exponent of, say, /sailed/ is regarded as preceding or following the other. Another way of putting this is to quote Robins:\footnote{'In Defence of WP', pp.133-34.}

"If morphemes are the items that have to be arranged, then clearly something must be found comparable to the -ed of baked in took; but if took is just part of the paradigm of the verb take, no such need arises."

Secondly, exponents of these categories may extend throughout the word-form, and may even overlap when necessary. A good example of this is the English told/sold type, and the Ancient Greek word /elelykete/ 'you had unfastened' as analysed into its formatives.\footnote{See Matthews, Morphology, pp.141-43.}

Formatives (or markers) are specified by the recurrences in the variant paradigmatic forms, and their places in the paradigm are defined by the morphosyntactic properties such as perfective, past,
indicative, plural, active, etc. But properties and formatives are not always in one-to-one correspondence. A property may be identified partly by one marker, and partly by another. Markers for a given property need not even be next to each other. The property may be identified simultaneously by a prefix and a suffix or an infix.

For instance, the active participle property of /mukrim/ (from the Arabic, /ʔakram/ 'to be generous') is identified by the prefix mu- and the infix -i- at the same time. If we look at the word-form as it appears here in terms of WP, the answer would be both mu- and -i- represent the exponent for the property: active participle. But a further scrutiny of the elements (mu-; -i-) would reveal a process of replacement performed on the verb /ʔakram/ to change the syllable /ʔak/ into /muk/ and the vowel /-a-/ into /-i-/ So the property is identified here by the two processes of replacement in the prefixal as well as in the infixal position. To allow for such an easier explanation of the morphological structure of Arabic in such cases, the overlapping of the two models (WP and IP) seems to be justifiable. This would be in line with Robin's idea that WP is prepared to make use of 'process' as a term.¹

On the other hand, more than one property could be represented by a single marker (or exponent), and this is what is known in WP as 'cumulation'. A good example of 'cumulation' is the person-gender-number representation in the Arabic word-form /Χαράζα/ 'went

¹ In Defence of WP, p.119.
out' (3rd. fem. pl.). The three categories are identified cumulatively by the suffix /-na/. In /Xarajat/ (3rd fem. sing.), the /-t/ is generally thought of in traditional Arabic grammar as a cumulative exponent of the three categories. But I would rather prefer to think of the /-t/ as the marker for gender only. Because a look at the entire set of the paradigm reveals immediately that the vowel /-a/ preceding the suffix /-t/ in this example only exists with the 3rd sing., so it could be in our example a cumulative exponent of these two categorical properties, but 'number' in the duality case for example is represented by a suffixed /-ā/ following that /-t/ (Xarajatā). Hence the /-a/ preceding the /-t/ must be the marker for person only, and the /-t/ marking the gender only. As for the 'number', then, it must be in the case of singularity represented solely by the lexeme itself, with the notion of directionality assigning priority to the singular over the dual and plural. In favour of this, is, of course, the argument supporting 'directionality' being governed by the minimality of processes or operations.\(^1\) Otherwise, one could think of a zero morpheme.

WP has been criticised for being insufficiently general, and for also failing to organise efficiently the facts of languages like Chinese and Vietnamese, whereas the generalization of the morphemic model (IA) has no restrictions.\(^2\) Also WP has separate sets of lexemes:

particles and morphosyntactic properties, and it has two relations; whereas the morphemic model has a single set of morphemes and a single relation which make it simpler. And, "if the morphemic model is at once simpler and more general, it should be preferred". But against this is the rejection of the assumption "that all languages should be described in the same general way", i.e. it is invalid that the same model of description should be equally applicable to all languages. Besides, the morphemic model (IA) has its weaknesses too, e.g. the case of 'replacives' (run:ran type), being compared to operations rather than to segments, cannot be incorporated in this framework. Also, the problem of 'parasitic' forms (where the realisation of some morphemes is parasitic on that of others) is better tractable by WP.  

4.1.2 ITEM AND PROCESS

The second model is called 'Item and Process' (or IP). The 'Process' terminology seems to have emerged mainly to answer the question of word-form differences which cannot "be readily described in terms of additions of bound forms to roots", e.g. man:men, fight:fought. The morphological formations are mainly two types: the addition of a basically separate ending (e.g. sail:sailed), and the other which involves an internal vowel change.

2 Matthews, Morphology, p.120.
3 Matthews, 'The Inflectional Component', pp.142-143.
Some linguists would insist on describing all formations in terms of addition of morphemes, but this generalization would in some cases (e.g. internal changes) diverge from the actual forms of the language. Other linguists were inclined to generalize the term 'process', in order to explain in terms of process both the additive and non-additive variations. In this case, one form of the paradigm is taken as basic, either arbitrarily or because it parallels another root in the language (e.g. take alongside bake), and then the different forms are described as the result of processes such as vowel change, infixation, etc.

Sapir was one of those linguists who used the 'process' terminology in a general sense to include additive formations to which roots are subjected. He says, for instance: "some of these grammatical processes, like suffixing, are exceedingly wide-spread", and in this sense he used 'process' throughout Chapter four of his book. Sapir had actually arranged the various grammatical processes into six types. Two of these were excluded by Uhlenbeck as being either a purely syntactical device (i.e. type (1): word order), or another form of one of the other types (i.e. the accentual differences, which could be placed into the class of 'internal modification'). The four types left are: composition, affixation (addition), internal modification of the radical or grammatical element, and reduplication (repetition).

2 Ibid., p.64.
According to this arrangement 'process' seems to have meant any kind of 'alteration' in the shape of a grammatical unit, and would include all derivational and inflectional formations with all their principal differences summarized by Cook. In fact, even zero markers are allowable as 'processes' in IP.

"In the IP description there need be no actual or basic segment, as there would be in IA, belonging exclusively to this morpheme as such [or that]." So the IP analysis - referring to any kind of 'process' formation - could be based on words (as in WP) or on morphemes (as in IA). This is perhaps the major advantage of (IP) over the other two models. Also it could be the reason why (IP) is thought of as the model with more advantages for the analysis of languages with more complex word structure. Arabic language, if taken for one, could provide illustrative examples for most types of the processes within the derivand/operand concept. But in the case of Arabic we need to talk of the operand in the sense of root, as the derivand would be in most cases a result of a process over the whole pattern of the word-form. It will be more economical, of course, to apply the process to a limited

---

2 See Hockett, 'Two Models of Grammatical Description', p.228.
3 Matthews, Recent Developments in Morphology, p.105.
4 Cf. Matthews, Morphology, p.121.
5 See ibid., pp.123ff. for the types of morphological processes.
number of radicals (the root-consonants), rather than applying it to 
an ever changing form or pattern of the word.

However, in adopting the IP one may either take the old 
view which handles every feature by processes deriving word-forms from 
others, in which case features would be related directly to their 
grammatical terms: plural, past-tense, etc. by rules of addition 
(e.g. suffixation) in the regular forms (seas, sailed, etc.), or by 
rules of replacement (a - e, i - a) in the irregular forms (men, sank, 
etc.). The two forms are thus analysed in equal ways.

Alternatively one may derive the forms by processes starting 
from a root; in which case we must postulate a zero operation (whose 
output is identical with its input) by which we derive present /sail/ 
from root /sail/ and singular /man/ from the root /man/. This would 
be perfectly consistent throughout the set of the paradigmatic members, 
with all the general rules being stated in equal terms with the help 
of zero formative when needed to be added. The only objection here 
is that it may not be as economical as it should be. The general aim 
of linguistic analysis is "to state the observed facts in as economical 
and consistent a manner as completeness permits".¹ Hence, if it is 
more economical to take present tense and singular as given, why then 
should we think of them as being derived forms opposed to past tense 
and plural.²

¹ Robins, General Linguistics, 1964, p.204; and cf. Matthews, 
'Morphology', p.119. 
² Cf. Matthews, op.cit. pp.120-22.
The major objection against (IP) is perhaps the historical analogy implicit in it. For instance, saying that 'baked' is formed from 'bake' by a process of suffixation would certainly imply a kind of priority for 'bake' over 'baked' or the suffix.\(^1\) The dissatisfaction with this implicit historicity of (IP) was the cause for the formulation of the third model (IA).

So any denial of the 'historicity' element of (IP) in a given language, would mean the inapplicability of (IP) to that language. And that is what one may gather from what Matthews\(^2\) was saying when he questioned the directionality of processes in the Arabic forms: /kitāb/ 'book', /kutub/ 'books', /kātib/ 'clerk', /kataba/ 'clerks', /ma-kūb/ 'written', with the skeleton /k-t-b/ (as for 'write). He wonders "what would be the direction of the processes in these examples? The practice of specialists would certainly imply that there is none".

But perhaps there is, if we think of the traditional dispute over the derivational basis of the Arabic word-forms: is the priority for the perfective or the verbal noun? Speculation about the origin of derivation was one of the long lasting disputes between the two major schools of the ancient Arab grammarians, viz. the Baṣrans vs. the Kūfans. The perfective form was proposed by the former as the basic form for the derivational processes of the paradigm, and the latter maintained that it is the abstract noun (masdar).\(^3\)

---

1 See Hockett, "op. cit. p.211."
2 "Op. cit. p.131."
Again, the active and passive participles of the quadriliteral are derived by a process applied - not to the perfective or the skeleton, say, /d-h-r-j/ 'to roll' - but to the imperfective form, i.e. the imperfective pattern should be formed first (/yudāhrij/), then to this a process of replacement (/mū-/ replaces /yu-/) is applied to get the active participle; and the passive participle is then formed by the same process plus a change of the vowel /i/ into /-a/. The resultant would be: yudāhrij - mudaḥrij or mudaḥraj. This, of course, is according to the traditional thinking of the Arab grammarians. But one could think, as well, in terms of, say, the WP and apply directly to the root the operation that produces the active or passive participle. But the point here is that, the notion of directionality or derivational priority was there in the traditional thinking of the Arab grammatical formula. And also it was justified on logical basis, though - unlike English - the Arabic imperfective is (in one viewpoint) derived from the perfective, not the other way round.

4.1.3 ITEM AND ARRANGEMENT

The third and latest model is the one that takes the morpheme (any kind of morpheme) as its basic unit in order to describe the pattern of a given language in terms of morphemes (items) "and the arrangement in which they occur relative to each other in utterances". That is why it has been labelled 'Item and Arrangement' or (IA). It "has been formulated, at least in part, because of a feeling of dissatisfaction with the 'moving-part' or 'historical' analogy implicit in IP".¹

¹ Hockett, Two Models of Grammatical Description, pp.211-12.
But IA also had its criticisms that moved Hockett and others to investigate the possibility of adequacy in alternative models. One example is the violation of segmentability by such word-forms as /sank/ (compared to /thanked/), where the 'past tense' morpheme is indefinable as a recurring segment.\(^1\) Statements like Nida's\(^2\) "we should consider the overt replacement of the vowels as constituting a morpheme", and Harris's\(^3\) "a morphemic segment consisting of the change of /ey/ - /u/ and meaning past. The morpheme sequence take plus /ey/ - /u/ yields took, exactly as walk plus /t/ yields walked", such statements offer no solution, because they seem to be using the morphemic segment in a general sense; ignoring the phonemic composition of the segments. A point that Hockett\(^4\) seems to have been referring to when he said "A 'replacive' like '/u/ - /ey/’, is not by any stretch of the imagination composed of phonemic material". The alternative solution (viz. /sank/ is the signal for the lexical element + past tense realised by a zero morph) was also criticised effectively by Nida and Haes.\(^5\)

This weakness, in addition to the problem of 'parasitic' forms which we referred to while talking of WP, makes the IA model equally as inadequate as the other two. Robins\(^6\) says:

\(^1\) Cf. Matthews, Recent Developments in Morphology, pp.99-100.
\(^3\) Harris, Zellig, S., Structural Linguistics, University of Chicago Press, 1951, p.167.
\(^5\) See Nida, op. cit. pp.415ff., Matthews, 'Recent Developments in Morphology', p.100; and Morphology, pp.117ff.
"Of the three models, IA, IP, and WP, no one has as yet been worked out to be equally suitable for every part of a grammatical system in every language, a fact hardly surprising in view of the immense complexity of language."

This, of course, leaves the door open for us to select for every grammatical system of a given language the model best suited, on the basis of compatibility rather than on the assumption of the absolute adequacy of the particular model. As for Arabic, we have already referred to the possibility of the three models being used each at a time when needed to solve the particular problems that could emerge at the various stages of the analysis. One may see no reason why one should not be allowed to use as a general norm, say, the IA which is the latest model; but whenever we are faced with the problem of insegmentability we resort to the processes of IP to solve the problem. And in cases of, say, 'cumulation' the WP could be adopted to settle such a question.

In fact, some modern linguists would support, or at least agree to such a combination of approaches. Koutsoudas,¹ for instance, has no objection to combining the two approaches (IA and IP) within a single description, so far as the description is concerned with a given language. What he objects to is the combination of the two approaches

¹ 'The Morpheme Reconsidered', IJAL, 29(1963) 160-170, particularly p.162.
in constructing a single general linguistic theory, because this would involve the basic theoretical difference between them, which is: 1

(1) For IP: the structure of a language is postulated or inferred from human speech, and this postulation or inference is dependent partly on the empirical data and partly on the ingenuity of the analyst.

(2) For IA: the structure of a language exists in the human speech, and it can be discovered by a mechanical procedure, which requires (a) segmentation of real utterances, (b) one-to-one correspondence between morphs and morphemes, (c) total accountability for the material of that utterance, (d) separation of levels so that units of higher level are determined by those of a lower level, but not vice-versa.

That being so, "it is impossible to construct a single theory which claims that structure both exists and does not exist in the empirical data". 2

However, what concerns us in Koutsoudas' argument is its assertion of the validity of the combination of these models in the analyses of individual languages, otherwise it is more relevant to the

1 Ibid., p.161.
2 Ibid., p.162; and see Matthews Inflectional Morphology, p.152, for the three properties of 'A Genuine Theory of Universals'.
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question of language-universals, which I have already considered briefly in the introductory chapter, and there seems to be no need here for further elaboration. The specific point of concern here is one of adequacy or appropriateness on which a selection could be based. Which of the three models should be or is the ideal or most appropriate one for the morphological analysis of CA?

4.1.4 WP AS THE APPROPRIATE CHOICE

At first sight, one gets the impression that IA is the most inappropriate one of the three models, for the constructional mechanism of CA. On the other hand, WP appears to be the model most suited to CA, both in terms of the morphemic features and of their formal coordination. Such a choice is sufficiently accounted for in the preceding discussion. Nevertheless, being aware of the observation that, "there is a limit to the degree to which one's fads or prejudices should be allowed to distort the description of a language," one may choose to qualify one's option through giving prominence to the main significant points in accordance with the previous discussion.

My intention is to apply in the present work the WP model, according to its formalization as a system by Professor P.H. Matthews. This choice is based - in addition to the scientific adequacy with which the setting of the model is systematized - on the following four facts:

1 Cf. Matthews, Inflectional Morphology, pp.147-156.
2 Ibid., p.64.
(1) The mathematical manner in which the grammatical rules of WP are formulated by Matthews, has two advantages: (a) the reliability of the grammatical results obtainable through the system, and (b) the applicability of the system, as a comprehensive formal grammar, to the entire formations of the Arabic language. The final chapter of the present work is, of course, a practical demonstration in the area of the Arabic verbal system.

(2) The concept of word, as previously defined, is central in Arabic grammar, and the word is a basic unit in the Arabic language structure. In other words, Arabic is not one of the languages where the word boundaries cut across the immediate constituents. Therefore, the minor place accorded to the word in IA (compared to the morpheme), as opposed to the centrality that WP accords to the word as a fundamental unit in the grammar as a whole, determines WP as the obvious option for the grammatical analysis of CA.

(3) The grammar of CA displays quite a number of the type of operational rules which specify what Matthews finds more convenient to refer to as Morphological Processes, such as 'infixation' and 'replacement'. Take for instance the forms /kutib/ 'was written' and /kātib/ 'writer'. The two forms are said to be derived from the lexeme /katab/ 'to write' which represents the stem for both forms, and consists of a root plus discontinuous morpheme (aspectual). The

---

1 Ibid., p.60.
first form /kutib/ is a construction of a stem plus passive voice, and the second /kātib/ is a construction of a stem plus active participle. This could be represented diagrammatically as follows:

(a) kutib:
Morphemic Representation: katab + Passive Voice

\[
\text{Phonemic Representation: } \begin{array}{c}
\text{k} \\
\text{u} \\
\text{t} \\
\text{i} \\
\text{b}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4.A

(b) kātib:
Morphemic Representation: katab + Active Participle

\[
\text{Phonemic Representation: } \begin{array}{c}
\text{k} \\
\text{ā} \\
\text{t} \\
\text{i} \\
\text{b}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4.B

This type of replacement (one could also think of /ā/ in /kātib/ as two vowels, the second of which is an infix constituting with /i/ a morpheme of 'infix plus replacement') which involves an insertion of a discontinuous morph in a discontinuous segment does not fit in with IA, which requires a distinct and overt realization for each grammatical
element. The notion of 'replacement', "is one which is quite foreign to the Item and Arrangement view of language".\(^1\) On the other hand, the Rule-system of the formulated WP is capable of handling such Morphological Processes, as is reflected in the following point.

\(^{(4)}\) The exclusion of 'infixation', 'replacement', and other such processes from IA is met in IP with a perfectly natural place of accommodation.\(^2\) Setting aside, for the moment, the 'morphophonemic fusion (assimilation)', 'dissimilation' and other such processes, which are mostly incorporated - in the traditional Arabic grammar - under the subject of Tajwīd (the phonological analysis of Qur'ānic recitation),\(^3\) we find in CA quite a number of the phenomena which could be interpreted in terms of cumulative processes (morphological fusion).\(^4\)

Take for instance, the form /yukramāni/ 'they (dual) are to be given hospitality', which is a word of the grammatical representation: 'imperfective, passive, third person, dual'. Two of these properties are expressed cumulatively, as in the following diagrammatic representation:

\(^1\) Ibid., p.59.
\(^2\) See ibid., pp.57-62, for the descriptive statements of such processes.
\(^4\) See Matthews, Inflectional Morphology, pp.65-76, for the concepts of 'fusion', 'cumulation', etc.
Yukramāni:

Morphemic Representation: Imperfect + Pass + 3rd P. + dual

Morphophonemic Representation

Figure 4.C

This type of lexical-phonemic cumulation, as well as the other type of morphological process (morphophonemic processes such as those reflected in sandhi-rules), which are conceptionally part of the IP system, find a place in WP of which, "the final requirement is that the model must allow for processes at both the morpholexical and the morphophonemic levels". ¹

The persisting argument against IP in general, which relates to the notion of 'historicity', is in the present case invalid. To put it in Robins' wording: it is invalid now to argue that the use of 'process' terminology in WP would imply, like IP, a historic perspective and confuses synchronic with diachronic linguistics, because "'Process' as used today in any model of descriptive grammar is simply a means of relating formally one word or form to another word or form by the most economical statement, and implies no sort of time dimension". ² Whether

¹ Ibid., p.108.
the reference of this statement to WP, holds to the traditional method of resorting to the tables of paradigmatic sets in setting up the rule for each case, or it holds to the formulated version of WP, the essence of the statement undeniably favours the latter. In this sense it combines in perfect harmony with Matthews' statement that "a process system is more in accordance with the logic of the Word and Paradigm model". ¹

This last consideration, added to the preceding points, should hopefully set all the selectively stated facts of reasoning in a form that makes sense.

4.2.0 The most serious criticism against the traditional type of grammars in general, is probably the reliance of those grammars on external ill-defined aids, such as the reader's imagination, or his prior knowledge of the given language or other languages similar to the given one. What is now required to meet this criticism is a linguistic theory with a model of description which could provide precision both in the specific grammatical rules (the Rule-System) and in the way or procedure in which the rules are to be applied and interpreted, so that the application of the rules in accordance with the specified procedure can generate the required formation without the interference of any external element.

It goes without saying, that this applies to all the three major disciplines of 'Linguistic Sciences', viz. Grammar, Phonology and Semantics. But as grammar - which is our concern here - is divisible into two subsections, preferably called components, we must exclude from the beginning the 'Syntax Component' which we may not resort to except for expository purposes. The other subsection which we do require for our present description, is the 'Inflectional Component' which is restricted to the inflectional problems, i.e. to assign alternative
realizations to each grammatical word. Within this area of grammar, each language looks for the ideal morphological model with the precision referred to.

So far as the morphology of CA is concerned the Word-and-Paradigm system (WP) is so far the ideal model for that purpose. In our theoretical discussion of the various models, we have explained why WP model (as formalized by Professor Matthews) has been regarded as the ideal option for approaching the analysis of CA.

For practical purposes, a brief survey of the general outline of the model, might be required at this stage in order to specify the basic terms and relations as well as the appropriate type of the rule-system used in the analysis. The following brief account of what Matthews has stated in this connection, compared when necessary to Robins' and other statements, may suffice for the purpose.¹

WP grammar, as formulated in the following system of 'Inflectional rules', is well able to handle what is regarded as the

main weaknesses of the accepted morphemic model, i.e. the 'replacives' or 'processes' in general as well as 'parasitic' forms. In order to handle a non-morphemic statement of, say, 'replacives', such as 'the past tense of verbs like SINK, SING or RUN which are formed from the root by replacing i or u with a', the WP grammar needs two types of 'Inflectional rules' for its grammatical statements. That is because such a statement incorporates two different sorts of statements: one is concerned with the 'operation' (the replacement of i or u by a), and the other with the set of forms derived from another set (past forms of SING, SINK, RUN, are derived from the roots of SING, etc.) by the operations concerned.

For this particular reason, the 'Inflectional sub-section' has been divided into two main sub-components: (1) the derivational sub-component (sometimes referred to as 'the effective sub-component) and (2) the 'list of operations'; in addition to the lexicon section, which is a simple list of lexical entities that specify the roots and define the membership of the inflectional classes. But before presenting these divisions of the system in the simplified manner possible, quoting whenever possible, for the sake of convenience, Arabic instead of the original examples given there, we should first introduce the basic terms used in this presentation.

4.2.1 BASIC TERMS AND RELATIONS

Formalisation of the WP model requires in the first place the definition of the term 'WORD'. Traditionally, the 'word' has been used in three different senses: (a) the phonological representation
of the linguistic forms concerned (word-form) symbolized by \( w \),
(b) the grammatical representation (WORD) (e.g. first, sing., passive of katab) symbolized by \( w \),
(c) the lexical element to which all members of the paradigm belong (Lexeme) symbolized by \( L \).

Another term is 'category', which has also been used in three different senses: (a) a class such as 'noun' or 'verb',
(b) a morpheme-class such as 'aspect' or 'person',
(c) an individual classificatory feature such as: perfective aspect, second person, etc.

In the present work the term 'category' is restricted to sense (b), and to avoid confusion, the qualifier 'morphosyntactic' is added,

"Thus Aspect and Person are morphosyntactic categories in that they play a role both in the morphological structure of the word (in sense \([b]\)) and in its external relations within the syntax. Similarly, the terms in such a category (sense \([c]\)) will be referred to as 'morphosyntactic properties'; as such they are again predicated of the word in sense \([b]\)."\(^1\)

According to these terminological distinctions, the model will postulate the following basic terms and relations:

(a) A set of lexemes \( L \), e.g. wajad, farîh, etc. (to be grouped into lexeme-classes)\(^2\)
(b) A set of morphosyntactic properties \( P \) (e.g. first [person]).

---

2 'Lexeme' is the fundamental unit of the lexicon of the language which may be noun or verb, etc., cf. Matthews, Morphology, p.22.
A set of morphosyntactic categories \( C \) (e.g. Person). Two further requirements to be added here are:

(i) No property may be assigned to more than one category.

(ii) Each category must be assigned at least two properties.

A set of operation-symbols \( O \) (e.g. \( O_1, O_2, \ldots \)).

A set of index-symbols \( I \) (e.g. \( R, V, N, S \), as symbols for Root, Verb, Noun and Stem, successively).

A set of words \( W \), each word characterized with two relations:

A relation \( B \) (belongs to), (e.g. \( W /yaktub/ B L /katab/ \)). An identical term \( E \) (is a member of).

A relation \( Q \) ('has the property'), (e.g. \( W /yaktub/ \) which belongs to \( L /katab/ \) has the properties: Imperfective, second person, Active), this may be written in the form: \( W /yaktub/ B L /katab/ Q If, 2nd, A \).

Restrictions of these relations would be:

(iii) No \( W \) may be assigned to more than one \( L \)

(iv) No \( W \) may be assigned more than one property from the same category.

A set of phonemes \( 
\)

A set of word-forms \( \Omega \)

A relation \( R \) ('is a realisation of'), e.g. Word-form \( /yaktub/ \) is the realisation of \( w \) (grammatical word): \( \text{KATAB If, 2, a.} \)

Two further relations, which are particularly important to WP are:

A relation \( E \) (is an exponent or partial exponent of), i.e. the formative, which is the phonological elements or features contributed to the total word-form (derivatum) by the application of a given operation, e.g. \( /\ddot{a}/ \) is the exponent of the property 'dual' in the \( \Omega \) (word-form) \( /katab\ddot{a}/ \) 'they wrote'.

A relation \( F \) (is a formation of), the relation obtaining between 'Formation' and 'Focal Terms':
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(i) 'Formation' is the operand-component and operation-component together of any individual derivational rule, e.g. 'the suffixation of /a/ to the verbal stem, inclusive, in the formation for 'duality'.

(ii) 'Focal Term': (it is a relation for contrasting one 'formation' with another, in order to avoid the properties in the reference-component that are not meant by the 'formation' in the given rule). A property P is a 'Focal Term' with respect to W (a set of words) and to some form-class or stem-class I, if for some I' (a further stem-class) the derivation meets the conditions:

(1) \( \omega R \omega \) and \( \omega E W, \omega Q P \)
(2) The ref-component of r Q p
(3) r has I in ref-comp., and I' in operand-component.
(4) There is no larger set W, where condition (3) is not met.

4.2.2 STRUCTURE OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL RULE-SYSTEM

To see how such a morphological rule-system operates, we need to look first at the problem of the inflectional structure in general terms, then consider how the derivational rules should be formulated, and how an overall procedure of interpretation is applicable to every individual rule, and then end up with the consideration of ordering the derivational rules.

---

1 Cf. Matthews, Inflectional Morphology, pp.186ff.
4.2.3 GENERAL REMARKS

An individual (word-form) may be characterised by a root and a certain sequence of operations. For example, the Arabic word-form /yaktubāni/ 'to write (dual)' is characterised by the root /k-t-b/ and the operations: prefixation of /ya/, insertion of (or replacement of the second lexeme vowel by) /u/, and suffixation of /āni/.

As the number of sequences involved is finite,

"...it therefore follows that the set of all word-forms in the language may be together characterised by (a) a list of all possible roots, and (b) a Finite State machine which generates the sequences of operations concerned." \(^1\)

The task of the 'Derivational Subsection' of the grammar is to supply for any word a path through such a Finite State machine. "Each stage in the derivation of a word-form corresponds, in the machine, to a single transition from one state to another." \(^2\)

4.2.4 THE DERIVATIONAL SUB-COMPONENT

The derivational subsection of the grammar consists essentially of a set of derivational rules, each of which specifies: (a) a transition, and (b) the conditions governing a transition; "within a Finite State machine whose structure may be said to be characterised by the subsection as a whole". \(^3\) It consists entirely of

---

\(^1\) Ibid., p.170, and see the Finite State machine diagram in ibid., p.171.
\(^2\) Ibid., p.172.
\(^3\) Ibid., p.174.
rules of the type:

\[ V_{pf} \quad A; \quad o, R \]

A verbalization of this rule is "for any member of A, \( V_{pf} \) is derived from the root (R) by the application of o". \( V \) is a cover-symbol for the set of all strings of letters s which realize the verbal lexeme; it is a form-class symbol.

Each derivational rule is to be represented by an expression of the following components:

1. An 'operation-component' which specifies the change involved, e.g. suffixation of /āni/.

2. A 'Reference-Component' which specifies the general class of forms to which the output belongs, e.g. the form-class of verb-forms.

3. An 'operand-component' which specifies the class to which the input belongs, e.g. the class of primary stems in the illustrative example given below.

These three parts are parallel to: the individual transition, its resulting state and its preceding state respectively. Which transition is to be made is determined by the remainder of the rule, e.g. the determination of the morphosyntactic properties added to the reference-component. To illustrate, the given example may be represented as follows:
(i.e. the third dual of the imperfective of KTB). Provisionally this might be expressed with the components:

Reference:

Operand:

Operation:

(i.e. a verb-form is derived from its primary stem (traditional perfective 'past') by the affixes mentioned, provided that the word it realizes has all the properties: If, 3, and d). In other words, the reference-component specifies the class of forms as well as its precise subset. In the next stage the rule will involve a fourth component:

4. A 'Limitation-component', which restricts the transition to forms of a certain subset of lexemes, e.g. the following subset represented by L.

Thus, adding this component to the same rule, the form of the rule for the same grammatical representation would require to be slightly longer in order to derive /katab/ (Primary stem: $S^1$), viz.:

Reference:

Limitation:
Operand: Root
Operation: Dis Mor

Where L is defined as a morphological class with the (strong triliteral verbs) as its members. The rule would then be verbalized as:

A primary stem with the morphosyntactic properties (3, sg) is derived from the Root by the operation 'discontinuous morpheme' (Dis Mor) - which is a double vowel-insertion, determined lexically - provided that the word being realized belongs to some member of L.

4.2.5 FORM AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DERIVATIONAL RULES

An individual derivational rule may be expressed in the form:

[Reference] Limitation; operations, operand

where:

Reference: is an expression of the form: ip₁, p₂, ..., pn (n > o), where i is one of a set of Index-symbols which may be classes of stems or word-forms, and each pᵢ is a symbol denoting some members of P.

Operand: is either a single symbol R (denoting the set of all roots in the language), or a further such expression: i' p₁, p₂, ..., pm (m > o) where i' is a further index symbol which may or may not be identical to i in 'Reference'.
Limitation: is either null or an expression denoting a certain subclass of lexemes.

Operation: is either null, or an expression of the form:

\[ o_1, o_2 \ldots o_l \]

(\( l \geq 1 \)) where each \( o_i \) is an operation-symbol denoting a certain morphological operation.

Thus according to this notation, the preceding rule glossed under three (the operand-component) may now be set out in the form:

\[ [V_{lf}, 3, d]^1 \quad o_1, o_2, o_3, o_4, S^1 \]

where:

- \( o_1: \) op[erand]
- \( o_2: \) op \( \longrightarrow \) op \( - v_1 \)
- \( o_3: \) op \( \longrightarrow \) op \( \pm v_2: u \)
- \( o_4: \) op \( \longrightarrow \) op \( + \) ānī

(The sign '+ op' denotes a prefix, 'op+' a suffix, 'op-' a delition, 'op ±' a replacement; 'v₁' for the first or second vowel of the Dis Mor, and 'Cᵢ' for any of the radical consonants).

Likewise, the rule glossed under (4) 'the limitation compo-

nent', may be set out in the form:

\[ [S^1_{3, sg}] \quad L; \quad \text{Dis Mor, } R \]

(i.e. for any member of L 'a major class of verbal lexemes' a primary stem for the third person singular is derived from the root by the operation Dis Mor).
4.2.6 THE LIST OF OPERATIONS

The various morphological processes need to be entirely studied, before a complete list of the operation-rules is to be clearly described. A general idea of how the operation-rules operate, may have already been conceivable from the illustrative examples of the preceding subsection. Nevertheless, it may be helpful, for the sake of grouping the various cases, to distinguish three main types of operations:

(i) Operations that merely add a constant element immediately before or after the operand, e.g. prefixation of /ta/ and suffixation of /ūna/ to the Arabic stem /ktub/, to form the second plural form /taktubūna/ 'to write'. Representation:

\[
\begin{align*}
op & \longrightarrow ta + \op \\
op & \longrightarrow \op + ūna
\end{align*}
\]

"Any case of this type may be subsumed under the general heading 'Affixation'."

(ii) Operations of various kinds (suppletion, reduplication, etc.) whose effect is partly determined by the internal structure of the forms to which they are applied. Representation of such operations is partly phonological rather than morphological. The reduplication rule, for instance, might be written in this format:

\[
C \ldots. \longrightarrow CEC \ldots.
\]


2 See the Morphological Processes in: Matthews, Morphology, pp.116ff.
where C[onsonant] is a cover-symbol for the different consonants, and the row of dots indicates that C is initially positioned. Similarly, an infixation rule might be written in the format:

\[ \ldots (o) \rightarrow \ldots n (o) \]

where O[bstruent] is a cover-symbol for the consonants other than 'resonants'.

"This notation may be used whenever the phonological 'primes' are units such as phonemes, letters or morphophonemes"; but not 'distinctive features' which need different format.

(iii) Operations "whose statement must refer not only to the internal structure, but also to what may be called 'derivational history of the operand'." Given an artificial example of a pair of verbs (PONETIKE and ADOLISTE) with their paradigms, whose forms pose "the problem of a moveable accent*".

The roots of these two verbs are respectively pó̄n and ádol: on this basis the 3, sg, masc, and 3, sg, fem, are handled by straight suffixation. Past stems of the two forms pó̄n and ádol are derived by an effective rule:

---

1 A 'resonant' is "A speech sound which can be lengthened indefinitely, e.g. \( \rightarrow \) vowels \( \rightarrow \) nasal or \( \rightarrow \) lateral consonants, as opposed to obstruents." Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.197.


3 Loc. cit.

4 Loc. cit., and see in this page these paradigms stated in terms of tense, number and gender.

* Although, in our analysis of CA, we may not concern ourselves with this problem of 'moveable accent', the possibility of being faced with some kind of a 'derivational history of the operand' makes it preferable to see the solution presented here.
and present stems pónetik and ádolist by a pair of rules:

\[
[\text{Spr}] \quad \{ \text{PONETIKE} \} ; \quad o_1, R \\
[\text{Spr}] \quad \{ \text{ADOLISTE} \} ; \quad o_2, R
\]

where \( o_1 \), and \( o_2 \), are operations as follows:

\[
o_1: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{etik} \\
o_2: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{ist}
\]

two of the remaining effective rules are written as follows:

\[
[V_3, \text{sg, masc}] \quad o_3, S \\
[V_3, \text{sg, fem}] \quad o_4, S
\]

the operations being:

\[
o_3: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{us} \\
o_4: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{a}
\]

"That is, any third singular, masculine form is derived from the relevant stem (whether present or past) by suffixing \( \text{us} \), and any third sg. fem. form by suffixing \( \text{a} \). Each of the others, however, would involve a pair of operations:"\(^1\) viz.

\[
[V_1, \text{sg}] \quad o_5, o_6, S \\
[V_2, \text{sg}] \quad o_7, o_8, S
\]

Where \( o_6 \) and \( o_8 \) are:

\[
o_6: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{e} \\
o_8: \quad \text{op} \rightarrow \text{op} + \text{i}
\]

---

\(^1\) Matthews, 'The Inflectional Component ...', p.149.
Of the accent operations \((o_5, o_7)\), \(o_7\) which moves the accent to the final syllable of the operand, could be written (in terms of (ii) above) thus:

\[
\cdots \hat{v} \cdots v (c) c \rightarrow \cdots v \cdots \hat{v} \ (c) \ c
\]

But \(o_5\), which mainly concerns us, cannot: the \(V[owel]\) to which the accent must be moved is not the first or second of the operand as such, but the final \(V\) of the root in the operand. Therefore, the index-symbol \(R\) must be referred to, e.g. the operation might be represented in the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
R \\
(\cdots \hat{v}) \cdots VC \rightarrow (\cdots V) \cdots \hat{VC}
\end{align*}
\]

This is what is meant by 'the derivational history of the operand' being referred to by an operation. To apply this rule one has to know that the operand to which it is applied has been derived from a certain root by a certain affixation.

This should do for a general illustration of how the morphological operations are characterized.

4.2.7 PROCEDURE OF INTERPRETATION

In the preceding derivational subsection, rules were interpreted individually by means of explanatory remarks. What is needed now is an explicit procedure of interpretation which determines
the stages of the application of rules for deriving the word-form or the set of all word-forms that are realizations of \( \omega \). In other words, this procedure is meant to show how the rules bring about a pairing of grammatical and morphophonemic representations. In order to explain the steps that should be followed according to this procedure, it is probably most convenient to copy without any alteration Matthews' (Preliminary flow-chart, fig. 9.2):

![Flowchart](image)

FIGURE 4.D

---

1 See Matthews, Inflectional Morphology, p.178.
To illustrate how such a procedure works, let us take two examples: one verbal and the second nominal (nominals include: nouns, adjectives and participles as a single form-class), as this procedure is meant to apply to both.

First, let us take - for verbal - the preceding example (yaktubāni). The input would be a grammatical representation of the form:

KATAB
If, 3, d

For the categories: voice and gender, the form is always Active masculine, unless otherwise indicated. Following the 'Preliminary flow-chart' from the first step to the output, the representation would be as follows:

1. Verb
2. v
3. [vIf, 3, d, masc] o₁, o₂, o₃, o₄, S₁
4. Operations here are as specified in the same example before (p.193).
5. Derivation not complete
6. S₁
7. [S₁ 3, sg] L; Dis Mor, R
8. KTB
9. Ya + KT ± u, + B + āni *

output: yaktubāni

* A comma will always be used to separate the vowel that comes between two radicals, particularly at stage (9) of the procedure.
Second, let us take for nominal, the word-form /mudāhrijah/ 'roller (fem)' of which the input grammatical representation would be (Ac-p for Ac[tive] - p[articiple]):

DAHRAJ Ac-p, 3, sg, fem

1. Nominal
2. N
3. [N Ac-p, sg, 3, fem] B; o₁, o₂, o₃, S²
4. (DAHRAJ EB, B; index for quadriconsonantal verbs). o₁ : op → op ± yu: mu, o₂ : op → op ± v₂: i, o₃ : op → op + ah (the vowel following the fem suffix varies according to case-endings).

5. Derivation not complete
6. S²
7. [S² If, 3, sg] B; yu +, ± v₂: i, S¹
   (For space-saving, operations are here stated directly)
8. DHRJ
   (The stage of deriving this Root from S¹ is similar to that in the preceding verbal example)
9. mu + DAHR ± i, J + ah

Output mudāhrijah

FIGURE 4.F

The result as one can see, is - in both the verbal and the nominal examples - realizations of ω in terms of the inflectional section of the grammar concerned.
4.2.8 ORDERING OF THE DERIVATIONAL RULES

The idea of ordering the rules of the derivational subsection is to guard against misinterpretation of these rules if taken unorderedly. To illustrate the advantages of ordering the morphological rules, let us take two examples, one for exceptions of one paradigm as against the others, and another for exceptions within the same paradigm.

1. In order to derive the perfective stem of a triliteral strong verb, a general rule is to be cast as follows:

   (a) \[ S^1_{3, sg} \] \text{Dis Mor, R} \\

Such a rule would apply to one of the largest classes of verbal lexemes, but there is a small class of lexemes which consists of the triliteral verbs to which this rule cannot apply, i.e. the medially weak verbs, such as /qāl/ 'said' and /bāy/ 'sold', which are conventionally said to be of the original forms /qawal/ and /bayač/ successively, with the approximants /w/ and /y/ as medial radicals. The rule for deriving a perfective stem of this class, call it class \( K; \), should be cast (with two operations) as follows:

   (b) \[ S^1_{3, sg} \] \( K; \) \text{Dis Mor, } c_2: \tilde{a}, R \\

(\text{where } c_2 \text{ represents the approximant as it occupies the place of the second radical). In order to reflect such a difference between rule (1:a) and rule (1:b) in the derivational subsection, rule (1:b) has to come first as an exception for rule (1:a) which is more general for having no limitation-component.}
2. For the second example, let us take the third person singular formations restricted to the affixes for the Ac voice, pf and If; and the P[assive] voice, pf and If. If we handle each of these properties with an individual rule, we will end up with four rules, in addition to that of the stem for the third person singular formation, and that would be formally uneconomical. The solution then is to form a rule for four properties, which may take the following representation in the reference-component:

\[(a) \ [V_{If}', p, 3, sg]\]

and treat this rule as an exception to a general rule whose reference-component may be recast as follows:

\[(b) \ [V_{If}, 3, sg]\]

In other words, rule (2:b) will apply to any verbal lexeme (S1) unless it is assigned to the property 'Passive' which require the exception rule (2:a) to handle, e.g. /ya?kul/ 'to eat', /yu?kal/ 'to be eaten', respectively.

The exceptional rule should always precede the general one. The less general rule should be ordered earlier than the more general. Externally, the rules are unordered. In other words, the rules should be ordered within the rule-groups, i.e. within each rule-group whose members share the same Index-symbol; but not necessarily among the sets of the separate rule-groups. That is what is meant by "the rules of the derivational subsection must be interpreted as at least partly ordered".1

---

To find the rule that applies to a particular stage of the derivation (cf. box 3 in fig. 4.D), the procedure, scanning the sub-section, must not consider a more general rule (e.g. 2:b) until each of its exceptions (e.g. 2:a) has firstly been considered and rejected. For this reason, box 3 of (fig. 4.D) needs to be expanded by means of the sub-procedure (fig. 4.G). \(^1\)

In this sub-procedure, the steps to be followed are:

1. **Determine the Index for the derivative stage in question** (fig. 4.D, box 2 or 6) by finding the relevant Rule-group which shares the same index-symbol (box 3A). This requires the rules to be organised into clusters, each sharing the same index-symbol in their reference-component, e.g. Primary Stems form a group, Verb-forms another, etc.

2. **Take the first rule in this rule-group (box 3B), and see if it meets the conditions (box 3C, box 3D).** If both are met, then this is the rule required, and the procedure should move on to the next major step (box 4) to note the operations. If either of the two conditions is not met, then it simply tries the next rule (box 3E), and so on the search continues in a strict order until the appropriate formation is found.

\(^1\) See *ibid.*, p.195.
3. To illustrate this sub-procedure with the examples given, let us first take example (1):

Beginning by locating the Rule-group with the index $S^1$, of which both (1:a) and (1:b) are members, the exception (1:b) should appear earlier than (1:a) to which it is an exception. If the grammatical representation was that of:

```
QAWAL 3, sg
```

rule (1:b) would meet the conditions in (boxes 3C and 3D), as property in Reference is the same as that in grammatical Representation, and the lexeme is a member of the Limitation class specified. But if the grammatical representation was that of:

```
KATAB 3, sg
```

the procedure would first examine rule (1:b), but since /katab/ is not a member of the special class K, rule (1:b) will not satisfy the condition in (box 3D). Hence the procedure would have to move on (box 3E) to examine rule (1:a) which would satisfy the condition in both (box 3C) as well as (box 3D).

In the case of the second example, the less general rule (1:a) would be placed earlier than the more general rule (1:b), and accordingly, in a grammatical representation such as:

```
?AKAL If, P, 3, sg
```
the former rule (1:a) would satisfy the condition in (box 3C) before consulting the latter (1:b). But if the grammatical representation was:

?AKAL If, 3, sg

the procedure would have to move on (box 3E) to the latter rule (1:b) which is more general for having no mention of the property 'Passive' as part of its reference-component. In this way the exception may involve both the reference as well as the Limitation-component. There may also be two exceptions or more to one general rule, as there may be an exception to a rule which is in itself an exception to a more general rule.

4.2.9 DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

Unlike the conventional 'morphemic' type of description, which defines a mapping of a string of morphemes onto a string of morphemic segments (e.g. in the word /katabû/ the morpheme pl is mapped onto the segment /ü/), the WP type of analysis defines no such mapping, avoiding thus the complications that usually arise from the technique of ordering the morphemes.

"According to this model, a term such as Pf or sg is a property of the word as a whole; it does not 'operate' at any fixed position in word-structure, nor need its exponents be restricted to a single formative." ¹


² Loc. cit.
Formative (marker) and Exponent are quasi-synonimous according to the definition that 'exponent' is the relation which obtains between any formative and any morphosyntactic property. To represent this exponence-relation (using the arrows) in a way that reflects how WP rules relate a property to the word as a whole, we have the subsequent diagram which is intended to be slightly diverse from Matthews' so as to accommodate the Arabic word /yu世界各国/ 'to be mentioned (pl)'.

\[ \text{FIGURE 4.H} \]

(i.e. /y/ is the exponent for the property imperfective as well as for properties third person and masculine gender; /u-a/ for passive; /úna/ for third person as well as for both masc. and plural).

In addition to this distinctive feature, the major points of the system may be summed up as follows.
(i) The derivational subsection of the grammar will consist of a set of derivational rules; organised into sets of separate rule-groups 'clusters', each of which consists of a series of derivational rules sharing the same index-symbol in their reference component.

(ii) The rules themselves will be of the form of rules specified in this system.

(iii) The 'procedure' of interpretation, which is to define the stages for the application of each rule will be of the form of rules specified in this system; such that, given a word $\omega$ on the one hand and the rules on the other, the procedure will determine the word-form or the set of all word-forms that may be said to be realisations of $\omega$. The procedure must treat the membership of any one rule-group as strictly ordered.

(iv) WP grammar will not be self-consistent unless it meets the following conditions:

1. Completeness: The rules as a whole must provide at least one realisation for every grammatical word $\omega$.

2. Non-Redundancy: No more than one rule should lead to the same realisation of a $\omega$; and none of the rules is never operative (i.e. not participating in the realisation of any $\omega$).

3. Exhaustive Interpretability: The 'procedure' must be able to trace every finite path (of deriving the derivation) back to the root-symbol.
4.2.10 ADAPTATION OF THE SYSTEM TO CA

Nothing much was needed to adapt the WP system to CA, i.e. it applies properly, as will be seen practically demonstrated. Few symbols and arrangements had to be introduced, for the sake of convenience relative to CA. These are fully explained in the right places, either at the section on 'Guiding Notes' for the final chapter, or at the brief introductions for the sub-divisions of the derivational rules. However, points that relate to matters of general reference could be collectively summed up as follows:

1. To be more economical, the final stage of each derivational rule in the present grammar is determined to be a lexeme [L]. But to conform with the 'Procedure of Interpretation', a general Rule is presented at the outset to handle deriving [L] from the Root [R], according to the procedural closing stage.

2. The derivation of the verbal stems had to go through six successive stages, each concerned with a single stem-formation. This is explained at the introduction to the Stem-Rules. This could find support in one of Matthews' statements, regarding derivation in 'Morphological Processes' such as 'infix' and 'replacement', as he stresses that what we are concerned with is "the derivation of a STEM or grammatically complex 'piece' on the one hand, from a ROOT or basic form of a lexical item on the other".¹

¹ Inflectional Morphology, pp.63f.
3. All the V-Rules in this grammar are, theoretically, supposed to be strictly ordered in one unit, as are rule-groups of other indices. But for the essential theoretical factor, which is the economical aspect, Rules under V-index had to be, voice-wise, subdivided into Active/Passive sub-groups so far as ordering is concerned. This is due to the fact that, in the present grammar, the Active/Passive forms are derivable from discrete stems of the verb concerned. This step is meant to economize the number of operations at the level of the stem morphophonemics when set in the separate rules of the paradigm. In other words, having the V-Rules ordered without this restriction is only achievable through deriving directly from the tertiary stem \([S^3]\), which would result in the operations, that transfer \([S^3]\) into either of the transitory stems \([T]\) or \([T']\), having to be repeated with each individual rule, in addition to the stem-paradigm operations. This is more apparently demonstrable in the modal section of the V-Rules.

4. The formation-component (i.e. operand + operation) in the V-Rules is set in a twofold manner, such that it reflects two different processes:

(a) the pronominal suffixes, which are mostly the same under the various types of verbs, and which are suffixed to the operand index-symbol by the other symbol '++; and

(b) other operations which work on the stem before it receives the pronominal suffixes, and which are placed before the index-symbol with separating commas.
5. The pronominal suffixes, whose primary forms are presented with description in the discussion of 'Personal Pronouns' (Chapter V), are - for reasons of economy - represented in the V-Rules symbolically, unless they are partly involved in the stem-operations.

6. In addition to the general notational symbols, some grammatical symbols had to be introduced for the representation of features that are, rather exceptionally, characteristic of Arabic language, e.g. d(dual), j(jussive/subjunctive), ep(energetic imperative), etc.

Apart from the points clarified above, the grammatical rules in the present work will be produced in accordance with specifications of the model as described in this section.
THE VERBAL SYSTEM
THE VERBAL SYSTEM

5.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter takes advantage of the axioms pertinent to the essential features of the classical Arabic verb structure, recasting them - whenever possible - in a conceptualized frame of reference relevant to modern structural linguistics. In other words it is a descriptive chapter concerned with the general features of the CA verb structure. Examination of those features is intended to be as brief as is possible without distortion, in order to serve the general purpose of this chapter which is to facilitate the making and understanding of the 'grammatical rules' in the following chapter.

The formal features would be the main objective of this examination. But, as both form and function are essential to the identification of any grammatical unit in a given language, the formal and functional characteristics of the verbal construction are both intended to be considered in this chapter. In other words, the verb slot is here considered formally in terms of the inflectional contrasts that shape the filler, as well as functionally in terms of the positioning
which defines the role of the verb as a linguistic form, relative to other forms in the same construction. But consideration of the functional (syntactical) characteristics of the verbal formation are here restricted to the minimal features required for the internal structure of the Arabic verb.

Perhaps the syntactical involvement in this respect is immediately demonstrable in Matthews' proposal that 'categories' and 'properties' should be qualified as 'morphosyntactic categories' and 'morphosyntactic properties', because "they play a role both in the morphological structure of the word and in its external relations within the syntax". Expressing the same idea, Lyons states that,

"according to their 'function' in the sentence, which is accounted for by the rules of syntax (with reference to such notions as 'subject', 'object', 'complement', etc.), words are said to assume a different 'form' and the different 'forms' are handled by morphology."

In Arabic particularly "case endings help a great deal in confirming these various functions of the Arabic noun morphotagmene". Also the 'adjective' term is thought to be better explained as a label for a subclass of nouns distinguished on grounds of their syntactic behaviour.

---

1 Inflectional Morphology, p.162.
2 Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, pp.194-95.
3 Bishai, Form and Function in Arabic Syntax, p.266 (Footnote)
As for what we are here concerned with, which is the verb in particular, examples of the morphosyntactic interactions are represented in, for instance, the verb/subject agreement in terms of 'number' and 'gender', which is "determined in CA by the position of the verb in relation to the subject".\(^1\) Verbal moods are another example where exponents are mostly determined externally. But a more relevant example which expresses that type of interaction in the identification of the verbal construction, and as it is seen in this work, is perhaps the classification of the various verbal forms, both formally and in terms of meaning: basic meaning and secondary meaning,\(^2\) which is a matter of a major role in the description of the Arabic verbal system.

However, 'Inflection' is basically a formal approach. And Arabic, like Latin (hopefully the comparison is allowable here), is considered an extreme example of the 'inflectional' languages, where 'inflection' is almost the only expression of the verbal features. With the inflectional features the Arabic verb goes up to over a hundred possible forms, all related to 'time' as the main information conveyed by the verb. 'Time' is always central in the traditional definition of the Arabic verb. According to Sibawayhi,\(^3\) verbs are "forms derived from the abstract nouns to indicate the past, the present and the future". This is different from the general definition which usually

\(^1\) Altoma, *The Problem of Diglossia in Arabic*, p.77.


\(^3\) Al-Kitāb, 1, p.1.
identifies the verb as "a word that takes verb inflections", putting more emphasis on formal features than on 'Time'.

But the significant point to be made here is that, assuming the formal approach in this analysis does not necessarily exclude considerations of the semantical aspects of the verbal formation. A formal analysis does not mean that meaning is entirely ignored in arriving at the conclusions. On the contrary,

"it is very important to talk about the way in which the forms are used, to deal with meaning after the formal statement has been made ... A formal statement is formal as long as the criteria are formal, the definitions are made in terms of the form."²

As a formal class, the verb construction is a complex formation of a root, stem formatives and some categorical exponent(s). To reflect the characteristic features of these constituents, this chapter may objectively be divided into two main sections, each of which is in turn subject to further subdivisions.

---

¹ Cook, W.A., Introduction to Tagmimic Analysis, p.122.
5.1.0 This section will be dealing with the verbal features other than the 'grammatical categories' which will form the next section. The subdivisions discussed in this section are successively ordered as follows: an outline of the verb structure presented in general terms, the concept of a verbal 'base-form' and its relevance to the question of 'Empty morphs', the verbal root formation discussed in general terms as well as in terms of the number and quality of its radical constituents, and finally the question of 'transitivity' in the Arabic verb is brought forward as an extension to the verbal inter-sectional divisions which are all subject to a dichotomy in terms of this question, and considered for its morphological role.

5.1.1 THE VERB STRUCTURE (AN OUTLINE)

In the general evolution of language, as in many language-groups, verbs are held to be of later emergence than nouns, and among verbs the imperfects are thought to have preceded the perfects. But in Semitics in particular, the conviction is that roots which are vague and very general in meaning, were the basis for the development of
of both verbs and nouns. For that matter, discussion of the verbal root is expected to overlap with that of the nominal root. But as the verb is our concern here, I shall generalize only when it is necessary to do so.

 Generally speaking, 'root' is the basic form (construct) of a lexical item (lexeme), which forms the starting point in deriving a set of word-forms. It is "that part of a word structure which is left when all the affixes have been removed". Any item is obtainable only through recognition of the 'root' which is the basis for every entry, and on the basis of which all the lexical data is distributed. The 'root' content is the central meaning to which all the items of any entry are related. Nonetheless, predictability of the various items is usually determined by a 'stem' rather than merely by a 'root'. 'Stem' is the grammatically complex (construct) which mediates, in the derivation, between the root and the total verbal form. Hence, the 'root' is a 'postulate' which lies outside the paradigm as such. This is especially so in the case of Arabic, where the 'root' is always thought of as an 'abstraction' of consonants that are never realized without a vocalic matrix which gives them the sense of 'stem'.

 Arabic retains the Semitic characteristic of having the triliteral as the majority of verbal roots.

"Arabic is particularly marked as a language by its large number of what are traditionally called 'triliteral roots', roots represented by

1 Gray, L.H., Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics, pp.32-35.
3 Matthews, Inflectional Morphology, pp.63-64, 165.
a sequence of three consonants, from which different paradigm forms of variable words are made by the addition of one or more morphemes, represented discontinuously by prefixes, infixes, and suffixes, to the roots."

Multiliteral roots (of more than three radicals) are not common, but in nouns they are more than the biliterals (such as /?ab/ 'father', /?ax/ 'brother', /yad/ 'hand', etc.) which are not known in verbs as a class. The Semitists' belief that the triliteral roots are actually expansions of primitive biliterals, and that the 'geminate medial' type of verbs is actually an extension of a biliteral, meant to conform with the prevailing triliterals, is a matter beyond the purpose of this discussion. But one may add in this connection the view of al-Farrā?, al-Kisā?I and the Kufan grammarians in general - as against that of the Basrans in general - that no verbal or nominal root exceeds three letters. Any excess is an augmentation.

The verbal construction is generally regarded as a highly complex entity, compared to the Arabic noun which has a simple case inflection. Nonetheless, the verbal forms are almost absolutely predictable because of the high regularity in their formations.

Structure of the verbal form is a minimally twofold formation of a

2 Thacker, T.W., The Relationship of the Semitic and Egyptian Verbal Systems, p.82; cf. Gray, op.cit., p.34.
verbal stem and a verbal paradigmatic set of pronominal affixes.
The verbal stem is an integration of two interlaced discontinuous morphemes: a consonantal root of three radicals (sometimes of more or even of less) expressing a constant lexical content, and a vocalic matrix (stem formative) expressing by itself or with some additional phonemes the various grammatical categories,

"the verb containing three root consonants is only a primary type or 'stem', and that there are usually a varying number of secondary stems in which the root consonants are accompanied by additional phonetic elements."¹

In the total structure of any Arabic verbal form, recognizability of the root constituent-elements is of an exceptional significance. And

"the only relevant criterion for establishing a part or the whole of a word as a single root is the impossibility of dividing it further into constituent morphemes by matching its parts with the parts of other words in the language."²

With established languages, lexicon is of course the best source of confirmation in this respect. In the written representation of Arabic, prominence and identifiability of the root consonants

"constitute a major argument against any reform of the Arabic - or for that matter, the Hebrew - system of writing which would blur this prominence by the insertion of short vowels or the doubling of consonants to show gemination."³

² Robins, op.cit., p.207.
The root and its matrix are sometimes known as 'the primary morpheme' and 'the secondary morpheme' respectively,\textsuperscript{1} but this should not be confused with the other verbal classification into a 'primary form' and a 'secondary form' referring to the 'basic' verb form and the form derived from it respectively.\textsuperscript{2}

The pronominal affixes, which constitute an integral part of the paradigmatic formation of the verbal construction, are divisible into prefixes, suffixes and a combination of both. Predictability of the pronominal affix required is mainly determined by the aspectual form of the verb. As categorical signals, the contrasting sets of these affixes sometimes overlap in their representation of the variable categories (cumulation). Separate and conflated matrices were proposed to reflect this kind of possible overlapping,\textsuperscript{3} which is going to be considered as part of the 'personal pronouns' discussion.\textsuperscript{4}

The canonical forms $C_1VC_2VC_3/-C_1C_2VC_3$ are the underlying structures for the respective perfective/imperfective stem variants of CA. Accordingly, a root like $k-t-b$ is intercalated with /a-a/ or /u/ to yield respectively the perfective /katab/ and the imperfective /-ktub/. Thus, both the root and the stem formative are required for

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} Ibid., p.362.
\item \textsuperscript{2} Altoma, op. cit., p.53; Abdo, Stress and Arabic Phonology, p.49.
\item \textsuperscript{3} See Pike, Kenneth, L. and Erickson, Barbara, 'Conflated Field Structures in Patawatomi and in Arabic', 1964, p.211.
\item \textsuperscript{4} See pp.314ff.
\end{itemize}
deriving the various related forms. As the stem vowels of both
variants (perfective/imperfective) are not predictable from one
another, but determinable by lexical consultation, some solutions
were worked out for this purpose under the term 'base form' which
is the following point under consideration.

5.1.2 THE VERBAL BASE FORM

Nothing like the 'infinitive' of English is established
in Arabic. The 'verbal abstract' is not agreed upon by the Arab
grammarians as the basis for generating all the theoretically
possible derivational forms. In addition to the arguments stated
by those grammarians, the characteristics that a verbal stem may
provide for the derivation of such forms are not available in the
'verbal abstract' on its own. For this reason, both 'past' and
'present' tense forms (labels 'perfective/imperfective' are used
instead in this grammar) were regarded as fundamental for the purpose.
But this presents a difficulty, because it necessitates consulting a
pair instead of a single item, since the two forms of 'past' and
'present' are not entirely predictable on the basis of comparing one
to the other. To put it in other words, the vowel of the present
tense and the second vowel of the past tense are not reliably predictable
from one another. The 'past tense' form cannot do the job, because
it needs the 'present tense' form for predicting some other derivational
forms, and there is nothing that can predictably tell the 'present tense'
form. If the result then is that neither the 'present' nor the 'past'
forms is capable of predicting by itself all the possible derivational forms of a root, then we need a 'base form' that satisfies this requirement, and provides Arabic with what is lacking compared to other languages. The artificial base form proposed here is meant to fulfil this condition.

In his article on an Arabic verbal base form, Erickson criticises the selection of the 'third-person masculine singular of the perfective' (e.g. kataba 'wrote') as the 'base form' traditionally used for citation by the Arab grammarians. Justifiably he argues that, such a 'base form' is not recommendable because; first it provides more linguistic information than is desirable; secondly it assumes unsupportedly a grammatical priority for the 'perfective'; and thirdly it supplies no information as to the stem vowel of the 'imperfective', impairing thus the derivation of the full inflected forms of the verbal system which are supposed to be provided for by the grammar rules.

"A verbal base form must therefore provide information concerning the consonantal root and the aspectually variable stem vowels. Any additional information is superfluous in a base form."

On these grounds, he proceeds with his alternative proposal. But first he shows the invalidity of other artificial base forms used

---

1 Erickson, John, L., 'The Establishment of a Verbal Base Form for Arabic', in Approaches in Linguistic Methodology, ed. by I. Rauch and C.T. Scott, p.28.
at times by some Arabists. For instance, instead of the conventional base form /kataba/, the stem vocalization is notationally determined after the verbal root, e.g. ăktb a/u 'write'. A second possibility is to append the alternative stem vowel to either the perfective or imperfective stem variant, e.g. katab - (u) or -ktub-(a). Although both possibilities meet the demands mentioned, the first has the drawback of being noncompact and unpronouncable as a form, and the second is noncompact and also has the problem of assigning priority to one of the two verbal aspects.

The alternative verbal base form that Erickson then advances in order to avoid the above-mentioned difficulties, is a special construction of "the consonantal root and a stem formative compounded of the two aspectual stem vowels", "e.g. ăktb plus a/u would yield the base form katub 'write'. A similar base form could be constructed for each verb". The citation form 'katub', when co-occurring with the perfective paradigm (i.e. katub + perfective) would yield 'katab', and when co-occurring with the imperfective paradigm (i.e. katub + imperfective) would yield -ktub-. The base form vowels a/u indicate the stem vowels of the perfective and imperfective successively.

The advantages pointed out for such a serviceable base form are almost entirely indisputable. Amongst these its exceptionally useful merit is perhaps the pedagogic one. It is the facility that this

1 See ibid., p.29.
2 See ibid., p.30f.
base form provides for teaching both Arabic to non-Arabic speakers and standard Arabic to nonstandard speakers; since as it is aspectually neutral, the problematic morphological ambiguity of predicting the opposite aspectual stem vowel is automatically resolved.

An opponent of this resolution of the question of 'base form' is Daud Abdo whose conviction is that,

"This solution is untenable. It amounts actually to positing two 'bases' for each verb, abbreviated in one in a rather strange way."\(^1\)

The point he is making here is perhaps that: dropping the second vowel of this 'base form' is not enough for deriving the perfective, as we have also to move the first vowel to the position of the second. But it is rather difficult to see even on economical basis, why this point should matter. The citation form that he proposes as a 'base form' against that of Erickson is - in addition to the difficulty of its pronunciation - based on the analysis of an Arabic dialect (Dialect of Mukabbir) which is obviously different from CA in its pattern formation. Compare for instance \(\text{darab/ya\text{"a}rib 'to hit'}\) with such a statement about that dialect as "the present tense has always the structure \(C_1C_2UC_3\) if the past is \(C_1AC_2AC_3\) and one of the C's is emphatic".\(^2\) This comparison immediately reflects how such morphophonemic generalizations based on dialectical grounds may not apply to CA, in addition to the fact that this type of generalization is not

\(^1\) Abdo, A.A., *Stress and Arabic Phonology*, p.59.
\(^2\) Ibid., p.61.
very much different from the traditional one. Indeed, the scale of the survey carried out by the early Arab philologists to discover the entire span of the verbal patterns and their various aspectual contrasts, in order to produce for CA reasonably valid morphophonemic rules, is undoubtedly larger and more rigorous.

However, Erickson himself admits that his proposed 'base form' is artificial, but this - in his view - is defensible on grounds similar to those on which Arabists commonly accepted citations of the abstracted consonantal root which does not occur in the language, but whose citation and abstraction is illuminating for the description of Arabic. His argument could on similar grounds be supported by the traditional citation of the hypothetical formula 'qawama<qāma', which is also illuminating for the description of Arabic. A further advantage of his proposal is that it provides "for a more compact, economical, and useful primary verbal entry in the lexicon",\(^1\) without impairing the arrangement of root consonants as the basis on which the Arab lexicon is compiled.

At any rate, the inevitability of the lexicon consultation at every phase of the work being undertaken (viz. the 'grammatical rules'), should involve no problem of formal ambiguity regarding the verbal aspectual patterns to arise. The 'lexeme' will be the basic unit in generating the variable grammatical rules. Therefore, the whole question of a 'base form' may now be put aside, in the hope that

---

\(^1\) Ibid., p.31.
it may be settled sometime in the future. For the moment, as the proposed 'base form' is capable of providing for the derivation of all the attested Arabic verbal forms, once the required morphological and morphophonemic information is given, it may be economically useful to make use of it in the rule-devising whenever the twoaspectual stems require to be simultaneously observed.

5.1.3 EMPTY MORPHS AND BASE FORMS

A significant point relevant to the 'Base Form' question is that of 'Empty morphs' as postulated in the perfective/imperfective contrast. The aspectual distinction is generally regarded as wholly grammatical (governed grammatically). But in Arabic it could actually be interpreted as partly lexical, or - to coin a more appropriate term - 'phonolexical', i.e. its phonemic structure is determined lexically. Take for instance the following perfective/imperfective examples of verbs in their third person singular forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perfective</th>
<th>Imperfective</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>katab</td>
<td>ya-ktub</td>
<td>'to write'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samîql</td>
<td>ya-smalî</td>
<td>'to hear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ħasun</td>
<td>ya-ḥsun</td>
<td>'to become good'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the consonantal skeleton $c_1-c_2-c_3$ with the three values k-t-b, s-m-î and h-s-n, the only element in common is the prefix /ya-/ in the imperfective forms. The grammatical role of the prefix is

---

1 Cf. Matthews, Morphology, p.131.
indicted by its regularity as a distinctive marker between the aspectual pairs. By the same token, the irregularity of the vowel variations in the patterns signals a nongrammatical, i.e. lexical or 'phonolexical' difference. This is of course bound to bring about the problem of having to resort to the disputable concept of 'empty morphs' (morphs with no meaning and belong to no morpheme) in order to account for the variable vowels of those patterns. Admitting the concept of 'empty morphs' for such an interpretation is also bound to violate the principle of 'total accountability' which requires for all the morphs and every bit of phonemic material to be predictable and determinable by the morphemes of the utterance.¹

The usual procedure for maintaining the 'accountability' principle in such a case is to resort to the submorphemic (phonemic) level so as to state the environment of occurrence in terms of phonemes that are part of morphemes instead of classes of morphemes;² but this is hardly feasible in our case where the vowels referred to are not surrounded by morphemes, but by the verbal root consonants. A consequentially better way of looking at the 'empty morph' here is to interpret it in terms of WP where it should be conceived of as part of the relevant word which exhibits the categorical features in a way that covers all of its phonemic constituents.³

² Ibid., p.333.
There is one further presumption which may dispense with
the entire notion of 'empty morph' in the case under discussion.
That is for us to regard the disputed vowels, which are part of the
'base form', as 'voice-markers'. Such an interpretation is supported
by the fact that, apart from the prefix vowel (i.e. /a/ of /ya-/, the
vowels under consideration are the only elements alterable for the
sake of voice-determination.

5.1.4 THE VERBAL ROOT FORMATION

In addition to its general purpose of demonstrating the
morphological structures of the Arabic verb, the information given under
this heading is beneficial to the making and interpretation of a number
of 'the grammatical rules' to come in the next chapter. To give an
example, the function of the form VII as it is specified indicates
that it is with respect to passive voice non-productive. This will
automatically exclude it from the general grammatical rule (passive)
which would otherwise appear to comprise all the augmented forms, e.g.
Rules no. 2, 6, 9, 22, etc. of (The Actives and Passive Perfectives).\(^1\)

To put the statement in other words, any verbal form which
is not caught by any of the rules, including the general one, should
have its ungrammaticality accounted for among the forms presented here.
However, the general attitude - as explained in one of the guiding
notes\(^2\) - is to make room for the derivation of any verbal form so as

\(^1\) See pp. 368ff.
\(^2\) See pp. 333ff.
to allow for loan words to fit in when necessary, as well as for forms which are passive-wise non-productive except when they are part of a prepositional phrase.

Verbal roots of CA are traditionally classified according to the number (triliteral, quadriliteral, etc.) as well as to the types (weak, hamzated, etc.) of their phonemic formation. So far as the possible number of forms is concerned the Arabic verb is divided into: a triconsonantal stem and its augmented forms, and a quadri consonantal stem and its augmented forms. The augmented phonemes are not radical in the stem, hence they are actually not part of the root. But they are apparently treated as such in terms of the possible perfective forms of these two divisions, since they signal no inflectional function at all, other than that of the perfective aspect. In other words, the augmentation is meant to express modifications in the central sense of the primary form, but not to play any grammatical role.

5.1.4.1 The Triconsonantal Roots

Under the influence of Wright's 'A Grammar of the Arabic Language' - which has become the standard authority since its translation from the German Caspari's 'Arabic Grammar' - a number of linguists seem to have chosen to stick to his list - in selection, number and order - of the triliteral verbal forms, which are generally known as verbal 'conjugations'.¹ As those 'conjugations' (i.e. forms or patterns) are

adopted as they are in all the European lexicons, as Wright himself points out, I shall follow suit, except for some adjustments which I consider necessary in the number, order and interpretation of the verbal forms.

In this list, the conjugations (forms) are numbered one (primary form) to fifteen augmented forms, with the last four (except the XII) being referred to as of an extremely infrequent occurrence and therefore neglected in his comments. We may ask at this point why the number should be fifteen, while only ten are discussed. The major Arabic sources on the subject list over twenty-five forms (patterns) for the triliteral verb.¹ Those are divided into two groups:

(i) **Mulḥaq** which is a group of forms whose augmentation is intended only to increase the stock of Arabic words, "lil tawassulī fi alluğah" ² (i.e. it is not of a regular additive meaning in such forms), and is achieved by adding one consonant or more to a triliteral root to produce a form corresponding to a pure quadrilateral form (e.g. /jalbab/ 'to dress someone with jilbāb'), or corresponding to a larger word form (e.g. /tajalbab/ 'to dress oneself with a jilbāb').³

---

(ii) **gayr Mulḥaq** which is a group of forms whose augmentation is intended to produce a semantical addition to the original sense of the word. According to Sībawayhi and other Arabic sources, members of this group are twelve patterns (in addition to the primary one), ordered according to the number and type of their augmented phonemes.

To avoid any terminological confusion, it should perhaps be made clear at this point, that the term 'conjugation' is usually used - perhaps mainly in Latin grammar - for the

"classification of a verb according to its inflectional forms for number, person and tense, etc.... sometimes used to refer to other categories of verbs, e.g. strong or irregular verbs such as English drink/drank/drunk and weak or regular verbs such as walk/walked."\(^2\)

But as our primary concern which is with the number and order of those forms takes no account of the inflection and gives only a brief account of the classification of verbal types, the underlined term 'stem-formative'\(^*\) - which I shall henceforth use for this particular purpose - may be a better replacement for the term 'conjugation'.

Looking back at Wright's list, we find that in addition to these thirteen stem-formatives, the list includes two others for no apparent reason. Those two (\(?icîc_2anc_3ac_3a\), \(?icîc_2anc_3a\)) are actually

\(^1\) Al-Kitāb, 2, pp.360-64; cf. Astarābaḏ, *op.cit.*, p.67.

\(^2\) Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.48.

\(^*\) For short, the term "Form" with the number of the stem-formative concerned is occasionally used, e.g. Form II, Form III, etc.
members of group (i) Mulḥaq, (not group (ii) ǧayr mulḥaq), and there is no justification for choosing them out of the group apart from the frequency of their occurrence, which is described by Wright himself as 'very rare'. It is true that these two are part of the seven stem formatives that were added to group (ii) by some late Arab grammarians as a missing part in Sibawayhi's list. But why should we not choose out of the seven the stem formative ?ic₁c₂awc₃ac₃a or any other instead. It may be observed here that a contemporary scholar specifically confirms the two forms mentioned by Wright as belonging to group (i), the mulḥaq.¹

On these grounds, in addition to the high frequency of usage, I am inclined to prefer extending the list from the ten stem formatives of Wright to the thirteen of Sībawayhi which are related as members of one group. According to the number of their augmented phonemes, these thirteen are grouped into four classes,² with their radicals represented as c₁-c₂-c₃ successively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5.A PRIMARY AND AUGMENTED PATTERNS OF THE TRILITERAL VERB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Primary class (Unaugmented forms regarded as one):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacic I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacuc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Al-Ḥadīṣī, op.cit., p.401.
² Ferguson offers a different classification which lists the types in order of frequency, and the classes according to similarities in formation, meaning and type of verbal noun. See Review of: L'arabe Classique, p.320.
(B) Single-augmentation class:

cac₂c₂aca  II
cācaca  III
?accaca  IV

(C) Double-augmentation class:
tacac₂c₂aca  V
tacācaca  VI
?incacaca  VII
?ictacaca  VIII
?iccac₃c₃a  IX

(D) Triple-augmentation class:
?istaccaca  X
?iccāc₃c₃a  XI
?icc₂awc₂ac₃a  XII
?iccawwaca  XIII

Class (A):

So far as the perfective aspect is concerned, the triliteral verbs are of three stem-vowel possibilities as shown in the primary forms I. But with consideration of both of the aspeccual stems (i.e. perfective/imperfective), the possibilities are six vocalic patterns:
TABLE 5.B
PERFECTIVE AND IMPERFECTIVE PATTERNS
OF THE TRILITERAL VERB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perfective (Pf)</th>
<th>Imperfective (If)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. cacac</td>
<td>yaccuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. cacac</td>
<td>yaccic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. cacac</td>
<td>yaccac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. cacic</td>
<td>yaccac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. cacic</td>
<td>yaccic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. cacuc</td>
<td>yaccuc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) **Formal Observations:** For the triliteral verb to be one of these patterns is not a matter of analogy. Nonetheless, an overall view of the lexical items led the Arab grammarians to some formal observations which are intended to offer a general guidance towards the predictability of some aspectual forms:

(a) With the pf (perfective) pattern cacac the If (imperfective) is expected to be yaccuc, e.g. /yanšur/ 'to help, aid', or yaccic, e.g. /yaḏrib/ 'to hit, strike' (i.e. it is optional to use either of the two patterns in quite a number of words, e.g. /yaḥṣud/ or /yaḥsid/ 'to envy'), except when the second or third radical is a guttural, where the pattern expected is yaccac, e.g. yaḏhab 'to go'. A few exceptions are recorded as to this as well as to the statement that all verbs of the third pattern are of either a medial or a final guttural radical.¹

Verbs of the pattern cacac are in most cases of the If form yaccic if the initial radical is /ʔ/ or /w/, e.g. /ʔasar/yaʔsir/ 'to capture', /wazan/yazin/ 'to weigh'. This is also the case with the intransitive geminate (doubled) verbs, e.g. /Xaffa/yaXiffu/ 'to become light'; while the transitive geminates are mostly of the If yaccuc, e.g. /madada/yamudud/ /madda/yamuddu/ 'to expand, stretch'.

The fifth pattern (cacic/yaccic) is attested in no more than thirteen verbs in the language, all with /w/ in the initial position, e.g. warie/yawrie → yarie 'to inherit'; in addition to eleven verbs with an option of either yaccic or yaccac, e.g. /ḥasib/ yaḥsi(a)b/ 'to reckon'.

The various types of the triliteral verbs, ² are divided into groups according to the patterns into which they can possibly be accommodated. This can be tabulated as follows; bearing in mind the restrictions that:

Of the initially weak verbs, the first pattern produced only one word (i.e. wajad/yajud 'to find') which is recorded as an odd usage in a line of verse attributed to JarIr; otherwise this word is always used in the second pattern.

The medially weak verb of the first pattern could only be of a medial /w/, in contrast to that of the second pattern which could

---

1 Al-Ḥamālawī, Ahmad, ʾṢaḥḥa al-Ṣarf fī fann al-Ṣarf, 9th ed, Cairo, 1972, p.37.
2 See 'Types of Verbal Roots', pp.257ff.
only be of a medial /y/, with no restriction on the third pattern. Of this type of verb, only one word of the sixth pattern was recorded, i.e. َْلَا/ْيَلُو <ْطٰلَا/ْيَلُو 'to become tall'.

The same restrictions on the medially weak verbs of the first and second patterns apply to the finally weak verbs.

**TABLE 5.C**  
**TYPES OF THE TRILITERAL VERBS AND THEIR PATTERNS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Types</th>
<th>Verb Patterns in their Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geminate</td>
<td>Sarra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial-Hamzated</td>
<td>Waʔā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial-Weak</td>
<td>wala?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial-Weak</td>
<td>qāla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final-Weak</td>
<td>dalā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-Weak (&lt;C₁-C₃)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubly-Weak (&lt;C₂-C₃)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 For a full discussion of this form see p.249.
(e) The medially weak verb whose medial is /ā/ in the pf and /w/ in the If is always of the first pattern (e.g. qāla/yaqūl/ 'to say'), with the exception of the verb /ṭāla/yāṭūl/ which is of the sixth pattern. If the two aspectual forms are of the medial /a/ and /ī/ respectively, they should be of the second pattern, e.g. /bālā/yabīū/ 'to sell'. And if both are of the medial /ā/, /y/ or /w/, they should be of the fourth pattern, e.g. /xāfa/yaxāf/ 'to fear', /gayida/yāγyad/ 'to become soft, tender', /lawira/yalwar/ 'to loose one's eye'.

(f) The finally weak verb has the same restrictions as the medially weak verb so far as the first two patterns (i.e. first and second) are concerned, e.g. /daīlā/yadīlū/ 'to invite', ramā/yarmī/ 'to throw'. If the final in either of the aspectual forms is /ā/, /y/ or /w/, they should successively be of either the third pattern (e.g. /ṣalā/yaslā/ 'to endeavour', the fifth pattern (e.g. /waliya/yalī/ 'to be in charge of'), or the sixth pattern (e.g. /saruwa/yasrū/ 'to become an honourable man'). If the final is /y/ in the pf and /ā/ in the If, the verb is then of the fourth pattern, e.g. /raḍiyā/yarḍā/ 'to consent'.

(ii) Semantical Connotations

It is beyond the scope of this section to go into details about the characterization of the semantical connotations relevant to the variable verbal forms. Nonetheless, a brief account of the prominent
features in this connection may be of an exceptional value for the general purpose of the section.

Five of the six patterns are productive of both the transitive and the intransitive verbs, whereas the sixth pattern is restricted to the intransitive ones.¹ One transitive verb of the sixth pattern is recorded as an exception, viz. /raḥub/yarḥub/ 'to become wide' in the structure /raḥubatka al-dāru/ 'the house welcomes you'; but this was interpreted as being transitivized by changing its meaning to that of its transitive synonym /wasīqa/.² However, the question of transitivity will be tackled later in this section and in order to save space the examples here will mostly be restricted to the intransitive ones. On the other hand, the six patterns are again divided according to the verbal semantical connotations which each can accommodate. In some cases semantical contrasts are displayed in the same pattern, while in others the same meaning is expressed in variant patterns. Unlike the traditional distribution of these semantical connotations which solely follows the order of the patterns, I intend to rearrange the distribution on semantical basis, viz. Semantical Contrasts, semantical correspondence and semantical restrictions.

(a) **Semantical Contrasts**: Verbs of contrasting meanings occur frequently in the same pattern. The following expository citations demonstrates some of those contrasts:

1 Cf. Sībawayhi, op.cit., 2, pp.239f.
2 Al-Rāḍī, op.cit., 1, pp.74-76.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrasting Meanings</th>
<th>Pattern Numbers</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stillness/Movement</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{ Şabar/yashażur 'to be patient' rakad/yaركة 'to run' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{ jalas/yajlis 'to sit' qafaz/yaqfiz 'to jump' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{ labie/yalbae 'to stay, linger' naṣīṭ/yanṣat 'to be lively, energetic' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approaching/parting with</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{ danā/yadnū 'to come near' nafar/yanfur 'to shun' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{ jā?/yajī? 'to come' rajağ/yarjīl 'to return' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cheerfulness/Misery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ jaṣīl/yajūl 'to rejoice exceedingly' Sa?im/yasa?am 'to be tired of' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Easiness/difficulty</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{ Şalis/yaslas 'to be docile' īlāsir/yalīsar 'to be difficult, hard' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bodily defects/merits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ ḥadīb/yaḥdab 'to be hunched-backed' majīl/yanjal 'to have large eyes' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beauty/ugliness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ nadur/yandur 'to flourish' qabuha/yaqbuḥ 'to become ugly' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Largeness/smallness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ ḍauṣir/yadṣur 'to be bulky' qasur/yaqṣur 'to become short' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boldness/timidity</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>{ saṣūl/yasjūl 'to be brave' jabun/yajbün 'to be cowardly' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed/delay</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ sarūf/yaṣruf 'to be quick' baṭu?/yaṭbu? 'to be slow, tardy' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eminence/lowness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ šaruṭ/yaṣrūṭ 'to become noble' laṭum/yalṭum 'to be mean' }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisdom/folly</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ halum/yahlum 'to be clement' xaruṭ/yaxruṭ 'to be foolish' }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Semantical Correspondence: Verbs of corresponding meanings occur frequently in discrete patterns:

### TABLE 5.E  THE SEMANTICAL CORRESPONDENCE IN PATTERNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Pattern Number</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hunger</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>sagab/yasgub, 'to starve'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>tawi/yatwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nafar/yandaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>garad/yagrid, 'to become thirsty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>sadia/yasad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickness</td>
<td>4, 6</td>
<td>saqim/yaqsam, 'to become sick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>laqur/yalqur, 'to become barren'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fazaf/yafzaf, 'to become startled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jazil/yajzal, 'to become restless'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semantical Restrictions: The variant patterns are generally associated with the following specific meanings:

### TABLE 5.F  THE SEMANTICAL RESTRICTIONS IN PATTERNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Number</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Samā/yasmū, 'to become eminent'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Šāx/yašīx, 'to become old'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xabb/yaxibb, 'to amble'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Šall/yadill, 'to be despised'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jalab/yajlib, 'to make noise'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Šahab/yahhab, 'to go away'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hada?/yahda?, 'to calm down'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mazah/yamzah, 'to joke, jest'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarax/yaśrax, 'to scream'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faxar/yafzar, 'to pride oneself for'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(d) **Remarks**: As the semantical categorization here is based on an overall view of the Arabic verbs, exceptions are always expected to emerge as odd cases (such as the meaning 'largeness' in both (a) and (c)) which should not violate the general distribution. Also, the validity of this distribution should not be upset by the fact that some of the verbal examples may appear in two different If patternings, for choosing either of the two patterns is as valid as choosing the other.

Of the examples given, the weak and geminate verbs are realized in their ordinary pronunciations, e.g. samā/yasmū, Xabba/yaxibb, etc. In order to conform to the patterns they are assigned to, they should be traced back to their original phonemic representation by reversing the process of their phonemic alteration.

The semantical distribution here includes no examples for the fifth pattern, because verbs of this pattern are so diverse in meaning that it would be very difficult to categorize them semantically. Nonetheless, they are no exception to the general statement that all class (A) verbs may be changed to pattern 6 in order to express the concept of 'wonder and amazement', e.g. /samūa zaydun/ 'how marvellous
Zayd's hearing is'. There are however certain restrictions usually associated with the verbs of 'wonder and amazement' in general.¹

Class (B)

In this class and all the following classes, ordering of the stem formatives will follow the succession of the numbers (i.e. II, III, etc.) assigned to each at the outset, and their relevant semantical connotations will be presented at the same time.

II. cac₂c₂aca: The augment is the doubling (gemination) of the second radical (root consonant), which functions as a transitivizer. Any intransitive verb of the primary class becomes transitive in form II. If it is already transitive, it becomes doubly (or very rarely trebly) transitive or causative, e.g. /jalasa → jallasa/ 'to sit → to cause to sit', /jalima → jallama/ 'to know → to teach'. The original implication of form II is to signify 'intensity' of the action, whether in terms of violence, extensiveness or frequency, e.g. /qataša → qatṭaša/ 'to cut → to cut in pieces'. Six other semantical correlations were also attributed to this form, but they may all relate in the end to the same original meaning.² Although verbs of form II are mainly transitive, a number of intransitive verbs are also recorded, e.g. /bakkara/yubakkir/ 'to rise early'.

² See Al-Raḍī, op.cit., 1, pp.92-96.
III. cáccacá: The augment is the lengthening of the first vowel which also functions as a transitivizer to the intransitive primary verbs, e.g. /jālāsa - jālāsa/ 'to sit - to sit beside another'. Although verbs in this form are mostly transitive, some stayed intransitive as they were in their primary forms, e.g. /sāfara/ 'to travel', /ṯāhara/ 'to support'. Its major implication is 'reciprocity' in any mutual effort, e.g. /sārālā - sārālā/ 'to throw down - to wrestle with', /kātaba - kātaba/ 'to write - to correspond with'. But other implications are also recorded, such as the sense of 'successiveness' in the verb /wālā/ as used in the phrase /wālā al-ṣawma/ 'made the days of fasting follow one another.

IV. ?accacacá: The augment is the hamza (glottal stop) /ʔ/ whose prefixation to the root causes the deletion of the first stem-vowel. It signifies 'transitivity' in a way similar to that of form II, e.g. /nāfa - ñaxāfā/ 'to fear - to frighten', /raʔā - ṭarā/ 'to see - to show'. No less than nine other implications are also attributed to this form, e.g. acquiring some quality, approaching a place, transference into a certain condition, obtaining something, entering upon a specific time etc.²

A great number of verbs with no recognised triliteral verbal origin are recorded in this form and in form II. They are usually

---

1 Ibid., 1, pp. 96-99.
considered to have been derived from the nouns that are usually their
direct objects, e.g. /ʔaemara/'to bear fruit' from /ʔamar/'fruit',
/jallada/'to use leather as for binding' from /jild/'leather'.
Again the two forms (IV and II) usually give the same implication to
the verb of their formation, e.g. /najā/'to escape' -> /najjā, ʔanjā/
to set free'. Yet they may sometimes differ in this respect, e.g.
/ʔalima/'to know' -> /ʔallama/'to teach', /ʔallama/'to inform'.

There are cases where the well established relationship
between 'transitivity' and the form IV appears to be inconsist4nt. A
few verbs, for instance, are used in this form both as transitive and
intransitive, e.g. /ʔaḍā?at al-nāru/ 'the fire gave light', /ʔaḍā?at
al nāru al-makāna/ 'the fire gave light to the place'.¹ More signi-
ficant is that the augmented /ʔ/ is sometimes conversely used as an
intransitivizer. Thirteen verbs of this type have been recorded, e.g.
/kabba/'cause to fall', /ʔakkaba/'to fall'.² There are even cases
where the prefixing of /ʔ/ seems to be completely functionless as it
does not transitivize the verb, and furthermore the verb without it
is more expressive of the meaning intended to be conveyed, e.g. /ʔasraʕ/
'to hurry up' and /ʔbaṭaˤa/'to slow down' are less expressive than their
pairs /ṣarūʕa, bāṭuʔa/ whose pattern usually expresses an innate quality.
This may not seem logical, but language cannot perhaps be expected to
be logical at all times.

¹ Al-Ḥadīfeš, op.cit., p.393.
² Al-Ḥamalāwī, op.cit., p.42.
At this point the question is usually posed as to whether moulding verbs in these various patterns is a matter of analogy or should be limited to the usage recorded in the Arabic lexicon. The general attitude is that it is analogical only in the case of patterns with copious examples in the lexical usage.\footnote{See Al-RađI, \textit{op. cit.}, 1, pp.84f.}

Class (C)

V. tacac₂c₂aca: The augment is the gemination of radical c₂, with the syllable /ta/ prefixed to the root. As this stem formative is usually derived from the stem formative II, it combines with the sense of 'intensiveness' the reflexive force introduced by the prefixed syllable /ta/. Although 'reflexiveness' is the main contribution of this form additive to the sense of 'intensiveness' in form II, it is not always very distinctive; whereas the sense of 'intensiveness' is detectable in every verb of form V, e.g. both senses are expressed in the verbs /farraqa - tafarraqa/ 'to disperse + to be dispersed', but 'reflexiveness' is not clear in verbs like /takallama/ 'to speak' or /taqasså/ 'to investigate thoroughly'.

However, the main implication conveyed by this form is to express 'submission' of the object of form II verb to the action inflicted by that verb, e.g. /kassara + takassara/ 'smash up + smash oneself'. But quite a number of other meanings are also expressed in verbs of this form, e.g. 'relation' /taqayyasa/ 'to side with the tribe
qays', avoidance /ta?aeama/ 'to avoid sin', attempt /tahallama/ 'to try acquiring clemency', repetition /tabaṣṣara/ 'to look or examine repeatedly', etc.

VI. tacācaça: The augment is a prefixed /ta/ and the lengthening of the first vowel. Verbs of this form are reflexives of those of form III from which they are actually derived. They are reciprocals in the sense that they express mutuality in the effort, so that the object of form III is included among their subjects, e.g. /Xāšama taxāšama/ 'to dispute or quarrel with + to quarrel with one another'. Thus each of the two subjects is actually an object. In the example given, the transitive verb of form III becomes intransitive in form VI; and if it were a doubly transitive verb, it would be reduced to a single object, e.g. /jāšabahu al-eawba tajāšabā al-eawba/ 'he laboured pull - the garment - from him + the two laboured pulling the garment from each other'. To comply with the conditional reciprocity in this form, the verb must have no less than two subjects, or a collective singular one, e.g. /tatābalat al-7axbāru/ 'the news followed one another'.

Other semantical connotations of this stem formative are: pretence /tajāhala/ 'pretend to be ignorant of', grading of occurrence /tawāradat al-7ībilu/ 'the camels arrived in succession', etc. Although reciprocity may not always project itself in such examples, it can always be somehow detected.
VII. ?incacaca: It is derived from the primary class verbs by the prefixation of the syllable /?in/ of which the segment /?/ is introduced when preceded by a consonant or silence in order to facilitate pronunciation, i.e. to avoid an initial consonant cluster which is phonologically unacceptable in Arabic. In terms of the grammatical tradition deriving from Sibawayhi this hamza and that of the following forms is regarded as an augmentation and is thus treated as such here. It is thus a reflexive of the given primary verb whose direct object is always contained as a pronoun in this form. Therefore it is semantically thought of as a passive of the primary class verbs, or as "more nearly to a passive",¹ or "sometimes just vaguely non-active".²

Reflexivity in the primary class verbs is restricted to those that express labouring or physical effort. As the stem formative VII is reflexive of the primary class verbs, the restriction equally applies to its formation. One can say /kasartuhu/ fa-(?i)nkasara/ 'I broke it, and so it became broken'; but it is wrong to say /taradtuhu/ fa-(?i)n?anda/. what is recorded is /taradtuhu/fa-/yhaba/ 'I asked him to go, and so he went'. It is also rarely used as a reflexive of form IV, e.g. /?azlajtuhu/fa-(?i)nza?aja/ 'I disturbed him, and so he became disturbed.³

¹ Wright, op.cit., 1, pp.40f.
² Schramm, op.cit., p.361.
VIII. ictacaca: The augment is a /t/ infixed between the first and second radicals, and a hamzah /?i/ prefixed to facilitate pronunciation. This form is sometimes like form VII reflexive of the primary class verbs, and it expresses submission of the direct objects of those primary class verbs, and it expresses submission of the direct objects of those verbs, e.g. /?amamtuhu/- fa-(?i)?tamma/ 'I depressed him, and so he became depressed'. But as this is mainly a function of form VII, it is restricted in the case of form VIII to verbs whose initials are either /l/, /r/, /w/, /n/ or /m/. The reason for this is purely phonetic, since /h/ of form VII is the basic indicator of reflexivity, not /t/ of form VIII, but since it would have to be assimilated to those five consonants and subsequently disappear this function is transferred in such cases to form VIII, e.g. /?ama/ → /?ilta?ama/ 'to heal (a wound)', but not /?inla?ama/. In exceptional cases verbs of such initials are recorded in form VII as a prior option, e.g. /?inmahâ → immahâ/ 'to be rubbed out', but the other option keeps the general practice valid.

There are a few examples where form VIII seems to have no triliteral verbal origin, e.g. /?irtajala al-xuṭbata/ 'to orate without preparation', and in some cases it is used side by side with the triliteral verb with no apparent semantical difference, e.g. /xaṭafa = ?ixaṭafa/ 'to snatch away'. It is also used in rare occasions as a reflexive of form IV, e.g. /?ansaftuhu fa-(?i)?tasafa/ 'I treated him fairly so he was treated fairly', and in some cases shares with form VI the function of signifying 'reciprocity', e.g. /?ixtasamâ =

1 Al-Raḍī, ibid., 1, p.108f.
Other implications are also associated with this form. As an example, the meaning: effort making will serve well as it signals a rhetorical feature in the following quotation. To express the fact that a person will be rewarded for all his good deeds in the hereafter, but as for the bad deeds he is to be punished only for the ones which he intentionally committed, the Qur‘an states: /lahā mā kasabat wa īlayhā ma (?i)ktasabat/ "to one's soul is what it earned, and against it (īlayhā) is what it obtained with endeavours". Thus /kasaba/ 'to earn or get', but /?iktasaba/ is 'to obtain through effort making'.

IX. ?icccac₃c₃a: The augment is the gemination of the root-final, with the prefixation of the hamzah /?i/. Whenever used, it is intransitive, and it is used to express 'colours' or 'defects', with an 'intensiveness' signification, e.g. /?ihmarra/ 'to become red', /?īwajja/ 'to become crooked'.

Class (D):

X. ?istaccaca: The augment is a prefixed cluster /st/, which necessitates the usual pronunciational /?i/ as a third element of augmentation. As a result of this the first stem-vowel is shifted back to precede c₁.

---

1 Ibid., 1, p.110.
This form often expresses demand or request, e.g. /?ista?i\'ana/ 'to ask for permission', /?ista\'g\'a\'a/ 'to call for help'. But it may express other implications such as change in quality (e.g. /?istah\'jara/ 'changed to stoniness (of clay)'), or some other relevant meanings.

Sometimes this form is a reflexive of form IV, e.g. /?a\'hkama + fa(?i)stah\'kama/ 'to make perfect'. In other cases it appears to be neutral to form IV, or even the primary form I, in the sense that it adds nothing to its meaning or signification, e.g. /?aj\'aba = ?istaj\'aba/ 'to answer', /qarra = ?istaqarra/ 'to settle'. But a close examination of such examples can always reveal the reflexivity of form X, e.g. /q\'ama/ 'to stand up', whereas /?istaq\'ama/ is 'to hold oneself upright'.

XI. ?icc\'a\'a\'a: The construction of this form is the same as that of form IX, plus the lengthening of the stem-vowel /a/. Some grammarians distinguish between the two forms in that form IX indicates permanent colours or qualities, while form XI indicates those that are transitory. But as they actually could be reversed in usage, Wright holds the view that the two forms are indistinguishable in terms of sense, e.g. /?i\'sh\'abba + ?i\'sh\'\'abba/ 'to become gray'. Also 'intransitivity' is a feature of verbs in both forms.

\[1\] Op.cit., 1, p.44; cf. Al-Ra\'i, ibid., 1, p.112.
XII. \( ?\text{icc}_2\text{awc}_2\text{ac}_3\text{a} \): The augment is the doubling of \( c_2 \) with an intervening \(/w/\), and a hamzah \(/i/\) prefixed to the root. Verbs in this form indicate intensiveness and abundance in the quality or quantity of what is expressed by the primary verb, e.g. \( /?\text{igdawdana/} 'to become blackish green (of plant), dark and soft (of hair)'\; /?\text{isaw.qaba/} 'to become luxuriantly prolific of herbage (of land)'\).\(^1\)

XIII. \( ?\text{icawwaca} \): The augment is a geminated \(/w/\) infixed between the first and third radicals, and a hamzah \(/i/\) prefixed to the root. Verbs in this form are always of the augmented type, i.e. none of them has a triliteral verb of the same meaning as its origin, e.g. \( /?\text{ijlawwa.ja/} 'to speed up walking (of a horse), to last long (of rain)'\; /?\text{ilawwa.ta/} 'to mount a camel'\).\(^2\)

5.1.4.2 The Quadriconsonantal Roots

Again we restrict our discussion here, as we did with the triliteral verbs and for the same reasons, to the primary form and its augmented formations (i.e. the group \text{mul\text{a}aq} is excluded) which are four in all, numbered as a continuation to the preceding ones thus:

XIV. \( \text{cacc}_3\text{ac}_3\text{a} \), XV. \( \text{taccc}_3\text{ac}_3\text{a} \), XVI. \( ?\text{iccanc}_3\text{ac}_3\text{a} \), XVII. \( ?\text{iccac}_3\text{ac}_3\text{c}_3\text{a} \). Of the three augmented forms here, form XV represents a class of single augmentation, whereas forms XVI and XVII represent another class of double augmentation.

\(^1\) Al-Ra'\(\text{d}_\text{i}, \text{ibid.}, \text{I}, \text{p.} \text{112}; \text{cf. Al-}\text{Had\text{a}e'I, op.cit., p.415.}

\(^2\) Loc.cit.
XIV. cacc\textsubscript{3}ac\textsubscript{3}a (The Primary Class): verbs of this formation vary in terms of the stem of their derivation:

(1) Formations that are originally quadriconsonantal, e.g. \textsc{dahraj}/ 'to roll', \textsc{bal\textbar\textbar}/ 'to scatter', \textsc{darbax}/ 'to submit', etc.

(2) Formations of originally biliteral roots, doubled to express sound or movement, e.g. \textsc{gargara}/ 'to gargle', \textsc{zalzal}/ 'to shake (as with earthquakes)', etc.

(3) Formations from primary nouns, that are sometimes loan-words, of more than three letters, e.g. \textsc{qalnasa}/ 'to put on the qalansuwah (i.e. cap)'. This type of formation is used to indicate a number of accusative relations between the object and the primary noun from which this verbal form is derived, e.g. \textsc{falfala}/ 'to put black pepper in (of food)', \textsc{qam\textbar\textbar\textbar}/ 'to bind (of book)', \textsc{jalbaba}/ 'to dress with jil\textbar\textbar (i.e. garment)', etc.

(4) Formations from phrases in common usage, shortened into combinations of their most prominent syllables or letters, e.g. \textsc{basmala}/ 'to say bismi All\textbar\textbarhi (i.e. in the name of God)', \textsc{hawqala}/ 'to say l\textbar\textbar hawla wa la quwwata ?ill\textbar\textbar bill\textbar\textbarhi (i.e. no power and no strength save in God).

Over seven forms (equivalent to group (i) mulhaq of the triliteral) were also annexed to this primary form XIV as formations whose verbs should derivationally behave in the same manner as it does.
The examples /qalnasa : cacnaca/ and /ḥawqala : cawcaca/ belong to these annexed forms, which are not however regarded as mulḥaq in this case.

XV. tacacc₃ac₃a: The augment is a prefixed /ta/. Verbs of this formation are reflexives of those of the primary form, e.g. /daḥraja → tadaḥraja/ 'to roll along', /zalzala → tazalzala/ 'to shake oneself', etc. This form apparently corresponds in formation to form V of the triliteral, but the doubled radical here is the third whereas in form V it is the second.

XVI. ?iccanc₃ac₃a: The augment is /ʔi/, and the infixation of the consonant /n/, e.g. /ʔihranjamā/ 'to be gathered in a group', /ʔifranqiā/ 'to be scattered', etc. Here again a correspondence exists between this form and form VII of the triliteral verbs in that both have /ʔ/ and /n/ as augmentation, with the difference that the /n/ is here an infix while in the former case it is a prefix.

XVII. ?iccac₃ac₃c₃a: The augment is a prefixed hamzah (syllable /ʔi/), plus the gemination of the final radical. This form is intransitive and it expresses intensiveness in state or quality, e.g. /ʔiṭma?anna/ 'to be reconciled'. /ʔiqšaṭarra/ 'to shudder with horror'. But some verbs are primarily - rather than for the purpose of intensive-ness - formed in this construction, e.g. /ʔiṣma?azza/ 'to shudder with repugnance'. Also this form corresponds in augmentation to form IX with a difference in the positioning of gemination, viz. the geminated radical is here the fourth, while in the former case it is the third.
Annexed to these augmented forms of the 'quadriconsonantal verb' are:

(1) Six of the singly augmented forms, which are not as rare in usage as their equivalent in the triliteral (i.e. group (i) Mulḥaq), e.g. /tamaskana/ 'to look poor', /tajawraba/ 'to wear boots'. But again - adopting Wright's attitude\(^2\) - we need not bring any of them up, unless it is absolutely necessary.

(2) Two (four in other views) of the doubly augmented forms, which are archaic and very rarely used, e.g. /?iqlansasa/, 'to draw back' /?islanqā/ 'to throw one's self back'.

An overall view of the seventeen stem formatives shows that, with the exception of the regular prefixation of the hamzah (syllable /ʔa/) as a transitivizer to the intransitive triconsonantal verbs, matters of augmentation are mainly dependent on sama\(\tilde{a}\) (what is preserved in the Arabic lexicon) rather than on analogy.\(^3\)

5.1.4.3 Types of Verbal Roots

With respect to the phonemic formation of the Root, Arabic verbs are divided into two major types, each of which has its own subdivisions:

---

2. Wright, op.cit., 1, pp.29,48f.
(i) **Strong Verbs**: Those are the verbs of which no radical is a /w/ or /y/. They are divided into: 'sound', 'geminate' and 'hamzated' verbs:

1. **Sound verbs** are those whose radicals are never subjected to change or rejection at any inflectional stage. Thus they differ in characteristics from the other three types, both in the phonemic structure of their stems and in their paradigmatic formation. The verbal examples of the preceding stem formatives are mostly of this type, e.g. /jalas/ 'to sit', /dahraj/ 'to roll'.

2. **Geminate verbs** are those of the triconsonantal type whose second and third radicals are identical, e.g. /madda/ 'to extend'; or those of the quadri consonantal type whose first radical is identical with the third, and the second is identical with the fourth, e.g. /hamhama/ 'to neigh'. The geminate forms may undergo phonemic changes when their radicals include the usually alterable ones (i.e. /?/, /w/, /y/). But generally they are in this grammar subjected to either an operation of 'expansion' (symbolized by exp), e.g. taking the contracted form of the verb as the basic lexeme, the 'formation component' will be of the representation exp. \(s^1 + tu\) for /jadad-tu/ 'I counted'; or an operation of 'contraction' (symbolized by con), e.g. the 'formation component' will be of the representation con, \(s^2 + a\) for /mudda/ 'was extended' which is according to the passive formation of the triliteral is of the original form /mudida/. As for the quadri consonantal verbs the geminate (doubled) type behaves grammatically like the sound verbs.
(3) **Hamzated verbs** are those with hamzah 'glottal stop' /ʔ/ as one of their radicals. They are divided into three kinds according to the position of /ʔ/ which may occur initially (e.g. /ʔakala/ 'to eat'), medially (e.g. /saʔala/ 'to ask') or finally (e.g. /qaraʔa/ 'to read'). For the quadriconsonantal, the hamzah /ʔ/ never occur initially as a radical but it may occur medially or finally as in /baʔbaʔ/ 'to say (bi-ʔabī) for a vow', /rahyaʔa/ 'to show readiness for raining (of clouds)'.

Hamzated verbs sometimes undergo phonemic changes, as they may also have the weak verb feature of /w/ or /y/ among their radicals.

(ii) **Weak Verbs (Defective):** Those are the verbs of which one (or two) of the radicals is a /w/ or /y/ (or an ʔalif /ā/ according to some views)*. In this respect and for this reason they differ phonologically and inflectionally from the strong verbs in general, but particularly they differ from the 'sound verbs' in always having one of the radicals subject to elision or alteration.

Weak verbs are of four different kinds, varying according to the position of the approximant (/w/ or /y/), being initial, medial, final, or a combination of the final position with the initial or the medial:

---


* The ʔalif /ā/ is considered the third phoneme that distinguishes the weak verbs, but in practice it is in all cases - whether it occurs medially or finally - a transformation from an original /w/ or /y/, e.g. /qawama < qāma/ 'to stand', /gayaba<gāba/ 'to be absent'. [See a discussion of the dual morphological role of the Arabic /w/ and /y/ in: Smeaton, Hunter, 'Some Problems in the Description of Arabic', *Word*, 12 (1956) 357-68, pp.65-67].
(1) **Initial-weak verbs**: Those are grouped into a class of w-verbs, e.g. /walad/ 'to promise', and another of y-verbs, e.g. /yasar/ 'to become gentle, easy'.

(2) **Medial-weak verbs**: Those are sometimes known as hollow verbs, and they also have the same two classes of w-verbs, e.g. /qawala < qāla/ 'to say', and y-verbs, e.g. /baya < bāya/ 'to sell'. With certain patterns the /w/ and /y/ are retained untransformed, e.g. /iawiza/ 'to be in need', /hayifa/ 'to have a slender waist'.

(3) **Final-weak verbs**: Again this group is divisible into w-verbs, e.g. /gazawa < gaza/ 'to make a raid', and y-verbs, e.g. /ramaya < ramā/ 'to throw'. Of this type also, certain patterns retain the /w/ and /y/ untransformed, e.g. /saruwa/ 'to be noble', /Xaziya/ 'to be ashamed'.

(4) **Doubly-weak verbs**: Those are classified into two groups: (a) verbs with /w/ and/or /y/ occurring simultaneously in the initial and the final positions, e.g. /waliya/ 'to be next to', /waqaya < waqā/ 'to guard'. (b) Verbs with /w/ and/or /y/ occurring simultaneously in the medial and final positions, e.g. /qawiya/ 'to be strong', /Xayiya/ 'to have difficulty in speech'.

A characteristic feature of all the four divisions stated, is the special alterations associated with 'weak' roots in general. Of those alterations, the one operating on the medial-weak roots have led to an exceptionally striking dispute.
This dispute is about the validity of the formula \{qawama \rightarrow qāma\}; which is a convention taken for granted in the traditional Arabic grammar, and formulated in the rule \{a + w(y) + vowel \rightarrow ā\} which is to be verbalized as: 'a /w/ or /y/ is to be transformed into /ā/ when preceded by /a/ and followed by another vowel'. Two recent views that deserve more discussion in this connection are perhaps those of Ferguson and Šāhin.

In his review of L'arabe Classique, Ferguson\(^1\) argues that: "This formula, although valid from some points of view, is misleading as it stands. There is very little evidence that a form qawama ever existed in Arabic"; and then adds that neither Semitic nor other Hamito-Semitic languages provide any support in this respect.

The main point in this argument is that there is no ground for the implicit sense of historicity in the formula. But the traditional grammar of Arabic does not seem to be always making such a claim. It is true that a scientifically minded grammarians may sometimes tend to imply historicity in his interpretation of such a formula. Ibn Jinnî,\(^2\) for instance, accounts for the alteration in the formula \{qāma \leftarrow qawama\} or \{bāla \leftarrow baysī\} by the speaker's intention of avoiding the positional coincidence of vowels and approximants (semi-vowels) for the sake of vocalic harmony. But this is not always the case. The

---


grammarians' general attitude regarding the interpretation of such a formula seems to be based on a criterion of comparison among the various relevant lexical items. That is why a number of conditions are laid down for the application of the mentioned rule, e.g. the rule should not apply if the medial-weak verb concerned is of the pattern cacic and its relevant adjective is of the pattern ḥaccac, e.g. /hayīfa/ 'to have a slender waist', /ḥayāf/ 'slender', /ḥawīra/ 'to loose one's eye', /ḥawār/ 'one-eyed'.

A different example of this attitude among the Arab grammarians is their tendency to interpret certain items in the light of others even when the formal relation appears to be rather remote, e.g. the /m/ of /fam/ 'mouth' is for them a replacement of an original /w/. This is based on a comparison between this word and another lexical item which is its plural, i.e. /ḥawāh/.

However, the common ground - regarding the formula under discussion - is the postulation of a 'base form' whose actualization (e.g. qawama < qāma) is mainly dependent on a lexical comparability. This is compatible with the notion of the hypothetical 'base' (i.e. qawama) which Ferguson accepts as one convenient way of describing the existent form (i.e. qāma), provided that it

"must not be interpreted in historical terms; it is a purely synchronic statement, applicable even to forms such as loan-words or new formations, where the hypothetical base is known never to have existed."

As for Ṣāhin, the formula as it is verbalized in the grammatical rule cited above is totally rejected on different grounds.

---

1 Al-Ḥamalāwī, op.cit., pp.155f.
2 Ibid., p.158.
3 Loc.cit.
His basic argument is that this grammatical rule as it exists assigns vowels to the phonemes /w/ and /y/ which are nothing but 'ُينزيلةَك 'glide' resulting from the vowels embracing each, i.e. they have no existence of their own in such examples. Thus writing these examples as they should be in the forms: /qa-u-ala/ and /ba-i-aia/ would result in the syllabic forms: /qa/ua/la/ and /ba/ia/ia/ with the medial syllable being formed of doubled vowels, which is against the nature of the syllabic formation in the Arabic language. Therefore /u/ and /i/ being the cause of this problem were elided to result in the long vowel formation /ā/ in /qāla/ and /bāīa/. The third pattern related to this is that of the verb /Xāfa/ 'to fear' which is originally of the syllabic formation /Xa/ui/fa/. In this case both /u/ and /i/ in the middle have to be elided, because the existence of either would result in a pattern foreign to the Arabic verb. The form /Xāfa/ is then obtained by a prolongation of the stem-vowel /a/ into an /ā/ in harmony with the other verbs of the group.

On the same grounds, Sāhīn rejected the same traditional rule as applied to the final-weak verbs, which are of the four patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Lexeme</th>
<th>Vpf.3.sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. c₁ac₂aw₃</td>
<td>ǧazaw + ǧazā</td>
<td>'to invade'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. c₁ac₂ay₃</td>
<td>ramay + ramā</td>
<td>'to throw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. c₁ac₂uw₃</td>
<td>Saruw + Saruwa</td>
<td>'to become noble'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. c₁ac₂iy₃</td>
<td>rádiy + rádiya</td>
<td>'to consent to'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is against the nature of the Arabic syllabic formation (perhaps other languages too) to have a syllable formed of two vowels, or

---

1 ibid., pp. 38-40.
of a sequence of three vowels. Şahîn proposes the following transformational stages for the first two verbal forms:

Figure 5.A The Alteration Stages of the Final-weak Verbs

1. َذًا ُ- َذَا َذًا ُأَذَا ُأَذَا 
2. ِتًا ُ- ِتَا َتَا َتَا

The problem here is that a contrast might appear to exist between this staging of formation by Şahîn, and our proposal that the final /a/ attached to any lexeme is the exponent for the 'third person sing.' This is because the change of /w/ and /y/ into /a/ in these two patterns is - unlike the case with the medial-weak forms - only attainable through taking into consideration that lexeme-final fathah /a/, which is usually associated with every verbal entry in the Arabic lexicon.

A closer examination however reveals that this contrast is only superficial, and more significantly confirms - although with some differences in interpretation of the following phonemic changes - both Şahîn's idea and ours. Looking at the entire paradigmatic set of each of the verbs in the first and second patterns (i.e. /ğazaw/ and /ramay/), we will see that the change which occurs with the 'third person sing.' formation, recurs only when /w/ or /y/ is followed by /a/ (i.e. in three other paradigmatic formations); and that is how both the ideas are confirmed. To write those other paradigmatic formations according to our interpretation, the following formal manner may be helpful in reflecting the sequential transformational stages:
Figure 5.8 The Alternative Stages for Three of the Final-
Weak Verbs

Lexeme

1. \([Vp f, 3, sg, f]\) \(\{\) gazaw → gazaw-at → gazat → gazat \\
   ramay → ramay-at → rama-at → rama-at \\
   \}

2. \([Vp f, 3, d, f]\) \(\{\) gazaw → gazaw-atā → gazat → gaza-atan → gazatan \\
   ramay → ramay-atā → rama-atā → rama-atā \\
   \}

3. \([Vp f, 3, d]\) \(\{\) gazaw → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → gaza-at → \\
   ramay → ramay-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → rama-a → \\
   \}

In formation (1), the vowel /a/ is shortened to /a/ in the final stage to keep the usual form /at/ of the fem. suffix. In formation (2), the prefinal /a/ is reduced to /a/ for the same reason (the usual fem. suffix for dual is /atā/), and also because of the fact that an Arabic syllable of the closed form CVVC is only allowable in a terminal pausal position. In formation (3), the dipthong /aw/ is restored in the final stage to avoid confusion with the singular formation /gāzā/. Sometimes, language resorts to such means in order to settle an inflectional problem or the like.¹

One objection to all this is perhaps the third, plural formation, where the process referred to in these three formations does not seem to be workable. But the fact is that this formation would also fall in line - in terms of the mentioned process - with the three others, once

¹ Cf. the imperfective emphatic case (ibid., p.39), where a non-terminal syllable of the form cvvc is allowed in the dual /yan/su/ raan/ni/ to avoid confusion with the sing. form of the same word.
we have realised that its closing diphthong /aw/ or /ay/ is not that of
the lexeme but a transformation of the plural suffix /ū/, as one can
see in the following transformational stages:¹

As for the third and fourth patterns of the final-weak verbs
(i.e. c₁ac₂uw₃ and c₁ac₂iy₃), they are traditionally committed - with
the exception of their plural formations - to the same inflectional
behaviour as the sound verbs, because their final /w/ and /y/, being
preceded by /u/ and /i/ respectively, are not alterable into /ā/.
Practically they are actually of three different inflectional settings:²

(1) No elision of the third radical (/w/ or /y/): in the third
person formations, with the exception of the plural ones, e.g. /saruwā/,
/raḍiyā/. etc.

(2) Elision of the third radical (/w/ or /y/) and its preceding
vowel: in the third person formation for (masc.) plural, e.g. /sarū/,
/raḍū/ etc.

(3) Elision of the third radical (/w/ or /y/) with a compensational
prolongation of the preceding vowel: in the remaining formations, e.g.
/Saruṭa/. /sarūna/. /raḍīta/. /raḍīna/. etc.

¹ An interpretation that differs with our mentioned proposal is given
here by Şähin (ibid., p.42), taking the singular formation, not
the lexeme, as the basis for derivation.
² Cf. Şähin, ibid., pp.89f.
However, despite the importance of the contrasting views of Ferguson and Şahîn, it is of vital significance here to acknowledge - for the time being - the traditional hypothetical base form of weak verbs for the sake of the construction of our grammatical rules. In other words forms of weak verbs will be represented when required in the 'limitation component' by their roots, with the hypothetical /w/ and /y/ being untransformed. This representation of the 'limitation component' is of exceptional significance in the case of weak verbs which undergo a number of operations (e.g. prolongation, curtailment, vocalic replacement) which are characteristic of this type of verb.

5.1.5 THE TRANSITIVE/INTRANSITIVE DICHOTOMY

The question of transitivity (taḍdiya) is a syntactical one, which as such may be deemed as beyond the domain of morphology. Nonetheless, this question has a morphological aspect, as indicated by the fact that a verb may be altered from an intransitive to a transitive one through internal processes, e.g. gemination.

Under this heading, verbs are divisible into: (i) **Transitive** which are those that directly govern their object in the accusative, e.g. /?anṣara al-ʾulamāʾ qawmahu/ 'the scholars warned their people; and (ii) **Intransitive** which are those that require no object, e.g. /šarufa al-rajula/ 'the man became noble', or can only be construed with their objects by means of prepositions, e.g. /?ittajahtu ?ilā Allâhi/ 'I turned my face to God'.¹ The validity of this dichotomy should be affected neither by the fact that some transitive verbs are - perhaps for some

¹ Cf. Al-Râḍî, *op.cit.*, 1, p.86.
semantical reason - alternatively construed with prepositions in the accusative phrase, e.g. /jāʔa ?atā/ 'to come', /našāḥa/ 'to advise' (the preposition /ʔila/ 'to' could be used with each of these three verbs), etc.; nor by the fact that the group of /kāna/-verbs (kāna wa ?axawātuha) are functionally unassignable to either group.

Some of the preceding verbal stem formatives as well as some of the semantical implications are consistently restricted to intransitive verbs, viz. the forms: cacuc, ?incacac, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça, ?iccac aça; the verbs implying: a natural quality of a person, colour, cleanliness or greasiness; and any verb which is a reflexive (muṭāwiʔ) of a singly-transitive (governing one object) verb. Other forms and semantical connotations are used with both the transitive and the intransitive verbs.¹

Most of the transitive verbs take one objective complement in the accusative, but many others take two objects. The latter group is divisible into two classes, to which a third minority class is attached:

1. The first class consists of those whose objects are related to one another as subject and predicate. These are about twenty verbs, in addition to which eighteen others were also proposed by

individual grammarians as being doubly transitive verbs. The twenty verbs comprise those eleven that are called by the Arab grammarians /?aflíl al-qulúb/ 'verbs of the hearts' which signify acts that take place in the mind, such as certainty, doubt or probability. They are better known as /?anna wa ?axawātuhā/ 'the sister-group of the verb /?anna/ (to think, believe)'. The remainder of the twenty are the two inflexible imperatives (viz. /hab/ 'suppose, think' and /ta̱llam/ 'learn, know'), and seven other verbs used alternatively in the sense of /šayyara/ 'to make, change into'.

2. The second class consists of verbs whose first and second objects are of no relation with one another, i.e. semantically they cannot stand on their own - without the verb - as subject and predicate. This group is called by the Arab grammarians /?aīṭā wa ?axawātuhā/ 'the sister-group of the verb /?aīṭā/ (to give)'. Formally and semantically they are identified as "all causatives of the second and fourth verbal forms, whose ground-form is transitive and governs an accusative; as also verbs that signify to fill or satisfy, give, deprive, forbid, ask, entreat, and the like, the most of which have likewise a causative meaning."²

3. The third class consists of verbs which govern three objects in the accusative. Mainly, two verbs are usually specified to represent this group, viz. /?a̱llama/ 'to make one know' and /?ara/ 'to make one think or believe'. But as these two actually belong to the above

---

1 See Abū Ḥayyān, op. cit., pp.90f.
2 Wright, op. cit., 2, pp.47f.
mentioned '?afīḥāl al-qulūb', they can be formally generalized as those of '?afīḥāl al-qulūb' patterned in form IV (ʔaccac). In addition, the verbs /ḥaddār, ʔaxbar, ʔabbar, nabbaʔ, ʔanbaʔ/ 'to tell or inform' are also related to this group.¹

Under this question again, the two divisions of verbs are convertible into one another by means of the following processes:

(i) **Transitive** verbs are converted into intransitive ones by either of:

1. The transference of a transitive verb into the pattern cacuc to express 'wonder and amazement', e.g. /ʕaluma zaydun/ 'how wonderful Zaydun's knowledge is'.

2. The transference of a transitive verb into form VII, e.g. /ʔinkasara/. a reflexive of /kasara/ 'to break'.

3. The alteration of a meaning into that of an intransitive verb, e.g. the Qurʾān-verse /fal-yaḥḍari-1lašina uyXālifūna ġan ʔamrihi/ 'those who disobey the command of God should watch out', where the verb /Xālafa/ 'to disagree with' is used in the sense of /Xaraja/ 'to go out or disobey'.

4. The reversal of the syntactical order by positioning the object before the transitive verb, as for emphasis, e.g. the Qurʾān-verse /ʔin kuntum lil-ruʔyā taiburūn/ 'if you (pl.) were to interpret

¹ See Al-Raḍī, loc. cit.; Abū Ḥayyān, loc. cit.; Al-Ḥamalāwī, op. cit., pp.41,49.
the dream', where the verb /ta'burūn/ is placed after what is originally its object.

5. The insertion of a preposition before the object for meter or rhyming in poetry, e.g. the preposition /bi/ in: /tasqī al-ḍajīfa bi-bāridin/ 'she provides her companion with a cool (saliva). However, this transitivizer is very rarely put to use in this manner.

(ii) Intransitive verbs are converted into transitive ones by either of:

1. The augmentation of hamzah /ʔ/, which transfers the triliteral into form IV, e.g. /ʔakrama/ 'to be hospitable to'.

2. The gemination which transfers the triliteral into form II, e.g. /farraḥa/ 'to please'.

3. The transference of a triliteral into form III, e.g. /jālasa/ 'to sit in the company of'.

4. The transference of a triliteral into form X, e.g. /ʔistaxraja/ 'to bring out laboriously'.

5. The transference of a triliteral verb into the primary form cacac/yaccuc to express victory over a 'reciprocal dispute', which is usually expressed in form III, e.g. /kāramānī/ + /fa-kāramtuḫu/ ?akrumūh/ 'he competed with me over hospitality, but I did beat him'.
6. The alteration of a meaning into that of a transitive verb, e.g. /ṭalūla/ 'to appear' is used in the meaning of 'to reach'.

7. The insertion of a preposition before the object (this is different from (i):5, which is the usual transitivizer, e.g. /jahabat bihi al-rīhu/ 'the wind went away with (took) it'.

8. The elision of an understood preposition, as for poetic rhyming, e.g. /tamurrūna al-diyara/ 'you (pl.) pass the houses'.

With the exception of the prefixation of hamzah /ʔ/, all the transitivizers here are said to be restricted to what is classically recorded, i.e. analogy is not to be resorted to in such cases.¹

¹ See Al-Ḥamalawī, op.cit., p.50.
THE VERBAL MORPHOSYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

5.2.0 INTRODUCTION

So far as Arabic is concerned, the grammatical categories include those of aspect/tense, person, number, gender, voice and mood. Some of the many other categories that other languages exhibit in bound or free morphemes, may find correspondences in Arabic grammatical forms. But such an attempt would be labouring the unnecessary, if not the undesirable. 'Case' for instance, with its semantical and declensional features (including: ablative, genitive, locative, instrumental, accusative, nominative, etc.) is a Latin category the total imposition of which upon Arabic morphology would be inappropriate, although both languages are of the inflected group. At any rate, 'case' is mainly a category of noun,* which makes it beyond our concern for serious consideration here.

The criterion on which the definition of the diverse grammatical categories is based is not always an acceptable one, even when

---

1 See a list of the grammatical categories in: Nida, E.A. Morphology, the Descriptive Analysis of Words, pp.166-69; cf. the definitions of morphosyntactic 'categories' and 'properties' in: Matthews, Morphology, pp.66,136f.

* The part of case category that is involved in the description of verbs is indicated in Chapter III, see pp.121-125.
the term 'category' is restricted to the sense of 'morpheme classes' such as 'aspect', 'person', etc. Should they be defined in notional terms (i.e. gender: sex, number: counting, tense: time, etc.) as they used to be treated in traditional grammars; or should they be treated as 'morphosyntactic' categories, considering their morphological as well as their syntactical marks in relation to other units in the sentence, as it is suggested in modern linguistics? There is no need to go into details about this question which is satisfactorily tackled in other works, covering the six major categories, with 'case' included in a marginal sense. However, these categories will be used in this work as conventional concepts, in a general linguistic sense, with the restrictions required to be brought up when necessary.

The most significant point that concerns us here is perhaps the classificatory dichotomy of the grammatical categories into those which are exclusively associated with verbs, and those which are exclusively or inclusively associated with nouns. Of the latter group, gender is a feature of nouns, number is a feature of nouns and verbs, and person is simultaneously a feature of verbs and a classification of pronouns. The former group comprises aspect/tense, mood and voice.

On these grounds, the systemic classification of the verbal rules in this grammar will take into consideration those morphosyntactic categories which are exclusively verbal. As for gender, number and person, they would of course be major factors featuring the distribution

---

2 Palmer, loc.cit.
of rules as morphosyntactic properties. The fact that gender is exclusively a nominal category does not contradict this statement, because in Arabic it is verbally marked as a matter of 'concord or government'.

5.2.1 ASPECT/TENSE INTERSECTION

The Aspect/Tense distinction is in the first place, a semantical rather than a morphological or syntactical question. Nonetheless, it is fundamental in distinguishing what Whorf calls 'signatures of the modulus', that is the patterns and other elements of grammatical forms which signify aspects, tenses, voices, etc. as modulus categories in the larger category (class) of verb. This is perhaps more so with languages such as Arabic where both form and function have to be taken into account for the establishment of the verbal classification, especially with the presence of identical forms which are only functionally identifiable, e.g. /?akram/ 'became generous to', and /?akram/ 'more generous (adj.)'.

The meanings of 'Aspect' and 'Tense' (and perhaps 'mood') are so overlapping that any search for a real universal distinction between them is considered by some linguists as "almost certainly

---

1 See these concepts in: Palmer F., Grammar, pp.97-106.
3 Grammatical Categories, p.7.
4 Cf. Beeston, Arabic Language Today, p.31.
Some languages have no tense at all, in others tense interacts with the categories of aspect and mood. A good general idea of the interaction between aspect and tense is reflected in the statement that:

"the so called perfect and imperfect tenses contrast with the so called present tense in being present perfect and past imperfect, respectively; and the misleading named pluperfect ('further [in the past] than the perfect') is the past perfect."

The phrase 'further in the past' in this statement, introduces a third element in this complexity of categories. That is 'Time' which equally requires a consideration as to whether or not it is distinguishable from 'Tense'. Thus a discussion of the Tense/Time interaction, followed by another of the Aspect/Tense interaction, should hopefully lead us to a substantiated postulate that could pave the way for a clear and straightforward specification of the right terms that we could consistently use for these categories throughout the grammar.

5.2.1.1 Tense/Time

In the general grammatical definition, 'Tense' and 'Time' appear to mean one thing or to have an inclusive relationship with one

---

1 Palmer, op.cit., p.94.
2 Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.234.
another. 'Tense' is defined as a "Grammatical category of the verb expressing by means of grammatical contrasts the time relationship of the action referred to in the sentence and the time of utterance". This definition presents 'Tense' as a term covering the tripartite divisions of 'Time', which is the sense that seems to be generally adopted by most of the traditional grammars of the European languages in which time contrasts are generally felt to be "a fundamental feature of the verb"; as well as by the traditional Arabic grammar in which 'Time' is considered basic in the definition of the verbal class. But 'Tense' is also conceptualized as a positionless abstract line, as we shall see later.

Beyond the domain of grammar, there is however the general sense of 'Time', whose establishment Bull describes thus;

"It has been necessary in all advanced civilizations to establish a public time based on the periodicity of some easily observable natural phenomena by whose regularity most men naturally adjust their affairs... However, the revolution of the earth on its axis and its periodic positional relations to the sun, moon, and stars, the most spectacular of natural phenomena, have become the hands of cosmic clocks which have provided the basis for 'modern' public time."

To relate this general sense of Time to a given grammar of language, the expected usual procedure is to survey the actual usage of the language in order to obtain all the details about its verbal time span.

---

1 Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.236.
2 Beeston, op.cit., p.76.
In addition to this usual procedure, the traditional Arab grammarians seem to have worked out their temporal specifications of the Arabic verb within a somewhat philosophical frame of thinking, not very much different from what is reflected in the preceding - late twentieth century - quotation. A good representation of this type of thinking is the comment of Ibn Ya'lis on a statement by al-Zamakhshari on this question. He says:

"As the actions keep pace with time, and the time constitutes an essence of the actions, actions had to be divided according to time-divisions. And as times are nothing but the astronomical rotations which are: a past movement, a coming movement, and a third one in between, so were the actions: a past, a future, and a present. The past is what occurred before the moment of speech, the future is what occurs afterwards, and the present is what coincides with this moment to which the past extends and from which the future begins... Some scholars denied the existence of 'present' on the grounds that action either exists there in which case it is the past, or not in which case it is future, and there is no place for a third."

The closing remark of Ibn Ya'lis about the denial of 'present' by some scholars leads to a serious point in the discussion of Tense/Time interaction. That is the conceptualization of the 'point present' as an abstraction, which plays a major role in the distinction between tense and time, as we shall see. Those scholars may have denied the existence of a 'present moment' if it is conceived as a 'static entity' dividing the two parts of the infinite time, but not as defined by Jespersen, "Like a mathematical point has no dimension, but is constantly

---

However, this dichotomous classification of time was regarded by one of the modern linguists as one concept in a twofold conception of time. The second is a division into three time-spheres: past and future separated by the present time-sphere which may vary in extent from one speaker to another. "The present is therefore not a defined or definable entity, but something which like a piece of elastic, may be stretched or contracted at will".

This tripartite classification of 'Tense' into: past, present and future, is a dominant feature of the traditional Arabic grammar, which defines the verb in terms of time, taking the moment of utterance 'now' as the primary point of departure or orientation, in identifying the differential temporal relation between the event and either of the three tenses. One way of assessing these tenses of Arabic grammar is perhaps to compare them to their counterparts in a modern grammar of English. Out of such an assessment the following points may emerge:

1. It is held in the commonest use of the simple 'past tense' that the two basic elements of meaning are: the happening precedes the present moment which is excluded, and a definite time in the speaker's mind is expressed adverbially, in addition to the fact that "the past tense applies only to completed happenings". This differs from the mentioned definition of 'past tense' in that, whereas it requires an

---

2. Loc.cit.
'adverbial definiteness of time', a contextual definiteness is usually sufficient in Arabic. This is so with the exception of specific verbs which denote by their very nature the inclusion of the present moment. These are /?asbah, ?amsa, ?adh, ?alla, bata/. referring to 'morning, evening, forenoon, day and night' respectively. In a sentence like /?asba?a al-?amiru ?addil?n/ 'the prince turned just in the morning', the action is meant to include the present moment. As for past/completeness, Arabic also considers the overlap of tense and aspect as certain in the simple past tense.

2. The basic element of meaning generally associated with 'Present Tense' is the speaker's 'now' (moment of speech). This applies to all of its uses: habitual, instantaneous, or unrestrictive. The element of meaning 'now', may stretch backward or forward, involving partially the past, the future or both. That is to say, action expressed by the verb may be abrupt (the instantaneous), e.g. /bi-ha?a ?ulina al-?arb/ 'hereby I declare war', as it may stretch through 'now' (eternal truths, where tense-forms seem to be empty of time, i.e. tense without time), e.g. /ta?lu?u al-?amsu ?i al-ma?riqi/ 'the sun rises in the east', /ya?fu? al-duhnu ?ala al-ma?i/ 'oil floats on water'. Arabic is no exception in this respect, as the examples given indicate. But there are certain Arabic verbs that express this element of meaning in the 'past tense' form, provided that they occur in negated constructions. These are /ma-zala, ma-nfakka, ma-fati?a,

\[1\] Cf. Ibn Yalili, op.cit., 7, pp.103-105.
mā-bāriḥa/, which are to express a progressive action, with indefinite extent in the past and a possible stretch in future. A sentence like /mā-zālat al-şamsu mušriqatan/ 'the sun is still shining', indicates this continuity of time. The fact that each of these verbs - which are generally interchangeable - has the negative sense 'vanish' as a nuance of meaning, invalidates the semantical function of the negative particle /mā/ - or the vice versa - rendering the construction as a positive statement.¹

3. 'Future Time' is usually defined adverbially, and in some languages, like French 'future tense' is expressed by a special verb form, e.g. /je donnerai/ 'I shall give'; but it could be indefinite as well. Thus different constructions are used to express 'futurity' in the very same language. In traditional Arabic grammar, the 'Imperative' is the major example for 'future tense', but 'futurity' is also expressed in Arabic by the present tense form which is used to refer to future as well as to 'presence'. Such a fact may make the dichotomic classification of tense more suited to Arabic as it is believed to be in English. "The most basic distinction in the English tense-system, as it is in the vast majority of the tense-systems of other languages, is the distinction between past and non-past".²

In Arabic 'futurity' is also expressed in other ways which are almost identical to their counterparts in English with some differences

¹ Cf. ibid., 7, pp.106-111.
² Lyons, Semantics, 2, p.678.
of emphasis. If we compare the most important forms of future-expressions in English and Arabic, we may come up with the following constructions:

Table 5.H  THE ARABIC/ENGLISH CONSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE-EXPRESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (a) will/shall + infinitive | (a) sa/sawfa + infinitive*  
/sawfa yaṣḥaru al-qamaru ḡadan/  
'the moon will appear tomorrow' |
| (b) Be going to + infinitive | (b) ǧāzinun ?an + infinitive  
/huwa ǧāzinun ?an yusāfir ġadan/  
'he is planning to travel tomorrow' |
| (c) Present progressive | (c) Present progressive  
/al-ʔamīru munṭaliqun bi-al-jayṣi ḡadan/  
'the prince is leading the army tomorrow' |
| (d) Simple present | (d) Simple present  
/ḡadan yudrikūna/  
'tomorrow they understand' |
| (e) will/shall + progressive infinitive | (e) Sa/sawfa + be + progressive  
/sa-yakūnū ṭāminan/  
'he will be honest' |

In all these constructions, as well as in others such as the conditional sentence, it is always difficult to characterize the meaning of 'futurity' as 'neutral' of the speaker's attitude (i.e. neutral

* 'Infinitive' in the Arabic counterparts is restricted to the sense of 'present form'. It is not as in English the basis for derivational forms'.
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future tense), because every usage involves the speaker's judgement in a form of prediction. This is why Tense and Mood in Arabic are always conceived of as very much interrelated.

5.2.1.2 Aspect/Tense

'Aspect' is defined as "A grammatical category of the verb marked by prefixes, suffixes or internal vowel changes, indicating not so much its location in time (+ tense) but the duration and type of action expressed". It was first used to refer to the basic dichotomy Perfective/Imperfective in Russian and other Slavonic languages. The imperfective aspect describes an action which is regarded as having continuity or repetition in the past, present or future. The perfective aspect on the other hand describes an action either completed in the past or to be completed in the future.

A more restrictive definition of 'aspect' is that it is taken as such to indicate 'perfect/imperfect' forms, with or without the consideration of time, but when it is used to indicate by these forms 'complete/incomplete actions' it is then described as 'subjective aspect'. 'Subjective' here seems to be referring to the basic notions of 'perfective/imperfective', as opposed to the other temporal distinctions referred to

1 Cf. Lyons, Semantics, 2, pp.677ff.
2 Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.20.
in terms of 'aspect'. Beeston speaks of an 'aspectual' factor, which "depends on whether the predicate is envisaged dynamically as depicting a change from one situation to another, or statically as depicting a single, ideally 'frozen' situation". In this definition of the 'aspectual factor' where the 'dynamic/static' dichotomy seems to be the major defining element, the concept of 'aspect' is rather obscured by the involvement of the 'time' element. 'Time' is considered as irrelevant when 'aspect' is static, but it is aspectually relevant when the 'aspect' is 'dynamic'; as in the case of a dynamic predicate that states an event "in which the theme (or agent) plays a part, as in 'Joe opened the meeting'. The general impression that one gets from a statement such as "command verbs always have dynamic aspects", in addition to many other phrases depicting the same line of thinking, is that Beeston was actually using the terms static/dynamic as equivalent to perfect/imperfect respectively.

In traditional Arabic grammar, no such reference to 'completion' of action is made. Actions are viewed only in terms of the three tenses. Therefore one may argue that it is "unwise to talk of aspect, except where a language clearly has two separate verbal categories, as for instance Latin (and, perhaps, English), since we then need two names for two different formal categories".

---

2 Arabic Language Today, p.76, and cf. p.78.
3 Ibid., p.66.
4 Ibid., p.84 and cf. p.90.
5 Palmer, Grammar, p.93.
On other grounds, other arguments against the use of the aspectual terms (perfective/imperfective) in Arabic, may also be brought to bear;

(1) A 'marker' is part of the definition of 'aspect' as we have seen. The fact that there is no marker in any verbal form of Arabic to indicate completeness - or otherwise - of the action, makes the use of the 'aspect' concept improper here.

(2) The notion of 'completeness' is never mentioned in association with the verbal forms in the traditional Arabic grammar. This is obviously because the Arab grammarians were thinking only in terms of 'Tense' (or Time) as far as the verbal features are concerned. None of the segmental morphemes with whose identification they were mainly concerned is a representative of the 'aspect' category.

(3) The following argument about the negative constructions of the verbal form 'muḍāriŋ': Negation in the case of the /muḍāriŋ/ 'present tense' construction is distinctively specified in terms of the tripartite classification of Tense. Of the particles associated with verb, three negation particles are exclusively associated with the muḍāriŋ forms, to indicate negation in the following constructions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Muḍāriŋ</th>
<th>Negative Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>lā</td>
<td>/taktub/</td>
<td>lā taktubu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>lan</td>
<td>'you write'</td>
<td>lan taktuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>lam</td>
<td></td>
<td>lam taktub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5.1 NEGATIONS - CONSTRUCTION
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Two important facts should be pointed out here:

(a) the particle '/lā/' is also used for future negation, in order to give a negative 'command', i.e. prohibition, requiring abstention from certain action. But that is a totally different situation. Because it is then used in the 'Imperative' sense, which is only formally required to take the 'present tense' form in the case of negation. Somewhat similar is its use in duğā? (expression of a pious wish), e.g. /lā țhazīlahu Allāh/ 'may God never let him down'. (b) The particle '/lam/' is again only formally attached to the 'present tense' form in this construction, but it is actually negating here a 'past tense', which is by rule supposed to take the 'present tense' form in the case of negation. This last point totally excludes any aspectual consideration in the construction 'lam taktub'. It might be clearer if represented diagramatically thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad \text{taktub} \quad \{ \text{write} \} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \{ \text{incomplete} \}
(2) & \quad \text{lam-} \quad \{ \text{not write} \} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \{ \text{not incomplete} = \text{complete} \}
\end{align*}
\]

Part (2) of this equation is not actually a negation of part (1). It is in fact a semantically equivalent construction of the negated 'past tense' construction /mā-katabta/ 'you did not write'. This makes it a pure question of 'tense-negation', with no reference whatsoever to the question of aspect (complete/incomplete action) which one is usually tempted to associate with the Arabic 'present tense' structure.

With all these arguments in mind, one may wonder why should it be suggested in modern times that "In Classical Arabic the only distinction in the verb seems to be one of aspect, complete and
incomplete". 1 The reason for this is most probably a tendency
towards a diachronic rather than a synchronic treatment of the question.

A number of modern linguists have applied these terms
(perfect/imperfect) to Arabic, without a serious attempt to verify
their original implications. 2 In this they all seem to be taking
after Wright who used these terms in his most celebrated work on Arabic
grammar. But Wright himself does not make any explicit justification
for his application of these terms to Arabic. In fact he ignores an
important element in the definition of 'aspect', which is the marker.
The verbal affixes that he presented in aspectual terms, has never
been - so far as I know - assigned positively or negatively to the
notion of 'completeness' by the traditional Arab grammarians. However,
Wright 3 makes two points that reflect an awareness of the aspect/tense
interaction, which seems to have justified for him the use of those
affixes as simultaneous markers for both aspect and tense. The first
point is his reference to the use of perfect/imperfect in Semitic
languages with no reference to 'temporal relations', although

"It is precisely these relations which determine
in what sphere of time (past, present, or
future) a semitic Perfect or Imperfect lies." 4

And the second is his statement that this important distinction was not
kept by the Arabian Grammarians, as they "have given an undue importance
to the idea of time." 5

1 Palmer, op. cit., p.93.
2 Cf. Altoma, The Problem of Diglossia in Arabic, p.66; Rabin,
Communal Dialects in Baghdad, p.97, Beeston, op. cit., pp.76,78.
3 Grammar of Arabic, 1, p.51.
4 Wright, loc.cit.
5 Loc.cit.
The former point signifies the diachronic or historical considerations involved in this question. A comparative study of the West Semitic languages in general reveals that the verb in this Semitic group, including Arabic, has two finite indicative forms that are 'subjective aspects'. One is the 'perfect' form whose function is to narrate a completed action, the other is the 'imperfect' whose function is to describe an action that is incomplete or in progress. This distinction means that these forms have nothing to do with any temporal connotation of the tense-types in, say, Latin and the modern West European languages. Time-sphere is inferrable only from the context.\(^1\)

The question that poses itself is then how and why did the idea of temporal connotation come separately to the Arab grammarians in their synchronic description of the Arabic verb? Why did they give all their concern to 'Time' reference, ignoring totally the other viewpoint?

Like the rest of the west Semitic languages, Arabic has the verb 'Be' (Hebrew /hāyāh/, Aramaic /hawāh/, Arabic /kāna/) which is different from all other verbs in that the choice of the perfect/imperfect forms is dictated in one of its usages (i.e. when used as a copula) not by 'subjective aspect', but by consideration of time, in order to express various temporal nuances. In this usage, its perfect form has reference

\(^{1}\) Thacker, *loc.cit.*
to past time, and the imperfect to future time. Both forms are used for defining accurately the time-sphere when it is felt necessary to specify. To perform this function, the verb 'Be' is employed in a number of compound verb-forms, divisible into two main groups:

(i) 'Be' compounded with a finite form.
(ii) 'Be' compounded with an infinite form.

**Group (i)** has four combinations:

(a) The perfect (past tense form) of verb 'Be' compounded with the perfect of another verb. This is very common in Arabic, e.g. /kāna Xaraja lil-ṣaydi/ 'he had [previously] gone out hunting'.

(b) The perfect of verb 'Be' compounded with the imperfect (present tense form) of another verb. This indicates a continuous or repeated action in the past, and it is also very common in Arabic, e.g. /kāna yaḥabu lil-maktabati kullā yawmīn/ 'he used to go to the library everyday'.

(c) The imperfect of verb 'Be' followed by the perfect of another verb. This construction has the force of a future-perfect, and it is peculiar to Arabic, e.g. /ḥatta lā yakūna baqiya ṣay'īn/ 'until there shall have been nothing left'.

(d) The imperfect of 'Be' compounded with the imperfect of another verb. Again this is peculiar to classical Arabic, and it is very rare therein. It is expected to denote continuous or repeated

---

1 Thacker, *op. cit.*, pp.159-64.
action in the future. In modern literary Arabic the imperfect of 'Be' is usually prefixed with /sa/. e.g. /sa-yakūnu yaktubu baḥeahu/ 'he will be writing his thesis'.

Group (ii) is concerned with the active and passive participles, which are the only 'infinite' forms with which the verb 'Be' is compounded in the west Semitic languages:

(a) The perfect of verb 'Be' compounded with the active participle. This is very common in Arabic as well as in Hebrew and Aramaic. It is the normal mode of expressing prolonged or repeated action when the speaker is keen to specify that it occurred in past time, e.g. /kāna nāzilan bi-al-madīnah/ 'he was dwelling in the city'; Hebrew: Joseph was tending (/hāyāh roḥeḥ/) the flock; Aramaic: he used to kneel (/hawā vārēx/) and pray (/wumšallē/) three times a day.

(b) The imperfect of the verb 'Be' compounded with the active participle to express prolonged or repeated action in future time. This is less frequent in use than the perfect, e.g. /sa-yakūnu muntaṣīran/ 'he shall be waiting'.

Let us now try to find out what would be the result if we add these 'compound verb-forms' to the simple verb-forms (known as past, present and future tenses), with the intention of inferring the meaning of each in view of the meanings of the others. Contrasts and points of overlapping are bound to occur between the meaning of each form and meanings of the rest of the constructions:
(1) The compound form (i:a) (i.e. perfect of 'Be' + simple perfect) has a pluperfect (past perfect) meaning, as it indicates a 'completed action' with a temporal point of reference in the past, usually related in the context to another verb of a simple past tense form. This is achieved through a special kind of what is known as 'the circumstantial clause', which is unlike the usual 'circumstantial clause' of which the chosen verb-form ought to be capable of denoting a continuous or prolonged action in order to match in time that of the main verb in the entire construction. This 'special clause' describes a completed action with reference to a point of time that extends only in the past to the limit of another point of time committed to a nearer past signalled by the main verb of the construction. That is to say, a further point of time in the past, considered from the viewpoint of a nearer specific point of time also in the past. In other words, an established point of reference in the past is a condition for this construction, which is actually a past perfect construction. The circumstantial clause in this case is usually initiated by the particle /wa/ 'and', e.g. /tuwwija al-?amIrû, wa-kâna ?araja qâšidan ?arða al-mâṣrikati/ 'the prince was crowned, having (lit. and he had) set out for the battle-field'.

(2) The compound form (i:b) (i.e. perfect of 'Be' + simple imperfect) presents in its common use a situation where the present moment is excluded from the happening which takes place before it, e.g. /kâna yaskunu al-madÎna/ 'he used to dwell in the city', meaning he is no longer dwelling there. The definite point of time (in the past) in the speaker's mind is expressed adverbially or contextually, but it
is not necessarily required to be named. However, the whole point here might be conceptualized in terms of the RP (Retrospective Point) concept as presented by Bull\(^1\) to symbolize 'Point Present' when it is moved back in time to become the axis of orientation in the past.

(3) The compound form (i: c) (i.e. imperfect of 'Be' + simple perfect) seems to be a matter of 'perfect aspect' - meaning added to 'future-tense' - meaning. A possible interpretation of this is an 'imaginary past' where the speaker imagines his presence in the future or shifts the future to 'now', and thus speaks of the event occurring there as a 'finished' action. This would not be very far from the closing remark made at the preceding point (i.e. i:b), if the process described there is turned the other way round to allow for an anticipation of another PP (Point Present) in the coming time (future). But in the end this should in no way undermine the validity of the fact that this is a formal 'past-in-future' construction, which is the more plausible interpretation.

If this is acceptable, then the simple verb of the construction cannot actually have a temporal reference. Otherwise the two compounded verbs of the construction would contradict each other: 'recollection' of 'past' in the simple verb-form would appear to be identified with 'anticipation' in the verb 'Be' which is not possible.\(^2\) The only feasibility is then the aspectual consideration of the simple verb as a 'perfective', denoting 'completion' of action, with 'futurity' being

---

\(^1\) Time, Tense, and the Verb, pp. 21ff.

\(^2\) Cf. ibid., p. 55.
assignable to the verb 'Be' as the single time-reference in the
construction, e.g. /sa-yakûnu Xaraja lik-Şaydi/ 'he will have gone
out hunting'. All of what is said here should apply perfectly well
to the 'if clause' which is expressed in Arabic by '?îdā + simple verb
(Perfective form in this case)', e.g. /?îdā nûdiya lil-şalati/ 'if it
is called for prayers'. The only difference is that instead of the
verb 'Be', futurity is indicated by the particle '?îdā'.

(4) The compound form (i:d) (imperfect of 'Be' + simple imperfect)
is to express a progressive aspect in the future. Here, the prefix
'sa' (alternatively 'sawfa') restricts the optional function of the
imperfect of 'Be' (present or future) to a function of an indefinite
future. In such a case the imperfect of 'Be' becomes a counterpart
of the simple past, allowing for no possibility of overlapping with
the present moment.

The simple verb construction which follows the verb 'Be'
is difficult to regard here as empty of time reference, because it is,
by virtue of the progressive aspect it has, bound to have a duration
attributable to most, if not all verbs (state or event verbs).¹ This
would of course mean that the verb form is here indicative of both tense
and aspect categories. A case of double functioning similar to that
of the English traditional pluperfect (had + participle phrase) which
"is said to indicate completed action and action prior to another action
in the past".² Should this be so, the question then arises as to which

feature is indicating which category; and if such a question is satisfactorily answered how then shall we tackle the possibility of temporal contradiction between the two compounded verbs of the construction: imperfect of 'Be' with the prefix 'sa/sawfa' indicating future, and a progressive verb indicating a temporary situation with a time-span which includes the present moment (in future), stretching partially into the past as well as into the future?

One possible interpretation is to consider the progressive verb here as a 'tense without time', in the same way as we do with what is known as 'historical present tense'. This is partly supported by the context which is regarded as "the essential tool for anyone describing tense usage".¹ And this should bring it in line with the other simple verbs of the preceding compound forms. In a sentence like /sawfa yakūnu yūliddu nafsahu/ 'he will be preparing himself', the attention would be concentrated on the non-completeness aspect of the action, leaving the duration to be denoted by the verb 'Be'.

(5) The compound form (ii:a) (i.e. perfect of 'Be' + participle) is of more frequency in Arabic than other forms (viz. 'Be' + simple verb) for expressing progressive actions of the past; it is actually the usual construction for that meaning. Two verbal adjectives (derived from verbs) are used in Arabic to denote the agent (active participle), e.g. /ḥāris/ 'guarding, a guard', and the patient (passive participle) e.g. /maḥrūs/ 'guarded'. These participles generally

denote temporary or transitory action, but they may also - as
adjectives - express a continuous action, a habitual state, or a
permanent quality, e.g. /hākimun qādilun/ 'a just ruler', /qālimun
hāmiqun/ 'a skillful scholar'.

Thus the participles may either be durational, expressing
continuity, and hence need a tense to locate them temporally, or they
may express permanent quality of no temporal reference. In both
cases they could only be aspectual forms. In traditional Arabic
grammar, participles are 'nouns', and therefore they are not supposed
to have subjects or objects in the Arabic sense of 'fā'il, mafi'il'.
But as they prosodically resemble the verbal imperfect (present tense)
form, they are allowed to behave like verbs in having subjects or
objects; provided that the resemblance should also be semantical, i.e.
having a time-reference expressed adverbially to indicate the present
or future, e.g. /huwa mulīnum ?aXāhu al-?āna ?aw ḡadan/ 'he is aiding
his brother now or tomorrow'. A past time-reference is in this case
only allowable when it represents hikāyat al-ḥāl al-mādiyah/ 'narration
of past situation' (that is the historical present), or the participles
were prefixed with the definite article /al/, e.g. /al-ďāribu Zaydan
?amsi/ 'the one who was striking Zayd yesterday'.

(ii) The compound form (ii.b) (i.e. the imperfect of 'Be' +
particle) is of the same description as the preceding compound form
(ii.a), except for that this form is for progressive actions in 'future'.

1 Cf. Wright, op. cit., 1, pp.52, 131-32.
2 See Ibn Yaḡiš, Šarḥ al-Mufassal, 6, pp.68-80; cf. Ibn Jinnī,
al-Munšif, 1, pp.270-72, 282-84.
The traditional Arabic grammar then confirms the posited assumption that the participles are by their nature aspectual forms which require other tense-forms for their durational location. And the auxiliary 'Be' in the compounded construction (ii:a) is assigned that required function.

As for the preceding compound forms (i.e. Be + simple verb), it is possible to make the following assumption: the fact that the simple forms of both 'past' and 'present' tenses are used in Arabic with the different temporal forms of 'Be', reduces these simple forms to perfect/imperfect aspects, with no temporal reference. The temporal reference is in this case carried out by the different forms of the verb 'Be'. This might lead to the conclusion that these simple verb forms are time indicators, unless they are compounded with verb 'Be' which then replaces them time-wise according to its form.

To put it in other words, the verb 'Be' deletes the 'tense' component of the verbal forms compounded with it, rendering them purely aspectual forms.

What /kāna/ does here should apply equally well when it is compounded with a 'lam-phrase'. The negating /lam/ usually, and as previously mentioned, functions as a 'tense' determiner in the sense that it alters the temporal sense of the verbal form from 'present' to 'past' time. Instead, we could think of it in such a case (i.e.
in a compound form) as deleting the 'tense' component, leaving the verbal form as a solely aspect-indicator, denoting in this case a perfect aspect. Thus, the negation phrase 'lam + verbal form' would mean non-completion of action, with no consideration of the time-sphere which is then bound to be specified by the other verbal morpheme in the construction, which is the copula 'Be'. The fact that 'lam-phrase' could be placed anywhere in the time span by means of 'verbal modifiers' such as /kāna/ and /ʔišā/ 'if', should confirm that in a 'compound construction', 'lam' deletes tense 'time' from the simple verb-form, committing it totally to aspectual considerations.

5.2.1.3 A Postulate

A postulation could be posited to the effect that the Arabic verb is a twofold functional form, with the compound/non-compound constructions as function determiners. For a demonstration, let us reorganize the entire arguments regarding the aspect/tense question in Arabic in a theoretical form, beginning with a specification of the four basic elements in the discussion:

Figure 5.D Time Unidimensional Line

Time: Unidimensional line, extending from left to right:

axis
past pres. fut.

Event (aspect): Bidirectional, assignable anywhere in the time-span.
Utterance: May be synchronous with the event, or one is anterior or posterior to the other. The three cases (of utterance with event) could be oriented either to axis PP (Point Present), to axis RP (Retrospective Point) or to axis AP (Anticipative Point).

Tense: Tenses may be conceptualized either temporally as 'time concepts', in which case they will be particularly oriented to PP; or vectorially as positionless abstract lines, which could be oriented to any of the three axes of orientation: RP, PP, or AP.

'Tense' considered as 'time concept' - which we may symbolize by 'TT' - with PP as its axis of orientation, may be taken as the basic criterion for the discussion.

'Event' synchronized with 'TT' gives 'Prime Tenses', which are then the simple 'past, present and future' tenses as conceptualized in the ordinary use in traditional grammar.
Utterance - being in constant simultaneity with PP of 'TT' - determines which of the three tenses synchronizes with which of the three aspects (beginning, middle, end) of the event. Utterance of the end of event with PP gives 'past perfective', of the middle of event with PP gives 'present imperfect', and of beginning of event with PP gives 'future'.

Figure 5.G Synchrony of Time, Tense and Aspect

In this sense, 'Prime Tenses' should become double functional, viz. aspect/tense indicators. And on this ground they might be justifiably labelled 'perfect/imperfect tenses'.

'Tense' considered as a vectorial concept, which we may call 'TV', differs from 'TT' in that in addition to PP, its axis of orientation could also be RP or AP. Thus, when oriented to PP with the same synchronization with event as 'TT' it fuses in 'TT' resulting in 'Prime Tenses'. But it could also shift backward (recollection) to be oriented to RP, or move forward (anticipation) to be oriented to AP. In such cases it gives retrospective tenses or anticipative tenses, which may together be called 'Retrocipative Tenses'.
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'Retrocipative Tenses' would be aspectual tenses concerned with the completion of action, and their PP synchronized with the axis of event becomes capable of moving to any position before (if oriented to RP) or after (if oriented to AP) the PP of the entire time span.

In other words: 'TV' oriented to RP or AP synchronizes with the axis of event and becomes aspectual (complete/incomplete), i.e. RP or AP becomes the PP of 'TV' and as a result PP becomes an axis of orientation for 'event' (beginning, middle, end). In such a case 'TT' has to be conveyed by a verb different from that conveying 'TV' in the total construction.
On these grounds, the Arabic verb should be considered as a 'Prime Tense' when it is in the ordinary usage, indicating past, present or future. But when compounded with another verb like 'Be', or introduced, say, in a circumstantial clause, etc. it becomes an aspectual 'Retrocipative Tense' oriented to RP or AP axis of 'event', and the 'Time' orientation is then carried out by the other verb of the compound construction; or adverbially in case of some participle formations. Should there be any durational consideration of the 'event' as in the 'progressive aspect', 'TV' would then also be considered as 'TT' oriented to RP or AP as its PP; and the verb at this point would fulfill twofold (aspect/tense) function.

5.2.1.4 Perfective/Imperfective

The preceding postulation is intended to overcome the apparently superficial contradiction in the simultaneous use of the aspectual (perfect/imperfect) and the temporal (past, present, future) labels with the Arabic verb, and to allow for a terminological determination in this respect. The aforesaid arguments should sufficiently justify the use of the 'perfect' form sometimes to refer to 'future time', such as after the particle /lam/. According to this postulation, the two successive forms will reflect the 'aspect' category with or without reference to 'Time'. A matter that makes the superficial contradiction irrelevant, as it will then relate - in a way - to the particles /?in/, /?i?i?/, /lam/, etc. rather than to the verbal forms.
With all the preceding discussion and demonstration of the terminological distinctions — in terms of both compound/non-compound 'constructions' and Prime/Retrocipative 'Tenses' — kept in mind for matters of reference, the terms 'perfective/imperfective' will be used throughout the following chapter on 'The Grammatical Rules' to denote 'Past' and 'Present' Tense forms, in a double functional sense.

5.2.2 VOICE

Nothing like the middle voice (concerning oneself) of Greek exists in Arabic. The only recognizable voice distinction is that of Active (mabniyyun lil-mālūm) and Passive (mabniyyun lil-majhūl) voices. There is in fact a group of verbs that Wright would consider as "something between" the active and passive, and call them neuter verbs because they express a state or condition which is, by its very nature, confined to the subject, e.g. /marīda/ 'to be sick', /nāma/ 'to sleep'. But these are actually a divisional group in terms of another classification (i.e. Transitive/Intransitive), as Wright himself has noticed. There is, however, the opinion that distinguishes the 'neutral' from the 'active voice' by the former meaning "to be in a certain condition or state", whereas "the essential meaning of the active is 'to perform an action whether directly affecting another person or thing (transitive) or not (intransitive)'. It is from this comparativist approach that Wright's classification of 'voice' seems to originate.

1 Grammar of Arabic, 1, pp.5f.
The subject of the 'passive voice' verb is either the object of the active form, e.g. /fuhima al-darsu/ 'the lesson is understood', or the abstract idea of the act, e.g. /julisa ʔinda al-maktabati/ 'the sitting was at the library'. As for the subject (agent) of the active form it is usually elided in the passive structure, either to draw the attention to the object or to avoid mentioning the subject for one intentional reason or another. In other words, it is not the usual procedure to place it after the object (i.e. agent of the passive structure), as you may do in English. However, the positional and functional changes associated with 'voice', regarding other words in the sentence are beyond the realm of this grammar which is mainly concerned with the verbal form itself.

But this leads to the question of the grammatical relationship between the active and passive forms. This relationship is not always as simple as might be expected. There is the type of verbs that correspond in meaning to the passive voice, whereas their forms correspond to the active voice and require the subject rather than the object as a 'goal', e.g. /daqqat al-ʔajrāsu/ 'the bells rang'. That is how the grammatical categories are not always in correspondence with 'meaning'. But the general attitude in the traditional Arabic grammar seems to be in favour of an existing grammatical relationship between the active and passive forms of the verb. They take the active form as the baseform that generates the passive form through specific operations, i.e. the passive is said to be 'formed from' the
active. But some modern linguists have

"actually denied that active and passive
sentences were related grammatically and
insisted that the relationship was purely
semantic, i.e. that they merely had (roughly)
the same meaning."  

The norm followed in this grammar would be more relevant to the latter
view, as the lexeme will be taken as the basis for generating both
the active and the passive forms.

Another group of verbs that deserves special attention is
that of verbs which are voice-wise formally restricted to the 'passive',
e.g. /ṭuniya/ 'to concern oneself with', /zuhiya/ 'to show off'.
They are equivalent to the type of verbs known in Latin grammar as
'deponent verbs', in having their forms in the passive whereas their
meanings are active. According to Siibawayhi, this kind of verb is
actually transformed from originally active forms which are not used,
e.g. /ḥumma/ 'to have fever', /junna/ 'to be mad' are originally
of the unused active forms /ḥamamtuhu/ 'I made him feverish' and
/janantuhu/ 'I made him mad'. This interpretation was considered as
favouring the Baṣrite attitude where the passive voice is regarded as
branching from the active, not as an independent entity. However,

---

1 Cf. Al-Ḥamalāwī, op. cit., p.51.
2 Palmer, Grammar, pp.36f.
3 See Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.62.
a number of this type of verbs have on rare occasions been used in the active forms as well, although in the standard language (al-
afaṣīḥah) they were always restricted to the passive forms, e.g.
/buhita, bahita/ 'to be surprised', /zukima/ 'to catch cold', /zakama/
'to cause to catch cold', /huzila/ 'to be emaciated', /hazala/ 'to cause to be emaciated', etc.

5.2.3 MOOD

'Mood' is generally defined as "Grammatical distinctions in verb forms which express a speaker's attitude to what he is saying".¹ Those grammatical distinctions are expressed in some languages by modal auxiliaries, such as the English: will, must, ought, may; while in others such as Arabic they are expressed by inflectional affixation.

Among Semitic languages, CA is said to be the one with the greatest number of moods. These are six (indicative, subjunctive, jussive, energetic, cohortative* and imperative) of which the base-form in Arabic is shown by the singular form assigned to the jussive or the imperative;² but not by the imperfect 'indicative' which though a declarative statement or fact, is grammatically marked in Arabic.³ However, it might be more appropriate to think of the modal base-form as any of the modal forms before the suffixation of its modal endings,

---

¹ Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.144.
² Gray, op.cit., pp.85f.
³ Cf. Dictionary of Language and Linguistics, p.144; and loc.cit.

* The status of this form is perhaps dubious; see below.
since the general understanding in Arabic grammar seems to be that the 'indicative' - though inflectionally marked - is the origin of derivation for other modal forms which are derived by various replacements of its inflectional ending. Such a notion may be supported by the idea that

"The peculiar meaning of the Jussive has brought along with it the rejection of the final vowel, which seems originally to have been /i/. At least the poets make use of the form 'ya-qtuli' in rhyme."¹

One may also find support for this attitude in the fact that the stem-vowel of the imperfective is never a fathah /a/, except when the second or third radical is a guttural, otherwise it is either a ˌdammah /u/ or kasrah /i/. Because of this fact, the Arab grammarians came to the conclusion that any such /a/ must be an alteration of the original vowels /u/ or /i/.² And as the kasrah /i/ is out of the modal question with which we are here concerned, the ˌdammah /u/ will give support to the attitude under consideration, in terms of vowel harmony.

Of these moods the energetic presents a particular problem in that its characteristic endings can be added to two different bases, the yaktub - from which the indicative, subjective and passive are formed and the uktub - from which the imperative is formed. For this reason it might be preferable to posit two moods corresponding to the traditional imperative, which we may label 'imperative' and 'energeticus' respectively. This 'energeticus' is to be distinguished from the 'energetic'

¹ Wright, op.cit., 1, p.60, and cf. vol.2, pp.385f.
² Al-Raḍī, 1, pp.114ff.
This is perhaps one of the places where one can see why the 'Imperative' - which is generally regarded as a division in the 'Mood' category' - is always considered by the Arab grammarians as a division in the category 'Tense'. As in this case, the imperative shares with the 'imperfect' the same status with regard to the mood 'energetic'. For the sake of convenience, the terms 'energicus' and 'energetic' will be used in this grammar to distinguish respectively the 'Imperfective' and the 'Imperative' in terms of this mood.

The subjunctive', the 'jussive' and the 'energetic' are said to have had their meanings best retained in Arabic, with the two forms of the 'energetic' (e.g. yaktub-anna, yaktub-an) being retained together only in Arabic and Hebrew. Both the energetic suffixes (-anna and -an) are used with both the imperfective and the imperative in Arabic. The optional ending (-an) of the energetic imperative is sometimes shortened by the elision of /n/, with a compensatory lengthening of the /a/. This is sometimes thought of as the 'cohortative mood' in Arabic. Otherwise, moods of the Arabic verb are only five.2

In general, the modal endings for the discrete moods are: -u 'Indicative', -a 'Subjunctive', -anna (-an) 'Energetic/Energicus' and φ (i.e. quiescence) for the 'Jussive' and 'Imperative'. In some forms of these moods, the endings may be subjected to or subject

---

1 Cf. Wright, op.cit., 1, p.52.
2 See Gray, op.cit., pp.86,89; cf. ibid., 1, pp.51,61.
the forms to various operations of alterations or elision, which are practically demonstrated in the relevant sections of this grammar. To give some examples: the dual and the masc. plural endings of the indicative form are respectively -āni, -ūna which are shortened to -ā and -ū in the subjunctive, the jussive and the imperative (e.g. yaktub-ā, yaktub-ū, yuktub-ā, yuktub-ū); the ending of the plural masc. and that of the second person sing. fem. are respectively shortened to -u and -i in the energetic forms whose suffix in these cases should be also shortened to -nna, e.g. taktub-unna and taktub-inna. In the case of 'dual' the energetic is formed by a replacement of the suffix with -ānni, e.g. yaktub-ānni; and in this case, as in three other cases, the optional (-an) is not allowable.\(^1\) Of the different types of verbs, the medial and the final weak verbs undergo certain phonological alterations. Their approximants, whether medial or final are shortened in the jussive mood, e.g. yaqūl → yaqūl, yuqīm → yuqīm, yaxšā → yaxšā, yarmī → yarmī, etc. The final-weak verb of base-form pattern \(\{c_1a(i)c_2ay_3\}\) yields in the subjunctive mood an amalgamation of \(v_2\) and \(c_3\) into -ā, which makes it of the same formation as the Indicative, e.g. yararyawan → yararyawan.\(^2\) This is of course according to the stem conceptualization in this grammar which takes the lexeme as it is in its original form before any phonemic alteration.

5.2.4 THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS

With the exception of the 'Compound Pronouns', which are actually beyond the domain of the verbal structure, as they are actually

\(^2\) Cf. Altoma, op.cit., p.64.
beyond the domain of the verbal structure, as they are formed of the pronominal suffixes appended to /?iyyā-/ (i.e. /?iyyā-/ + 'a pronominal suffix') and used to express the object, unattached to the verb for the sake of emphasis or precision; with this exception, the 'Personal Pronouns' are classified into 'Free' and 'Bound' Forms:

5.2.4.1 Free Forms

The free forms, which are sometimes called 'Absolute Forms', are independent personal pronouns distributed categorically as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5.J FREED FORMS OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

See O'Leary, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, pp.139ff.
Symbols of the first column are presented here by way of anticipation, as they will be labelling the categories named, in the following tables. The label '3FD' has no 'free form' other than that of '3PD', but it is placed here for expository purpose, as it will appear in the next tabulation for 'bound forms' where it is separately marked).

One important point to be made about these 'free forms', is the possibility of their segmentation. Examination of these 'free forms', compared to the pronominal suffixes of the subject in the 'Imperfective', would suggest the segmentability of the second person 'free forms' into √ an-/ plus the subject-suffixes, whereby √ an- appears as a stem.

This question of segmentability has been tackled by Trager and Rice. They convincingly rejected the idea on the grounds that such an analysis would be unusual since the suffixes referred to are verbal whereas the free form pronouns are nominal rather than verbal. Furthermore, if √ an- is to be regarded as a stem, then the terminal -ā of √ anā/ 'I' should have been one of those suffixes. But in fact /-ā/ is not parallel to any other first singular form. Hence, √ anā/, √ anta/ etc. should be left unsegmented, and the form √ an(a) should be regarded as the longer form of √ / (√ = morpheme, √ = allomorph). As segmentation is thus shown to be of no benefit in this respect, one is rather inclined not to take this question any further.


* The shorter form of which is the verbal suffix -ta.
5.2.4.2 **Bound Forms**

Bound forms of the Personal Pronouns are classified into 'nominals' and 'verbals'.

The 'nominals' class comprises suffixes that indicate 'object of a verb', 'possession', or particle (e.g. preposition) relation. The suffix as 'object of a verb' is what concerns us in this class. Others have nothing to do with the verb, although description of the object-suffixes would in fact apply to them.

The 'verbals' class marks the inflectional distinction between perfect and imperfect, with regard to person, number and gender, by suffixed pronouns in the case of the former, but by both suffixed and prefixed pronouns in the case of the latter.

Prefixes for the imperfective are conceived as mainly temporal (or aspectual), but they also express person and to some extent the gender as in the case of third person singular feminine /ta-ktub/, distinguished from its masculine form /ya-ktub/. On the other hand, suffixes mainly mark the gender (e.g. second singular feminine /taktub-îna/ vs. the masculine form /taktub/), and number.

The entire sets of prefixes and suffixes are distributed (in the paper by Trager and Rice) in the following table, where column I lists the labels as defined in the preceding table; II lists suffixes.
indicating possessor or object of a verb; III for suffixes of the subject in the 'imperfect'.

TABLE 5.K THE SET OF PRONOMINAL PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-ī-ya, -nī</td>
<td>-tu</td>
<td>?-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>-nā</td>
<td>-nā</td>
<td>n-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ka</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>t-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2F</td>
<td>-ki</td>
<td>-ti</td>
<td>t- ... -ī (na)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>-kum</td>
<td>-tum</td>
<td>t- ... -ū (na)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PF</td>
<td>-kunna</td>
<td>-tunna</td>
<td>t- ... -na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PD</td>
<td>-kumā</td>
<td>-tumā</td>
<td>t- ... -ā (ni)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-hu</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
<td>-hā</td>
<td>-at</td>
<td>t-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>-hum</td>
<td>-ū</td>
<td>y- ... -ū (na)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PF</td>
<td>-hunna</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>y- ... -na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PD</td>
<td>-humā</td>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>y- ... -ā (ni)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FD</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>-atā</td>
<td>t- ... -ā (ni)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In column II, the pronominal object of a verb is /-nī/. As for /-ī/ and /-ya/, they are alternative 'possessive' forms, i.e. they are not verbal. But I keep them here as they were presented only because they are going to appear again in the final table which I intend not to alter. Every /a/ vowel in this table is a respelling of an original /a/, a small dash on a vowel (i.e. ā, ī, ū) is a respelling of an original vowel plus macron, and /?/ for an original /'/).
A significant point that needs to be emphasised at the outset is the fact that the category-formative relationship is not always a one-to-one correspondence. In Arabic this principle is overwhelmingly maintained in most of the discussions related to the personal-pronoun question.

The set of oppositions displayed by the members of the different paradigms is always expected to reveal in a clear-cut fashion the grammatical functions of the various morphemic elements in the whole word. But as an isolate each of these morphemic elements is susceptible to grammatical ambiguity. Take the affix /ya-/ which serves as 'third person singular masculine' prefix in the imperfective it could also serve as 'third person plural masculine or feminine' prefix. A similar problem arises with the duality suffix and others. The principle of intelligibility would require the bound morphemes such as those of tense and number to bear their grammatical significances individually. But as they are much clearer in the word as a whole, one is tempted to find the way out of such a grammatical ambiguity in terms of the concept of 'cumulation' of the categories in a morphemically indivisible segment, which is freely admitted in Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. This is of course, more in accordance with WP.

An interesting discussion of the conflated prefix-suffix sets of formatives in Arabic is presented in a paper by Pike and Erickson.¹

¹ Kenneth L. Pike and Barbara Erickson, 'Conflated Field Structure in Potawatomi and in Arabic', International Journal of American Linguistics, 30 (1964) 201-212.
One of their particularly relevant statements is that

"The form-meaning co-occurrence requirement for the existence of a natural language system can be satisfied by formatives as form, plus categories as meaning, even when the form-meaning requirement is achieved only by the interplay of various one-to-many and many-to-one relationships of formative to category within a single matrix or within a conflated field of contiguous or non-contiguous matrices."

For matters of demonstration, some former references to personal pronouns have been made under this general understanding. This should have no contrasting effect or bearing on the following chapter, where only the conclusions under the sub-heading 'Personal Pronouns' will be used.

Forms of the Personal Pronouns seem to have been best analysed and presented in the previously mentioned paper of Trager and Rice. The major merit here is that it maintains the significant principle of 'total accountability', in addition to the economical and compact labelling of the forms. A brief account of this analysis is necessary here so that it may be resorted to for consultation, whenever a reference is made to a pronominal form in the following chapter. The best way to go about this is to present the accompanying table, as a summary of the total analysis.

Before this, it may be more profitable - in order to see by way of comparison how significant the role of this principle of 'total accountability' is in resolving the pronominal ambiguities - to start with another version of the pronominal discussion, where the high degree of formative-ambiguities has been given prominence. This is the study
referred to, where Pike and Erickson have chosen the indicative imperfect strong verb stem of Arabic to demonstrate the pronominal-affix ambiguities in two stages:

(1) They first point out the category meanings for the prefix set and the suffix set as reflected in two different matrices. From these matrices they abstract a smaller feminine matrix of persons 3 and 2, for each of (a) the prefix set, and (b) the suffix set.

TABLE 5.L  MATRIX OF FEMININE AFFIXES

(a) Feminine Prefix  (b) Feminine Suffix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3f</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2f</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3f</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>åni</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2f</td>
<td>Îna</td>
<td>åni</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contrast between 3 and 2 is thus shown to be in the plural in (a), whereas it is in the singular in (b). The masculine contrasts are clearly seen as more conspicuous in the following stage.

(2) They then produce a total Field Structure of the Arabic imperfect strong-verb affixes, in which blocks forming an adjacent set of occurrences of a particular formative are brought about by permutation.
Rows and columns are here arranged in a morphological matrix to help in discovering regularities, ranking and segmentation of patterns, e.g. "An L shape implies a ranking of category involvement". Solid lines group contrastive formatives of prefixes. Dotted lines group contrastive formatives of suffixes. Ambiguity is thus given prominence as reflected between 3fs and 2ms, 3fd and 2md and 2fd, 1d and 1P; whereas other cells are all clearly differentiated.

Turning back to the above-mentioned paper of Trager and Rice,\(^1\) we find its purpose summed up in the introduction as,

"to display a procedure of morphemic analysis that makes maximum use of morpheme-segmentation, and classifies morphs* into morphemes in terms of recurrent partials within a fixed frame of reference consists of a text in which substitutions are made at various points and the resulting other changes are observed."

According to this plan they carry out their analysis of the personal pronouns, to end up with the frame of reference referred to, presented in the form of the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>THE PERSONAL-PRONOUN SYSTEM OF CLASSICAL ARABIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>ana'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>naHnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>'ant(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-F1</td>
<td>'ant(a)-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-P1</td>
<td>'ant(a)-um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-P1-F3</td>
<td>'ant(a)-um-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-P1-D</td>
<td>'ant(a)-um-a'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>h<a href="a">u'</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-F1</td>
<td>h<a href="a">u'</a>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-P1</td>
<td>h<a href="a">u'</a>-um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-P1-F3</td>
<td>h<a href="a">u'</a>-um-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-P1-D</td>
<td>h<a href="a">u'</a>-um-a'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-P5-D</td>
<td>-(a)-t-a'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* They call the partials 'MORPHS' and classify them into 'MORPHEMES'. The fact that these definitions do not correspond to the previous definitions of these terms, is pointed out by them in the first page, and hence it should not bear any confusion.
To explain the number-and-letter notation that is used in this table to facilitate structural comparisons, Trager and Rice write:

"The symbols 0-, 1-, 2-, 3- will be used respectively for first singular, first plural, 2d, and 3d person (stems or affixes). The categories in the four columns previously presented will be indicated by a second digit, -1, -2, -3, -4; thus ?anā is 01, ?anta is 21, and so on. The letter F will designate the 'feminine' morpheme, the allomorphs being numbered from 1 to 6, in the order in which they appear (horizontal, then vertical) in the table; P is 'plural', with allomorphs numbered 1 to 3 in the same way; D is 'dual'. Note that the terms feminine, plural, dual are labels, not definitions or descriptions."

One further point to be added to this quotation is that the fourth column of this table should always be considered in comparison with the preceding table for the total field-structure of the imperfective strong-verb affixes which presents the personal pronouns in their basic forms, as they appear in the indicative formation.

5.2.4.3 General Observations

For further clarification, it may be desirable to make the following remarks about this table:

(1) All free pronouns in the first column are to be pronounced as they were in their original forms before segmentation. The segmented forms here can be traced back to their origins according to specific processes stated as part of the general analysis.
The brackets '()' indicate a potential loss of the bracketed phonemes under statable morphophonemic conditions (the syntactically governed endings of /al-ʔaʕāl al-Xamsah/ 'the five verbal forms' are in this table omitted) e.g. (a) of -k(a) is part of the second person accusative pronoun, but as it disappears before other affixes beginning with vowels, brackets are used to indicate this fact. Also the 'third person' prefix in the imperfective form is put into brackets (y) because of its potential loss before the 'Fem. prefix' -t-.

Related to this second point is the fact that -a which consistently follows the prefix (y) -t- (i.e. this prefix is expected to be (ya) -ta) is missing in this table as if it is considered part of the verb, while it is in fact part of the prefix; unless we think of it as the first vowel of the perfective (which is always -a-) shifted to the first phonemic position in the imperative. This applies as well to the 'second person' prefix 't-'. However, whichever way we may think of it, this point should always be kept in mind.

The square brackets "are defined as meaning loss of -u- before the vowel-initial affixes -um, -um-na, -um-ā", except in the 'third person' accusative affix -h[u-] where the brackets should mean only loss of ٍ. This is a morphophoneme postulated by Rice to mean 'semivowel', and to be automatically replaced by /w/, /y/, /ʔ/ or /ʾ/ under statable conditions, e.g. ٍ is /w/ after u before a vowel, giving the actual form /huwa/ 'he'.
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(5) The feminine plural suffix of the subject (second and third person) /-unna/ is - for economical reasons and to match the plural suffix /-um/- divided into /-um-na/ "with automatic replacement of m by n before n".

(6) The symbol -Ø is a zero allomorph representing 'plural'. It is postulated before 'Feminine' -na and 'Dual' -ā (in the second person imperfect and in the third person perfect and imperfect), because these two suffixes appear elsewhere preceded by 'plural' morphemes. In this respect "F and P are seen to be mutually exclusive before D".

(7) Most noticeable in this paper is the fact that the table contains no symbol for 'masculine'. This is obviously meant to imply that the form is Masculine unless (F) 'feminine' gender is morphemic marked. This idea is almost overtly expressed in their writing [Masculine] between square brackets throughout the column defining the labels; also in writing /a/ of -ka and -ta between brackets, so that the segmented forms should be written thus: -k(a), -k(a)-i, -k(a)-um, ...-t(a), -t(a), -t(a)-i, etc. To rule out the possibility of considering this (a) as 'masc.' marker, they state that it is "lost under statable syntactic conditions". To me these syntactic conditions are not as clear as I can see them in the case of -(na) and -(ni) of 'al-ʔafːal al-Xamsah'. Furthermore, they say in the same place about (a) "we conclude that it is a part of the morphs -ka and -ta, and say that it automatically disappears before additional affix-material beginning with a vowel". This is again just another way of avoiding the specification of a morphemic segment as a 'masculine' marker. Nonetheless, they eventually
had to use the term twice in the body of their paper: (a) "In column II the masculine affix is -hu", (b) "In column III the masculine third person has -(a)". But even then, a close scrutiny would reveal the same general attitude lying behind these two statements. However, one must acknowledge the advantage of this restriction in setting up a good number of other forms of pronominal affixes, a merit for which the table as a whole is justifiably acceptable.

(8) The endings /na/ and /ni/ of /al-ʔaʕlaʔ al-Xamsah/ 'the five verbal forms' denote the 'indicative' mood of the Imperfective, as they disappear in the cases of subjunctive and jussive moods. Thus, they are syntactically governed. But their omission is only allowable because the person, number, and gender are distinctly signalled. On the other hand, the ending dammah /u/ of the Imperfective is to mark the indicative mood, therefore it disappears in the jussive mood and is replaced by an /a/ in the subjunctive. It is thus purely syntactical. The question then is where the personal pronoun for masculine gender in this case is, i.e. bearing in mind that /y/ in /yaktub/ is specified for third person, where is the marker for masculine gender? If proposals were allowable here, one would tend to postulate a Ø morpheme for masculine in the Imperfective, in order to conform with the above-mentioned principle of 'total accountability', as this is the only place where this pronoun is missing, whereas it is provided for both in the perfective and as object of a verb. The point being made here is about existing affixes, which is different from the previous question as to whether they should be labelled as 'masculine'.
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(9) In the suffix /nI/ which expresses the first person accusative, /n/ is actually an augment, i.e. it does not take part in denoting the accusative, although Wright seems to imply that it does to some extent. His inclination to this interpretation is possibly due to the fact that /I/ of this suffix is sometimes (very rarely) elided in usage, e.g. /ʔittaqūn/ for /ʔittaqūnI/ 'fear me'. However, the /n/ is inserted to serve a purely phological purpose, which is to "prevent the final vowels of the verb from being absorbed by the long vowel [/I/]". For this reason it is called by the Arab grammarians /nūn al-wiqāyah/ or /nūn al-qiimād/ 'the guarding or supporting /n/'.¹ Nonetheless, the fact that this accusative suffix is never without this attached /n/, should suffice to justify the /nI/ suffix being presented as a one unit suffix in the paper of Trager and Rice. One further point to be added here is that this suffix is sometimes replaced by /niya/, but this form is rarely and mainly used in /wašl/ 'word-juncture' or in poetry.

(10) Prefixes in the Imperfective are in this paper always regarded as person or gender markers, and this is unlike the usual procedure which regards them as, at least partly, aspect/tense markers. The only justification for this attitude is perhaps that the whole question is here considered under the category of aspect/tense, and hence whichever categorical description is given to any affixal pronoun it is here considered as related in part to aspect/tense category. There is however another way of looking at this matter, which is for

¹ See Wright, op.cit., 1, p.101; cf. O'Leary, op.cit., 1.150.
it to be viewed in terms of what Hamp\(^1\) calls 'cumulative conditioning', referring to the environmentally complex conditioning features that are sometimes involved in selecting one given allomorph rather than another.

In conclusion, one should emphasise that these observations should in no way diminish the value of the findings of this paper, which are in fact ideal for our purpose.
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THE GRAMMATICAL RULES

(APPLICATION)

6.0 INTRODUCTION

Having already mentioned the fact that there are no semantical grounds for imposing one sequence of properties rather than the other within the grammatical word structure; and that the rules are expected to be ordered internally, but not necessarily externally;¹ the question that immediately poses itself is whether there are any other grounds - concerning CA in particular - for the external ordering of the rule-groups or 'categories'? 'Complexity' is pointed out by Matthews² as one possible factor for the external ordering. He states that

"... our exposition will be clearer, it seems, if the separate stages are discussed in reverse order: ending rather than beginning with the derivation of the primary stems. In this way, the major complexities will be handled in the earlier paragraphs."

¹ See pp.203f., 273f.
² The Main Features of Modern Greek Verb Inflection, pp.267-68.
Schramm\textsuperscript{1} takes the 'predictability' of morphemic shapes on one another as a possible criterion for ordering the morphophonemic rules. On this ground, and on the assumption that predictability of the morphemic shapes has some relationship to historical development, the conclusive statement was that

"If there is any validity in this assumption, then, of the various finite verbal stems in Arabic, the imperative is the oldest one, since the shapes of other stems may be completely predicted starting with the imperative and not vice versa."

It seems to me that this idea of the 'Imperative' being the starting point in the derivation of the stem-series, is very much relevant to the modal forms of the verb and it is of relevance to what Gray\textsuperscript{2} has said in this respect. But taking 'mood' into consideration in the stem analysis, should equally involve other categories (e.g. aspect/tense, gender) whose affixal formatives include prefixes as well as the modal suffixes. That is why it may be better not to involve the grammatical categories in the specification of the stem base-form, as we shall see in this grammar.

However, out of these remarks one gets the general impression that although the external ordering of the rule-groups or 'categories' is not a condition; it is preferable and it should be logically reasoned in one way or another. In our case (i.e. CA)

\textsuperscript{1} An outline of Classical Arabic Verb Structure, p.374. \textsuperscript{2} Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics, p.86.
this is intended to be generally observed, as it will be reflected in
the brief introductions for each of the Stem-Rules and the V-Rules
sections.
VI.I

GUIDING NOTES

6.1.0 It is necessary to acquaint ourselves with the following guiding notes before looking into the Rules Sections. The Rules themselves are in this grammar based on a comparison of their sets in a number of the texts concerned with CA grammar.* The more complex, or of multi-choice option, the background of a rule is, the more investigation was required to be exerted. But as this grammar is meant to be self-explanatory, comments - included in these Guiding Notes - to explain the change processes lying behind the rules, are kept to the minimum. Major issues that require further explanation (e.g. augmented forms, weak verbs, etc.) are already dealt with in Chapter V. The Notes are here grouped under subtitles according to their types of relationship.

* The major sources consulted for this purpose were: Sībawayhi, al-Kitāb (2 vols); Asrābādī, Šarḥ Šāfiyyat Ibn al-Ḥājib; Ibn Jinnī, al-Munṣif: Šarḥ Taṣrīf al-Māzinī; Abu Ḥayyān, Manhaj al-Salik fī al-Kalam fīla alfiyyat Ibn Mālik; AlḤamalīwī, Ṣaḥa al-Ṣarf fī fann al-ṣarf; Al-Ḥadiṭhī, Abniyat al-Ṣarf fī Kitāb Sībawayhi, Šāhin, al-Manhaj al-ṣawtī lil-binya al-Ṭarabiyyah; Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language.
6.1.1 GENERAL REMARKS

(1) In order to conform with (R) as the closing stage in the 'procedure' for interpretation of Rules, an absolute Rule which is to go with, and be understood as the 'overall' supreme general Rule of the entire group of each division of the 'Grammatical Rules' is the Rule:

[L] Dis Mor, R
(i.e. Each (L)exeme is derived from a (R)oot by a (Dis)continuous (Mor)pheme, which is determined lexically.)

(2) It is to be understood that any suffixal operation associated with a verbal form is to be applied to the operand of the verbal type concerned in its resultant form, after its operations and those of the stem or stems (if any) from which it has been derived are carried out.

(3) Always do the operation(s) preceding the operand-index-symbol, before adding the specified suffix (if any) to the operand.

(4) The skeletal representation of the verbal forms in the 'Limitation' component is of the form \((c_1-c_2-c_2)\) which symbolizes the three radicals of the verb. Doubled (geminate) verbs are indicated by the doubling of \(c_2\) thus \((c_1-c_2-c_2)\), whereas weak verbs are indicated by a semivowel (approximant) insertion in one of the three positions thus \(w_1-c_2-c_3\), \(c_1-y_2-c_3\), or \(c_1-c_2-w_3\); and so is the
case with the hamzated verbs, e.g. ?1-c2-c3, etc. Augmented forms will be represented by the Roman Numbers (from I to XVII) attached to the skeletal form, e.g. III(c1-w2-c3) (i.e. the third form 'pattern' of the medial-weak verb).

(5) Any rule about a given type of verb (e.g. c1-c2-c2) applies to its augmented forms, unless otherwise indicated.

(6) With the augmented forms, comprising more than two vowels, the vowels will be symbolized as v1, v2 and v3 successively (the Imperfective prefixed vowel /a(u)/ does not count). This practice does not change when one of these vowels is subjected to alteration or omission, e.g. v2 in the operation (-?u, +v2:a) of S3 for the form VII is the same as v2 of S1, although v1 has first been altered into u then omitted as part of the operation (-?u,).

(7) In the transitory stem T' (i.e. Passive Imperfective stem) /a/ in the operation (+a:u) refers to the prefixed /a/ of the transitory stem T (i.e. Active Imperfective stem). Other /a/(s) in the T-stem (if any) are referred to as v1, v2 or v3, according to their position. Also in the operations (pro a, pro u) of the Imperfective rules (Active and Passive), /a/ and /u/ will be referring to the prefixal vowels.*

* These two prefixed vowels (/a/, /u/) of the Imperfective stem are - for economy - given the cover-symbol (v+) in the section for 'Moods of the Imperfective'.
(8) When a hamzah (glottal stop) clusters with a following consonant, it should be realized as a prolonged form of the vowel preceding it, if that vowel is preceded by another hamzah (e.g. ʔaʔman → ʔʔman). Otherwise it is optional/not to be changed (e.g. ʔistaʔaer or ʔistääaer).

(9) So far as negation is concerned, the Perfective is inflectionally not affected. The Imperfective is inflectionally marked in the form of one of three moods: Indicative, Subjunctive or Jussive (depending on the specific negative particle: mā, lā, lan or lam), and the Imperative is negated by having the same formation as the 'Imperfective Jussive' (e.g. lam tarmi → lā tarmi, lam taʔkul → lā taʔkul, lam tasʔal → lā tasʔal or lā tasal, etc.). This grammar is thus capable of producing the negated verbal forms, although the negation-particles themselves are beyond the domain of the grammatical word structure.

(10) Objects are sometimes expressed pronominally by the 'Accusative Pronouns' which are to be suffixed (as required) to the verbal form at the final stage of the derivation. As such they are an integral part of the grammatical word structure, and are expected to be generated (like other segmental parts of the word) by the grammar concerned. But the fact that neither the verbal form (whether it is a bare stem or a stem categorically qualified with other pronominal affixes) nor the 'accusative pronoun' change form
in their integration in a word, makes it redundant to involve the 'accusative pronouns' in the Rules' making and ordering. In other words, if all that is required to express a pronominal as part of a word, is to suffix the given accusative pronoun as it is (with no alteration) to that word, then what is needed is just a tabulation of the 'Pronominal Objects' thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronominal Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The 3rd person allomorphs beginning with /hi/, occur when the preceding phoneme is /i/ or /i/, otherwise the morphemes beginning with /hu/ are to occur. The allomorph /niya/ occurs mostly in word juncture.)

6.1.2 RULE-ORDER

(1) The Rules are ordered in a way such that the exceptional ones fall before the general rules. But in the overall order, most of the rules do have clash (inflectional overlapping) with certain others. For this reason, most of the rules have had to be indicated
as preceding other specifically contrasting rules with which they
do have clash either in the 'reference' or the 'limitation' component.

(2) When two rules are similar in both their 'Reference' and
'Formation' components, the difference in their 'Limitation' component
is usually intended to exclude the rest of the forms which are usually
captured by the 'supreme' general rule (Cf. Rules 80 and 81 of the:
'Moods of the Imperfective').

(3) The Rules 31, 32, 46 and 53 (in: The Active and Passive
Perfectives) represent together a rare case, where a verbal form that
escapes the rule (or rules) involving its 'base-form' in the
'Limitation' Component may not be captured by the next rule to which
the rule concerned is not an exception, but are captured by the
relevant final 'supreme' general rule of the given section.

6.1.3 OPTIONAL RULES

(1) When more than one stem - in a sequence (e.g. I, T, T')
or otherwise - of the same basic form have optional rules, each
optional stem is derivable directly from its operand as realized in
the original rule, not from the stem optional to that operand (if
there is one), e.g. the optionals of T and T' stems of the basic form
/?i?taman/.

(2) Optional rules in the 'stem-formation' section are to
apply automatically to the paradigm-formation (V-Rules), unless a
given paradigmatic item (verbal form) is restricted to a specific
option where the choice is then reduced to one, e.g. Cf. Rule 34 of
the: 'Moods of the Imperfective', with Rules 12 and 13 of 'The
Transitory Stems 'T' ', where the only choice in the case of the
[1st, sg. imperfective] regarding the formatives IV and VIII is the
replacement of the 1st radical hamzah by prolongation of the preceding
vowel (i.e. َہَذَّمَنَ → َذَمَنَ, َاءَتَمَيْنَ → َتَمَيْنَ). The free 'option'
is thus restricted to paradigmatic items (verbal forms) other than
the [1st, sg] formation.

6.1.4 RULE-GENERALIZATION

(1) Verbs that are by their nature restricted to their own
subjects (i.e. take no object as a goal), e.g. /mari4/ 'to become
sick', are voice-wise neutral. But in this grammar, some verbs of
this type (e.g. /tawul/ 'to become tall', /saruw/ 'to become noble')
are given passive stems, in order to allow for the succession of the
stems derived from one another. This is in addition to the potential
use of the passive form of such a verb when compounded with a
prepositional phrase, i.e. followed by a preposition, which is a valid
grammatical practise.

(2) Some augmented forms, such as form VII, are by their
neutral nature not expected to produce 'passive' formation. But in
this grammar, they may have generalized rules in order to allow for the production of such a formation, when necessitated by such factors as the need for a loan-word in the 'passive' of such forms,¹ or the compounded prepositional phrase referred to in the previous point. In other words, there is no redundancy in generalizing such a rule, since this generalization is the only way of providing for such necessities.

6.1.5 PRONOMINAL AFFIXES

(1) The Personal Pronouns - whether prefixes, suffixes, or combination of both - are already specifically defined in terms of both form and meaning. Hence, it is merely a redundancy to try involving them - in their basic forms - in the rule making. Therefore, the rules will mainly involve the stem morphophonemics. The appropriate personal pronouns should thus be understood to be automatically affixed (in symbols or realized forms) to the derivatum of the rule concerned in order to set the required verbal form. The only exception to this is when the stem morphophonemics involve the paradigm. Namely, when in certain formations the change involves the form of a suffix (e.g. \([V_{pf,3,pl}\] of ramay), in which case such a change has to be clearly stated, e.g. by the pronoun being suffixed - to the operand - in its altered form.
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(2) When a suffixal pronoun is not only partly involved, but totally absorbed in the stem formation, this will be indicated by a zero mark 'Ø' following the representation index-symbol. However, the examples - in which the hyphens will separate stems from affixes - attached to each rule should reflect the specific pronominal suffix with which the rule is concerned.

(3) Unlike all operations which usually precede the 'Representation' symbol, suffixes in the V-Rules are - for economy - simply added to it in symbols or realized forms thus (I+ suffix).

6.1.6 BASE-FORM UTILITY

Both in the 'Stem-Rules' and the 'V-Rules' sections, the concept of 'Base-Form' is used in determining the Limitation component of a number of rules. In such cases, the introduction of the vocalic pattern with the radicals symbolized by c's (e.g. \(c_1wac_3\)), will be the peculiarity distinguishing this type of representation from the representation of verbs in their totality (e.g. (raʔay)) or merely with c's (e.g. \(c_1-c_2-c_3\)).

For further clarity, numbers of the rules utilizing the concept of 'Base-form' are brought up in the brief introduction for each Rule-section. The Utility of the 'Base form' concept is conspicuously manifest in the rules for weak-verbs, where the perfective/

1 See pp.224ff.
imperfective distinction of forms mostly affect the 'formation' component.

6.1.7 WEAK-VERB RULES

(1) The Guiding Notes regarding weak-verbs, should be consulted together with the preceding discussion of 'Weak-Verbs' in Chapter V,¹ when the need arises for a clarification of the complex background of a relevant rule.

(2) Any verbal form with a given positional 'approximant', which has no special rule to handle, is handled by the rule for the same verbal form with consonantal occupant (e.g. Imperative-stems [singular] for /ramay/, /taway/ and /jalas/ are all handled by the same rule), or by a supreme general rule.

(3) When the 'Limitation' component of a given rule involves an 'approximant', the weak-verb concerned is the one with the specified positioning of the approximant, no matter whether other radical positions are also occupied with approximants (e.g. /taway/, /waqay/), with hamzah (e.g. /ra?ay/) or with any other consonants (e.g. /gazaw/, /baya?/, /yasar/).

(4) The doubly-weak verbs are of a twofold inflectional behaviour. With regard to their 1st and 2nd radicals, they are

¹ See pp.259ff.
either of the pattern \( w_1-c_2-y_3 \) which resembles the initial-weak type, or of the pattern \( c_1-w_2-y_3 \) which resembles the final-weak type. In either case they are to inflect accordingly.

(5) The verb /waḍaf/ is inflectionally exceptional to the grammatical rule which states that the initial /w/ of an initial-weak verb should be elided in the imperfective (also in the imperative) form when and only if the imperfective is originally of the pattern \( (ya-w_1c_2ic_3) \). But it is treated as such (i.e. elision of the initial) - although the imperfective is of the pattern \( (ya-w_1c_2ac_3) \) - because it is said to have been of the original imperfective form /ya-wdiʃ/, then the vowel /i/ was changed into /a/ in order to be in harmony - in a kind of progressive assimilation - with the final guttural radical. Other verbs of this type are: yadaʃ (to which yašar - with no guttural - is analogically paired), yazaʃ, yašar, yaqaʃ, yalaf, yalah and yahab. Two further verbs (i.e. /yaṭaʔ/ and /yasaʃ/) are added to this group with no apparent justification, as their perfective patterns cacic indicates that they are originally of the imperfective pattern ya-ccac.

(6) Augmented stem-forms of weak verbs pattern differently sometimes. But the difference in such cases is mostly related to the position of the approximant, no matter whether it is a /w/ or /y/. For this reason verbs in such cases will be expressed in patterns (canonical form) - rather than by themselves - attached to the
number representing the form concerned, e.g. IV\{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\}, VIII\{w_1(y,?)-c_2-c_3\}, II\{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}, etc. With respect to the medial-weak verbs, there should be kept in mind that the change of /w/ into /u/ or /u-/ is parallel to that of /y/ into /i/ or /i/. The final /w/ of a final-weak root is realized as /y/ in the augmented forms. In general, resorting to the skeletal pattern in representing the discrete verbs would be the practise, unless the rule is concerned with a specific verb which is to be phonemically realized.

(7) Form X of the initial-weak verb, inflects as it does in the case of sound verbs, except in the S^2 where the diphthongs /uw/ and /uy/ are realized as long vowels /u/, a feature which it shares with form IV.

6.1.8 GEMINATION RULES

(1) In (exp)anding the (Con)traction of a geminate form, the vowel that should mediate between the two expanded identicals is the one preceding their contracted forms. This is also valid in the case of augmented forms, except for the imperfectives and the imperatives of form III where the mediating vowel is always an /i/ (e.g. yu-ʕaddid, ʕaddid).

(2) The geminate verb does not occur with forms IX, XI and XIII, since these forms are always augmented, with no recognisable triliteral verb as their original root. Nonetheless, on the same
grounds on which verbs like /?ijlawwaz/ and /?iflawwat/ were
considered as augmented triliteral verbs, the form XIII is included
in this grammar to reflect its possible formation from the various
verbal types (including geminate) whenever that formation was found
necessary for the production of a given word. As these three forms
are by their nature geminate forms, the expansion of their
identicals - when required by any morphological process - is
carried out by the operation $V$ (i.e. insert the specific vowel)
e.g. /ya-qafir-na/.

(3) With augmented forms (other than IX, XI and XIII)
derived from a geminate verb, gemination is automatically and
inevitably expanded in order to fill the radical positions (e.g. $S^1$
of XII: ?irdawdad). In such forms, when contraction is required by
any morphological process, the vowel that should precede the contracted
identicals is usually the one that is separating them in the expanded
form, e.g. ?ista$dad + ?ista$fadd.
VI.2

APPLICATION

6.2.0 The WP approach is in this section applied to the CA verb bearing in mind the relevant references made in the previous sections of this work. The preceding 'Guiding Notes' are - as stated - to be given particular attention, in view of their expository function as an integral part of this section of application. This does not mean that the grammatical rules rely on these notes in order to function. The grammar is self-reliant, in terms of generating the required Arabic verbal forms. But for the benefit of the reader, the guiding notes will provide an answer to any question regarding a potentially puzzling point at a given grammatical rule. The two major divisions in this section are the one for Stem-Rules, and the other for V-Rules.

6.2.1 THE STEM-RULES

It is economically very beneficial for a grammar to have its discrete stem-forms derived from one another. In this grammar the Arabic verbal stems have been ordered in such a way that this benefit should be secured. The Arabic verbal forms are
traditionally dichotomized in terms of 'aspect/tense' into 'perfective' and 'imperfective', with each having the binary classification of voice. The Imperative is related derivationally to the Imperfective, with no voice involvement.

In order to work out the solution required, the traditional system of derivational priorities has had to be partly abandoned for the sake of the stem-ordering. The resultant system will thus be as follows:

(1) The Root in Arabic is an abstract entity. It is realizable only by means of a discontinuous morpheme. The combination of both is the Lexeme \( L \), represented in the Arabic lexicon by the least verbal formation; and it always represents the perfective (Past-Tense) form. Therefore, the Perfective is considered as the 'Primary Stem' \( S^1 \), being directly derived from the lexeme \( L \) which is the minimal unit in the lexical realization. This equally applies to the augmented forms, of which the augmentation is actually a merely formal imposition which denotes nothing of the grammatical categories. In other words, augmented forms \( S^1 \) will be like the basic forms, derivable from \( L \), which in their case would mean \( L + \) augmentation. All this applies to the quadriconsonantal verbs and their augmented forms which are all together four. Added to the thirteen triconsonantal forms they will make seventeen forms in all, and will thus be symbolized by the respective Roman numbers XIV, XV, XVI and XVII.
(2) The secondary stem \(S^2\) is then the one that is derivable from \(S^1\) with the least complexity, i.e. the passive perfective.

(3) The Imperfective stem has to go through two stages in order to overcome the complexity of the contrasting prefixation between the quadriciconsonantal verb on the one hand and the remainder of verbal forms on the other. Stage one is symbolized by \(S^3\) for Tertiary stem, as it is directly derivable from \(S^2\).

(4) The Imperative stem-form \(I\)ntermediates between the two stages of the Imperfective stem, in order to economize the derivational processes for both itself and the second stage of the Imperfective stem.

(5) The second stage of the Imperfective stem is actually a 'Transitory' stage between the Imperfective stem and the Imperfective verbal form. But this second stage is again divisible, for the same reason (i.e. the contrast of Active/Passive prefixes), according to the voice binary classification.

(6) The transitory stage of the Imperfective Stem for the Active verbal form is in this grammar symbolized by \(T\). And \(T'\) is the symbol for the transitory stage for the Passive form.

(7) One further point of relevance is that the 'Imperative'
is no longer considered a third equal of the temporal classification of the verb as it used to be in the traditional Arabic grammar. It is now one of the modal properties of the verb, and it will be treated as such in the Rule-making of this grammar.¹

6.2.1.1 The Primary Stems ($S^1$)

Diversity in operations as well as in the number of options allowable for each stem formation will have to be simultaneously taken into consideration, in order to produce all forms of the various primary stems. In other words, whereas verbs (primary stems) differ in terms of operations (i.e. some affixational, others of replacements, etc.), most of them will have the regular pattern of such a stem. But still others may have more than one stem form (optionals). This may also be one of the reasons why rules in this section - as well as in other sections - should as a group be internally ordered.

1. (Precedes 12)

$$[S^1] \quad \text{II-XIII } (c_1-c_2-w_y); \quad \hat{c}_3:y,L$$

(Cf. ḡazzay, taḡażay, ʔistasray, etc.)

2. (Precedes 3, 4, 5, 11 and 12)

$$[S^1] \quad X \ (c_1-w_2(y)-c_3); \quad \hat{c}_2'\nu_3:a,L$$

(Thus ʔistaqām, ʔistaxār, etc.)

3. (Precedes 4, 5 and 12)

\[ S^1 \]
VII, VIII \( \{c_1 \rightarrow w_2(y) \rightarrow c_3\}; \] \( \pm c_2'v_2' \rightarrow a, L \)

(Thus ḥinqād, ḥixtār, ḥibtār, etc.)

4. (Precedes 5, 7, 8 and 12)

\[ S^1 \]
IV \( \{c_1 \rightarrow w_2(y) \rightarrow c_3\}; \] \( \pm c_2'v_2' \rightarrow a, L \)

(Thus ḥaqām, ḥabār, etc.)

5. (Precedes 12)

\[ S^1 \]
\( \{c_1 \rightarrow w_2(y) \rightarrow c_3\}; \] \( \pm v_1'c_2' \rightarrow a, L \)

(Thus qāl, ṭāl, ḥāf, bāf, etc.)

6. (Precedes 12)

\[ S^1 \]
VIII \( \{w_1(y, ?) \rightarrow c_2 \rightarrow c_3\}; \] \( \pm c_1t, L \)

(Thus ḥittašal, ḥittasar, ḥittaχaš, etc.)

7. (Precedes 8, 9 and 12)

\[ S^1 \]
IV \( \{ra\, ?ay\}; \] \( - c_2, L \)

(Thus ḥaray.)

8. (Precedes 9 and 12)

\[ S^1 \]
IV \( \{?_1 \rightarrow c_2 \rightarrow c_3\}; \] \( \pm v_1'c_1' \rightarrow a, L \)

(Thus ḥaχaš, ḥaθar, ḥāman, etc.)
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9. (Precedes 11 and 12)

\[ S^1 \quad \text{VIII, IX, XI-XIII} \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad + v_1 'c_1:\bar{v}, L \]

(Cf. ṡtaman, ṡΘarr, ṡmawmar, etc.)

10. (Precedes 12)

\[ S^1 \quad \text{III, IV, VI-XIII} \{ c_1-c_2-c_2 \}; \quad \text{Con}, L \]

(Thus rādd, tarādd, ṡaradd, ṡinradd, ṡirtadd, ṡistaradd, etc.)

11. Optional (Precedes 12)

\[ S^2 \quad \text{X} \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad + v_2 'c_1:\bar{a}, L \]

(Thus ṭistāman, ṭistāθar, etc.)

12. \[ S^1 \quad L \]

(Cf. katab, fariḥ, ṡaruf, ḡazaw, ramay, saruw, raḍiy, saṣay, ṡakal, qaraʔ, radd, mall, daḥraj, ṡawjad, ṭaṭallam, ṭijtahad, ṭistikθar, ṭixšawsan, ṭijlawwaθ, etc.)

13. \[ L \quad \text{Dis Mor} R \]

(The examples for this rule are those of rule (12), in which the radicals represent 'R' whereas the vocalic patterns represent 'Dis Mor'. In the case of the augmented examples, the 'Dis Mor, R' formation is attainable by counting out the augments, whether vocalic or consonantal.)

6.2.1.2 The Secondary Stems (S^2)

The secondary stems are derivable from the primary stems, with a paralling diversity in terms of operations. And they may also have optional rules. In accordance, rules may be distributed as follows:

1. (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad \text{IV} \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad + \bar{a}:ū, v_2:i, S^1 \]

(Thus ṭūmin, ṭuxiṣ, etc.)

2. (Precedes 21 and 24)

\[ S^2 \quad \text{IX} \{ ?_2-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad + \bar{u}:ū, v_2:i, S^1 \]

(Cf. ṭūminn, ṭūbirr, etc.)
3. **Optional** (Precedes 23 and 24)

\[ [S^2] \quad X \{?_1-c_2-c_3\}; \quad +v_1:u, v_2:ü, v_3:i, S^1 \]

(Thus ḥustūmin, ḥustūmir, etc.)

4. **(Precedes 22 and 24)**

\[ [S^2] \quad XI \{?_1-c_2-c_3\}; \quad +\bar{r}:ü, v_2:\bar{r}, S^1 \]

(Cf. Ḥumīn, Ḥūrīr, etc.)

5. **(Precedes 23 and 24)**

\[ [S^2] \quad VIII, XII, XIII \{?_1-c_2-c_3\}; \quad +\bar{r}:ü, v_2:u, v_3:i, S^1 \]

(Thus Ḥūtumin, Ḥumuwwin, Ḥumuwwin, etc.)

6. **Optional** (Precedes 24)

\[ [S^2] \quad \{c_1-c_2-c_3\}; \quad +v_1:u, v_2:i, c_3:y, S^1 \]

(Thus quriy, lujiy, budiw, etc.)

7. **Optional** (Precedes 19 and 24)

\[ [S^2] \quad III \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \text{Con}, +v_1:ü, S^1 \]

(Cf. mūdd, ḥūjj, etc.)

8. **Optional** (Precedes 9, 20 and 24)

\[ [S^2] \quad VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad +v_1:u, v_2:ü, v_3:i, S^1 \]

(Cf. turūdid, tumūdid, etc.)

9. **(Precedes 20 and 24)**

\[ [S^2] \quad VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \text{Con}, +v_1:u, v_2:ü, S^1 \]

(Cf. turūdd, tumūdd, etc.)
10. (Precedes 23 and 24)

\[s^2\] VII, VIII \(c_1 - c_2 - c_2\); Con, \(t\nu_1, t\nu_2 : u, s^1\)

(Thus ḫunrudd, ḫumtudd, etc.)

11. (Precedes 24)

\[s^2\] \(c_1 - c_2 - c_2\); \(t\nu: u, s^1\)

(Thus rudd, mudd, mull, etc.)

12. (Precedes 23 and 24)

\[s^2\] IV \(w_1(y) - c_2 - c_3\); \(t\nu_1 c_1 : u, v_2 : i, s^1\)

(Cf. ṭūjīd, ṭūsīr, etc.)

13. (Precedes 23 and 24)

\[s^2\] X \(w_1(y) - c_2 - c_3\); \(t\nu_1 : u, v_2 c_1 : u, v_3 : i, s^1\)

(Cf. ḥustūjīd, ḥustūsīr, etc.)

14. Optional (Precedes 15, 17, 23 and 24)

\[s^2\] VII, VIII \(c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\); \(t\nu_1 : i, a:i, s^1\)

(Cf. ṭinqīd, ṭiḵtīr, etc.)

15. (Precedes 17, 23 and 24)

\[s^2\] IV, VII, VIII \(c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\); \(t\nu_1 : u, a:i, s^1\)

(Cf. ḥuqīm, ḥunqīd, ḥuḵtīr, ḥubūḥ, ḥubtīr, etc.)
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16.  (Precedes 17, 23 and 24)

\[ S^2 \quad X \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; \quad +v_1' \_\_u, \_\_a: \_\_s1 \]

(Cf. ʔustuq̱m, ʔustuq̱r, etc.)

17.  (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; \quad +_\_a: \_\_s1 \]

(Thus q̱l, ʔll, ṉm, ʔfr, ḇl, etc.)

18.  (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - w_3\}; \quad +v_1: u, v_2: i, c_3: y, s^1 \]

(Thus ʔuzyi, du̱iy, ru̱iy, etc.)

19.  (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad III; \quad +v_1: \_\_u, v_2: i, s^1 \]

(Cf. kūtib, sūṭil, rūdid, būyi, sūri, wūeq, rūmi, etc.)

20.  (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad VI; \quad +v_1: u, v_2: u, v_3: i, s^1 \]

(Thus tukūtib, tuʔūmir, tuʔūmin, etc.)

21.  (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \quad IX; \quad +v_1' \_\_u, s^1 \]

(Cf. ʔuzwurr, ʔuḥmurr, etc.)
22. (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \]

\[ \bar{v}_1:u, \bar{v}_2:u, S^1 \]

(Cf. ḥmūrr, ḥṣfārr, etc.)

23. (Precedes 24)

\[ S^2 \]

\[ \bar{v}_1:u, \bar{v}_2:i, S^1 \]

(Cf. tuʿūlim, ḥnsūgil, ʿaktutib, ʿastufhim, ḥxšuwsin, ḥjluwwiz, tuduḥrīj, ḥhrunjm, ʿqṣufirr, etc.)

24. \[ S^2 \]

\[ \bar{v}_1:u, \bar{v}_2:i, S^1 \]

(Cf. kutib, fuhim, ḥurib, kuttib, ḥlīlim, ḥkil, suʿiil, quri?, wuʿid, ruḍiy, suʿi, wuḍi?, ruddid, ḥθīr, ṣuriy, etc.)

6.2.1.3 The Tertiary Stems \( S^3 \)

The tertiary stems are derivable from the secondary stems, in order to link them with the following 'Intermediate' stems, and to function simultaneously as the basic form for the dichotomy of voice in the 'Imperfective'. In other words, the function of the 'Tertiary stems' is mainly to keep the succession of the derivational processes among the various types of stems, otherwise it serves none of the 'exclusively verbal' morphosyntactic categories. The required rules for this type of stems may read as follows, with the concept of 'baseform' being used in determining the 'Limitation component' of the rules (12, 13, 14, 15, 17 and 18):
1. **Optional** (Precedes 5, 23 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   III \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \);  
   \( v_1:a, Con, S^2 \)  

(Thus rādd, mādd, ḥādd, etc.)

2. (Precedes 5, 24 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   IV \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \);  
   \( -\), \( S^2 \)  

(Cf. jidd, tizz, himm, etc.)

3. **Optional** (Precedes 4, 5, 25 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   VI \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \);  
   \( v_1:a, v_2:a, Con, S^2 \)  

(Cf. tawādd, tamādd, tabārr, etc.)

4. (Precedes 5, 25 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   VI \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \);  
   \( v_1:a, v_2:a, S^2 \)  

(Cf. tarādād, tamādād, tawādad, etc.)

5. (Precedes 22 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \);  
   \( S^2 \)  

(Thus rudd, mudd, etc.)

6. **Optional** (Precedes 23, 24 and 29)

   \[ S^3 \]  
   III \( \{?_1-c_2-c_3\} \);  
   \( c_1:w, v_1:a, S^2 \)  

(Cf. wāḥiḍ, wānis, wālif, etc.)
7. (Precedes 24 and 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad IV \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad -v_1,S^2 \]

(Cf. ðmin, ðmir, ðlim, ðtiy, etc.)

8. (Precedes 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad VIII,IX,XII,XIII \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad -v_1,+v_2:a,S^2 \]

(Cf. ðtamin, ðmann, ðmawmin, ðmawwin, etc.)

9. Optional (Precedes 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad X \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad -u,+c_1'v_2:a,S^2 \]

(Cf. Stāmin, stānis, etc.)

10. (Precedes 26 and 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad XI \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad -v_1,+v_2:a,S^2 \]

(Cf. ðmānn, ðṣarr, etc.)

11. (Precedes 12, 13, 14, 15, 24 and 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad IV \{ w_1(y)-c_2-c_3 \}; \quad -?_1,S^2 \]

(Cf. ðijd, ðisir, ðjjil, etc.)

12. (Precedes 21 and 29)

\[ [S^3] \quad \{ w_1ac_2ac_3 \}; \quad -c_1'v_1,+v_2:a,S^2 \]

(Thus ḏaţ, etc.)
13. (Precedes 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \{ w_1 u c_2 u c_3 \}; \quad -v_1, +v_2: u, S^2 \)

(Thus wjuh, etc.)

14. Optional (Precedes 15, 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \left\{ y_1 a c_2 i c_3 \right\}; \quad -v_1, +v_2: lex, S^2 \)

(Thus ysir, ysar, etc.)

15. (Precedes 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \left\{ w_1 a(i)c_2 i c_3 \right\}; \quad -c_1 ^v v_1, S^2 \)

\( \left\{ y_1 a c_2 i c_3 \right\}; \quad -c_1 ^v v_1, S^2 \)

\( \left\{ y_1 i c_2 a c_3 \right\} \)

(Cf. Yid, qiy, Qiq, sir, sar, etc.)

16. (Precedes 19, 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \{ c_1 -w_2(y)-c_3 \}; \quad -\gamma u, +\nu_2: \bar{a}, S^2 \)

(Cf. nqād, qta:d, nbāt, btāt, etc.)

17. (Precedes 19, 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \{ c_1 i w_2 a(u)c_3 \}; \quad +t: a, S^2 \)

(Cf. nāf, nām, etc.)

18. (Precedes 19, 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \{ c_1 a(u)w_2 u c_3 \}; \quad +t: \bar{u}, S^2 \)

(Thus qūl, tūl, etc.)
19. (Precedes 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( c_1 \cdot y_2 \cdot c_3 \); \( S^2 \)

(Thus \( b\tau\tau, m\tilde{l}l, \) etc.)

20. (Precedes 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( ra\?ay \); \(-v_1 \cdot c_2 , +v_2 \cdot a, S^2 \)

(Thus \( \text{ray} \).)

21. (Precedes 22 and 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( c_1 \cdot c_2 \cdot w_3 \); \(-v_1 , +v_2 \cdot u, c_3 \cdot w, S^2 \)

(Cf. \( \dot{g}zuw, sruw, \) etc.)

22. (Precedes 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( I; \)

\(-v_1 , +v_2 \cdot \text{lex}, S^2 \)

(Cf. \( \text{ktub, sruf, fra} \text{b, fla} \text{b, } \dot{d}r\text{ib, } \ddot{h}s\text{ib, } \ddot{?}k\text{ul, } s?\text{al, } \text{gra}\text{?}, \text{rmiy, } \ddot{r}\text{day, } s\text{hay, } \text{ynif, } \text{wjal, twiy, etc.} \)

23. (Precedes 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \text{III}; \)

\(+v_1 \cdot \ddot{a}, S^2 \)

(Cf. \( \ddot{k}\text{titib, } \ddot{h}\ddot{x}\text{i}\ddot{d}, \ddot{h}\ddot{a}\text{n}i\ddot{s}, \text{w}\ddot{a}\text{d}\ddot{i}d, \text{w}\ddot{a}\ddot{d}i\ddot{f}, s\ddot{a}\ddot{?}\ddot{i}l, \text{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{m}i\ddot{y}, \) etc.)

24. (Precedes 29)

\[ S^3 \]

\( \text{IV}; \)

\(-\ddot{u}, S^2 \)

(Cf. \( \text{ktib, } q\ddot{u}m, \text{riy, } \ddot{g}ziy, \) etc.)
25. (Precedes 29) 
\[ S^3 \] VI; \[ +v_1 '3 : a, v_2 : a, s^2 \]
(Cf. ta\text{\'a}lam, ta\text{\'a}har, ta\text{\'a}mar, taw\text{\'a}dad, taw\text{\'a}sal, tara\text{\'a}may, etc.)

26. (Precedes 29) 
\[ S^3 \] XI; \[ -u, +v_2 : a, s^2 \]
(Cf. Sf\text{\'a}rr, \text{\'a}f\text{\'a}rr, by\text{\'a}dd, etc.)

27. (Precedes 29) 
\[ S^3 \] II, XIV; \[ +v_1 : a, s^2 \]
(Cf. kattib, raddid, \text{\'a}e\text{\'e}ir, da\text{\'a}rij, zalzil, etc.)

28. (Precedes 29) 
\[ S^3 \] V, XV; \[ +v_1 '2 '3 : a, s^2 \]
(Cf. ta\text{\'a}llam, taraddad, tada\text{\'a}raj, etc.)

29. \[ S^3 \] \[ -\gamma u, +v_2 : a, s^2 \]
(Cf. n\text{\'a}liq, qtarib, \text{\'a}marr, stafhim, \text{\'a}saw\text{\'i}b, jlawwiz, \text{\'a}ranjim, q\text{\'a}li\text{\'a}rr, nsadd, rtadd, tta\text{\'a}sil, tta\text{\'a}si\text{\'o}, staq\text{\'i}m, etc.)

6.2.1.4 The Intermediate Stems (I)
The 'Intermediate Stems' are the stems for the 'Imperative' as well as for its 'energetic' form. In this grammar, they derivationally mediate in terms of sequentiality between the 'Transitory' stems (i.e. the Imperfectives) and what we have called 'their basic forms' (i.e. the tertiary stems). They, of course,
share the same operational diversity as the preceding stem-groups. The rules 6 and 16 are conditioned to be optional only when the word concerned is not initial in the sentence construction, otherwise they are compulsory. According to the operational variations and the options, the rules may be sequentially ordered as follows; with the 'base-form' concept being used in the rules (1, 7, 8, 13, 14 and 18):

1. **Optional (Precedes 4 and 21)**
   \[
   \{c_1, c_2, c_2\}; \quad \mathcal{A}^+, \text{exp}, S^3
   \]
   (Cf. Ḫamdud, Ḫqdud, Ḫmrur, Ḫmnun, etc.)

2. **Optional (Precedes 19 and 21)**
   \[
   \text{IV}(c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \mathcal{A}^+, \text{Con}, S^3
   \]
   (Thus Ḫamidd, Ḫfidd, Ḫmirr, Ḫjidd, etc.)

3. **Optional (Precedes 21)**
   \[
   \text{VIII, X}(c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \mathcal{I}^+, \text{Con}, S^3
   \]
   (Cf. Ḫmtann, Ḫftazz, Ḫradd, Ḫistaridd, Ḫistamidd, Ḫistfidd, etc.)

4. **(Precedes 21)**
   \[
   \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad S^3
   \]
   (Thus rudd, Ḫudd, jidd, birr, Ḫāḏḏ, Ḫall, etc.)

5. **(Precedes 21)**
   \[
   \{\text{ʔakal, ʔayd, ʔayda}^{\text{-c}}_1\}; \quad S^3
   \]
   (Thus Ḫuḏ, kul.)
6. Optional (Precedes 7, 18 and 21)

[1] (?amar); \(-c_1, S^3\)
(Thus mur.)

7. (Precedes 18 and 21)

[1] (?ac\(_2\)uc\(_3\)); \(+c_1: ?a, S^3\)
(Cf. āmur, ḥusul, ḥuful, etc.)

8. (Precedes 21)

[1] (?\(_1\)-c\(_2\)a(i)c\(_3\)); \(+c_1: ??, S^3\)
(Cf. āḥan, āman, āriz, etc.)

9. (Precedes 19 and 21)

[1] IV (?\(_1\)-c\(_2\)-c\(_3\)); \(+c_1: ??, S^3\)
(Cf. āmīn, āxidū, ānīs, etc.)

10. Optional (Precedes 21)

[1] X (?\(_1\)-c\(_2\)-c\(_3\)); \(v_1'c_1: ??, ?i+, S^3\)
(Cf. āstāmin, āstānis, āstādin, etc.)

11. (Precedes 21)

[1] VIII, IX, XI–XIII (?\(_1\)-c\(_2\)-c\(_3\)); \(+c_1: ??, S^3\)
(Cf. ātāmin, āmann, āmān, āmawman, āmawwan, etc.)
12. (Precedes 19 and 21)

\[ I \{ w_1(y) - c_2 - c_3 \}; \quad ^{+\bar{u}}: c_1, ?a^+, S^3 \]

(Cf. ?awf`d, ?awjdz, ?aysir, etc.)

13. Optional (Precedes 18 and 21)

\[ I \{ \chi u_2 u_3 \}; \quad ^{+c_1}: \bar{u}, S^3 \]

(Thus ?usur, etc.)

14. Optional (Precedes 21)

\[ I \begin{cases} y_1ac_2ic_3 \\ y_1ic_2ac_3 \end{cases}; \quad ^{+c_1}: \bar{u}, S^3 \]

(Thus ?sir, ?nix, ?sar, etc.)

15. (Precedes 21)

\[ I \begin{cases} w_1-c_2-c_3 \\ c_1-w_2(y)-c_3 \end{cases}; \quad , S^3 \]

(Thus ?id, ?iq, ?az, qi`y, qif, qul, t`ul, ?a`f, nam, b?l, etc.)

16. Optional (Precedes 21)

\[ I \{ sa ?a\l \}; \quad ^{-c_2}, S^3 \]

(Thus sal.)

17. (Precedes 21)

\[ I \{ ra ?ay \}; \quad , S^3 \]

(Thus ray.)
18. (Precedes 21)

\[ \{c_1a(u)c_2uc_3\}; \] \(\alpha+;S^3\)

(Thus \(\text{uktub, } \text{ugzuw, } \text{usruw, } \text{uwjuh, } \text{uysur, etc.}\))

19. (Precedes 21)

\[ \{I\} \]

\(\alpha+;S^3\)

(Cf. \(\text{akkim, amdid, amrir, aqilil, aqim, abiy, agziy, etc.}\))

20. (Precedes 21)

\[ \{I\} \]

\(I, \text{II, III, V, VI, XIV, XV}; S^3\)

(Cf. \(\text{fahhim, jalis, ta'allam, tawada', dabrij, tada'raj, etc.}\))

21. (Precedes 21)

\[ \{I\} \]

\(\alpha+;S^3\)

(Cf. \(\text{ifrab, ibbis, iqra', isir, irmiy, irday, isay, iwjal, itwi, intaliq, iqtarib, ibyaq, ittasil, ittaksi, istaqim, etc.}\))

6.2.1.5 The Transitory Stems (T)

These are the stems for the 'Imperfective' formations.

They are, in a sense, transitory to the complete structure of a verbal word-form, which usually requires the qualifying pronominal affixation. That is why we call them 'transitory'. And to distinguish between their Active and Passive formations, we simply gave them the symbols \(T\) and \(T'\) respectively. The T stem-rules read as follows, with the base-form concept used in the rules (14, 18 and 21):
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1. **Optional** (Precedes 22 and 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \text{III } \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad u+, \text{Con}, I \]
   
   (Cf. \( u\dd, u\dd, u\ddj \), etc.)

2. **Optional** (Precedes 23 and 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \text{VI } \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad a+, \text{Con}, I \]
   
   (Cf. \( a\dd, a\dd, a\dd \), etc.)

3. (Precedes 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad a+, I \]
   
   (Cf. \( a\dd, a\dd, a\dd, a\dd, a\dd \), etc.)

4. (Precedes 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \{a?ay\}; \quad a+, I \]
   
   (Thus \( a\rry \).)

5. (Precedes 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \{sa?al\}; \quad a+, I \]
   
   (Thus \( a\rral \).)

6. (Precedes 24)
   
   \[ T \quad \{\text{\?amar} \}
   
   \{\text{\?akal} \}
   
   \{\text{\?a\?a\?a} \}
   
   (Thus \( a\?m, a\?k, a\?a\)?)
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7. **Optional** (Precedes 22 and 24)

[T] II (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); u\textsuperscript{+}, \textfrak{c}\textsubscript{1}: w, I

(Cf. u\textipa{waθir}, u\textipa{wallif}, uw\textipa{abbir}, etc.)

8. **Optional** (Precedes 9, 21 and 24)

[T] IV (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); \textfrak{a}: u, I

(Cf. \textipa{umin}, \textipa{uΧið}, \textipa{ylim}, \textipa{unis}, \textipa{uθir}, etc.)

9. (Precedes 21 and 24)

[T] IV (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); \textfrak{a}: u?, I

(Cf. u\textipa{min}, u\textipa{Χið}, u?lim, u\textipa{nis}, etc.)

10. (Precedes 23 and 24)

[T] V, VI (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); a+I

(Cf. ata\textipa{mmar}, ata\textipa{mar}, ata\textipa{allafl}, ata\textipa{laf}, etc.)

11. **Optional** (Precedes 24)

[T] X (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); \textfrak{a}: a, 2\textsubscript{c}1\textipa{a}, I

(Cf. ast\textipa{mmin}, ast\textipa{do}, ast\textipa{θir}, etc.)

12. **Optional** (Precedes 13 and 24)

[T] VIII, IX, XI-XIII (?\textsubscript{1}c\textsubscript{2}c\textsubscript{3}); \textfrak{a}: a, I

(Cf. at\textipa{min}, \textipa{mann}, \textipa{mnn}, \textipa{mawmin}, \textipa{mawwin}, etc.)
13. (Precedes 24)

[T] VIII, IX, XI-XIII (?-c₂-c₃); ‡a₁a, I

(Cf. aʔtamin, aʔmann, aʔmān, aʔmawmin, aʔmawwin, etc.)

14. Optional (Precedes 18 and 24)

[T] (yasir); ‡i:a,-c₁,I

(Thus asir.)

15. Optional (Precedes 18 and 24)

[T] (yaʔis); ‡i:a,v₂:i,-c₁,I

(Thus aʔis.)

16. Optional (Precedes 18 and 24)

[T] (wajil); ‡i:a, -c₁,I

(Thus ājal.)

17. (Precedes 18 and 24)

[T] \{ w₁ac₂i(a)c₃ \} a+₁, I

w₁ic₂ic₃

(Cf. aʔid, aqi, aʔiy, aʔaʔ, aqaʔ, aʔeq, etc.)

18. (Precedes 24)

[T] (w₁(y)-c₂-c₃); -ʔa₁+c₁:ū₁,I

(Thus ūjīd, ūʔid, ūsīr, etc.)
19. (Precedes 24)
\[ (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3); \] a\textsuperscript{+}, I
(Cf. aqūl, aṭūl, aχāf, anām, abīt, etc.)

20. (Precedes 24)
\[ (c_1 a(u)c_2 uc_3); \] +a:u:a, I
(Cf. aktub, awjuh, aysur, aḡzuw, asruw, etc.)

21. (Precedes 24)
\[ IV; \] +a:u, I
(Cf. usmīf, uḏlim, umidd, uχīf, uqīm, unīm, ubdīt, uriy, uḡziy, etc.)

22. (Precedes 24)
\[ II, III, XIV; \] u\textsuperscript{+}, I
(Cf. ukattib, uraddid, uʔammin, uwaʔtiq, ukātib, uwādīd, uʔáníς, uwāsīl, udaḥrij, etc.)

23. (Precedes 24)
\[ V, VI, XV; \] a\textsuperscript{+}, I
(Cf. atașallam, ataraddad, atațālam, atawādād, atadaḥraj, etc.)

24. [T] +a:i:a, I
(Cf. afraḥ, aḥbis, aqrāʔ, aysir, armiy, arḍay, aṣṣay, ayniẓ, awjāl, aṭwiy, anṭaliq, aqtarib, abyaḏ, attāsīl, attaḍīd, astaṣīm, aʃṣawṣib, ajlawwiz, aḥranjim, aqṣaṭirr, etc.)
6.2.1.6 The Transitory Stems (T')

These are the stems for the 'Passive Imperfective' formations. The symbol (T') distinguishes them from the preceding 'Active Imperfective' stems which are symbolized by (T). They will sequentially read as follows, with the base-form concept used in the rules (11, 12, 16, 17 and 19):

1. (Precedes 20 and 22)
   \[ \text{T'} \]
   \[ \text{II, IV } \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad +v_2:a,T \]
   (Cf. uraddad, uradd, uṭaddad, uṭadd, etc.)

2. Optional (Precedes 3, 20 and 22)
   \[ \text{T'} \]
   \[ \text{III } \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad +v_2:a,\exp,T \]
   (Thus urādad, uwādad, ulājaj, etc.)

3. (Precedes 20 and 22)
   \[ \text{T'} \]
   \[ \text{III } \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad ,T \]
   (Thus urādd, uuādd, ulājjj, etc.)

4. Optional (Precedes 5, 21 and 22)
   \[ \text{T'} \]
   \[ \text{VI } \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad +a:u,\exp,T \]
   (Thus utarādad, utawādad, utaḥādad, etc.)

5. (Precedes 21 and 22)
   \[ \text{T'} \]
   \[ \text{V-VIII } \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad +a:u,T \]
   (Cf. utawaddad, utaḥādd, unbatt, urtadd, etc.)
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6. Optional (Precedes 20 and 22)

\[ T' \]

II \( ?_1-c_2-c_3 \); \( +c_1:w,v_2:a,T \)

(Thus uwaṣar, uwamman, uwallaf, etc.)

7. Optional (Precedes 20 and 22)

\[ T' \]

IV \( ?_1-c_2-c_3 \); \( +u?:ū,v_2:a,T \)

(ūman, uṭar, ūnas, etc.)

8. Optional (Precedes 22)

\[ T' \]

VIII, XII, XIII \( ?_1-c_2-c_3 \); \( +a?:ū,v_2:a,T \)

(Cf. ūtaman, ūtamar, ūtazar, etc.)

9. Optional (Precedes 10, 21 and 22)

\[ T' \]

IX, XI \( ?_1-c_2-c_3 \); \( +a?:u,T \)

(Cf. ūmann, ūmānn, ūlamm, ūlāmm, etc.)

10. (Precedes 21 and 22)

\[ T' \]

IX, XI \( ?_1-c_2-c_3 \); \( +a:u,T \)

(Cf. u?mann, u?mānn, u?lamm, u?lāmm, etc.)

11. (Precedes 19 and 22)

\[ T' \]

\( w_1ac_2ac_3 \); \( +a:ū,T \)

(Thus ūḍaf.).
12. (Precedes 19 and 22)

\[ [T'] \{ w_1 a(i) c_2 i c_3 \}; \quad +a: u, v_2 : a, T \]

(Thus \u0105\u0168ad, \u0160qay, \u0160aq, \u0160lad, etc.)

13. (Precedes 20 and 22)

\[ [T'] \{ c_1 w_2 (y) - c_3 \}; \quad +u: a, T \]

(Thus u\u0105m, u\u0160l, u\u0160z, uz\u0105n, ub\u0160h, u\u0160\u0159s, etc.)

14. (Precedes 22)

\[ [T'] \{ c_1 w_2 (y) - c_3 \}; \quad +a: u, T \]

(Cf. unq\u0168d, ubt\u0160, unb\u0168, uqt\u0168d, etc.)

15. (Precedes 22)

\[ [T'] \{ c_1 w_2 (y) - c_3 \}; \quad +a: u, v_2 : a, T \]

(Cf. ustaq\u0168m, ustaj\u0168r, usta\u0160, etc.)

16. (Precedes 22)

\[ [T'] \{ c_1 a(u) w_2 u c_3 \}; \quad +a: u, v_2 : a, T \]

(Thus ub\u0160r, uz\u0160d, us\u0160r, uk\u0160l, etc.)

17. (Precedes 22)

\[ [T'] \{ c_1 a(u) w_2 u c_3 \}; \quad +a: u, v_2 : a, T \]

(Thus uq\u0168l, u\u0160m, u\u0160l, etc.)
18. (Precedes 22)  
\[ T' \] \( (c_1c_2w_3)^{-1} \); \( _+[aw_1v_2a,c_3y,T] \)  
(Thus uğzay, usray, etc.)

19. (Precedes 22)  
\[ T' \] \( (c_1a(i)c_2ac_3)^{-1} \); \( _+[au,T] \)  
(Cf. ubhar, usmač, us?al, uqra?, uχāf, urḍay, usfay, uray, uwjal, etc.)

20. (Precedes 22)  
\[ T' \] \( II-IV,XIV; \) \( _+[v_2a,T] \)  
(Cf. ukattab, ukātab, uktab, uḍabraj, uwjad, uysar, uχaḍ, u?mar, uray, u?aθar, uğzay, etc.)

21. (Precedes 22)  
\[ T' \] \( V,VI,IX,XI,XV; \) \( _+[a,u,T] \)  
(Cf. utaḍallam, utaḍāhar, uḥmarr, uḥmār, utadaḥraj, etc.)

22. \( T' \) \( _+[a,u,v_2a,T] \)  
(Cf. ufham, usmač, uḥbas,.uktab, u?mar, uqra?, uysar, urmay, urḍay, usfay, uwjal, uṭway, uṭalaq, uqtarab, ubyaḍ, uttaḍal, uttaḍaḍ, ustaḍām, uṭṣawšab, uļlawwaz, uḥranjam, uqṣaṭarr, etc.)
6.2.2 THE V-RULES

The V-Rules are concerned with the discrete 'V(erb)al Formations' of the CA verb. Unlike the Stem-Rules, they depend on paradigmatic morphophonemic operations in order to produce the ultimate constructions of the various verbal forms.

A solution that could render all the verbal formations in one list of consecutive [V] Rules - which is not an obligation in terms of the theory - is possible. Yet such a solution would not only blur the clarity of the Rules and lead to some confusion, but would furthermore be mostly at the expense of Rule-Economy. For this reason it has been thought better to divide the [V] Rules into four major sub-titles: (1) The Perfectives (Active/Passive), (2) The Passive Imperfectives, (3) Moods of the Imperfective, and (4) 'The Imperatives and Energetic Imperatives'.

It would have been possible to order these four sections in a succession conformable to that of their stems, but the fact that the 'Imperative' is generally included in the verbal moods made it more convenient to place it last. These four divisions are to be kept in mind as we approach the [V] Rules, seeking the appropriate one.

6.2.2.1 The Active and Passive Perfectives

In this division of Rule-groups 'Perfectives', I will
be using the cover symbols (İ , ý) as essential means of economy in order to reduce the number of verbal-formation Rules by over fifty per cent. İ: for the 1st and 2nd person pronominal suffixes, ý: for the 3rd person pronominal suffixes. This practice is facilitated by the simple fact that the personal pronouns have already been presented, in their primary forms, in the previous discussions of Chapter V. Also, in this division of Rules, the cover symbol [S] will represent both the primary stem [S₁] and the secondary stem [S²], i.e. a Rule with the 'formation' Index-symbol [S] applies equally to active or passive stems, to generate either of the 'voice' forms as required. Accordingly, Rules of the Perfectives should read as follows, with the concept of base-form being used in the Rules (16-20 and 31-34):

1. (Precedes 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 52 and 53)

\[ V pf,a,3,pl,f ] III,IV,VI-VIII,X \{c₁-c₂-c₂\}; \ exp,S₁+ý

(Thus ḍadad-na, ḅazlal-na, taṣṣadad-na, ḏinizadad-na, ḏiṭamam-na, ḏistardad-na, etc.)

2. (Precedes 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 52 and 53)

\[ V pf,p,3,pl,f ] III,IV,VI-VIII,X \{c₁-c₂-c₂\}; \ exp,i,S²+ý

(Thus Ṽudid-na, ṫumdid-na, tuṣṣidid-na, ṫiṭumum-na, ṫusturdid-na, etc.)

3. (Precedes 7, 10, 52 and 53)

\[ V pf,a,3,pl,f ] \{c₁-c₂-c₂\}; \ exp,S₁+ý

(Thus ṭadad-na, ṣadad-na, malal-na, etc.)
4. (Precedes 7, 14, 52 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, p, 3, pl, f} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \exp_{i, S^2+\delta} \]

(Thus rudid-na, šudid-na, mulül-na, etc.)

5. Optional (Precedes 6, 7, 8, 10, 52 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, a, 3(f)} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \exp_{S^1+\delta} \]

(Cf. lājaj-a, ḥājaj-at, tawād-dā, tamād-d-atā, tašād-d-ū, etc.)

6. (Precedes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 52 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, 3(f)} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad S+\delta \]

(Cf. lājj-a, ṭazall-at, tawādd-ā, ʔinʕadd-atā, ʔistaradd-ū; ḥuṣj-j-a, ṭumirr-at, turūd-d-ā, ṭuṭudd-atā, ṭustumidd-ū, etc.)

7. (Precedes 10, 11, 52 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, 3(f)} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad S+\delta \]

(Cf. radd-a, šadd-at, habb-ā, mall-atā, wadd-ū; rudd-a, šudd-at, mulū-l-ā, muḍd-atā, zumμ-ū, etc.)

8. (Precedes 10 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, a} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \exp_{S^1+2} \]

(Cf. wādad-tu, ṭazlal-nā, tašādad-ta, taʕazaz-ti, ʔinʕad-d-tumā, ʔihtamam-tum, ʔistardad-tunna, etc.)

9. (Precedes 11 and 53)

\[ V^{pf, p} \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \quad \exp_{i, S^2+2} \]

(Cf. šudid-du, ṭuʕ̣ṣṣid-na, tuṣṣid-ta, tuṣṣid-ti, ṭuḥtuji-tumā, ṭustumdi-d-tum, ṭustumdi-d-tunna, etc.)
10. (Precedes 53)

\[ [ V_p, a ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - c_2 \}; \quad \text{exp}, S^1 + 2 \]

(Cf. radad-tu, madad-nā, wadad-ti, šadad-ti, malal-tumā, lajaj-tum, farar-tunna, etc.)

11. (Precedes 53)

\[ [ V_p, p ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - c_2 \}; \quad \text{exp}, _i, S^2 + 2 \]

(Cf. rudid-tu, šudid-nā, mudid-tumā, šudid-tum, šudid-tunna, etc.)

12. Optional (Precedes 14, 15, 52 and 53)

\[ [ V_p, p, 3, p, f ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - ? \}; \quad +? : i, S^2 + 3 \]

(Thus budL-na, ruZL-na, etc.)

13. (Precedes 14, 15, 52 and 53)

\[ [ V_p, p, 3, p ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - ? \}; \quad , S^2 + 3 \]

(Thus bidi? -ū, ruzi? -ū, etc.)

14. Optional (Precedes 15, 52 and 53)

\[ [ V_p, p, 3(f) ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - ? \}; \quad +? : y, S^2 + 3 \]

(Thus budiy-a, budiy-at, ruziy-a, ruziy-at, budiy-ā, ruziy-atā, etc.)

15. Optional (Precedes 53)

\[ [ V_p, p ] \quad \{ c_1 - c_2 - ? \}; \quad +? : i, S^2 + 2 \]

(Thus budī-tu, ruZī-nā, budī-ta, ruZī-ti, budī-tumā, ruZī-tum, budī-tunna, etc.)
16. (Precedes 18, 19, 23, 26, 29, 52 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, p, f, a, 3, pl}\] (\textit{c}_1\text{a}(u)w_2uc_3); \(+\text{á}:u, S^1+\text{á}\)

(Thus qum-na, šum-na, tul-na, etc.)

17. (Precedes 18, 20, 24, 26, 30, 52 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, p, 3, pl}, f\] (\textit{c}_1\text{a}(u)w_2uc_3); \(\text{Cur } T, S^2+\text{á}\)

(Thus sim-na, šim-na, til-na, etc.)

18. (Precedes 19, 20, 26, 29, 30, 52 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, f, 3(f)}\] (\textit{c}_1\text{a}(u)w_2uc_3); \(, S^1+\text{á}\)

(Cf. qām-a, šām-a, šam-at, tāf-atā, tāl-ā, qāl-ū; šīm-a, sīm-atā, til-ū, etc.)

19. (Precedes 29 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, p, f, a}\] (\textit{c}_1\text{a}(u)w_2uc_3); \(+\text{á}:u, S^1+\text{í}\)

(Cf. qum-tu, šum-tu, tuf-nā, šum-ta, qul-ti, tul-tumā, tūd-tum, jur-tunna, etc.)

20. (Precedes 30 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, f, p}\] (\textit{c}_1\text{a}(u)w_2uc_3); \(\text{Cur } T, S^2+\text{í}\)

(Cf. sim-tu, sim-nā, til-ta, til-tumā, sim-tum, sim-tunna, etc.)

21. (Precedes 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 52 and 53)
\[\text{\textit{v}, p, f, a, 3, pl}\] IV, VII, VIII, X (\textit{c}_1w_2(y)-c_3); \(\text{Cur } \text{á}, S^1+\text{á}\)

(Cf. qaqam-na, ḥibtaf-na, ḥinqad-na, ḥistaṭab-na, etc.)
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22. (Precedes 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 52 and 53)
\[ [pf, p, 3, pl, f] IV, VII, VIII, X \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; Cur \bar{u}, S^2 + \bar{p} \]
(Cf. \(\text{?uqim-na, ?uxtir-na, ?inqid-na, ?ustumil-na, etc.}\))

23. (Precedes 26, 29, 52 and 53)
\[ [pf, a, 3, pl, f] \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; \bar{a}i, S^1 + \bar{p} \]
(Thus \(\chiif-na, \text{nim-na, bif-na, etc.}\))

24. (Precedes 26, 30, 52 and 53)
\[ [pf, p, 3, pl, f] \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; +\bar{t}: S^2 + \bar{p} \]
(Thus \(\text{num-na, \chiuf-na, buf-na, etc.}\))

25. (Precedes 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 52 and 53)
\[ [pf, 3(f)] IV, VII, VIII, X \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; ,S + \bar{p} \]
(Cf. \(\text{?aqama, ?aqam-at, \text{?ibta\text{"}t}-at, ?inq\text{"}d-a, ?inq\text{"}d-at\text{"}a, \text{?ista\text{"}tab-\text{"}u; ?inq\text{"}d-a, \text{?ixtir-at, \text{?uqim-\text{"}a, \text{?u\text{"}in-at\text{"}a, \text{?ustumil-\text{"}u, etc.}\})}\}}\)

26. (Precedes 29, 30, 52 and 53)
\[ [pf, 3(f)] \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; ,S + \bar{p} \]
(Cf. \(\text{n\text{"}ama-a, h\text{"}ak-at, \chi\text{"}af-\text{"}a, n\text{"}am-at\text{"}a, b\text{"}ai-\text{"}u; n\text{"}um-a, h\text{"}ik-at, \chi\text{"}if-\text{"}a, bif-\text{"}at\text{"}a, hib-\text{"}u, etc.}\))

27. (Precedes 29 and 53)
\[ [pf, a] IV, VII, VIII, X \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\}; Cur \bar{a}, S^1 + \bar{z} \]
(Cf. \(\text{?aqam-tu, \text{?ibta\text{"}t}-n\text{"}a, ?inq\text{"}d-\text{"}ta, ?istamal-ti, ?in\text{"}haz-tum\text{"}a, \text{?ista\text{"}tab-tum, ?ista\text{"}an-tunna, etc.}\})
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28. (Precedes 30 and 53)

\[ V_{pf,p} \] IV, VII, VIII, X \( \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\} \); \( \text{Cur } t, s^2+t \)

(Cf. ḫujir-tu, ḫujir-nā, ḫumqim-ta, ḫumqim-ti, ḫšṭir-tumā, ḫinqid-tum; ḥustumil-tunna, etc.)

29. (Precedes 53)

\[ V_{pf,a} \] \( \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\} \); \( \text{Cf. biT-tu, biT-Tûal, xif-ta, xif-ti, nim-tumā, nim-tum, } \)

\( \chi \text{if-tunna, etc.)} \)

30. (Precedes 53)

\[ V_{pf,p} \] \( \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\} \); \( \text{Cf. buT-tu, buT-nû, buT-ta, num-tumā, xuf-tum, xuf-tunna, etc.)} \)

31. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V_{pf,a,3,sg,f} \] \( \{c_1a_c-2-w_3(y)\} \); \( -c_3, s^1+t \)

(Thus daT-a-t, saT-a-t, rama-t, tawa-t, waqa-t, raʔa-t, etc.)

32. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V_{pf,a,3,sg} \] \( \{c_1a_c-2-w_3(y)\} \); \( -v_2'c_3, s^1+a \)

(Thus daʔ-ā, saʔ-ā, ram-ā, waq-ā, taw-ā, raʔ-ā, etc.)

33. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V_{pf,a,3,d,f} \] \( \{c_1a_c-2-w_3(y)\} \); \( -c_3, s^1+tā \)

(Thus daʔa-tā, saʔa-tā, rama-tā, waqa-tā, tawa-tā, raʔa-tā, etc.)
34. (Precedes 40, 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, a, 3, pl \] \{c_1c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -c_3, S^1+w

(Thus da\'a-w, sa\'a-w, rama-w, waqa-w, tawa-w, ra\'a-w, etc.)

35. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, a, 3, sg, f \] II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \{c_1c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -c_3, S^1+t

(Cf. zakka-t, ?a\'\=t-a-t, ?ittaqa-t, ?intaqa-t, ?istar\=a-t, etc.)

36. (Precedes 37, 42, 43, 45, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, p, 3, pl, f \] II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \{c_1c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -c_3, pro \nu_2, S^2+\ddot{\nu}

(Cf. zukk\=i-na, \(\nu\)\=a\=t\=t-na, \(\nu\)\=uttuq\=i-na, \(\nu\)\=untuq\=i-na, \(\nu\)\=ustur\=d\=i-na, etc.)

37. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, 3, pl, f \] \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -c_3, pro \nu_2, S+\ddot{\nu}

(Thus sar\=u-na, baq\=i-na, \(\chi\)\=a\=t\=\=u-na, raq\=i-na; du\=u\=i-na, rum\=i-na, ru\=u-na, \(\chi\)\=u\=s\=t-na, wuq\=i-na, etc.)

38. (Precedes 40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, a, 3, pl \] II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -c_3, S^1+w

(Cf. zakka-w, ?a\'\=t-a-w, ?ittaqa-w, ?intaqa-w, ?istar\=a-w, etc.)

39. (Precedes 40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 52 and 53)

\[ V^2 \text{pf}, p, 3, pl \] II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; \quad -V_2'c_3, S^2+\ddot{\nu}

(Cf. zukk-\=u, \(\nu\)\=u\=u\=t-\=u, \(\nu\)\=untuq-\=u, \(\nu\)\=untuq-\=u, \(\nu\)\=ustur\=d-\=u, etc.)
40. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,3,p1} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -V_2'c_3,S+\ddot{p} \]
(Thus sar-ū, baq-ū, χασ-ū, raq-ū; duʕ-ū, rum-ū, χuṣ-ū, wuq-ū, etc.)

41. (Precedes 43, 46, 52 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,a,3,sg} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -V_2'c_3,S^1+\ddot{a} \]
(Cf. zakk-ā, ʔaṭṭ-ā, ʔittaq-ā, ʔintaq-ā, ʔistarḍā, etc.)

42. (Precedes 43, 45, 46, 52 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,p,3(f)} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,S^2+\ddot{p} \]
(Cf. zukkiy-a, ʔaṭṭiy-at, ʔaṭṭiy-ā, ʔuntuqiyy-ata, ʔusturdiyy-ā, etc.)

43. (Precedes 46, 52 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,3(f)} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,S+\ddot{p} \]
(Thus duṭiy-a, rumiy-at, ruʔiy-ā, χuṣiy-ā, wuqiyy-ata; saruw-a, baqiyy-at, χaṣiy-ā, raqiyy-atā, etc.)

44. (Precedes 46, 52 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,a,3,d,f} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3,S^1+t\ddot{a} \]
(Cf. zakka-tā, ʔaṭṭa-tā, ʔittaqa-tā, ʔintaqa-tā, ʔistarḍa-tā, etc.)

45. (Precedes 46 and 53)
\[ V_{pf,p} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3,pro\ V_2,S^2+\ddot{t} \]
(Cf. zukki-tu, ʔaṭṭi-nā, ʔuttuqi-ta, ʔuttuqi-ti, ʔuttuqi-tumā, ʔusturqi-tum, ʔusturqi-tunna, etc.)
46. (Precedes 53)

\[ V^pf \] \( (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); -c_{3}^{\text{pro}} V_2, S+I \)

(Cf. sarū-tu, sarū-nā, baqī-ta, baqī-ti, χασί-tumā, χασί-tum, raqī-tunna; duṣṭ-tu, ruṣṭ-nā, rumī-ta, wuqī-ti, ḡūzī-tumā, χuṣṭ-tum, χuṣṭ-tunna, etc.)

47. (Precedes 49, 50, 52 and 53)

\[ V^pf,a,3,p1,f \] IX, XI, XVII; \( \exp, S^1+I \)

(Thus ḥuḥmarar-na, ḥuḥmār-na, ṭiqṣār-na, etc.)

48. (Precedes 49, 51, 52 and 53)

\[ V^pf,p,3,p1,f \] IX, XI, XVII; \( \exp, S^2+I \)

(Thus ḥuḥmurir-na, ḥuḥmūr-na, ṭiqṣūfir-na, etc.)

49. (Precedes 50, 51, 52 and 53)

\[ V^pf,3(f) \] IX, XI, XVII; \( S^1+I \)

(Thus ḥuḥmarr-a, ḥuḥmarr-at, ḥuḥmārr-ā, ḥuḥmārr-ātā, τιqṣāıarr-ū; ḥuḥmurr-a, ḥuḥmürr-at, ḥuḥmürr-ā, ṭiqṣūfırr-attā, ṭiqṣūfırr-ū, etc.)

50. (Precedes 53)

\[ V^pf,a \] IX, XI, XVII; \( \exp, S^1+I \)

(Thus ḥuḥmarar-tu, ḥuḥmarar-nā, ḥuḥmarar-ta, ḥuḥmārar-ti, ḥuḥmarar-tumā, ṭiqṣāırar-tum, ṭiqṣāırar-tunna, etc.)

51. (Precedes 53)

\[ V^pf,p \] IX, XI, XVII; \( \exp, S^2+I \)

(Thus ḥuḥmurir-tu, ḥuḥmurir-ta, ḥuḥmūr-ti, ḥuḥmūr-tumā, ṭiqṣūfırr-tum, ṭiqṣūfırr-tunna, etc.)
52. (Precedes 53)

\[ V \text{pf,3(f)} \]

(S+P

(Cf. katab-\(\text{a}\), jalas-\(\text{a}\), na\(\text{\textbar}\)\(\text{\textbar}\), fari\(\text{\textbar}\)\(\text{\textbar}\)-at\(\text{\textbar}\), \(\text{\textbar}\)aruf-\(\text{\textbar}\), fata\(\text{\textbar}\)-na, radd-\(\text{a}\), madad-\(\text{\textbar}\)-na, q\(\text{\textbar}\)-\(\text{\textbar}\), s\(\text{\textbar}\)-\(\text{\textbar}\), h\(\text{\textbar}\)-\(\text{\textbar}\)-at, taw\(\text{\textbar}\)adad-\(\text{\textbar}\); kutib-\(\text{\textbar}\), sumi\(\text{\textbar}\)-at, \(\text{\textbar}\)umir-\(\text{\textbar}\), wu\(\text{\textbar}\)il-at\(\text{\textbar}\), \(\text{\textbar}\)ukir-\(\text{\textbar}\), nu\(\text{\textbar}\)ir-\(\text{\textbar}\)-na, etc.)

53. \[ V \text{pf} \]

(S+P

(Cf. katab-tu, na\(\text{\textbar}\)\(\text{\textbar}\)-na, jalas-ta, farib-ti, fahim-tum\(\text{\textbar}\), \(\text{\textbar}\)aruf-tum, lamas-tunna; kutib-tu, nu\(\text{\textbar}\)ir-ta, sumi\(\text{\textbar}\)-ta, \(\text{\textbar}\)umir-ti, wu\(\text{\textbar}\)il-tum\(\text{\textbar}\), \(\text{\textbar}\)ukir-tum, \(\text{\textbar}\)urif-tunna, etc.

6.2.2.2 The Passive Imperfectives

For the same reason the cover-symbols (\(Z\) and \(\text{\textbar}\)) were used with the 'Perfectives' to represent the pronominal suffixes, they will continue being used in this division for the same purpose. As for the prefixes of the 'Imperfectives', which are only four discrete phonemes (viz. ?, n, t and y), they will be here totally ignored in the Rule-operations, as they are readily identifiable in the Pronouns-Tables of Chapter V; as well as in the demonstrative exemplification accompanying each Rule. Also, in the operations (pro a and pro u) of the Imperfective Rules (Active/Passive), /a/ and /u/ will be referring to the vowels immediately following the Consonantal prefixes. Accordingly, the Rules of the Passive Imperfectives should read as follows:

1. (Precedes 2 and 36)

\[ V \text{If,p,3,p1,f} \]

II,V \(c_1-c_2-c_2\); T'+P

(Cf. y-u\(\text{\textbar}\)azzaz-na, y-ujallal-na, y-uta\(\text{\textbar}\)azzaz-na, y-utajallal-na, etc.)
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2. (Precedes 35 and 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p, 3, pl, f} \{ c_1 - c_2 - c_2 \}; \text{ exp, T' + \delta} \]
(Thus y-umdad-na, y-uğrar-na, y-umlal-na, etc.)

3. (Precedes 4 and 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p, 2, pl, f} \{ c_1 - c_2 - c_2 \}; \text{ exp, T' + \delta} \]
(Cf. t-uţazzaz-na, t-ujallal-na, t-utatazzaz-na, t-utajallal-na, etc.)

4. (Precedes 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p, 2, pl, f} \{ c_1 - c_2 - c_2 \}; \text{ exp, T' + \delta} \]
(Thus t-umdad-na, t-uğrar-na, t-umlal-na, etc.)

5. (Precedes 6, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p, 3(f)} \} VIII \{ ?a\chi_\alpha\delta \}; \text{ T' + \delta} \]
(Cf. y-uttaχαδ-u, t-uttaχαδ-āni, y-uttaχαδ-ūna, y-uttaχαδ-na, etc.)

6. (Precedes 11, 12 and 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p} \} VIII \{ ?a\chi_\alpha\delta \}; \text{ T' + \delta} \]
(Cf. ?-uttaχαδ-u, t-uttaχαδ-āni, t-uttaχαδ-ūna, t-uttaχαδ-na, etc.)

7. (Precedes 36)
\[ \text{IIf, p, l, sq(f)} \} IV, VIII \{ ?_1 - c_2 - c_3 \}; \text{ pro u, -c , T' + \delta} \]
(Thus ?-ūman-u, ?-ūtaman-u, etc.)
8. (Precedes 36)
\[ V_if,p,1,\text{sq}(f) \]  \( \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \text{ pro } u,-c_1,T'+\# \)
(Thus \( ?-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{u}, \ ?-\text{umar}-\text{u}, \ ?\text{alf}-\text{u}, \text{ etc.} \))

9. Optional (Precedes 35 and 36)
\[ V_if,p,3(f) \]  IV,\text{VII} \( \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \text{ pro } u,-c_1,T'+\# \)
(Cf. \( y-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{u}, \ t-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{u}, \ y-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{\~a}n-i, \ t-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{\~a}n-i, \ y-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{\~a}n-a, \ y-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{na}, \text{ etc.} \))

10. Optional (Precedes 11, 12, 35 and 36)
\[ V_if,p,3(f) \]  \( \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \text{ pro } u,-c_1,T'+\# \)
(Cf. \( y-\text{umar}-\text{u}, \ t-\text{umar}-\text{u}, \ y-\text{umar}-\text{\~a}n-i, \ t-\text{umar}-\text{\~a}n-i, \ y-\text{ulaf}-\text{\~a}n-a, \ y-\text{ulaf}-\text{na}, \text{ etc.} \))

11. Optional (Precedes 36)
\[ V_if,p \]  IV,\text{VIII} \( \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \text{ pro } u,-c_1,T'+\# \)
(Cf. \( n-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{u}, \ n-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{u}, \ t-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{\~a}n-a, \ t-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{\~a}n-a, \ t-\text{um}-\text{an}-\text{na}, \ t-\text{ut}-\text{aman}-\text{na}, \text{ etc.} \))

12. Optional (Precedes 36)
\[ V_if,p \]  \( \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \text{ pro } u,-c_1,T'+\# \)
(Cf. \( n-\text{umar}-\text{u}, \ t-\text{umar}-\text{\~a}n-a, \ t-\text{ulaf}-\text{\~a}n-a, \text{ etc.} \))

13. (Precedes 35 and 36)
\[ V_if,p,3,p1,f \]  IV,\text{VII},\text{VIII},X \( \{ c_1-w_2(y)-c_3 \}; \text{ cur}\bar{\text{a}},T'+\# \)
(Cf. \( y-uq-\text{am}-\text{na}, \ y-\text{u\~x}ta\text{-tar-na}, \ y-u\text{-sta\~t}-\text{ab-na}, \text{ etc.} \))
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14. (Precedes 35 and 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 3, pl, f} \] 
\[ (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3); \text{ cur } \bar{a}, T'\bar{p} \]

(Thus y-uqad-na, y-usam-na, y-u\text{af}-na, y-u\text{ab}-na, etc.)

15. (Precedes 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 2, pl, f} \] 
\[ IV, VII, VIII, X (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3); \text{ cur } \bar{a}, T' + 2 \]

(Cf. t-uqam-na, t-u\text{af}-na, t-usta\text{tab}-na, etc.)

16. (Precedes 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 2, pl, f} \] 
\[ (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3); \text{ cur } \bar{a}, T' + 2 \]

(Thus t-uqad-na, t-usam-na, t-u\text{af}-na, t-u\text{ab}-na, etc.)

17. (Precedes 21, 22, 35 and 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 3, sg(f)} \] 
\[ II-VIII, X, XII, XIII (c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)); +ay: \bar{a}, T' + \emptyset \]

(Cf. y-urajja, t-ujara, y-ur\text{d}a, y-utar\text{am}a, y-ustad\text{ia}, y-u\text{f}raw\text{a}, y-u\text{jlawwa}, etc.)

18. (Precedes 21, 22, 35 and 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 3, sg(f)} \] 
\[ (c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)); +ay: \bar{a}, T' + \emptyset \]

(Thus y-ud\text{ia}, y-u\text{f}da, t-ur\text{ma}, t-u\text{qa}, etc.)

19. (Precedes 21, 22, 31, 32, 35 and 36)

\[ \text{If, p, 3, pl} \] 
\[ II-VIII, X, XII, XIII (c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)); +y:w, T' + \text{na} \]

(Cf. y-urajjaw-na, t-uj\text{ar}aw-na, y-urd\text{aw}-na, y-utar\text{am}aw-na, y-ustad\text{ia}w-na, etc.)
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20. (Precedes 21, 22, 31, 32, 35 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,3,p1} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad +y:w,T'na\]
(Thus y-urmaw-na, y-udšaw-na, y-uχšaw-na, etc.)

21. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,3(f)} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,T'+p\]
(Cf. y-urajjay-āni, t-ujāray-āni, y-urḏay-āni, t-utarāmay-āni, y-ustadḏay-na, y-ušrawray-na, etc.)

22. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,3(f)} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,T'+p\]
(Thus y-urmay-āni, t-udṬay-āni, y-uχšay-na, etc.)

23. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,2,sg,f} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,T'+na\]
(Cf. t-urajjay-na, t-uṭāday-na, t-urḏay-na, t-utahāday-na, t-ustadḏay-na, t-ušrawray-na, etc.)

24. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,2,sg,f} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,T'+na\]
(Thus t-udṬay-na, t-urmay-na, t-uχšay-na, etc.)

25. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)
\[V_{If,p,2,d(f)} \quad II-VIII,X,XII,XIII \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad ,T'+i\]
(Cf. t-urajjay-āni, t-uṭāday-āni, t-urḏay-āni, t-ustašfay-āni, t-ustadḏay-āni, t-ušrawray-āni, etc.)
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26. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)

\[ V_if, p, 2, d(f) \]

\( c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y) \);

(Thus t-ud\=say-\=ani, t-ur\=may-\=ani, t-u\=\=k\=\=say-\=ani, etc.)

27. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)

\[ V_if, p, 2, p_1, f \]

II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \( c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y) \);

(Cf. t-ur\=rajjay-na, t-u\=\=k\=\=day-na, t-ur\=djay-na, t-uta\=\=fay-na, t-ustad\=say-na, t-u\=frawray-na, etc.)

28. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)

\[ V_if, p, 2, p_1, f \]

(Thus t-ud\=say-na, t-ur\=may-na, t-u\=\=k\=\=say-na, etc.)

29. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)

\[ V_if, p, 2, p_1 \]

II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \( c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y) \);

(Cf. t-ur\=rajjaw-na, t-u\=\=k\=\=daw-na, t-ur\=daw-na, t-uta\=\=faw-na, t-ustad\=jaw-na, t-u\=frawraw-na, etc.)

30. (Precedes 31, 32 and 36)

\[ V_if, p, 2, p_1 \]

\( c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y) \);

(Thus t-ud\=jaw-na, t-ur\=maw-na, t-u\=\=k\=\=jaw-na, etc.)

31. (Precedes 35 and 36)

\[ V_if, p \]

II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \( c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y) \);

(Cf. ?-urajj\=\=a, n-uj\=\=z\=\=a, t-ur\=\=d\=\=a, ?-uta\=\=f\=\=a, ?-ustad\=\=\=a, t-u\=\=r\=\=w\=\=r\=\=a, etc.)
6.2.2.3 Moods of the Imperfectives

For the same reasons mentioned in the introduction to the 'Perfectives' and the 'Passive Imperfectives', the Pronominal prefixes will be discarded in this division of Rule-grouping. The
symbols (Z and P) for the suffixes will also be used here for the same purpose (mainly in the Indicative forms); with the idea that the pronouns be realized only when they are formally altered as part of the operations in the 'representation' component. Further symbols are: In(Indicative), js(Jussive), sj(Subjunctive), ñ(Jussive or Subjunctive), eg(Energicus) and v+ (the prefixed vowel '/a/ or /u/' of the Imperfective stem).

Operations for the active and passive forms are mostly the same as far as moods are concerned. Therefore, the Rules for 'Moods of the Imperfectives' will generate both active and passive forms, with, of course, the alteration of the Index symbol (T) in the 'representation' component into (T') in the case of passive forms. Otherwise, the few different passive formations will be captured by special rules involving the 'passive' symbol /p/ in their 'reference' component, and will always precede their 'Active' equivalents. Accordingly, Rules for the 'Moods of the Imperfective' should read as follows, with the concept of base-form being used in the Rules (109-117):

1. (Precedes 2 and 173)

\[ V^{\text{In,2,p1,f}} \] III,IV,VI-VIII,X \( c_1-c_2-c_2 \); exp,T+2

(Thus t-ušādid-na, t-ūḥbib-na, t-atawādad-na, t-anṭādīd-na, t-artādid-na, t-astamdid-na, etc.)
2. (Precedes 173)

\[ \text{In, 2, pl, f} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+2} \]

(Thus t-amdud-na, t-amlal-na, t-afrir-na, etc.)

3. (Precedes 4, 5, 6, 172 and 173)

\[ \text{In, 3, pl, f} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+6} \]

(Thus y-usādid-na, y-ubbib-na, y-atawādad-na, y-anṭadid-na, y-artadid-na, y-astamdid-na, etc.)

4. (Precedes 172 and 173)

\[ \text{In, 3, pl, f} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+6} \]

(Thus y-amdud-na, y-amlal-na, y-afrir-na, etc.)

5. Optional (Precedes 6, 172 and 173).

\[ \text{In, 3(f)} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+6} \]

(Cf. y-usādid-u, y-atalājaj-u, t-uwādid-u, t-atlājaj-āni, y-usādid-ūna, y-atalājaj-ūna, etc.)

6. Optional (Precedes 173)

\[ \text{In} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+2} \]

(Cf. ṭ-uwādid-u, n-ulājij-u, t-atāšadad-īna, t-usādid-āni, t-atalājaj-ūna, etc.)

7. Optional (Precedes 8, 21, 174 and 176)

\[ \text{sj, 2, sg, f} (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \text{ exp, T+ī} \]

(Thus t-ulājij-ī, t-atāšadad-ī, etc.)
8. (Precedes 9-12, 21 and 174-176)

\[ V, sg.f \] III, IV, VI-VIII, X \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); T+\( \ddot{\imath} \)

(Cf. \( t\)-u\( \ddot{\imath} \)ajj-\( \ddot{\imath} \), \( t\)-umirr-\( \ddot{\imath} \), \( t\)-an\( \ddot{\imath} \)add-\( \ddot{\imath} \), \( t\)-ataw\( \ddot{\imath} \)dd-\( \ddot{\imath} \), \( t\)-a\( \ddot{\imath} \)tadd-\( \ddot{\imath} \), t-astaridd-\( \ddot{\imath} \), etc.)

9. Optional (Precedes 10, 11, 12 and 175)

\[ V, sg(f) \] III, IV, VI-VIII, X \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); exp, T\( \emptyset \)

(Cf. \( ?\)-ul\( \ddot{\imath} \)ajj, \( t\)-u\( \ddot{\imath} \)ziz, y-an\( \ddot{\imath} \)garir, y-ataw\( \ddot{\imath} \)dad, y-a\( \ddot{\imath} \)garir, y-astamdid, etc.)

10. (Precedes 11, 12 and 175)

\[ V, sg(f) \] III, IV, VI-VIII, X \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); T+a

(Cf. \( ?\)-ul\( \ddot{\imath} \)ajj-a, \( ?\)-umirr-a, t-an\( \ddot{\imath} \)arr-a, y-ata\( \ddot{\imath} \)dad-a, y-a\( \ddot{\imath} \)tadd-a, t-astaridd-a, etc.)

11. Optional (Precedes 12 and 175)

\[ V, sg(f) \] \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); exp, T\( \star \)\( \emptyset \)

(Cf. \( ?\)-ardud, t-amlal, y-afrir, etc.)

12. (Precedes 175)

\[ V, sg(f) \] \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); T+a

(Cf. \( ?\)-arudd-a, \( ?\)-amall-\( \ddot{\imath} \), t-ajidd-a, y-ahimm-a, t-alajj-a, etc.)

13. Optional (Precedes 14, 15, 16, 178 and 182)

\[ V, pl(f) \] III, IV, VI-VIII, X \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); exp, T\( \star \)\( \emptyset \)

(Cf. n-ul\( \ddot{\imath} \)ajj, n-u\( \ddot{\imath} \)ziz, n-an\( \ddot{\imath} \)adid, n-ataw\( \ddot{\imath} \)dad, n-a\( \ddot{\imath} \)garir, n-astamdid, etc.)
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14. (Precedes 14, 16, 178 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_1, p_1(f)] \quad \text{III, IV, VI-VIII, X} \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad T + a \]

(Cf. n-uḫḫājj-a, n-umIRR-a, n-anṯadd-a, n-atawādd-a, n-ābṯadd-a, n-astabidd-a, etc.)

15. Optional (Precedes 16, 178 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_1, p_1(f)] \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad \text{exp, T+Ø} \]

(Thus n-ardud, n-amlal, n-afrir, etc.)

16. (Precedes 178 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_1, p_1(f)] \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad T + a \]

(Thus n-arudd-a, n-ammla-a, n-affrr-a, etc.)

17. (Precedes 18, 24, 180 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_2, p_1, f] \quad \text{III, IV, VI-VIII, X} \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad \text{exp, T+Ø} \]

(Cf. t-uḫḫājij-na, t-думd-na, t-anṯadid-na, t-atawād-d-na, t-artadid-na, t-astamdid-na, etc.)

18. (Precedes 24, 180 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_2, p_1, f] \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad \text{exp, T+Ø} \]

(Thus t-amdud-na, t-ammla-na, t-afrir-na, etc.)

19. (Precedes 20, 24, 181 and 182)

\[ [^V_j, s_3, p_1, f] \quad \text{III, IV, VI-VIII, X} \quad \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad \text{exp, T+Ø} \]

(Cf. y-uḫḫājij-na, y-ḫḫib-na, y-anṯadid-na, y-atawād-d-na, y-artadid-na, y-astamdid-na, etc.)
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20. (Precedes 24, 181 and 182)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,j,3,p1,f}] \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+\tilde{p}$$

(Thus y-amdud-na, y-amlal-na, y-affir-na, etc.)

21. Optional (Precedes 176)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,s}j,\text{sg(f)}] \quad \text{III,VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+a$$

(Cf. ?-uläjj-a, t-uwādid-a, y-atašādad-a, y-atawādad-a, etc.)

22. Optional (Precedes 24, 179 and 182)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,s}j,1,p1(f)] \quad \text{III,VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+a$$

(Thus n-uläjj-a, n-atašādad-a, etc.)

23. Optional (Precedes 177)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,s}j,d(f)] \quad \text{III,VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+\tilde{a}$$

(Cf. t-uläjj-a, y-uläjj-a, t-atasādad-ā, etc.)

24. Optional (Precedes 182)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,s}j,p1] \quad \text{III,VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+\tilde{u}$$

(Thus t-uḥājj-i-ū, y-atasādad-ū, etc.)

25. Optional (Precedes 26, 183 and 184)

$$[\text{V}^\text{,eg},2,\text{sg,f}] \quad \text{III,VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{exp}, T+\text{inna(in)}$$

(Thus t-ulājj-inna, t-atašādad-in, etc.)
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26. Optional (Precedes 183 and 184)

\[ V_{eg, sg(f)} \] III, VI \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+\text{anna(an)} \)

(Cf. ?-\( \text{wuadid-anna} \), t-\( \text{uwadid-an} \), y-\( \text{atasadad-anna} \), t-\( \text{atasadad-an} \), etc.)

27. Optional (Precedes 29, 186 and 188)

\[ V_{eg, pl(f)} \] III, VI \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+\text{anna(an)} \)

(Thus n-\( \text{ulajij-anna} \), n-\( \text{uwadid-an} \), n-\( \text{atasadad-anna} \), etc.)

28. Optional (Precedes 185)

\[ V_{eg, d(f)} \] III, VI \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+\text{anni} \)

(Cf. t-\( \text{ulajij-anni} \), y-\( \text{uhajij-anni} \), t-\( \text{atasadad-anni} \), etc.)

29. (Precedes 31, 187 and 188)

\[ V_{eg, pl, f} \] III, IV, VI-VIII, X \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+nanni \)

(Cf. t-\( \text{uwadid-nanni} \), t-\( \text{uhbib-nanni} \), t-an\( \text{adid-nanni} \), y-\( \text{atawadad-nanni} \), y-\( \text{artadid-nanni} \), y-\( \text{astamdid-nanni} \), etc.)

30. (Precedes 31, 187 and 188)

\[ V_{eg, pl, f} \] \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+nanni \)

(Cf. t-\( \text{amdud-nanni} \), t-\( \text{amlal-nanni} \), t-\( \text{afirir,nanni} \), etc.)

31. Optional (Precedes 188)

\[ V_{eg, pl} \] III, VI \( (c_1-c_2-c_2) \); \( \exp, T+\text{unna(un)} \)

(Thus t-\( \text{ulajij-unna} \), y-\( \text{atasadad-un} \), etc.)
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32. (Precedes 33, 36-39, 172 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In,3(f)}} \] \hspace{1cm} VIII \{ ?a\chi\delta \}; \hspace{1cm} T+\bar{\beta} \\
(Cf. y-\text{atta}\chi\delta-u, t-\text{atta}\chi\delta-u, y-\text{atta}\chi\delta-\text{ani}, y-\text{atta}\chi\delta-na, etc.)

33. (Precedes 38, 39 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In}} \] \hspace{1cm} VIII \{ ?a\chi\delta \}; \hspace{1cm} T+2 \\
(Cf. ?-\text{atta}\chi\delta-u, n-\text{atta}\chi\delta-u, t-\text{atta}\chi\delta-\text{ani}, t-\text{atta}\chi\delta-\text{una}, etc.)

34. (Precedes 35, 38, 39 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In,1,sg(f)}} \] \hspace{1cm} IVVIII \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \hspace{1cm} \text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+2 \\
(Thus ?-\text{atamir-u, } ?-\text{atamin-u, } ?-\text{u}\text{m}ir-u, ?-\text{umin-u}, etc.)

35. (Precedes 38, 39 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In,1,sg(f)}} \] \hspace{1cm} \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \hspace{1cm} \text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+2 \\
(Thus ?-\text{aman-u, } ?-\text{amur-u, } ?-\text{alaf-u}, etc.)

36. Optional (Precedes 37, 38, 39, 172 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In,3(f)}} \] \hspace{1cm} IVVIII \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \hspace{1cm} \text{Pro } V+, -c_1, T+\bar{\beta} \\
(Cf. y-\text{u}\text{m}ir-u, y-\text{un}is-u, y-\text{umin-ani}, y-\text{atamir-u}, t-\text{atamir-ani}, y-\text{atamir-una}, etc.)

37. Optional (Precedes 38, 39, 172 and 173)

\[ V^I_{\text{In,3(f)}} \] \hspace{1cm} \{ ?_1-c_2-c_3 \}; \hspace{1cm} \text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+\bar{\beta} \\
(Cf. y-\text{alaf-u, } t-\text{amur-ani}, y-\text{alaf-na}, y-\text{amur-una}, etc.)
38. Optional (Precedes 39 and 173)

\[ V_in \] IV, VIII \((?_1-c_2-c_3)\); \(\text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+\)

(Cf. \(n-\ddot{u}m\)-\(n-u\), \(n-\ddot{a}t\)ami\(r\)-\(u\), \(t-\ddot{u}n\)is-\(u\), \(t-\ddot{a}t\)amir-\(i\)na, \(t-\ddot{u}e\)ir-\(n\)a, \(t-\ddot{a}t\)amir-\(n\)a, etc.).

39. Optional (Precedes 173)

\[ V_in \] \([?_1-c_2-c_3]\); \(\text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+\)

(Cf. \(n-\ddot{a}m\)-\(a-n\)u, \(t-\ddot{a}m\)ur-\(i\)na, \(t-\ddot{a}m\)ur-\(a\)n\)i, \(t-\ddot{a}l\)af-\(u\)na, etc.)

40. (Precedes 41, 44-47, 51, 54, 55 and 174-176)

\[ j_s, 2, sg(f) \] VIII \((?a\chi\delta)\); \(T+\)

(Thus \(t-\ddot{a}t\)axi\(d\)-\(i\)).

41. (Precedes 46, 47 and 175)

\[ j_s, sg(f) \] VIII \((?a\chi\delta)\); \(T+\)

(Thus \(?-\ddot{a}t\)axi\(d\), \(t-\ddot{a}t\)axi\(d\), \(y-\ddot{a}t\)axi\(d\), etc.).

42. (Precedes 43, 46, 47 and 175)

\[ j_s, l, sg(f) \] VIII, IV \((?_1-c_2-c_3)\); \(\text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+\)

(Thus \(?-\ddot{u}m\), \(?-\ddot{u}d\)in, \(?-\chi\delta\), \(?-\ddot{a}t\)amin, \(?-\ddot{a}t\)alif, \(?-\ddot{a}tan\)is, etc.)

43. (Precedes 47 and 175)

\[ j_s, l, sg(f) \] \((?_1-c_2-c_3)\); \(\text{pro } V+, -c_1, T+\)

(Thus \(?-\ddot{a}m\)ur, \(?-\ddot{a}\)\(d\)an, \(?-\ddot{a}\)\(\chi\)ud, etc.).
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44. Optional (Precedes 45-47, 174 and 175)

$[V^2s,2,sg,f]_{VIII,IV}(?_1-c_2-c_3); \quad \text{pro } V+,c_1,T+i$

(Thus t-ūmin-ī, t-ūnis-ī, t-ūkil:ī, t-ātamin-ī, t-ātalif-ī, t-ātanis-ī, etc.)

45. Optional (Precedes 47, 174 and 175)

$[V^2s,2,sg,f]_{VIII,IV}(?_1-c_2-c_3); \quad \text{pro } V+,c_1,T+i$

(Thus t-āmur-ī, t-āman-ī, t-āχuð-ī, etc.)

46. Optional (Precedes 47 and 175)

$[V^2s,sg(f)]_{VIII,IV}(?_1-v_2-c_3); \quad \text{pro } V+,c_1,T+ø$

(Thus t-ūmin, y-ūdin, t-ūnis, t-ātamir, y-ātanis, t-ātamin, etc.)

47. Optional (Precedes 175)

$[V^2s,sg(f)]_{VIII,IV}(?_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{pro } V+,c_1,T+ø$

(Cf. t-āmur, y-āman, t-āχuð, etc.)

48. (Precedes 49,50,68-70,178 and 182)

$[V^2s,1,pl(f)]_{VIII}(aχað); \quad T+ø$

(Thus n-attaxið).

49. Optional (Precedes 50,69,70,178 and 182)

$[V^2s,1,pl(f)]_{IV,VIII}(?_1-c_2-c_2); \quad \text{pro } V+,c_1,T+ø$

(Cf. n-ūmin, n-ātamir, n-ūdin, n-ātalif, etc.)
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50. **Optional** (Precedes 70, 178 and 182)

\[\left[V_{\text{js}},1,p_{\text{f}}(f)\right] (?_{1}-c_{1}-c_{3}); \quad \text{pro } v+,-c_{1},T+\emptyset \]

(Thus n-āmur, n-āman, n-āχuś, etc.)

51. (Precedes 54, 55 and 176)

\[\left[V_{\text{sj}},s_{g}(f)\right] \text{ VIII (nχaś); } \quad T+a \]

(Thus ʔ-ataχiś-a, t-ataχiś-a, y-ataχiś-a, etc.)

52. (Precedes 53, 54, 55 and 176)

\[\left[V_{\text{sj}},1,s_{g}(f)\right] \text{ IV, VIII (ʔ-c_{2}-c_{3}); } \quad \text{pro } v+,-c_{1},T+a \]

(Thus ʔ-ūmin-a, ʔ-ātamin-a, ʔ-ūlif-a, ʔ-ātalif-a, ʔ-ūnis-a, ʔ-ātanis-a, etc.)

53. (Precedes 55 and 176)

\[\left[V_{\text{sj}},s_{g}(f)\right] (?_{1}-c_{2}-c_{3}); \quad \text{pro } v+,-c_{1},T+a \]

(Thus ʔ-āmur-a, ʔ-āman-a, ʔ-āχuś-a, etc.)

54. **Optional** (Precedes 55 and 176)

\[\left[V_{\text{sj}},s_{g}(f)\right] \text{ IV, VIII (ʔ-c_{2}-c_{3}); } \quad \text{pro } v+,-c_{1},T+a \]

(Cf. t-ūmin-a, t-ātamin-a, y-ūlif-a, y-ātalif-a, t-ūnis-a, t-ātanis-a, etc.)

55. **Optional** (Precedes 176)

\[\left[V_{\text{sj}},s_{g}(f)\right] (?_{1}-c_{2}-c_{3}); \quad \text{pro } v+,-c_{1},T+a \]

(Cf. t-āmur-a, y-āman-a, t-āχuś-a, etc.)

56. (Precedes 57, 58 and 177)

\[\left[V_{\text{s}},d(f)\right] \text{ VIII (nχaś); } \quad T+a \]

(Thus t-ataχiś-ā, y-ataχiś-ā)
57. Optional (Precedes 58 and 177)

\[ V, d(f) \] IV, VIII \( (?_1-c_2-c_3) \); pro \( v^+, c_1, T+a \)

(Cf. t-ūmin-ā, t-ātamin-ā, y-ūnis-ā, y-ātanis-ā, t-ūlif-ā, t-ātalif-ā, etc.)

58. Optional (Precedes 177)

\[ V, d(f) \] \( (?_1-c_2-c_3) \); pro \( v^+, c_1, T+a \)

(Cf. t-āmur-ā, y-āman-ā, t-āχið-ā, etc.)

59. (Precedes 60, 61, 68-70, 179 and 182)

\[ V, s, l, p_1(f) \] VIII \( (?\chi\alpha \delta) \); T+a

(Thus n-attāχið-ā)

60. Optional (Precedes 61, 69, 70, 179 and 182)

\[ V, s, l, p_1(f) \] IV, VIII \( (?_1-c_2-c_3) \); pro \( v^+, c_1, T+a \)

(Cf. n-ūmin-ā, n-ātamin-ā, n-ūnis-ā, n-ātanis-ā, n-ūlif-ā, n-ātalif-ā, etc.)

61. Optional (Precedes 70, 179 and 182)

\[ V, s, l, p_1(f) \] \( (?_1-c_2-c_3) \); pro \( v^+, c_1, T+a \)

(Cf. n-āmur-ā, n-āman-ā, n-āχið-ā, etc.)

62. (Precedes 63, 64 and 180)

\[ V, 2, p_1, f \] VIII \( (?\chi\alpha \delta) \); T+1

(Thus t-attāχið-na).
63. Optional (Precedes 64 and 180)

\[ [V^8, 2, p1, f] \text{ IV, VIII (} ?_1 - c_2 - c_3 \text{)}; \text{ pro } v^+, -c_1, T+2 \]

(Cf. t-ūmin-na, t-ātamin-a, t-ūnis-na, t-ātanas-na, t-ūlif-na, t-ātalif-na, etc.)

64. Optional (Precedes 180)

\[ [V^8, 2, p1, f] \text{ (} ?_1 - c_2 - c_3 \text{)}; \text{ pro } v^+, -c_1, T+2 \]

(Cf. t-āmur-na, t-āman-na, t-āχυδ-na, etc.)

65. (Precedes 66, 67 and 181)

\[ [V^8, 3, p1, f] \text{ VIII (} χαχδ \text{)}; \text{ T+2} \]

(Thus y-attaxiδ-na)

66. Optional (Precedes 67 and 181)

\[ [V^8, 3, p1, f] \text{ IV, VIII (} ?_1 - c_2 - c_3 \text{)}; \text{ pro } v^+, -c_1, T+2 \]

(Cf. y-ūmin-na, y-ātamin-na, y-ūnis-na, y-ātanas-na, y-ūlif-na, y-ātalif-na, etc.)

67. Optional (Precedes 181)

\[ [V^8, 3, p1, f] \text{ (} ?_1 - c_2 - c_3 \text{)}; \text{ pro } v^+, -c_1, T+2 \]

(Cf. y-āmur-na, y-āman-na, y-āχυδ-na, etc.)

68. (Precedes 69, 70 and 182)

\[ [V^8, p1] \text{ VIII (} χαχδ \text{)}; \text{ T+ü} \]

(Thus t-attaxiδ-ü, y-attaxiδ-ü).
69. **Optional** (Precedes 70 and 182)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{sg, pl]} \]

IV, VIII \( (\tilde{\text{i}}_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3) \); \( \text{pro } \text{v}^+, -\text{c}_1, \text{T}+\ddot{\text{u}} \)

(Cf. \( \text{t-\dddot{\text{u}}\text{m}in-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{tamin-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{u}}\text{nis-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{tanis-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{u}}\text{lif-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{talif-\dddot{\text{u}}, etc.}} \)

70. **Optional** (Precedes 182)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{sg, pl]} \]

\( (\tilde{\text{i}}_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3) \); \( \text{pro } \text{v}^+, -\text{c}_1, \text{T}+\ddot{\text{u}} \)

(Cf. \( \text{t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{m}ur-\dddot{\text{u}}, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{man-\dddot{\text{u}}, y-\ddot{\text{\u0107}}\text{\u00e5}\text{\u00e5}-\dddot{\text{u}}, etc.} \)

71. (Precedes 72, 74-78, 183 and 184)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{eg, 2, sg, f]} \]

VIII \( (\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e5}\text{\u00e5}) \); \( \text{T+inna(in)} \)

(Thus \( \text{t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{inna, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{in}} \)

72. (Precedes 77, 78 and 184)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{eg, sg(f)} \]

VIII \( (\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e5}\text{\u00e5}) \); \( \text{T+anna(an)} \)

(Cf. \( \text{?-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{anna, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{anna, y-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{an, t-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\chi\ddot{\text{\u00e6}}\text{\u00e6}-\text{an, etc.}} \)

73. (Precedes 74, 77, 78 and 184)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{eg, 1, sg(f)} \]

IV, VIII \( (\tilde{\text{i}}_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3) \); \( \text{pro } \text{v}^+, -\text{c}_1, \text{T+anna(an)} \)

(Cf. \( \text{?-\dddot{\text{u}}\text{m}in-\text{anna, ?-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\text{m}in-\text{anna, ?-\u00e6in-\text{an, ?-\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t}a\text{m}ir-\text{an, etc.}} \)

74. (Precedes 77 and 184)

\[ \text{[V}, \text{eg, 1, sg(f)} \]

\( (\tilde{\text{i}}_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3) \); \( \text{pro } \text{v}^+, -\text{c}_1, \text{T+anna(an)} \)

(Cf. \( \text{?-\dddot{\text{m}}\text{ur-\text{anna, ?-\dddot{\text{a}}\text{m}an-\text{anna, ?-\ddot{\text{\u0107}}\text{\u00e5}\text{\u00e5}-\text{an, etc.}} \)
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75. **Optional** (Precedes 76-78, 183 and 184)

\[
\text{[Veg,2,sg,f]} \quad \text{IV, VIII (}_1\text{-}c_2\text{-}c_3); \quad \text{pro } v^+, -c_1, T+\text{inna(in)}
\]

(Cf. t-ūmin-inna, t-ātamin-inna, t-ūnis-in, t-ātalif-in, etc.)

76. **Optional** (Precedes 78, 183 and 184)

\[
\text{[Veg,2,sg,f]} \quad (}_1\text{-}c_2\text{-}c_3); \quad \text{pro } v^+, -c_1, T+\text{inna(in)}
\]

(Thus t-āmur-inna, t-āman-inna, t-āχuḏ-in, etc.)

77. **Optional** (Precedes 78 and 184)

\[
\text{[Veg,sg(f)]} \quad \text{IV, VIII (}_1\text{-}c_2\text{-}c_3); \quad \text{pro } v^+, -c_1, T+\text{anna(an)}
\]

(Cf. t-ūmin-anna, t-ātamir-anna, y-ūnis-anna, y-ātamin-an, t-ūlif-an, y-ātamir-anna, etc.)

78. **Optional** (Precedes 184)

\[
\text{[Veg,sg(f)]} \quad (}_1\text{-}c_2\text{-}c_3); \quad \text{pro } v^+, -c_1, T+\text{anna(an)}
\]

(Cf. t-āmur-anna, y-āman-an, t-āχuḏ-anna, etc.)

79. (Precedes 80, 81 and 185)

\[
\text{[Veg,d(f)]} \quad \text{VIII (}_1\text{χaδ); \quad T+ānni}
\]

(Thus t-attaxiḏ-ānni, y-attaxiḏ-ānni)

80. **Optional** (Precedes 81 and 185)

\[
\text{[Veg,d(f)]} \quad \text{IV, VIII (}_1\text{-}c_2\text{-}c_3); \quad \text{pro } v^+, -c_1, T+\text{ānni}
\]

(Cf. t-ūmin-ānni, t-ātamir-ānni, y-ūnis-ānni, t-ātalif-ānni, etc.)
81. **Optional** (Precedes 185)

\[\text{Veg,d(f)} \quad (?_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3); \quad \text{pro } v+,-\text{c}_1, T+\text{ānni} \]

(Cf. t-āmur-ānni, y-āman-ānni, t-āχʔuō-ānni, etc.)

82. (Precedes 83-90 and 186-188)

\[\text{Veg,1,pl(f)} \quad \text{VIII (ʔαχʔaδ)}; \quad T+\text{anna(an)} \]

(Thus n-attaχʔiō-anna, n-attaχʔiō-an)

83. **Optional** (Precedes 84, 86, 87, 89, 90 and 186-188)

\[\text{Veg,1,pl(f)} \quad \text{IV, VIII (ʔ_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3); \quad pro } v+,-\text{c}_1, T+\text{anna(an)} \]

(Cf. n-ūmin-anna, n-ātamin-anna, n-ūlif-an, n-ātalif-an, etc.)

84. **Optional** (Precedes 87, 90 and 186-188)

\[\text{Veg,1,pl(f)} \quad (?_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3); \quad \text{pro } v+,-\text{c}_1, T+\text{anna(an)} \]

(Cf. n-āmur-anna, n-āman-anna, n-āχʔuō-an, etc.)

85. (Precedes 86-90, 187 and 188)

\[\text{Veg,pl,f} \quad \text{VIII (ʔαχʔaδ); \quad T+\text{nānni}} \]

(Thus t-attaχʔiō-nānni, y-attaχʔiō-nānni)

86. **Optional** (Precedes 87, 89, 90, 187 and 188)

\[\text{Veg,pl,f} \quad \text{IV, VIII (ʔ_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3); \quad pro } v+,-\text{c}_1, T+\text{nānni}} \]

(Thus t-ūlif-nānni, t-ātamir-nānni, y-ūmin-nānni, y-ātalif-nānni, etc.)

87. **Optional** (Precedes 90, 187 and 188)

\[\text{Veg,pl,f} \quad (?_1-\text{c}_2-\text{c}_3); \quad \text{pro } v+,-\text{c}_1, T+\text{nānni}} \]

(Cf. t-āmur-nānni, t-āman-nānni, y-āχʔuō-nānni, etc.)
88.  (Precedes 89, 90 and 188)

\[ V_{eg,p1} \]  
VIII (ʔαχαδ)-  
T+unna(un)

(Thus t-attaxi̇d-unna, y-attaxi̇d-un, etc.)

89.  Optional (Precedes 90 and 188)

\[ V_{eg,p1} \]  
IV, VIII (ʔ₁-c₂-c₃);  
pro v⁺, -c₁, T+unna(un)

(Cf. t-ūmin-unna, t-ātamin-unna, y-ūlif-un, y-ātalif-un, etc.)

90.  Optional (Precedes 188)

\[ V_{eg,p1} \]  
(?₁-c₂-c₃);  
pro v⁺, -c₁, T+unna(un)

(Cf. t-āmur-unna, t-āman-unna, y-āχu̇d-un, etc.)

91.  (Precedes 93 and 173)

\[ V_{in,2,p1,f} \]  
VII, VIII (c₁-w₂(y)-c₃);  
cur ā, T+i

(Cf. t-anqad-na, t-anba ʕ-na, t-aqtad-na, t-abta ʕ-na, etc.)

92.  (Precedes 93 and 173)

\[ V_{in,2,p1,f} \]  
IV, X (c₁-w₂(y)-c₃);  
cur į, T+i

(Thus t-uqim-na, t-astaqim-na, t-umil-na, t-astamil-na, etc.)

93.  (Precedes 173)

\[ V_{in,2,p1,f} \]  
(c₁-w₂(y)-c₃);  
cur v₂, T+i

(Cf. t-aṣud-na, t-aquam-na, t-ābi ʕ-na, t-āχaf-na, etc.)
94. (Precedes 96, 172 and 173)

\[ [\text{V} \text{in}, 3, p, f] \] VII, VIII \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{cur } \bar{a}, T + \bar{\beta} \n \)
(Cf. \( y\)-anqad-na, \( y\)-anba\( \bar{\beta}\)-na, \( y\)-aqtad-na, \( y\)-abta\( \bar{\beta}\)-na, etc.)

95. (Precedes 96, 172 and 173)

\[ [\text{V} \text{in}, 3, p, f] \] IV, X \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{cur } \bar{I}, T + \bar{\beta} \n \)
(Thus \( y\)-uqim-na, \( y\)-astaqim-na, \( y\)-umil-na, \( y\)-astamil-na, etc.)

96. (Precedes 172 and 173)

\[ [\text{V} \text{in}, 3, p, f] \] \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + \bar{\beta} \n \)
(Cf. \( y\)-a\( \bar{\beta}\)ud-na, \( y\)-aqum-na, \( y\)-ab\( \bar{\beta}\)-na, \( y\)-a\( \bar{\beta}\)af-na, etc.)

97. (Precedes 98-100, 174 and 175)

\[ [\text{V} s, 2, s, g, f] \] IV, VII, VIII, IX \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{T + } \bar{\eta} \n \)
(Cf. \( t\)-uq\( \bar{\beta}\)m-I, \( t\)-anq\( \bar{\beta}\)d-I, \( t\)-aqt\( \bar{\beta}\)d-I, \( t\)-ab\( \bar{\beta}\)a\( \bar{\beta}\)-I, \( t\)-astaq\( \bar{\beta}\)m\( \bar{\beta}\)-I, \( t\)-asta\( \bar{\beta}\)b-I, etc.)

98. (Precedes 100, 174 and 175)

\[ [\text{V} s, 2, s, g, f] \] \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{T + } \bar{\eta} \n \)
(Cf. \( t\)-aj\( \bar{\beta}\)r-I, \( t\)-at\( \bar{\beta}\)l-I, \( t\)-aq\( \bar{\beta}\)l-I, \( t\)-a\( \bar{\beta}\)f-I, \( t\)-ad\( \bar{\beta}\)n-I, etc.)

99. (Precedes 100 and 175)

\[ [\text{V} s, s, g(f)] \] IV, VII, VII, X \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \); \( \text{Cur } v_2, T + \bar{\phi} \n \)
(Cf. \( ?\)-uq\( \bar{\beta}\)m, \( ?\)-umil, \( t\)-anq\( \bar{\beta}\)d, \( y\)-aqt\( \bar{\beta}\)d, \( y\)-ab\( \bar{\beta}\)a\( \bar{\beta}\), \( t\)-astaq\( \bar{\beta}\)m, \( t\)-asta\( \bar{\beta}\)b, etc.)

100. (Precedes 175)

\[ [\text{V} s, s, g(f)] \] \( (c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3) \) \( \text{Cur } v_2, T + \bar{\phi} \n \)
(Cf. \( ?\)-aq\( \bar{\beta}\)m, \( ?\)-at\( \bar{\beta}\)l, \( t\)-aq\( \bar{\beta}\)l, \( y\)-a\( \bar{\beta}\)f, \( y\)-anam, \( t\)-ab\( \bar{\beta}\), \( t\)-\( \bar{\alpha}\)g\( \bar{\beta}\), etc.)
101. (Precedes 102, 178 and 182)
\[ V^\text{js, 1,pl(f)} \] IV, VII, VIII, X \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + \phi \)
(Cf. n-uqim, n-aqtad, n-abtāf, n-astaqim, n-astaṭib, etc.)

102. (Precedes 178 and 182)
\[ V^\text{js,1,pl(f)} \] \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + \phi \)
(Cf. n-aqul, n-aqib, n-abiṭ, nátul, etc.)

103. (Precedes 104 and 180)
\[ V^\text{\$2,pl,f} \] IV, VII, VIII, X \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2 + T + \xi \)
(Cf. t-uqim-na, t-anqad-na, t-aqtad-na, t-astaqim-na, t-astaṭib-na, etc.)

104. (Precedes 180)
\[ V^\text{\$2,pl,f} \] \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2 + T + \xi \)
(Cf. t-aqum-na, t-anam-na, t-aṭul-na, t-aqib-na, etc.)

105. (Precedes 106 and 181)
\[ V^\text{\$3,pl,f} \] IV, VII, VIII, X \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + \$ \)
(Cf. y-uqim-na, y-anqad-na, y-abtāf-na, y-astaqim-na, y-astaṭib-na, etc.)

106. (Precedes 181)
\[ V^\text{\$3,pl,f} \] \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + \$ \)
(Thus y-aqum-na, y-aṭul-na, y-anam-na, y-aqib-na, etc.)

107. (Precedes 108 and 187)
\[ V^\text{eg,pl,f} \] IV, VII, VIII, X \( \{c_1 - w_2(y) - c_3\} \); \( \text{cur } v_2, T + nānni \)
(Cf. t-uqim-nānni, y-anqad-nānni, t-abta ṣ-nānni, y-astaqim-nānni, t-astaṭib-nānni, etc.)
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108. (Precedes 187)
$V_{eg, pl, f} \{c_1 - w(y) - c_3\}; \quad cur \ v_2, T+nanni$
(Cf. t-aqum-nanni, t-amil-nanni, y-âtul-nanni, y-abîf-nanni, etc.)

109. (Precedes 173)
$V_{In, 2, sg, f} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad T+na$
(Cf. t-asîay-na, t-arîday-na, t-ayâsîay-na, t-alqay-na, t-aray-na, etc.)

110. (Precedes 173)
$V_{In, pl} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad \pm c_3 : w, T+na$
(Cf. t-asîaw-na, y-arîdaw-na, t-ayâsîaw-na, y-alqaw-na, t-araw-na, y-ağîsaw-na, etc.)

111. (Precedes 112, 113 and 174-176)
$V_{s, 2, sg, f} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad T+\phi$
(Thus t-asîay, t-arîday, t-ayâsîay, etc.)

112. (Precedes 175)
$V_{js, sg(f)} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad -c_3, T+\phi$
(Thus ?-asîa, t-alqa, y-arîda, t-ayâsîa, etc.)

113. (Precedes 176)
$V_{sj, sg(f)} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad -c_3, pro \ v_2, T+\phi$
(Thus ?-asîâ, t-alqâ, y-arîda, t-ayâsîâ, etc.)

114. (Precedes 116, 178 and 182)
$V_{js, 1, pl(f)} \{c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3\}; \quad -c_3, T+\phi$
(Thus n-asîa, n-alqa, n-arîda, n-ayâsîa, etc.)
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115. (Precedes 116, 179 and 182)

\[ V^s j, 1, pl(f) \{ c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3 \} ; \quad -c_3, pro \nu_2, T+\phi \]

(Thus n-\(a\)t\(a\), n-\(a\)l\(q\)\(a\), n-\(a\)rd\(a\), n-\(a\)\(\chi\)\(s\)\(a\), etc.)

116. (Precedes 182)

\[ V^s j, pl \{ c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3 \} ; \quad \pm c_3 : \nu, T+\phi \]

(Thus t-\(a\)s\(a\)w, t-\(a\)rd\(a\)w, y-\(a\)lq\(a\)w, y-\(a\)\(\chi\)\(s\)\(a\)w, etc.)

117. (Precedes 188)

\[ V^s e g, pl \{ c_1 a(i) c_2 a y_3 \} ; \quad \pm c_3 : \nu, T+\text{unna}(\text{un}) \]

(Thus t-\(a\)s\(a\)w-un\(n\)a, t-\(a\)rd\(a\)w-un\(n\), y-\(a\)l\(w\)aw-un\(n\), y-\(a\)\(\chi\)\(s\)\(a\)w-un\(n\), etc.)

118. (Precedes 120, 121, 123 and 173)

\[ V^s i n, 2, sg, f \{ c_1 -c_2 -w_3(y) \} ; \quad T+\text{na} \]

(Cf. t-\(a\)t\(a\)z\(a\)k\(k\)k\(k\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)t\(a\)d\(a\)n\(n\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)t\(a\)b\(a\)h\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)t\(a\)s\(a\)l\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), etc.)

119. (Precedes 120, 122, 123 and 173)

\[ V^s i n, 2, sg, f \{ c_1 -c_2 -w_3(y) \} ; \quad -\nu_2 , c_3 , T+\hat{\phi} \]

(Cf. t-\(u\)z\(a\)k\(k\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(u\)\(\chi\)\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(u\)\(r\)\(d\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)n\(e\)\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)b\(t\)\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)\(s\)\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-a\(\chi\)\(r\)\(w\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-a\(j\)\(l\)\(a\)w\(w\)-\(n\)\(a\), etc.)

120. (Precedes 123 and 173)

\[ V^s i n, 2, sg, f \{ c_1 -c_2 -w_3(y) \} ; \quad -\nu_2 ' c_3 , T+\hat{\phi} \]

(Cf. t-\(a\)\(\chi\)\(z\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)m\(r\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)\(d\)\(a\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)\(\chi\)-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)f\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)\(\chi\)w\-\(n\)\(a\), t-\(a\)n\(w\)-\(n\)\(a\), etc.)
121. (Precedes 123, 172 and 173)

\[ V, VI (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_3, T+\emptyset \]

(Thus t-atamanna, ṭ-atazakkā, y-atabāhā, etc.)

122. (Precedes 123, 172 and 173)

\[ V, VI, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII (c_1-c_2-w(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_2, T+\emptyset \]

(Cf. ṭ-uzakki, t-uṣāṭā, t-urdi, y-anānī, y-astadī, t-aṭrawrī, etc.)

123. (Precedes 172 and 173)

\[ V, VI (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_2, T+\emptyset \]

(Cf. ṭ-asṭā, ṭ-ağū, t-ardā, t-affī, y-axšā, y-aṭwī, t-anī, t-anwī, etc.)

124. (Precedes 126, 127 and 173)

\[ V, VI (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_3, T+\emptyset \]

(Thus n-atawallā, n-ataṣṭālā, etc.)

125. (Precedes 126 and 173)

\[ V, VI, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII (c_1-c_2-w(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_2, T+\emptyset \]

(Cf. n-uzakki, n-urdi, n-uṣāṭā, n-antaqi, n-abtagi, n-astadi, n-aṭrawrī, etc.)

126. (Precedes 173)

\[ V, VI (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -c_3, pro v_2, T+\emptyset \]

(Thus n-asṭā, n-adṭū, n-armī, n-aṭi, n-anwī, etc.)
127. (Precedes 129, 131, 172 and 173)

\[ V,VI \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; \pm c_3:w.T+na \]

(Cf. t-atazakkaw-na, t-tabāhaw-na, y-atawallaw-na, y-ataʃālaw-na, etc.)

128. (Precedes 129 and 173)

\[ V,II-IV,VI,VII,VIII,X,XII,XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2\'c_3,T+\hat{q} \]

(Cf. t-uzakk-ūna, t-uʃād-ūna, t-urd-ūna, t-antaq-ūna, t-astadʒ-ūna, t-aʃrawr-ūna, etc.)

129. (Precedes 173)

\[ V,II-IV,VI,VII,VIII,X,XII,XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2\'c_3,T+\hat{q} \]

(Cf. t-ağz-ūna, t-abn-ūna, t-adʒ-ūna, t-atw-ūna, etc.)

130. (Precedes 131, 172 and 173)

\[ V,II-IV,VI,VII,VIII,X,XII,XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2\'c_3,T+\hat{q} \]

(Cf. y-uzakk-ūna, y-uʃād-ūna, y-urd-ūna, t-antaq-ūna, y-astadʒ-ūna, y-aʃrawr-ūna, etc.)

131. (Precedes 172 and 173)

\[ V,II-IV,VI,VII,VIII,X,XII,XIII \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2\'c_3,T+\hat{q} \]

(Thus y-ağz-ūna, y-ajn-ūna, y-aʃ-ūna, y-anw-ūna, etc.)

132. (Precedes 136-138, 141, 174, 175 and 176)

\[ \hat{V},2,\text{sg,f} \ V,VI \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; T+\phi \]

(Cf. t-ataradday, t-atawallay, t-ataʃābay, t-atadänay, etc.)
133. (Precedes 134-138 and 174-176)

\[ V_{p,2,sg,f} \mid II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad T+\phi \]

(Cf. t-urabbay, t-uwālay, t-udnay, t-ubtalay, t-ustadīay, t-uṭrawray, t-ujlawway, etc.)

134. (Precedes 136-138 and 174-176)

\[ V_{p,2,sg,f} \mid II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad -v_2c_3, T+\dot{i} \]

(Cf. t-urabb-ī, t-udn-ī, t-anīn-ī, t-abtal-ī, t-astadhī-ī, t-аğraw-ī, t-ajlaww-ī, etc.)

135. (Precedes 136, 138 and 174-176)

\[ V_{p,2,sg,f} \mid \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad T+\phi \]

(Cf. t-udnay, t-uṣṣay, t-urmay, etc.)

136. (Precedes 138 and 174-176)

\[ V_{p,2,sg,f} \mid \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad -v_2c_3, T+\dot{i} \]

(Cf. t-adn-ī, t-aqd-ī, t-asr-ī, t-asī-ī, etc.)

137. (Precedes 138 and 175)

\[ V_{js,sg(f)} \mid II-VIII, X, XII, XIII \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad -c_3, T+\phi \]

(Cf. ḥ-urajji, ḥ-uwāli, t-udni, t-anēni, y-atamanna, y-atawāna, t-abtali, t-astadhī, y-ağrawri, t-ajlawi, etc.)

138. (Precedes 175)

\[ V_{js,sg(f)} \mid \{ c_1 - c_2 \cdot w_3(y) \}; \quad -c_3, T+\phi \]

(Cf. ḥ-ağzu, ḥ-armi, t-adīn, t-aqdī, y-adnu, y-armi, t-asru, t-afī, etc.)
139. (Precedes 140, 145, 147, 178 and 182)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{js},\text{I}^\text{pl}(\text{f})] & \quad \text{II-VIII, X, XII, XIII} \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad -c_3, T+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Cf. n-urajji, n-uwāli, n-udni, n-anəani, n-atamanna, n-atawāna, n-abtali, n-astadī, n-aṭrawri, n-aṭlawwi, etc.)

140. (Precedes 147, 178 and 182)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{js},\text{I}^\text{pl}(\text{f})] & \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad -c_3, T+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Cf. n-adī, n-abni, n-asru, etc.)

141. (Precedes 176)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{sj},\text{sg}(\text{f})] & \quad V, VI \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad -c_3, \text{pro } v_3, T+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Thus t-atawall-a, t-atawān-a, y-atazakk-a, t-atağāb-a, etc.)

142. (Precedes 143, 147, 179 and 182)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{sj},\text{I}^\text{pl}(\text{f})] & \quad V, VI \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad -c_3, \text{pro } v_3, T+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Thus n-atamannā, n-atadāʾā, etc.)

143. (Precedes 147 and 182)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{ṣ},\text{pl}] & \quad V, VI \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad +c_3: w, T+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Cf. t-ataradāw, t-atarādaw, y-atawallaw, y-atağābaw, t-atazakkaw, y-atadānaw, etc.)

144. (Precedes 145-147 and 182)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{V}^\text{V}^\text{ṣ},\text{p},\text{pl}] & \quad \text{II-IV, VII-VIII, X, XII, XIII} \quad \{c_1\cdot c_2\cdot w_3(y)\}; \\
& \quad +c_3: w, T'+\phi
\end{align*}
\]

(Cf. t-urajjaw, y-uwālaw, t-udnaw, y-ubtalaw, y-ustadaw, t-uṭrawraw, etc.)
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145. (Precedes 147 and 182)

\[ V, p, pl \] II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII \( \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2'c_3, T+u \)

(Cf. t-urajj-\( \ddot{u} \), y-\( \dddot{u} \)wāl-\( \ddot{u} \), t-\( \ddot{a} \)nd-\( \ddot{u} \), y-abtal-\( \ddot{u} \), y-astad\( \ddot{a} \)-\( \ddot{u} \), t-\( \ddot{a} \)rawr-\( \ddot{u} \), y-ajlaww-\( \ddot{u} \), etc.)

146. (Precedes 147 and 182)

\[ V, p, pl \] \( \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; +c_3, w, T'+\( \ddot{u} \) \)

(Cf. t-\( \ddot{u} \)dnaw, y-\( \ddot{u} \)gzaw, t-urmaw, y-\( \ddot{u} \)bnaw, t-usraw, t-\( \ddot{d} \)jaw, y-\( \ddot{u} \)\( \ddot{d} \)aw, etc.)

147. (Precedes 182)

\[ V, p, pl \] \( \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2'c_3, T+\( \ddot{u} \) \)

(Cf. t-adn-\( \ddot{u} \), y-\( \ddot{a} \)g2-\( \ddot{u} \), t-\( \ddot{a} \)rm-\( \ddot{u} \), t-asr-\( \ddot{u} \), t-a\( \ddot{c} \)-\( \ddot{u} \), t-\( \ddot{a} \)\( \ddot{d} \)-\( \ddot{u} \), y-a\( \ddot{c} \)\( \ddot{d} \)-\( \ddot{u} \), etc.)

148. (Precedes 149-151, 182 and 184)

\[ V, p, 2, sg, f \] II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII \( \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; T'+\text{inna(in)} \)

(Cf. t-urabbay-inna, t-\( \ddot{u} \)wālay-in, t-\( \ddot{a} \)dnay-inna, t-ubtlay-inna, t-\( \ddot{a} \)\( \ddot{d} \)ay-in, t-\( \ddot{u} \)\( \ddot{d} \)rawray-inna, etc.)

149. (Precedes 151, 183 and 184)

\[ V, p, 2, sg, f \] II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII \( \{c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\}; -v_2'c_3, T+\text{inna(in)} \)

(Cf. t-urabb-inna, t-\( \ddot{u} \)wāl-in, t-\( \ddot{a} \)dn-inna, t-\( \ddot{a} \)n\( \ddot{d} \)n-in, t-abtal-inna, t-\( \ddot{a} \)\( \ddot{d} \)ay-in, t-\( \ddot{a} \)\( \ddot{d} \)rawr-inna, t-ajlaww-in, etc.)
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150. (Precedes 151, 183 and 184)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, p., 2, sg, f}}\] \(c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\); \(T'+\text{inna(in)}\)
(Thus \(t-\text{udqay-inna, t-urmay-in, t-urqay-inna, t-urqay-in, etc.}\))

151. (Precedes 183 and 184)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, 2, sg, f}}\] \(c_1-c_2-w_3(y)\); \(-v_2'c_3, T+\text{inna(in)}\)
(Thus \(t-ad\text{^-inna, t-arm-in, t-asr-inna, t-as\text{^-inna, t-as\text{^-inna, etc.}\})\))

152. (Precedes 156 and 188)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, pl}}\] \(V, VI \ (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \ +c_3:w, T+\text{unna(un)}\)
(Cf. \(t-\text{ata\text{^-daw-unna, y-atagalaw-un, t-atawallaw-unna, y-atagabaw-un, t-atazakkaw-unna, y-atad\text{^-naw-un, etc.}\})\))

153. (Precedes 154-156 and 188)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, p, pl}}\] \(\text{II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII} \ (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \ +c_3:w, T+\text{unna(un)}\)
(Cf. \(t-\text{urajjaw-unna, y-uw\text{^-law-un, t-udnaw-unna, t-ubtalaw-un, y-ustad\text{^-law-unna, t-u\text{^-rawr-unna, etc.}\})}\))

154. (Precedes 156 and 188)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, pl}]} \ (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \ -v_2'c_3, T+\text{unna(un)}\)
(Cf. \(t-\text{urajj-unna, y-uw\text{^-l-un, t-udn-unna, y-an\text{^-an-un, tabtal-unna, y-astad\text{^-un, t-a\text{^-rawr-unna, y-ajlaww-un, etc.}\})}\))

155. (Precedes 156 and 188)
\[\text{\textit{Veg, p, pl}}\] \(c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \ +c_3:w, T+\text{unna(un)}\)
(Cf. \(t-\text{ublaw-unna, t-ud\text{^-aw-un, t-urmw-unna, t-uxaw-un, etc.}\})\)
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156. (Precedes 188)

\[ V^{eg, pl} \{c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)\}; -v_2' c_3, T+unna(un) \]

(Cf. \( t-ad\ddot{g}-unna, t-arm-un, y-abn-unna, t-asr-un, y-a\ddot{g}-unna, t-ar\ddot{r}-un, y-a\chi\ddot{s}-unna, \text{etc.} \))

157. (Precedes 173)

\[ V^{In, 2, pl, f} \text{ IX, XI, XVII; exp, T+2} \]

(Thus \( t-a\ddot{h}marir-na, t-a\ddot{h}m\ddot{a}rir-na, t-aq\ddot{a}\ddot{s}rir-na, \text{etc.} \))

158. (Precedes 172 and 173)

\[ V^{In, 3, pl, f} \text{ IX, XI, XVII; exp, T+3} \]

(Thus \( y-a\ddot{h}marir-na, y-a\ddot{h}m\ddot{a}rir-na, y-aq\ddot{a}\ddot{s}rir-na, \text{etc.} \))

159. (Precedes 161, 164 and 174-176)

\[ V^{\ddot{s}, 2, sg, f} \text{ IX, XI, XVII; T+\ddot{r}} \]

(Thus \( t-a\ddot{h}marr-\ddot{r}, t-a\ddot{h}m\ddot{a}rr-\ddot{r}, t-aq\ddot{a}\ddot{s}rirr-\ddot{r}, \text{etc.} \))

160. **Optional** (Precedes 161, 164 and 176)

\[ V^{js, p, sg(f)} \text{ IX, XI, XVII; exp, T'+\ddot{\phi}} \]

(Thus \( t-u\ddot{h}marar, y-u\ddot{h}m\ddot{a}rar, ?-uq\ddot{a}\ddot{s}rirar, \text{etc.} \))

161. **Optional** (Precedes 164 and 176)

\[ V^{js, sg(f)} \text{ IX, XI, XVII; exp, T+i, T+\phi} \]

(Thus \( t-a\ddot{h}marir, y-a\ddot{h}m\ddot{a}rir, ?-aq\ddot{a}\ddot{s}rir, \text{etc.} \))
162. Optional (Precedes 163, 165, 178 and 182)

[\text{V}, js, p, l, pl(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{exp, T'+Ø}

(Thus n-uḫmarar, n-uḫmār, n-uqšāʾar, etc.)

163. Optional (Precedes 165, 178 and 182)

[\text{V}, js, l, pl(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{exp, l, T+Ø}

(Thus n-aḫmarir, n-aḫmārir, n-aqšāʾir, etc.)

164. (Precedes 175)

[\text{V}, js, sg(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{T+a}

(Cf. ?-aḫmarr-a, t-aḫmārr-a, y-aqšāʾirr-a, t-aqšāʾirr-a, etc.)

165. (Precedes 178 and 182)

[\text{V}, js, l, pl(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{T+a}

(Thus n-aḫmarr-a, n-aḫmārr-a, n-aqšāʾirr-a, etc.)

166. (Precedes 167, 180 and 182)

[\text{V}, s, p, 2, pl(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{exp, T'+2}

(Thus t-uḫmarar-na, t-uḫmār-na, t-uqšāʾar-na, etc.)

167. (Precedes 180 and 182)

[\text{V}, s, 2, pl(f)] IX, XI, XVII; \hspace{1cm} \text{exp, l, T+2}

(Thus t-aḫmarir-na, t-aḫmār-na, t-aqšāʾirr-na, etc.)
168. (Precedes 169, 181 and 182)

\[ [^V^3,p,3,pl,f] \] IX, XI, XVII; \exp, T' + \ddot{p} \\
(Thus y-uḫmarar-na, y-uḫmār-na, y-uqṣāfrar-na, etc.)

169. (Precedes 181 and 182)

\[ [^V^3,j,3,pl,f] \] IX, XI, XVII; \exp, T + \ddot{p} \\
(Thus y-aḫmarir-na, y-aḫmārir-na, y-aqṣāfrir-na, etc.)

170. (Precedes 171 and 187)

\[ [^V^3,e,g,p,pl,f] \] IX, XI, XVII; \exp, T + nānī \\
(Thus t-uḫmarar-nānī, y-uḫmār-nānī, t-uqṣāfrar-nānī, y-uqṣāfrar-nānī, etc.)

171. (Precedes 187)

\[ [^V^3,e,g,p,pl,f] \] IX, XI, XVII; \exp, T + nānī \\
(Thus t-aḫmarir-nānī, y-aḫmār-nānī, t-aqṣāfrir-nānī, y-aqṣāfrir-nānī, etc.)

172. (Precedes 173)

\[ [^V^3,n,3(f)] \] T + \ddot{p} \\
(Cf. y-aktub-u, t-asma-T-u, y-arudd-ānī, t-aḫmur-ānī, y-aḫīd-na, y-aṭš-ūna, etc.)

173. \[ [^V^3,n] \] T + \ddot{2} \\
(Cf. ?-aktub-u, n-ansur-u, t-arudd-u, t-aḫmur-ānā, t-aḫīd-na, t-asruf-ānī, t-aṭš-ūna, etc.)
174. (Precedes 175 and 176)

\[ V, 2, sg, f \] \quad T+\overline{\iota}

(Cf. t-aktub-\overline{\iota}, t-afham-\overline{\iota}, t-an\textsuperscript{\ddag}ur-\overline{\iota}, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}ruf-\overline{\iota}, t-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij-\overline{\iota},
\text{t-arudd-\overline{\iota}, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur-\overline{\iota}, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id-\overline{\iota}, t-aq\textsuperscript{\ddag}l-\overline{\iota}, etc.)

175. \[ V, js, sg(f) \] \quad T+\emptyset

(Cf. ?-aktub, ?-afham, ?-an\textsuperscript{\ddag}ur, t-ajlis, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}ruf, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur, y-as\textsuperscript{\ddag}al,
y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id, y-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id, t-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij, etc.)

176. \[ V, sj, sg(f) \] \quad T+a

(Cf. t-aktub-a, t-asma\textsuperscript{\ddag}f-a, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}rib-a, t-ajlis-a, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}rab-a, t-arudd-a,
\text{t-ab\textsuperscript{\ddag}\textsuperscript{\ddag}i-a, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur-a, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}ruf-a, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id-a, y-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij-a, t-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij-a, etc.)

177. \[ V, \$d(f) \] \quad T+\overline{\alpha}

(Cf. t-aktub-\overline{\alpha}, t-asma\textsuperscript{\ddag}f-\overline{\alpha}, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}rib-\overline{\alpha}, t-ajlis-\overline{\alpha}, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}ruf-\overline{\alpha}, y-arudd-\overline{\alpha},
y-ab\textsuperscript{\ddag}\textsuperscript{\ddag}i-\overline{\alpha}, y-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id-\overline{\alpha}, t-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur-\overline{\alpha}, t-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij-\overline{\alpha}, etc.)

178. (Precedes 182)

\[ V, js, 1, pl(f) \] \quad T+\emptyset

(Cf. n-aktub, n-ajlis, n-afham, n-an\textsuperscript{\ddag}ur, n-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur, n-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij, etc.)

179. (Precedes 182)

\[ V, sj, 1, pl(f) \] \quad T+a

(Cf. n-aktub-a, n-ajlis-a, n-afham-a, n-an\textsuperscript{\ddag}ur-a, n-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}mur-a, n-arudda,
n-a\textsuperscript{\ddag}id-a, naq\textsuperscript{\ddag}l-a, n-uda\textsuperscript{\ddag}rij-a, etc.)
180. \([V, 2, pl, f]\) T+l

(Cf. \(t\)-aktub-na, \(t\)-ajlis-na, \(t\)-afham-na, \(t\)-anşur-na, \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-na, \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-na, \(t\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-na, etc.)

181. \([V, 3, pl, f]\) T+\(\phi\)

(Cf. \(y\)-aktub-na, \(y\)-ajlis-na, \(y\)-afham-na, \(y\)-anşur-na, \(y\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-na, \(y\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-na, \(y\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-na, etc.)

182. \([V, pl]\) T+\(\text{\text{"u}}\)

(Cf. \(t\)-aktub-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-ajlis-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-aktub-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-ajlis-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-afham-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-afham-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-na, \(y\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\), etc.)

183. (Precedes 184)

\([V, eg, 2, sg, f]\) T+inna (in)

(Cf. \(t\)-aktub-inna, \(t\)-afham-in, \(t\)-anşur-inna, \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-na, \(t\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-inna, etc.)

184. \([V, eg, sg(f)]\) T+anna (an)

(Cf. \(\text{\text{"u}}\)-aktub-anna, \(\text{\text{"u}}\)-ajlis-anna, \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-anna, \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-anna, \(y\)-ak\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-an, \(y\)-arudd-anna, \(t\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-an, etc.)

185. \([V, eg, d(f)]\) T+\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)

(Cf. \(t\)-aktub-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-ajlis-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(t\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(y\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\), \(t\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\), etc.)

186. (Precedes 187 and 188)

\([V, eg, 1, pl(f)]\) T+anna (an)

(Cf. \(n\)-aktub-anna, \(n\)-a\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\)-\(\text{\text{"u}}\), \(n\)-a\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\)-\(\text{\text{"i}}\), \(n\)-uda\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\)-\(\text{\text{"r}}\), etc.)
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187. \[V_{\text{eg},pl,f}\]  
\(T+n\text{ñnni}\)

(Cf. \(t-\text{aktub-nannni, t-ašruf-nannni, t-\text{âmur-nannni, y-\text{a}şid-nannni, y-uda\text{̄}rij-nannni, etc.}\))

188. \[V_{\text{eg},pl}\]  
\(T+\text{unna(un)}\)

(Cf. \(t-\text{aktub-unna, y-\text{a}şlâm-unna, t-\text{ajlis-unna, y-\text{a}şruf-unna, t-arudd-unna, y-\text{a}mür-unna, t-\text{a}şüd-unna, y-\text{a}bîf-unna, t-\text{a}şid-unna, y-uda\text{̄}rij-unna, etc.}\))

6.2.2.4 The Imperatives and Energetic Imperatives

As has been explained in the discussion of the verbal moods (see p. 304), the optional ending /-\(\text{an/}\) of the 'Energetic Imperative' can be replaced by an /-\(\tilde{a}/\) whose prolongation is meant to compensate for the loss of /-\(n/\). This optional practice (i.e. /-\(\text{an} \rightarrow \tilde{\text{a}}/\) is left out of the Rules here, because of the rarity in its usage. The extra symbols used in this division are: (Ip) for 'Imperative', and (ep) for 'Energetic Imperative'. Accordingly, Rules for the 'Imperatives and Energetic Imperatives' should read as follows, with the base-form concept being used in the Rules (3, 8, 11, 18, 19, 22-28, 42-45, 52, 57, 58, 60 and 61):

1. Optional (Precedes 3 and 62)

\[V_{\text{Ip},sg,f}\]  
III, VI (\(c_1-c_2-c_2\));  
\(\text{exp, I+}\tilde{\text{a}}\)

(Thus \(\text{wādid-}\tilde{\text{a}}, \text{t-awādad-}\tilde{\text{a}}, \text{lājij-}\tilde{\text{a}}, \text{t-alājaj-}\tilde{\text{a}}, \text{etc.}\))

2. Optional (Precedes 63)

\[V_{\text{ep},sg,f}\]  
III, VI (\(c_1-c_2-c_2\));  
\(\text{exp, I+inna(in)}\)

(Thus \(\text{wādid-inna, lājij-in, t-awādad-inna, talājaj-in, etc.}\))
3. Optional (Precedes 62)

\[ V_{ip, sg, f} \ (c_1 a c_2 a(i)c_2) \; \; ?i+, exp, I+\bar{t} \]

(Thus ?i-\text{\~jiz}-\bar{t}, ?i-\text{mlal}-\bar{t}, etc.)

4. Optional (Precedes 7, 8, 29 and 64)

\[ V_{ip, sg} \; \; III, VI \ (c_1 - c_2 - c_2) \; \; \; \exp, I+\phi \]

(Thus wādid, lājij, tawādād, talājaj, etc.)

5. Optional (Precedes 65)

\[ V_{ep, sg} \; \; III, VI \ (c_1 - c_2 - c_2) \; \; \; \exp, I+\text{anna(an)} \]

(Thus wādid-\text{anna}, lajij-an, tawādād-anna, talājaj-an, etc.)

6. (Precedes 8, 24, 29, 32, 48, 50 and 64)

\[ V_{ip, sg} \; \; IX, XI, XVII; \; \; I+a \]

(Thus ?ihmarr-a, ?iḥmārr-a, ?iqṣāfīrr-a, etc.)

7. (Precedes 8, 24, 29 and 64)

\[ V_{ip, sg} \; \; III, IV, VI-VIII, X \ (c_1 - c_2 - c_2); \; \; I+a \]

(Cf. wādd-a, ḥāfīzz-a, tawādd-a, ?inḥadd-a, ḥiftazz-a, ?īṣtaridd-a, etc.)

8. Optional (Precedes 29 and 64)

\[ V_{ip, sg} \; \; (c_1 ac_2 a(i)c_2); \; \; i+, exp, I+\phi \]

(Thus ?i-\text{\~jiz}, ?i-\text{mlal}, etc.)
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9. Optional (Precedes 11, 25 and 66)

\[ V^{Ip,d(f)} \] VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; exp, I+a

(Thus tawādad-ā, talājaj-ā, etc.)

10. Optional (Precedes 67)

\[ V^{ep,d(f)} \] VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; exp, I+ānni

(Thus tawādad-ānni, talājaj-ānni, etc.)

11. Optional (Precedes 66)

\[ V^{Ip,d(f)} \] \{c_1ac_2a(i)c_2\}; ?i+, exp, I+ā

(Thus ?i-ʔiziz-ā, ?i-mlal-ā, etc.)

12. (Precedes 18, 26, 37, 52 and 68)

\[ V^{Ip,pl,f} \] IX, XI, XVII; exp, _L_i, I+na

(Thus ?iḥmarir-na, ?iḥmārir-na, ?iqṣaʿirir-na, etc.)

13. (Precedes 19, 27, 38 and 69)

\[ V^{ep,pl,f} \] IX, XI, XVII; exp, _L_i, T+nānni

(Thus ?iḥmarir-nānni, ?iḥmārir-nānni, ?iqṣaʿirir-nānni, etc.)

14. (Precedes 18, 26 and 68)

\[ V^{Ip,pl,f} \] III, VII, VIII \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; exp, _L_i, I+na

(Thus wādid-na, ?inṭadid-na, ?iṭtaziz-na, etc.)
15. (Precedes 19, 27 and 69)

\[ V_{ep,pl,f} \] \quad III, VII, VIII \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad exp, i, I+nānī

(Thus wādīd-nānī, ṭiṭṭādīd-nānī, ihtātazīd-nānī, etc.)

16. (Precedes 18, 26 and 68)

\[ V_{ip,pl,f} \] \quad IV, VI, X \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad exp, I+na

(Thus ṭaṭṭīzīz-na, tawādād-na, ṭiṭṭādīd-na, etc.)

17. (Precedes 19, 27 and 69)

\[ V_{ep,pl,f} \] \quad IV, VI, X \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad exp, I+nānī

(Thus ṭaṭṭīdīd-nānī, tawādād-nānī, ṭiṭṭādīd-nānī, etc.)

18. (Precedes 68)

\[ V_{ip,pl,f} \] \quad \{c_1 a c_2 a(i)c_2\}; \quad ?i+, exp, I+na

(Thus ṭiṭṭīzīz-na, ṭīmlāl-na, etc.)

19. (Precedes 69)

\[ V_{ep,pl,f} \] \quad \{c_1 a c_2 a(i)c_2\}; \quad ?i+, exp, I+nānī

(Thus ṭīmlāl-nānī, ṭīfrīr-nānī, etc.)

20. Optional (Precedes 22, 28 and 70)

\[ V_{ip,pl} \] \quad VI \{c_1 - c_2 - c_2\}; \quad exp, I+ū

(Thus tawādād-ū, talājaj-ū, etc.)
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21. Optional (Precedes 71)

[^ep,pl] VI (c₁-c₂-c₂); exp, I+unna(un)

(Thus tawādān-unna, talājaj-un, etc.)

22. Optional (Precedes 70)

[^Ip,pl] (c₁ac₂a(i)c₂); ?i+, exp, I+ū

(Thus ?īziz-ū, ṭīmāl-ū, etc.)

23. Optional (Precedes 62)

[^Ip,sg,f] (c₁ac₂uc₂); ?u+, exp, I+ū

(Thus ?u-rdud-ū, ṭumūd-ū, etc.)

24. Optional (Precedes 29 and 64)

[^Ip,sg] (c₁ac₂uc₂); ?u+, exp, I+ū

(Thus ?u-rdud, ṭu-mdud, etc.)

25. Optional (Precedes 66)

[^Ip,d(f)] (c₁ac₂uc₂); ?u+, exp, I+a

(Thus ṭu-rdud-a, ṭu-mdud-a, etc.)

26. (Precedes 68)

[^Ip,pl,f] (c₁ac₂uc₂); ?u+, exp, I+na

(Thus ṭu-rdud-na, ṭu-mdud-na, etc.)
27. (Precedes 69)
\[ V_{ep,pl,f} (c_1 ac_2 uc_2); \]  \( \overline{a_1}, exp, I+n\ddot{a}nni \)
(Thus \( \overline{a}_mdud-\ddot{a}nni, \overline{a}_rdud-\ddot{a}nni, \) etc.)

28. Optional (Precedes 70)
\[ V_{Ip,pl} (c_1 ac_2 uc_2); \]  \( \overline{a}_1, exp, I+\ddot{u} \)
(Thus \( \overline{a}rdud-\ddot{u}, \overline{a}mdud-\ddot{u}, \) etc.)

29. (Precedes 64)
\[ V_{Ip,sg} (c_1-c_2-c_2); \]  \( I+a \)
(Thus rudd-a, mudd-a, firr-a, mall-a, etc.)

30. (Precedes 32 and 64)
\[ V_{Ip,sg} VII, VIII (c_1-w_2(y)-c_3); \]  \( cur \overline{a}, I+\phi \)
(Cf. \( \ddot{a}ibda\ddot{a}, \ddot{a}inqad, \) etc.)

31. (Precedes 32 and 64)
\[ V_{Ip,sg} IV, X (c_1-w_2(y)-c_3); \]  \( cur \overline{\eta}, I+\phi \)
(Cf. \( \ddot{a}g\ddot{a}i\ddot{\theta}, \ddot{a}istaqim, \) etc.)

32. (Precedes 64)
\[ V_{Ip,sg} (c_1-w_2(y)-c_3); \]  \( cur \nu, I+\phi \)
(Cf. qum, \( \ddot{t}ul, \ddot{b}i\ddot{f}, \) nam, \( \ddot{x}af, \) etc.)
33. (Precedes 37 and 68)

\[ {^1}Lp, p_1, f \] VII, VIII \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( \ddot{a}, I+n\alpha \)

(Cf. ?ibtaš-na, ?inqad-na, etc.)

34. (Precedes 38 and 69)

\[ {^1}Ep, p_1, f \] VII, VIII \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( \ddot{a}, I+n\ddot{a}n\nu \)

(Cf. ?inqad-ñ\ddot{a}nni, ?ibtaš-ñ\ddot{a}nni, etc.)

35. (Precedes 37 and 68)

\[ {^1}Lp, p_1, f \] IV, X \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( \ddot{l}, I+n\alpha \)

(Cf. ?aġiθ-na, ?istaqim-na, etc.)

36. (Precedes 38 and 69)

\[ {^1}Ep, p_1, f \] IV, X \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( \ddot{l}, I+n\ddot{a}nni \)

(Cf. ?aġiθ-ñ\ddot{a}nni, ?istaqim-ñ\ddot{a}nni, etc.)

37. (Precedes 68)

\[ {^1}Lp, p_1, f \] \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( v, I+n\alpha \)

(Thus qum-na, ڤul-na, biṣ-na, nam-na, چaf-na, etc.)

38. (Precedes 69)

\[ {^1}Ep, p_1, f \] \( \{ c_1-w_2(y) - c_3 \} \); cur \( v, I+n\ddot{a}nni \)

(Thus qum-ñ\ddot{a}nni, biṣ-ñ\ddot{a}nni, چaf-ñ\ddot{a}nni, nam-ñ\ddot{a}nni, etc.)
39. (Precedes 42, 44, 46 and 62)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)\}; \quad I + \phi \]

(Cf. tamannay, tawānay, tawallay, tahāday, etc.)

40. (Precedes 42, 44, 46 and 62)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)\}; \quad -v_2 \cdot c_3, I + \overline{I} \]

(Cf. rajj-\( \overline{I} \), wāl-\( \overline{I} \), ?adn-\( \overline{I} \), ?ibtaq-\( \overline{I} \), ?inθan-\( \overline{I} \), ?istadφ-\( \overline{I} \), Ḩifrāwr-\( \overline{I} \), Ḩijlaww-\( \overline{I} \), etc.)

41. (Precedes 43, 45 and 63)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1 - c_2 - w_3(y)\}; \quad -v_2 \cdot c_3, I + \text{inna}(in) \]


42. (Precedes 46 and 62)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1(a)\cdot c_2 ay_3\}; \quad I + \phi \]

(Thus Ḩiṣṭay, Ḩibqay, etc.)

43. (Precedes 63)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1(a)\cdot c_2 iy_3\}; \quad -v_2 \cdot c_3, I + \text{inna}(in) \]

(Cf. Ḩiirm-inna, Ḩiqd-in, l-inna, etc.)

44. (Precedes 46 and 62)

\[ V_{Ip,sg,f} \{c_1(a)\cdot c_2 uw_3\}; \quad +\overline{u} : ?i, -v_2 \cdot c_3, I + \overline{I} \]

(Thus Ḩigz-\( \overline{I} \), Ḩisr-\( \overline{I} \), etc.)
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45. (Precedes 63)

\[ V^{\text{ep, sg, f}} \{ c_1 \text{a}(u)c_2 \text{uw}_3 \}; \quad +\text{u}: ?i, -v_2'c_3, I+\text{inna(in)} \]

(Thus \( ?\text{igz-inna, } ?\text{isr-in, etc.} \))

46. (Precedes 62)

\[ V^{\text{Ip, sg, f}} \{ c_1-c_2-w_3(y) \}; \quad -v_2'c_3, I+\text{r} \]

(Thus \( ?\text{irm-r, } ?\text{inw-r, r-r, q-r, etc.} \))

47. (Precedes 48-50 and 64)

\[ V^{\text{Ip, sg}} \{ \text{II-VIII, X, XII, XIII } c_1-c_2-w_3(y) \}; \quad -c_3, I+\phi \]


48. (Precedes 50 and 64)

\[ V^{\text{Ip, sg}} \{ \text{ra?ay} \}; \quad +c_3:h, I+\phi \]

(Thus rah)

49. (Precedes 50 and 64)

\[ V^{\text{Ip, sg}} \{ \text{w}_1-c_2-y_3 \}; \quad +c_3:h, I+\phi \]

(Thus fih, qih, qih, etc.)

50. (Precedes 64)

\[ V^{\text{Ip, sg}} \{ c_1-c_2-w_3(y) \}; \quad -c_3, I+\phi \]

(Thus \( ?\text{igzu, } ?\text{irmi, } ?\text{isf}a, ?\text{i}x\text{sa, } ?\text{ir}d\text{a, etc.} \))
51. (Precedes 52 and 68)

\[ [V^1p, pl, f] \quad \text{II-VIII, X, XII, XIII} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad +v_2'c_3, I+\text{I+na} \]

(Cf. rajjī-na, wālī-na, ḥadīnī-na, ẓibtaqī-na, ṭinīanī-na, ẓistadītī-na, ṭifrārwī-na, ṭįjlawwī-na, etc.)

52. (Precedes 68)

\[ [V^1p, pl, f] \quad (c_1a(i)c_2iy_3); \quad +v_2'c_3, I+\text{I+na} \]

(Thus ṭirmī-na, ṭįtīwī-na, irtā-na, ṭī-ŋa, fī-na, etc.)

53. (Precedes 57, 59 and 70)

\[ [V^1p, pl] \quad \text{V, VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad +c_3:w, I+\phi \]

(Cf. tamannaw, tawānaw, tawallaw, tāraḏaw, etc.)

54. (Precedes 58, 60, 61 and 71)

\[ [V^1p, pl] \quad \text{V, VI} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad +c_3:w, I+\text{unna(un)} \]

(Cf. tawallaw-unna, tawānaw-unna, tamannaw-un, tarāḏaw-un, etc.)

55. (Precedes 57, 59 and 70)

\[ [V^1p, pl] \quad \text{II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -v_2'c_3, I+\bar{u} \]

(Cf. rajjī-ū, wālī-ū, ḥadīnī-ū, ḥibtaqī-ū, ṭinīanū-ū, ṭistadītī-ū, ṭifrārwī-ū, ṭįjlawwī-ū, etc.)

56. (Precedes 58, 60, 61 and 71)

\[ [V^1p, pl] \quad \text{II-IV, VII, VIII, X, XII, XIII} \quad (c_1-c_2-w_3(y)); \quad -v_2'c_3, I+\text{unna(un)} \]

(Cf. rajj-ūnna, wāl-unna, ḥadīn-unna, ḥibtaq-unna, ṭinīan-unna, ṭistadīt-un, ṭifrārw-unna, ṭįjlaww-un, etc.)
57. (Precedes 59 and 70)
\[V^\text{Ip,pl}\] \(e_1a(i)c_2ay_3\); \(+c_3:w, I+\phi\)
(Cf. ?is?aw, ?ir?aw, etc.)

58. (Precedes 71)
\[V^\text{ep,pl}\] \(e_1a(i)c_2ay_3\); \(+c_3:w, I+\text{unna}(\text{un})\)
(Thus ?is?aw-unna, ?ibqaw-un, etc.)

59. (Precedes 70)
\[V^\text{Ip,pl}\] \(e_1c_2-w_3(y)\); \(-v_2'c_3, I+\bar{u}\)
(Thus ?u?z-\(\bar{u}\), ?irm-\(\bar{u}\), ?i\(\bar{t}\)w-\(\bar{u}\), r-\(\bar{u}\), f-\(\bar{u}\), etc.)

60. (Precedes 71)
\[V^\text{ep,pl}\] \(e_1a(i)c_2iy_3\); \(-v_2'c_3, I+\text{unna}(\text{un})\)
(Cf. ?irm-unna, ?iq\(\bar{d}\)-un, l-unna, etc.)

61. (Precedes 71)
\[V^\text{ep,pl}\] \(e_1a(u)c_2uw_3\); \(-v_2'c_3, I+\text{unna}(\text{un})\)
(Cf. ?u?z-unna, ?is\(\bar{r}\)-un, etc.)

62. \[V^\text{Ip,sg,f}\] \(I+\bar{r}\)
(Cf. ?uktub-\(\bar{r}\), ?ifham-\(\bar{r}\), ?ijlis-\(\bar{r}\), mur-\(\bar{r}\), ?id-\(\bar{r}\), etc.)

63. \[V^\text{ep,sg,f}\] \(I+\text{inna}(\text{in})\)
64. $^V_{Ip,sg}$

(Cf. ?uktub, ?ifham, ?ijlis, mur, ?id, etc.)

65. $^V_{ep,sg}$

(Cf. ?uktub-anna, ?ifham-an, ?ijlis-anna, mur-an, ?id-anna, etc.)

66. $^V_{Ip,d(f)}$

(Cf. ?uktub-ā, ?ifham-ā, ?ijlis-ā, mur-ā, ?id-ā, etc.)

67. $^V_{ep,d(f)}$

(Cf. ?uktub-ānni, ?ifham-ānni, ?ijlis-ānni, mur-ānni, ?id-ānni, etc.)

68. $^V_{Ip,pl,f}$

(Cf. ?uktub-na, ?ifham-na, ?ijlis-na, mur-na, ?id-na, etc.)

69. $^V_{ep,pl,f}$

(Cf. ?uktub-nānni, ?ifham-nānni, ?ijlis-nānni, mur-nānni, ?id-nānni, etc.)

70. $^V_{Ip,pl}$

(Cf. ?uktub-ū, ?ifham-ū, ?ijlis-ū, mur-ū, ?id-ū, etc.)

71. $^V_{ep,pl}$

(Cf. ?uktub-unna, ?ifham-un, ?ijlis-unna, mur-un, ?id-unna, etc.)
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EXEMPLARY DEMONSTRATION OF THE DERIVATIONAL SYSTEM

(OPERATIVE EXAMPLES)

The following examples explain how this grammar works: how the grammatical rules in the present work operate.

The assumption is that a given meaning is in someone's mind - and that he wants to express this meaning in an Arabic word. The first thing to be done is to analyze the word of that meaning into its grammatical constituents (to obtain its grammatical form $\omega$), i.e. analyze it into its categorical properties, then to look up the required lexeme in the appropriate lexicon, and finally to apply the appropriate Rule.

For expository convenience, let us think of the examples in terms of 'problems' and 'solutions' thus:

Problem (1)

The Arabic verbal form for the meaning (You 'plural' understood). The required word is thus: the perfective, active,
2nd person, plural form of the Arabic verb for 'understood', which is fahim.

Solution:

Input: FAHIM pf,a,2,pl

1. Verb
2. V
3. \([V_{pf,a,2,pl}]\)
4. \(S^{+2}\)
5. Derivation not complete
6. \(S^1\)
7. \(S^1\) [same properties]

\[\rightarrow 3. \quad [S^1]\]

\(\rightarrow 4. \quad \text{Dis Mor, R}\)
\(\rightarrow 5. \quad \text{Derivation complete}\)
\(\rightarrow 6. \quad \text{Dis Mor} \rightarrow \text{Dis Mor} \pm 2\)
8. f-h-m
9. f-h-m \rightarrow fahim + tum

Output: fahimtum

Problem (2)

The Arabic verbal form for the meaning (you 'dual' are to be requested to come). The required word is thus: the imperfective,
passive, 2nd person, dual of the Arabic verb for 'request'.

Solution:

The verb for 'request or invite' is daTaw, and according to chapter V the form that expresses 'request' is form X.

Input: \( \text{DA}\_\text{Taw}, \text{If}, \text{p}, \text{2}, \text{d} \) (form X)

1. Verb
2. V
3. \([\text{If}, \text{p}, \text{2}, \text{d}] \text{ X } (c_1 - c_2 - w_3); \) \( T' + \_ \)

(Rule 25 in 6.2.2.2)

4. \( T' + \_ \)
5. Derivation not complete
6. T
7. T' [same properties]

\[ \rightarrow 3. \quad [T'] \quad +a:u, v_2 : a, T \]

(Rule 22 in 6.2.1.6)

\[ \rightarrow 4. \quad +a:u, v_2 : a, T \]
6. Derivation not complete
6. T
7. T [same properties]

\[ \rightarrow 3. \quad [T] \quad +?i : a, I \]

(Rule 24 in 6.2.1.5)

\[ \rightarrow 4. \quad +?i : a, I \]
5. Derivation not complete
6. I
6. I [same properties]

\[ \rightarrow 3. \quad [I] \quad ?i_+ , s^3 \]

(Rule 21 in 6.2.1.4)

\[ \rightarrow 4. \quad ?i_+ , s^3 \]
5. Derivation not complete
6. \( S^3 \)

7. \( S^3 \) [same properties]

3. \([S^3]\) \(-\exists u, +v_2 : a, S^2\)

(Rule 29 in 6.2.1.3)

4. \(-\exists u, +v_2 : a, S^2\)

5. Derivation not complete

6. \( S^2 \)

7. \( S^2 \) [same properties]

3. \([S^2]\) \(X; +v_1' : u, v_3 : i, S^1\)

(Rule 23 in 6.2.1.2)

4. \(+v_1' : u, v_3 : i, S^1\)

5. Derivation not complete

6. \( S^1 \)

7. \( S^1 \) [same properties]

3. \([S^1]\) \(X (c_1 - c_2 - w_3); +c_3 : y, L\)

4. \(+c : y, L\)

5. Derivation not complete

6. \( L \)

7. \( L \) [same properties]

3. \([L]\) \(\text{Dis Mor}, R\)

4. Derivation complete

Derivation complete

Dis Mor + \( +c_3 : y + +v_1' : u, v_3 : i + -\exists u, +v_2 : a\)

\(+^i + +^i : a + +a : u, v_2 : a \rightarrow T' + I\)

8. \(d - f - w\)


+ stad\#iy + ?istad\#iy + astad\#iy + ustad\#ay

+ ustad\#ay + \(\text{an}i\) + t + ustad\#ay + \(\text{an}i\)

Output: \(\text{tustad\#ay\(\text{an}i\)}\)
Problem (3)

The Arabic verbal form for the meaning (they 'fem' sell - expressed emphatically). The required word is thus: the Imperfective, 3rd person, plural, fem. of the Arabic verb for 'sell' - which is bayaT- expressed emphatically (energetic).

Solution:

Input: BAYA\textcircled{\textdegree} If,3,pl,f

1. Verb
2. \(V\)
3. \([V\text{If,3,pl,f}] \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\}; \text{cur } v_2, T+\text{nânni}\) (Rule 108 in 6.2.2.3)
4. \text{Cur } v_2, T+\text{nânni}
5. Derivation not complete
6. \(T\)
7. \(T\) [same properties]

\[\rightarrow 3. \quad [T] \quad \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\}; \quad \text{a+I}\)
 (Rule 19 in 6.2.1.5)

\[\rightarrow 4. \quad \text{a+I}\]

\[\rightarrow 5. \quad \text{Derivation not complete}\]

\[\rightarrow 6. \quad \text{I}\]

\[\rightarrow 7. \quad \text{I} \quad \text{[same properties]}\]

\[\rightarrow 3. \quad [I] \quad \{c_1-w_2(y)-c_3\}; \quad S^3\]
 (Rule 15 in 6.2.1.4)

\[\rightarrow 4. \quad \text{No operations}\]

\[\rightarrow 5. \quad \text{Derivation not complete}\]

\[\rightarrow 6. \quad S^3\]

\[\rightarrow 7. \quad S^3 \quad \text{[same properties]}\]

\[\rightarrow 3. \quad [S^3] \quad \{c_1-y_2-c_3\}; \quad S^2\]
 (Rule 19 in 6.2.1.3)
Problem (4)

The Arabic verbal form for the meaning (you 'plural' befriend each other - expressed emphatically). The required word is thus: the Imperative, 2nd person, plural, of the Arabic verb for 'befriend' - which wādād - expressed emphatically (energicus).
Solution:

According to chapter V, the form that expresses mutuality or reciprocity is the form VI.

Input:

WADAD_{ep, 2, pl}

1. Verb
2. V
3. [Verb, 2, pl] VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; exp, I+unna
   \[\text{(Rule 21 in 6.2.2.4)}\]
4. exp, I+unna
5. Derivation not complete
6. I
7. I [same properties]
   \[\rightarrow 3. [I] \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; S^3 \text{ (Rule 4 in 6.2.1.4)}\]
   \[\rightarrow 4. \text{No operations} \]
   \[\rightarrow 5. \text{Derivation not complete} \]
   \[\rightarrow 6. S^3 \]
   \[\rightarrow 7. S^3 [same properties] \]
      \[\rightarrow 3. [S^3] VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; +v_1:a, v_2:\overline{a}, \text{con}, S^2 \]
      \[\text{ (Rule 3 in 6.2.1.3)}\]
      \[\rightarrow 4. +v_1:a, v_2:\overline{a}, \text{con}, S^2 \]
      \[\rightarrow 5. \text{Derivation not complete} \]
      \[\rightarrow 6. S^2 \]
      \[\rightarrow 7. S^2 [same properties] \]
      \[\rightarrow 3. [S^2] VI \{c_1-c_2-c_2\}; \text{con}, +v_1:u, v_2:\overline{u}, S^1 \]
      \[\text{ (Rule 9 in 6.2.1.2)}\]
      \[\rightarrow 4. \text{con}, +v_1:u, v_2:\overline{u}, S^1 \]
      \[\rightarrow 5. \text{Derivation not complete} \]
      \[\rightarrow 6. S^1 \]
      \[\rightarrow 7. S^1 [same properties] \]
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3. \( [S^1] \) VI \( \{c_1-c_2-c_2\} \); Con,L

(Rule 10 in 6.2.1.1)

4. Con,L

5. Derivation not complete

6. L

7. L [same properties]

3. [L] Dis Mor,R

4. Dis Mor,R

5. Derivation complete

\[ \text{Dis Mor} \rightarrow \text{Con} \rightarrow +v_1:u, v_2:\ddad \rightarrow +v_1:a, v_2:\ddad \]

\[ + \exp, +\text{unna} \]

8. w-d-d

9. w-d-d \rightarrow \text{wadad} \rightarrow \text{ta+\ddad} \text{ (form VI)} \rightarrow \text{ta+\ddad} \\
   \text{tu+\ddad} \rightarrow \text{ta+\ddad} \rightarrow \text{ta+\ddad+unna}

output: \text{tawadadunna}
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The summary and conclusions are here organised in accordance with the numbering of chapters and sections, in order to provide ease of reference if needed.

1. The Introductory Chapter presents a discussion of the main issues that relate to the present work in general. The development of vernacular Arabic into the standard CA, the identification of the concept of CA on this basis, sources and techniques that account for the reliability of the traditional Arabic grammar, and the early foreign influence on this grammar, are all discussed in terms of their logical relations and with respect to the concept of language-universals which is shown to be a sufficient justification for approaching the CA grammar in a universal ('restricted Universal' in our case) frame of reference.

2. The chapter on 'Phonemic Investigation' presents a discussion of the problematic questions regarding the CA phonemes, and leads to specific conclusions in this respect.

2.1 The first section is concerned with the Arabic consonantal system.

(a) The only reliable witness for assessing the nature
(quality and quantity) of the CA phonemes is the written form of Arabic.

(b) The question of the traditional terms 'majkhār' and 'mahmūs' is thoroughly discussed in comparison with the modern terms 'voice/voiceless' (or fortis/lenis). The question is first settled in general, and then with particular consideration of the phonemes /?/, /q/, /t/. In the end the discussion leads to an independent view of the question.

(c) The 'emphatic' or 'velarized' phonemes are discussed in detail, with consideration of both the manner of their production and their positional occurrence; as well as to whether they should in any way be treated as suprasegmental features. This is carried out in a comparison between rival views, both among the early Arab grammarians and contemporary modern linguists, and also with respect to some other Semitic languages. The discussion leads to a more reliable description of the characteristics of the 'emphatic' sounds, as independent entities that should not be regarded as lexically in free alteration with their plain versions (i.e. the non-velarized counterparts).

(d) Special attention is given to the emphatics /l/ and /d/. The emphatic /l/ is proved to be an independent phoneme that should not be considered as a 'stylistic variant' of the ordinary /l/. The rarity of its usage is met with the consistency of its usage by all speakers where it is usually used, e.g. /allah/. As for /d/ the conclusion was that 'the CA /l?l/' was in fact: 'the lateral spirant /l/', particularly in the dialect of Qurayš. But other dialectal varieties, such as the velarized stop /d/ and the non-lateral /d/,
have simultaneously existed. The only question is whether these dialectal varieties were in the classical period admissible as part of the seven dialects or accents recognised in the Qur'anic recitation.

(e) The 'liquids' /l, r, n, m, f, b/ are considered in terms of their significant role for a possible phonemic classification according to their positional occurrences in the various verbal patterns.

(f) An attempt is made to determine the pronunciation of the Arabic sibilants /S/ and /Ş/, in a comparison between their early and their contemporary pronunciations. A similar discussion of the stop /j/ resulted in the conclusion that 'the consonant 'jîm' of CA was a voiced palatal stop /j/, which is still retained in Sudanese Arabic and among some Arab tribes elsewhere, as well as in the verbal transmission of the Qur'anic recitation'.

(g) The distinction between the uvular fricatives /X, ŋ, ḥ, Ğ/ is made clear, with the approximation of their articulatory positions being pointed out as the cause of their interchangability in some of the CA word formations.

(h) The question of /ḥurūf furūf/ 'secondary consonants' is discussed in general, with a proposal as to how we can possibly benefit from their early description in a lexical investigation.
2.2 The second section of this chapter is concerned with the vowel system of CA.

(a) Apart from a very few remarks made by Stbawayhi and others, which may have some weight, the information regarding the description of vowels consists of only casually scattered references in the works of early Arab grammarians.

(b) Being led to regard the consonants as the lasting elements, the scholarly Arabic attention gave only a minor role to the vowels so far as the script is concerned. Vowels were treated as accidental qualities, not as part of the body of the written word.

(c) The omission of vowels in the script is interpreted historically as a result of the fact that Arabic - like the rest of Semitic languages which treat vowels as only a means of semantical modification - has received this practice (through Aramaic or rather Nabataean) from Phoenician to which it was transmitted from the ancient Egyptian pictographic system of writing. But eventually Arabic had to introduce (in the ninth century AD) some vowel symbols to meet the difficulties that have emerged later.

(d) The basic six Arabic vowels (3 short + 3 long) are said to be corresponding almost exactly to what is believed to be the Proto-Semitic vowel system. In this respect, the fact that Arab grammarians used to postulate short vowels before the long vowels in word forms is interpreted as a mistaken assumption attributable to the late script requirement - for elegance, perhaps - of covering all
the letters with vowel signs.

(e) A comparison between the Arabic vowels and their corresponding cardinals reveals the fact that the Arabic short vowels /i, u/ are almost the same as their equivalent cardinals, but the fathâ /a/ is a retracted variety of the cardinal /æ/ (i.e. the cardinal /æ/, changes into the cardinal /æ/ in certain phonological environments. As for the Arabic long vowels /A, I, U/, it is difficult to say that they are twice the duration as their short version.

(f) The question of certain dialectal vowels that existed during the early era of CA is carefully discussed to result in confirmation or at least tending to confirm the existence of what could be equivalent to the cardinal vowels: /d/ (prolonged into /d/), /t/ (prolonged into /t/), /s/ (prolonged into /s/), /e/, its prolonged version /e/, and /e/. This is assessed in terms of Arabic dialects and with comparison to some other Semitic languages.

(g) Although diphthongs were not recognised as such by the early Arab grammarians, the evaluation of the discrete arguments proves that their early presence in CA is undeniable, and some proposals are made as to how a lengthy fruitful investigation in this area could be pursued.

In order to disambiguate the traditional terms of Arabic grammar, as well as other disputed morphological concepts, Chapter III has to be devoted to the terminological distinctions that could
free the various concepts from the surrounding controversies.

3.1 This section is concerned with the two major terms in Arabic grammar and their modern equivalents.

(a) The terms 'Nahw, Taqrif Vs Syntax, Morphology' are discussed thoroughly in terms of the contrasting views in modern linguistics and the traditional Arabic grammars. Definitions are sought for each term in relation to others.

(b) The comparative discussion ends with conclusive definitions of the terms Nahw, taqrif and Istiqāq.

3.2 The basic morphological concepts are compared to their presumable equivalents in traditional Arabic grammar, in order to establish the specific correspondence reflected in their definitions.

(a) The various definitions of the 'morpheme' concept by modern linguists are assessed in comparison with the two inferrable senses of 'morpheme' as identified in some studies of Arabic grammar. This is followed by a brief discussion of the realisation of the morphemic units in morphs, and the validity of the 'zero-exponent' concept.

(b) The distinction between the two terms 'root' and 'base' is made clear, and compared to that between the Arabic 'māddah' and 'binyah' as the two corresponding terms. This is followed by a demonstration of the distinction between the stem and stem-formative in relation to the general sense of 'pattern'.
The word, as a grammatical concept, required special attention in this chapter, although it has been considered later in Chapter IV as a basic element in the rule-system of WP. In this chapter (III) the 'word' is considered in general terms. The contrasting definitions are comparatively discussed. Should it be defined on phonological or grammatical basis, or should it be considered as an abstract unit? Is it a general concept, or should it be assigned different senses according to the usages of the individual languages? In the light of this discussion the sense of the 'word', in traditional Arabic grammar, as a 'qawl mufrad' is assessed and brought into harmony with contemporary definitions.

Chapter IV features the distinctive characteristics of the main models of morphological analysis, with special reference to the morphology of CA, as reflected in the two types of analytic techniques used in traditional Arabic grammar.

4.1 The three main models are carefully discussed in a comparison between their various features.

(a) The main characteristics of WP (Word and Paradigm model) are first presented and discussed in view of the criticism against the model in general, with Arabic taken as the source of exemplification. The consideration at this stage was of course given to WP in its traditional form.

(b) The term 'process' in the second model IP (Item and Process) is defined in terms of its usage by the different linguists. Then the model is generally discussed in relation to the other
models; and the question of 'historicity', as the main criticism against IP, is given attention.

(c) The latest model IA (Item and Arrangement) is assessed in relation to the other two models, and the main criticisms against IA, such as the non-segmentability of certain morphemes and the question of 'parasitic forms, are brought to attention compared to the way such problems are handled by other models.

(d) The discussions at this section result in the conclusion that WP, as opposed to IP and IA, is the most appropriate model of analysis for the constructional mechanism of CA. The reasons for this particular choice are made clearly explicit.

4.2 This section presents a general survey of the WP model as formulated by Professor Matthews. The two main sub-components of the system are presented in a reasonably simplified manner, with the original examples being replaced with Arabic ones whenever possible.

(a) The basic terms and relations used in the system are first explained in the form of a summary, to facilitate understanding the sections on the structure of the morphological rule-system.

(b) The four components of the derivational sub-division are first presented in a way demonstrating the function of each, then the form and interpretation of the individual rules is laid down, with an Arabic example for demonstration. This is followed by a presentation of the three different types of operations.
(c) The procedure of interpretation which determines the stages through which the application of a rule goes, as well as the order of the derivational rules, are both carefully presented, with the expository examples taken from CA.

(d) The distinctive features of the system are then listed according to the specifications of this section.

(e) Although the system applies properly to CA, a few symbols and arrangements of adaptation had to be introduced. These are presented in general terms with reference to the right places where they are sufficiently explained.

Chapter V is concerned with the Arabic verbal system. It represents a reconsideration of the traditionally determined features of the CA verb, recasting them whenever possible in terms of modern structural linguistics. It is meant to facilitate the making and understanding of the grammatical rules in Chapter VI.

5.1 In this section, the question of form and function interaction is considered in relation to the overlapping roles of morphology and syntax, in order to establish the fact that a formal approach does not necessarily exclude the functional and semantical consideration.

(a) In an outline of the verbal construct, the significance of the 'root' – as opposed to the stem and the paradigmatic formation – is given prominence with the contrasting views over the
minimal constituents of the Arabic verbal 'root' being considered.

(b) In order to overcome the difficulty of having to consult a pair instead of a single item for the various derivational forms, some solutions are presented under the term 'Base-Form'. These solutions are carefully evaluated, and one of them is chosen to be used in the present work. This is followed by an assessment of the question of 'empty morphs' in terms of the 'total accountability' in the Arabic verbal forms.

(c) In order to demonstrate the general structure of the Arabic verb, and to benefit the making and understanding of the grammatical rules in the present work, the verbal root-formation is studied in detail. In this respect, the CA verbal roots are classified according to (i) the number of their phonemic constituents, as well as to (ii) their types (weak, hamzated, etc.). Under the former classification (i.e. (i)), Wright's list of the triliteral forms (conjugations) is reconsidered in comparison to the list in the major Arabic sources. As a result Wright's list is extended to thirteen forms, grouped into four classes. The primary class (A) is given special attention because it represents the basic unaugmented forms to which all forms of other classes belong as augmented versions. Formal observations regarding the possible predictability of the aspectual formations in this class are first presented, followed by the relevant semantical connotations. Then forms of the rest of the classes are listed successively, with sufficient explanation to the augments and their semantical implications. This is followed by a similar presentation of the primary and augmented
forms of the quadriconsonantal verb. In the latter classification (i.e. (ii)), the verbal roots are sub-divided according to the quality of their phonemic constituents into two major types (strong and weak verbs) each of which has its own sub-divisions. Divisions of the first group (strong verbs) are featured in terms of their general morphophonemic behaviour. Then the second group (weak verbs) is similarly featured, with special attention given to the exceptionally striking dispute over the alteration process operating on the medially weak verbs, e.g. the formula (qawama-qama). In this connection, two of the contemporary views are discussed, and the arguments are evaluated from an independent different angle of view.

(d) The question of 'Transitivity' is considered in terms of its morphological roles, such as the transitivizing process of gemination which involves an internal alteration. The classification under this heading is related to the semantical classification of the root formations. The discussion ends with a list of the transitiizers and intransitivizers arranged in succession.

5.2 The morphosyntactic categories are in this section discussed in general terms, with relation to the Arabic verbal system. Then the exclusively verbal categories are studied in detail.

(a) 'Aspect' and 'Tense' are in particular given special attention and discussed in detail for their significant role in the verbal classification. Three elements appeared to be involved in the complexity of Aspect/Tense intersection. Each of these elements
(Aspect, Tense, Time) have to be carefully defined on its own and in comparison with the other two elements.

(b) Tense and Time are first brought up in a comparison between their philosophical senses as abstract entities and their grammatical senses as part of the verbal categories. Arguments on this question are assessed in view of the different attitudes in modern linguistics and traditional grammar. As a temporal specification, the 'point present' is given special consideration for its major role in the Time/Tense distinction. In this respect, the tripartite classification of the Arabic 'Tense' is assessed in comparison to its counterpart in the modern grammar of English, to end with a comparative list of the important forms of future expressions in English and Arabic.

(c) 'Aspect' is defined with a careful evaluation of the contrasting views. As a consequence it was possible to consider the terms 'perfect/imperfect' as used by some modern linguists, compared to the temporal classification in Arabic grammar and the Semitists' interpretation of these terms.

(d) To assess the role of 'Time' reference in Arabic grammar, the various compound constructions of /kāna/ 'auxiliary Be' had to be studied on their own and then in combination with the simple verb construction, in order to demonstrate how the durational location or temporal reference is in these constructions carried by one verb and the aspectual by another.
(e) As a result of the analytic discussions of the Aspect/Tense intersection, a postulation is posited to the effect that 'the Arabic verb is a twofold functional form, with the compound/non-compound constructions being the function-determiners'. This postulation is demonstrated diagramatically and in minute details meant to establish the new theoretical approach to the question.

(f) The aforesaid postulation led to a terminological determination in respect of the simultaneous use of the aspectual and the temporal labels with the Arabic verb, and allowed for the adoption of the terms 'Perfective/Imperfective' in the present grammar, to denote 'past' and 'present' tense forms, in a double functional sense.

(g) The 'voice' category is considered in general terms, and with regard to the existence of a grammatical relationship between the active and passive forms. In this respect, the question of 'deponent verbs' in Arabic is treated in brief.

(h) Among Semitic languages, CA is said to be the one with the greatest number of moods. This statement is assessed in relation to some other Semitic languages. Questions such as the base-form for modality, status of the 'Imperative' between modality and Tense, etc. are here discussed and settled. The various modal affixes are illuminated in terms of the different morphological processes to which they are subjected.

(i) The 'Personal Pronouns' are studied in their free and bound forms. The 'free forms' are first considered for a possible
segmentation of their constituents, and the idea has to be put aside. The 'bound forms' are then classified into 'nominals' and 'verbals'. The 'verbals' are then distributed in a table for the set of all pronominal affixes, on which the notion of 'cumulation' is clearly projected.

(j) The degree of formative-ambiguities is considered with respect to the principle of 'total accountability' in the light of a total field structure of the Arabic 'imperfect strong verb' affixes.

(k) According to a given procedure of morphemic analysis, Trager and Rice classified the personal pronouns in terms of recurrent partials within a fixed frame of reference, consisting of all the substitutional pronouns at the various points. This text (frame of reference) is presented in its original form, with a critical discussion of its contents in terms of the variant viewpoints which are brought to the attention in a comparative manner.

Chapter VI represents the result of all the preceding discussions. It comprises the grammar of the CA verbal system cast in the formulated version of WP.

6.1 The first section presents the guiding notes which are meant to explain how this grammar works, and answer any possible question regarding the formation and arrangement of the grammatical rules, or the external ordering of the Rule-divisions.

(a) The Notes are here grouped under sub-titles according to the types of their relationships. Notes that are in common are listed
under the heading 'General Remarks'.

(b) The slab-titles are then divided into: Rule-order, Optional Rules, Rule Generalisation, Pronominal Affixes, Base-Form Utility, Weak Verb Rules, and Gemination Rules. Under each sub-title the relevant points that are expected to pose a question are listed and clearly defined.

6.2 This section is primarily divided into two major divisions: the Stem-Rules and the V-Rules.

(a) The introduction to this section explains why the Stem-Rules had to be divided into six types and identifies the role of each type.

(b) For each of the six groups of the Stem-Rules a brief introduction was needed to define the function of the particular stem, its relation to other stems, and the other matters that relate to Rule-organisation.

(c) The introduction to the V-Rules section explains why these rules had to be divided into four major sub-titles, instead of listing them in one list of consecutive rules.

(d) For each of the four sub-sections of V-Rules a brief introduction had to precede the list of rules, in order to identify what is exceptionally relevant to the particular section, such as the affixal handling, the cover symbols, and other matters of relevance.
Finally, it is hoped that this summary and conclusions have given sufficient explanation to the methods and procedures of treating the problem concerned, as well as to the findings of the present work. A number of significant points may have had to be denied the required projection in order to keep the summary within the limits of reason. Nonetheless, a reference is always made somewhere to such points. However, the main intention here is to reflect how the overall purpose of the present work has been fulfilled, i.e. how the grammar of the CA verbal system has been reconstructed in terms of the modern linguistic theory, so as to add a new insight to and further the advancement of Arabic grammar in its evolitional course. Otherwise, new lines of thought are opened, a number of relevant areas requiring further investigation are pointed out, and the work is generally constructed with a general sense of appreciation of the requirement that all new grammars should meet the rigorous demands of modern structural linguistics. If the summary and conclusions have given prominence to such results, and these results have been of some benefit to specialists and the intellectuals of interest in linguistics in general and Arabic grammar in particular, then one's efforts are not in vain.
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ADDENDUM